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Government Communications 

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1. One of the most important tasks of government is to provide clear, truthful 
and factual information to citizens. The accurate and impartial 
communication of information about government polices, activities and 
services is critical to the democratic process. Government communications 
embrace two separate but complementary areas of activity—Government 
communication with the media, and Government communication directly 
with the public. 

2. In recent years, governments have had to re-assess how they approach the 
media and the public because of changes in expectations and demands from 
both these groups. New technology has led to an ever-larger media with a 24-
hour appetite to feed, and has also made it considerably easier to 
communicate directly with the public, which in turn has changed public 
expectations about access to information. 

3. One result has been that the size and cost of Government communications 
have grown considerably in recent years. This growth means that it is more 
important than ever to scrutinise this area and ensure that it is effective and 
delivering value for money. 

4. The last external review of Government communications took place in 2003–04 
and was conducted by Sir Robert Phillis, then Chief Executive of the 
Guardian Media Group. Since that review, there have been some significant 
changes to the structure and focus of Government communications. 

5. At the beginning of this inquiry, we called for evidence on whether the 
reforms since Sir Robert’s Review have resulted in a more effective system of 
communications. The purpose of this report is to consider what progress has 
been made since the Review and to make recommendations for further 
improvements in specific areas. 

6. The membership of the Committee is set out at Appendix 1. We received 
valuable written and oral evidence from the witnesses listed at Appendix 2. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE PHILLIS REVIEW 

Events that led to the Phillis Review 

7. In his evidence, Sir Robert explained that “the Labour opposition before the 
election was very, very effective in its news management, and on taking 
power I think the view was that much of the old [Government Information 
Service] system was not well equipped in the skills of news and media 
management … as the Labour opposition had been before they took power” 
(Q 8). 

8. In the two years following the 1997 election, 17 of the 19 departmental 
Heads of Information left office (Q 534), and a number of political special 
advisers (see paragraph 85 for further background) were appointed to work 
in communications. 

9. In September 1997, the then Cabinet Secretary, Sir Robin (now Lord) 
Butler appointed Sir Robin Mountfield to review the Government 
Information Service (GIS). The Mountfield Report was published in 
November 1997. It identified a number of weaknesses with the existing 
system, including wide variation in the practice and effectiveness of press 
offices across departments. In some instances, there had been a breakdown 
in effective co-ordination between civil service press officers and special 
advisers briefing the media. There had also been accusations of pre-emptive 
briefing by one department against another, and criticism from some senior 
journalists of the loss of impartial and press office service providing a 
function of record1. Most of the report’s recommendations were adopted (see 
paragraph 35). 

10. However, despite clearer guidance to both civil servants and special advisers 
on their respective functions and duties, further problems arose. Most 
notable were the high-profile events in 2001–02 within the then Department 
for Transport, Local Government and the Regions, which led to the 
resignation of both the special adviser, Jo Moore, and the Director of 
Communications, Martin Sixsmith. 

11. In July 2002, the House of Commons Public Administration Select 
Committee conducted an investigation of the incident and made a number of 
recommendations intended to stop any such problems arising in the future. 
One of the main recommendations was for a “radical external review of 
Government communications” to “examine not only the effectiveness of the 
Government Information and Communication Service, but also the roles 
played by other civil servants and special advisers who have a responsibility 
for communications”.2 The Government accepted this recommendation. 

The Phillis Review’s terms of reference and principles 

12. The Government subsequently appointed Sir Robert Phillis to chair the 
Review, which began work in February 2003. Its terms of reference were to: 

                                                                                                                                     
1 Report of the Working Group on the Government Information Service, Cabinet Office (Office of Public Service), 

November 1997, paragraph 4. 
2 Public Administration Select Committee, 8th Report (2001–02): “These Unfortunate Events”: Lessons of 

Recent Events at the former DTLR, (HC 303), paragraph 64, p 19. 
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“conduct a radical review of government communications. This will 
include the examination of different models for organising and managing 
the government’s communication effort, the effectiveness of the current 
model based on the Government Information and Communication 
Service, and the roles played by other civil servants, including those 
special advisers who have a responsibility for communications.”3 

13. The Review’s main recommendations are reproduced at Appendix 6. It 
published an interim report in August 2003 and a final report in January 
2004. The final report suggested seven main principles should underpin all 
Government communications. They were: 

• Openness, not secrecy. 

• More direct, unmediated4 communications with the public. 

• Genuine engagement with the public as part of policy formation and 
delivery, not communication as an afterthought. 

• Positive presentation of government policies and achievements, not 
misleading spin. 

• Use of all relevant channels of communication, not excessive emphasis on 
national press and broadcasters. 

• Co-ordinated communication of issues that cut across departments, not 
conflicting or duplicated departmental messages. 

• Reinforcement of the civil service’s political neutrality, rather than a 
blurring of government and party communications.5 

14. It is important to keep these principles in mind as they underpin all the 
Review’s recommendations. It is against these principles that our inquiry has 
sought to examine the present effectiveness of Government communications. 

What the Phillis Review found 

A breakdown in trust 

15. Sir Robert told us that the “major theme that dominated” (Q 20) the final 
report was a “three-way breakdown in trust between government and 
politicians, the media and the general public”.6 The Review suggested that 
this breakdown had led to increasing disillusion among parts of society, 
particularly the young and certain ethnic groups and concluded that the 
“traditional culture of secrecy in British government has not helped this 
breakdown”.7 The main focus of the recommendations was therefore to help 
restore “trust in, and the credibility of, government communications”.8 

16. The Review’s recommendations were aimed at the Government, but we did 
ask Sir Robert what reciprocal responsibility rested with the media. He 
explained that although “the media was not a specific part of our brief and 

                                                                                                                                     
3 An Independent Review of Government Communications, January 2004, p.1 (“the Phillis Review”). 
4 By “unmediated”, the Phillis Review seems to have meant not mediated by journalists. 
5 Phillis Review, p. 2 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid. 
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review … we felt that both government and the media and the press should 
ask themselves what their responsibilities were in the reporting of accurate, 
credible, timely and truthful information during the process” (Q 13). We 
agree. 

The communications structure 

17. The fundamental problem the Review identified related to the structure of 
Government communications. The influence of the Government 
Information and Communications Service (GICS), which had replaced GIS, 
was minimal. It was not involved in policy formulation in individual 
departments, or the process of co-ordinating information between 
departments (QQ 8, 14). It had no formal role in departments’ recruitment 
or development of communications staff.9 The Review concluded in its 
interim report that GICS had “neither the authority nor the capability to 
enforce standards in communications”.10 

18. Membership of GICS was voluntary, and, according to Howell James CBE, 
who was a member of the Phillis Review, it was very hard to identify the 
criteria for membership (Q 45). 

19. The weakness of GICS resulted in a lack of co-ordination in the event of crises 
or policies that involved several departments. The Review found “duplication 
of effort, contradictory messages and a damagingly slow response to crises”.11 
Sir Robert described the lack of co-ordination during the foot-and-mouth 
crisis of 2001 as “extraordinary” (Q 31). These “structural and systems 
weaknesses” made GICS “no longer fit for purpose”.12 

20. The Review’s identification of this fundamental problem resulted in a 
recommendation in the interim report that the Government replace GICS 
with “a more powerful, authoritative centre”13 that used “a wider definition 
of communications professionals encompassing all those involved in 
communication activity”. This new centre was to be led by a new post of 
Permanent Secretary, Government Communications.14 

21. The Review suggested that the new Permanent Secretary, Government 
Communications should have responsibility for appraising departments’ 
communications performance, in order to encourage consistency, transparency 
and high standards. His functions would also include setting standards in 
recruitment and instigating a development programme in order to improve 
skills15, and co-ordination of cross-government communications activity.16 

Special advisers 

22. Sir Robert told us that the weaknesses of Government communications had 
led to the incoming administration in 1997 trying to take greater central 
control. One way it sought to do this was to expand the number and role of 

                                                                                                                                     
9 Ibid., p. 9. 
10 Ibid., p.32. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid., p. 3 
13 Ibid., p. 34 
14 Ibid., p.3. 
15 Ibid., pp. 19, 21. 
16 Ibid., p.13. 
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special advisers skilled in handling the media (Q 8). He suggested that the 
approach of many of the special advisers working in communications was to 
favour an “inner circle” of reporters that led to “a sense of exclusion” among 
the rest of the media (QQ 13, 18). Sir Robert told us that this increased the 
adversarial relationship between the Government and the media, which 
resulted in a “tendency to challenge every piece of government information 
from whatever source” (Q 13). This tendency was exacerbated by the timing 
of the publication of Government statistics and facts, which Sir Robert 
believed were sometimes “used to reinforce a political point” (Q 19). This 
“use of information as a political weapon” had “contributed to the 
atmosphere of mutual suspicion between the government and the national 
media”.17 

23. To address the particular issue of the use of statistics, the Review 
recommended that “core central government statistical information should 
be automatically, routinely and systematically made available, with schedules 
published in advance and strictly observed”; and proposed “a new statute to 
define a clear remit for the National Statistician and the Statistics 
Commission”18, which would underline their independence from political 
interference.19 

24. In 1997, the Prime Minister’s Director of Communications and Strategy, 
Alistair Campbell, had been given the power to direct civil servants. This 
arrangement made Sir Robert “very uncomfortable” (Q 29). 

25. The Review also found that, in some departments, special advisers’ 
relationships with Civil Servants, and their respective roles and 
responsibilities, were not always clear. Such relationships had the potential to 
create confusion over the point at which advocacy compromised 
impartiality.20 

26. The Review therefore recommended that the new Permanent Secretary, 
Government Communications should develop clear guidelines to cover all 
staff involved in communications, including special advisers21, with new rules 
to cover the conduct of special advisers and boundaries with the civil 
service22. It also recommended that complaint procedures should be 
introduced for civil servants experiencing difficulties as a result of the 
demands of special advisers.23 

27. With particular reference to the arrangements at Number 10, the Review 
recommended that shorter-term media handling and cross-government crisis 
co-ordination should be shared between two posts—first, a politically 
appointed Director of Communication, and second, the Prime Minister’s 
Senior Official Spokesperson, a civil service appointment, with management 
responsibility for Number 10’s communications civil servants to fall to the 
civil service appointment.24 The executive powers given in 1997 to 

                                                                                                                                     
17 Ibid., p. 23. 
18 Ibid., p. 4. 
19 Ibid., p. 25. 
20 Ibid., p. 32. 
21 Ibid., p. 4. 
22 Ibid., p. 21. 
23 Ibid., p. 22. 
24 Ibid., p. 14. 
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Alistair Campbell in his role as Director of Communications and Strategy 
should not apply to the successor appointment at Number 10. 

The Lobby 

28. A further area that the Review examined was the Lobby system. The ‘Lobby’ 
is the name given to a group of parliamentary journalists who enjoy 
privileged access to briefings and to certain parts of Parliament. The chief 
privilege is the right to enter Members’ Lobby (adjacent to the Commons 
Chamber)25 in order to interview MPs. The other main privilege is access to 
Lobby briefings given twice daily by the Prime Minister’s Spokesperson. One 
is held in the Treasury at 11am, hosted by Number 10 and now open to all 
journalists. The other is held in the Palace of Westminster at 3.45pm, hosted 
by the Lobby itself and restricted to journalists with Lobby passes. (See 
Appendix 4 for the current number of Lobby passholders for each news 
organisation and Appendix 5 for an example of a summary of a Lobby 
briefing.) 

29. The Review was concerned that there was a perception among journalists 
that an ‘inner circle’ received more information than other reporters. This 
was partly to do with the Lobby. The Review found that the Lobby system 
was “no longer working effectively for either the government or the media”26, 
both of which had had “their credibility damaged by the impression that they 
are involved in a closed, secretive and opaque insider process”.27 

30. The Review therefore recommended that “all major government media 
briefings should be on the record, live on television and radio and with full 
transcripts available promptly online”, and that “Ministers should deliver 
announcements and briefings relevant to their department at the daily lobby 
briefings, which should also be televised, and respond to questions of the day 
on behalf of the government”.28 

The focus of Government communications 

31. Although the term ‘Government communications’ embraces both media 
handling and direct communication with the public, the Review was 
concerned that the Government had concentrated its time and resources too 
much on the national media. This led to the Review’s “central 
recommendation”—that “the role and scope of government 
communications” be redefined to mean a citizen-focussed “continuous 
dialogue with all interested parties”29, based on the principle of “direct, 
unmediated communications to the public”30. The Review further 
recommended empowering the public through “Customer-driven online 
communication”—the presentation of Government information on the 
internet to reflect user need and perceptions.31 

                                                                                                                                     
25 Only journalists with Lobby passes may enter Members’ Lobby. Journalists with general parliamentary 

passes have access to other areas, including Portcullis House, where many meetings between journalists 
and MPs now take place. 

26 Phillis Review, p. 4. 
27 Ibid., p. 25. 
28 Ibid., p. 4. 
29 Ibid., p. 3. 
30 Ibid., p. 2. 
31 Ibid., p. 5. 
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32. In evidence, Sir Robert said that the public has more trust in information 
that is not mediated by journalists and that this was the driver behind the 
Review’s recommendations (Q 20). 

Government communications and the regions 

33. The Review cautioned against the “excessive emphasis on national press and 
broadcasters”, and urged, as a matter of principle, that the Government use 
“all relevant channels of communication”.32 It found that “much can be done 
to improve the relevance and appeal of communication from government by 
tailoring it to the different communities of the United Kingdom.” Two 
advantages were cited for this “more localised approach”—the potential both 
to “harness the greater trust often placed in local media”; and to “engage” 
audiences directly affected by Government policy in a particular way in 
particular regions.33 

34. An important element of this new approach would be the value regional 
offices could add to the Government’s message by providing information on 
local or regional impact—and communication of local views back to 
Whitehall. It was also suggested that the Government “should involve local 
and regional newspapers and regional radio and TV to a much greater 
extent”.34 In addition, it was suggested that more “frequent visits to the 
regions by Cabinet Ministers are important, particularly when there is a 
controversial live issue to address such as a major road or airport 
development.”35 

                                                                                                                                     
32 Ibid., p. 2. 
33 Ibid., p.18. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid., p. 19. 
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CHAPTER 3: CHANGES TO GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS 

The Mountfield Report 

35. The Government implemented many of the recommendations in the 1997 
Mountfield Report (see paragraph 9). For example, a Strategic 
Communications Unit was set up in Number 10, answerable to the Prime 
Minister and working through the Chief Press Secretary. The Government 
also implemented reforms to the Lobby system, including on-the-record 
briefings and attributable sources. In addition, it encouraged closer co-
operation between departmental press officers and special advisers. The 
Government Information Service was renamed the Government Information 
and Communications Service (GICS) in order to reflect a new focus on two-
way dialogue with the public. 

Government innovation in communication 

36. We also note that this Government has established new ways of 
communicating. These include the Prime Minister’s twice-yearly 
appearances before the House of Commons Liaison Committee; the Prime 
Minister’s monthly press briefing; ‘Ask the PM’ (which allows citizens to 
submit their own video questions to the Prime Minister); and ‘E-Petitions’ (a 
system for submitting online public petitions). 

From GICS to GCN 

37. The Government accepted many of the Phillis Review’s recommendations. 
GICS was replaced by a stronger central structure, called the Government 
Communications Network (GCN). GCN incorporated all communications 
disciplines, not just press officers. In addition, the Government accepted that 
GCN should be led by a Permanent Secretary, based in the Cabinet Office 
and reporting directly to the Head of the Home Civil Service. 

38. In his evidence to us, Howell James (who held the position of Permanent 
Secretary, Government Communications from July 2004 until June 2008) 
outlined his vision for the role and described it as “head of profession for all 
government communications … taking on the senior Civil Service leadership 
for all government communicators [and] responsible for the professionalising 
agenda across government for the communicators”. He went on to say that 
his focus was on “cross-government comms activity—not the sort of short 
term news management stuff that Number Ten tends to focus on, but some 
of the longer term planning activity, which also touched on counter 
terrorism, crisis management, foot-and-mouth, avian flu, pandemic flu 
planning” (Q 34). 

Number 10 

39. The Government accepted the Phillis Review’s recommendations for 
restructuring communications at Number 10. The post of Director of 
Communications was split in two, with a politically appointed Director of 
Communications, and a career civil servant as the Prime Minister’s 
Spokesperson. The Order in Council allowing the politically appointed 
Director of Communications to direct civil servants was revoked, in June 
2007. 
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40. The current Prime Minister, Gordon Brown, subsequently combined both 
roles into one position—the Prime Minister’s Spokesperson, who is still a 
civil servant, currently Michael Ellam. He told us that “as well as being the 
Prime Minister’s spokesman I am the Director of Communications in 
Downing Street and that means I have responsibility for managing the civil 
service staff in Downing Street who deal with communications” (Q 474). 
Sir Robert told us this change did not concern him “providing that that 
centre has the strong Permanent Secretary and professional leadership of the 
civil servants working to the Cabinet Office and therefore Number Ten” 
(Q 30). 

Regional Government communications 

41. Recent changes within regional Government communications fall broadly 
into two main areas. First, the Government has its own regional news 
service, which at the time of the Phillis Review was called the Government 
News Network (GNN) and based in the Cabinet Office. In 2005, GNN was 
moved to the Central Office of Information (COI), restructured and 
renamed the News Distribution Service (NDS). The NDS now has regional 
directors in all nine English regions, as well as in Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland. In many cases they are co-located within the regional 
Government Office, in an attempt to improve co-ordination of Government 
communications between Whitehall, the devolved nations and the English 
regions. 

42. The second area of change is within central Government departments. In its 
written submission, the Cabinet Office said that “the way that departments 
deal with the regional media is changing. Many departments now have 
dedicated regional press officers who work closely with regional media on 
issues of importance to the local area. They are responsible for working with 
national colleagues to deliver key information around rights and 
responsibilities.” The Government points to a number of examples, such as 
at HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC), where 45 members of staff 
volunteer to act as spokespeople on local radio, answering questions on all 
aspects of HMRC operations from filling in a self-assessment form to paying 
the national minimum wage (p 126). 

Government statistics 

43. The most important reform in this area has been the creation of an 
independent United Kingdom Statistics Authority36, which was established 
by statute37 as a non-ministerial department in order to depoliticise the 
release of official statistics. It oversees the release of all official statistics by 
the Office for National Statistics and reports directly to Parliament. The 
Cabinet Office states that the Statistics Authority’s Code of Practice for 
Statistics “will reinforce the existing requirement that the release of all official 
statistics should be pre-announced one year ahead, with the exact date of 
release announced either six months ahead (in the case of market-sensitive 
statistics), or one month ahead (in the case of other official statistics)” 
(p 126). 

                                                                                                                                     
36 Known, legally, as the Statistics Board. 
37 Statistics and Registration Service Act 2007. 
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Freedom of Information 

44. In this inquiry we have not focussed on the Government’s implementation of 
the Freedom of Information Act (which came into force on 1 January 2005). 
However, it was considered by the Phillis Review, and some witnesses did 
raise the issue with us. The Review stated that FOI “offers a real opportunity 
to make government at every level more accountable, breaking the current 
culture of secrecy and partial disclosure of information which is at the root of 
many of the problems we have examined”38 and that “when implementing 
the main provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, the overriding 
presumption should be to disclose”.39 

Training and support for Government communicators 

45. The GCN has been mandated to improve communications within the civil 
service, as well as providing new tools for supporting civil servants to improve 
their own communication skills. It has established two programmes to 
achieve this aim, Engage and Evolve. The first programme, Engage, was 
launched in April 2006 as a best practice communications planning model 
and guide, which allows staff to identify their audiences and tailor messages 
suited to that audience. The second programme, Evolve, began in March 
2007, and is an interactive professional development framework designed to 
improve skills and strengthen both recruitment and training across 
departments (p 122). Sir Robert Phillis was supportive and commented that 
Evolve “involves a comprehensive programme of recruitment, a selection of 
training … of testing one’s own skills … combined with a sensible and 
judicious bringing in from private sector of skills in that area” (Q 20). 

Online communication 

46. Growth in the use and popularity of the internet over the past few years has 
opened up opportunities for the Government to supply information directly 
to the public in a cost-effective manner. We recognise the considerable 
progress the Government has made in harnessing the potential of online 
communication to improve and increase communications directly with the 
public. As one way of achieving better communication of information to the 
public, the Phillis Review advocated one central Government website “within 
which the output of the various different departments and agencies can be 
found.”40 

47. The Government accepted this recommendation and launched the Directgov 
website (www.directgov.uk). This website was designed to provide a single 
point of access to public sector information and services. It contains 
information from 18 different Government departments and is structured 
from the point of view of users. Users therefore do not need to know the 
structure of government in order to find the information they want (p 125). 

Conclusion 

48. Sir Robert told us that members of the Review were pleased with the 
Government’s “very speedy response” to their recommendations (Q 21). We, 

                                                                                                                                     
38 Phillis Review, p.23. 
39 Ibid., p.4. 
40 Ibid., p.26. 
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too, welcome and acknowledge the aspects of the Phillis Review that have 
been properly and fully implemented. Nevertheless, Sir Robert told us there 
were areas of his report “where perhaps all that we had hoped for has not 
been achieved” (Q 22). The purpose of the rest of this report, therefore, is to 
consider in what areas there is still need for improvement. 
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CHAPTER 4: WHAT STILL NEEDS TO BE DONE 

Openness not secrecy 

49. The first of the Review’s seven principles, “openness not secrecy”41, is of 
fundamental importance. This is the key to improving Government 
communications. If all Government departments and Ministers fully 
embraced this principle, many of the problems identified during this inquiry 
would be substantially reduced. 

50. Evidence we received suggested that the Government has made some 
improvement in its efforts to be more open in the provision of information, 
particularly in making more information available directly to the public 
through the internet (see paragraph 115). However, in other areas there is 
still progress to be made by the Government to ensure it adheres to the 
principle of openness, not secrecy. We are particularly concerned about the 
way in which governments sometimes choose to make announcements. 

Making announcements 

51. In their evidence to us, some journalists were critical of what they said were 
Government statements being selectively trailed in advance of the official 
announcement, as well as policies being announced prior to Parliament being 
informed. 

52. We are particularly concerned about the selective trailing of announcements. 
The evidence we received from journalists suggested that ‘friendly’ 
journalists are sometimes told the content of Government announcements 
before they are made formally. An obvious reason for doing this is to secure 
favourable and prominent coverage for a Government policy in return for 
exclusivity. 

53. Jackie Ashley, (Guardian columnist); Steve Richards, (Independent 
columnist); Benedict Brogan, (Daily Mail Political Editor); and 
Nigel Hawkes (Health Editor, The Times) all agreed that selective trailing is 
not a new phenomenon but is more common now (QQ 153, 251, 255). 
Nigel Hawkes told us that “everything is trailed … usually to journalists who 
are more likely to take a favourable view” (Q 153). Nicholas Jones, a 
journalist and member of the Campaign for Press and Broadcasting 
Freedom, agreed. He suggested: 

“What is needed is a change of culture and a new presumption that the 
flow of information from the state to the media should be de-politicised 
and that all news providers outlets should have equal access … The 
practice of trailing government announcements in advance—almost 
invariably on an off-the-record basis—has now become institutionalised 
within Whitehall departments. To all intents and purposes it has become 
the state-sanctioned leaking of official information” (p 170). 

54. Nigel Hawkes argued that selective trailing is unfair, as it advantages certain 
media outlets over others. He also said that: 

“certain things will get trailed in advance, sometimes on the 
understanding that you will not make any phone calls to stand them up 

                                                                                                                                     
41 Ibid., pg 12. 
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or to get criticism of them. The stories appear and they are slightly half-
baked stories: when the actual report appears, the appetite for writing 
about it has gone. Very often big announcements will be made, they will 
be so extensively trailed that by the time the report actually appears I 
cannot persuade my news desk it is of the slightest importance. ‘We 
knew all that already, did we not?’ That leads to bad reporting” (Q 154). 

55. A closely associated issue is the making of announcements through the media 
that should properly have been made first to Parliament. Again, this may 
make it easier for Government to secure positive coverage of their policies. 
Nick Robinson, Chief Political Editor at the BBC, suggested that the nature 
of the modern media is also responsible. There can be huge pressure on the 
Government to respond to breaking stories immediately rather than wait 
until Parliament is sitting. Referring to one case where the Home Secretary 
announced a new Government policy on knife crime directly to the media, he 
explained that: 

“despite the genuine desire of Gordon Brown when he became Prime 
Minister to do things in Parliament first, the pressure to give something 
to the papers … to fill the time between the headlines on knife crime and 
the announcement on Tuesday, meant that it was not said to Parliament 
first, it was not said formally, it was not said by the departmental press 
team … So all of those things stem from the political pressure that 
Number 10 feels under, under any administration, to have things to say 
when they are in trouble” (Q 130). 

56. The Minister for the Cabinet Office and Chancellor of the Duchy of 
Lancaster, the Rt Hon. Liam Byrne MP, told us that all substantial 
announcements should be made to Parliament first with no pre-briefs 
(Q 568). We agree with this aim but doubt whether it is always fulfilled. We 
witnessed one example in the course of this inquiry. In October 2008, the 
Pensions Bill was being considered by the House of Lords. The Government 
had previously resisted a backbench amendment to make it easier for women 
to buy back years to improve their basic pension. The Daily Mail was 
particularly critical of the Government’s refusal to act. Then, on 24 October, 
the Daily Mail carried an exclusive story splashed on its front page which 
announced that the Government had reconsidered its policy and would table 
its own amendment that day. The article included direct quotes from the 
Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, the Rt Hon. James Purnell MP. 
The announcement was made first on an exclusive basis to a newspaper that 
was likely to give it a positive reception. 

57. The Ministerial Code states: “When Parliament is in session, the most 
important announcements of Government policy should be made in the first 
instance, in Parliament.”42 This is an important principle. Members of 
Parliament are the democratically elected representatives of the people and 
they have been elected to Parliament in order to scrutinise the Executive on 
behalf of their constituents. 

58. In Parliament, substantial announcements should be made orally by the 
relevant Minister. (Statements made in the House of Commons may be 
repeated in the House of Lords.) Other announcements may be made by 

                                                                                                                                     
42 Ministerial Code, Cabinet Office, July 2007, paragraph 9.1, p 19. 
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written statement to both Houses or in the course of debate or passage of a 
Bill.43 

59. When an announcement is made to Parliament, the information is put in the 
public domain in an open and transparent manner. All journalists and 
members of the public have access to that information at the same time and 
the opportunity of opposition parties and backbenchers to question the 
Government means that policy is scrutinised from different perspectives as 
soon as it is announced. The release of information through a statement to 
Parliament is fully in line with the Phillis principle of “openness, not 
secrecy”. 

60. Recently, some departments have published prior press releases in order to 
maximise press coverage of the parliamentary statement. Sian Jarvis, Director 
General of Communications at the Department of Health, told us that it was 
common and accepted practice to “put out information” in advance about 
the major themes of a statement in order to be on “the front foot” in 
promoting government policy. She argued that this was “entirely 
appropriate” (Q 361). Whether it is appropriate or not depends on the facts 
of the individual case. What is clear, however, is that in employing this 
practice the Government risks breaking its own rules (see paragraph 57) on 
making announcements to Parliament. Government departments must be 
very careful not to pre-empt Parliament. 

61. In October 2000, the Speaker of the House of Commons, the Rt Hon. 
Michael Martin MP, made it clear that the content of ministerial statements 
should not be trailed before they are made to Parliament: 

“I must make it clear that if Ministers were to release information to the 
press before the House was informed of major policy developments I 
would regard that as an unacceptable discourtesy to the House. If that 
occurred, I would expect the Minister concerned to apologise to the 
House … I expect Ministers to take measures to ensure that other 
authorities, who are privy to confidential information, protect it until the 
House has been informed.”44 

62. We appreciate that in the case of market sensitive information, or 
certain EU-wide announcements, it may not be practical or possible 
to inform Parliament first. In such cases, we recommend the 
Government should commit to return to Parliament at the earliest 
opportunity in order to give an account of developments. 

63. We also readily acknowledge that both selective trailing and announcements 
that pre-empt Parliament can raise difficult issues of judgment. It is not 
always black and white. Journalists themselves compete for “exclusive” 
stories and some of these will result from “leaks” rather than briefings. 
Specialist correspondents who know their area can often make an informed 
guess of which way Government policy is developing. A Minister may make a 
remark at a lunch with political correspondents that fills in a gap in the 
journalist’s knowledge. Steve Richards observed that “information will get 
out in all its different forms whatever structure is put in place” (Q 217). 

                                                                                                                                     
43 Written ministerial statements are a procedure introduced in 2004 that we welcome, as they make the 

process of written Government announcements to Parliament much more open and transparent; HC Deb 
13 February 2001 col 160. 

44 HC Deb 30 October 2000 col 513. 
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64. It is important, however, that neither selective trailing nor a willingness to 
pre-empt Parliament should ever become part of any Government’s 
communication strategy. It is vital that Ministers of any administration 
should understand clearly the standards expected of them. To help achieve 
this, we make two recommendations. 

65. First, we recommend that the Prime Minister draw all Ministers’ 
attention to the guidance in the Ministerial Code that the most 
important announcements of Government policy should be made in 
the first instance to Parliament. Ministers should be reminded that 
trailing the content of announcements is incompatible with the 
Ministerial Code and the guidance of the Speaker of the House of 
Commons. This should be repeated at the start of every new 
Parliament. 

66. Second, the Prime Minister should also issue clear instructions to all 
Ministers, and their staff, that new information should always be 
provided on a fair and equal basis to all interested journalists. This 
instruction, too, should be repeated at the start of every new 
Parliament. 

The Lobby 

67. Another barrier to openness is the Lobby system. The Phillis Review 
suggested that there was “an ‘inner circle’ of reporters who have good access, 
but a disenfranchised majority who do not.”45 In 2008, the Lobby had 176 
members, with the BBC alone having 30. The Review recommended reform 
of the Lobby, including televising briefings.46 In his evidence to us Sir Robert 
said that the Review’s recommendations about televising Lobby briefings had 
not been adopted because there was “no enthusiasm at all … in relation to 
media briefings in the role of the Lobby” (Q 22). 

68. Benedict Brogan, current Chairman of the Lobby, said that, previously, the 
Lobby had been “closed”, “secretive and quasi Masonic” (Q 211). He 
suggested that the modern Lobby is not like this. Howell James, former 
Permanent Secretary, Government Communications, agreed. He told us that 
the Lobby had opened up slightly in recent years, with summaries (but not 
verbatim transcripts) of briefings available on the internet. He questioned, 
however, whether there was any appetite for televising the briefings (Q 80). 

69. Other witnesses supported broadcasting the Lobby. They included the 
Chartered Institute of Public Relations (CIPR), which told us: 

“Recent reforms to the Lobby system have been useful, but have not 
addressed the central issue—which is the concept that there is some kind 
of ‘magic circle’ of privileged journalists who are granted special access 
to the thinking of ministers. The current system encourages an 
unhealthy closeness between government and a small elite group of 
journalists, and the kind of anonymous briefing which exacerbates the 
cynicism with which the general public views the political system and 
politicians themselves. Briefings should be open and transmitted live 
along similar lines to White House press conferences, where the 
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46 Ibid., p. 26. 
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spokesperson (a professional communicator) can choose to respond to 
questions” (pp 163–4). 

70. Nicholas Jones told us: “Despite its acceptance of the Phillis 
recommendations, the government made only a half-hearted attempt to 
persuade Lobby correspondents to accept on-camera briefings and it was no 
surprise that the Lobby voted to maintain the status quo, anxious to defend 
at all cost the un-attributable and anonymous briefings which have become 
the lifeblood of modern political journalism.” He went on to state: “On-
camera briefings would introduce a sense of discipline … Greater certainty 
about the government line would also assist departments and agencies” 
(p 170). 

71. Benedict Brogan said that he would have no particular objection to televising 
Lobby briefings but wondered whether any real benefits would derive from 
such action (Q 212). Jackie Ashley said that she “would love to see it on 
camera. I would not spend my time going there because as a columnist it is 
not a good use of your time, but I would love to be able to just turn on my 
computer and click in every day and see what is going on” (Q 213). 

72. However, some witnesses had concerns about a particular aspect of 
broadcasting Lobby briefings. Benedict Brogan argued that the reason the 
briefings were not televised was that “civil servants are perhaps reluctant to 
become faces on television” (Q 211). Howell James was “nervous” (Q 81) 
about televised briefings, and questioned whether it would be an “appropriate 
role for a civil servant to appear on television every day”. He suggested that, if 
such briefings were televised, alternatively the Government could consider 
creating a Minister for Communication to lead the briefings (Q 80). 

73. Civil servants conducting public briefings is not unprecedented. For example, 
during the Falklands War, a Ministry of Defence civil servant, Ian McDonald, 
provided press briefings that were broadcast on television and radio. More 
recently, prominent civil servants such as Liam Donaldson, Chief Medical 
Officer, and Sir David King, Chief Scientific Adviser 2000–07, have both 
conducted media interviews on screen discussing Government policy. 

74. The morning Lobby briefing is already open to all journalists, and although 
the afternoon meeting is not, this is at least in part because of security and 
space considerations (it is held in Parliament). Summaries of both briefings 
are available on the Number 10 website and quotes are attributable to the 
Prime Minister’s Spokesperson. We see no reason, therefore, why the Prime 
Minister’s Spokesperson should not continue to speak at the Lobby briefings 
if they were broadcast. He would not need to change the nature of what he 
said: the briefings would continue as they are. Broadcasting them will make 
them more transparent and open. The Lobby would be more open if 
briefings were broadcast. This would also help dispel any continuing myths 
about the Lobby and the sense of secrecy it still engenders. 

75. We see no good reason for not broadcasting the daily Lobby briefings but we 
note that no progress has been made to break the log-jam. Broadcasting such 
briefings would give the public and all parts of the media confidence that they 
are not being excluded from an “inner circle”, and would give them 
information to which they are entitled. We therefore propose that, as a first 
step, the morning briefing, which is already open to all journalists, 
should be live on the Number 10 website. If television or radio 
broadcasters wished to use clips from that footage they could do so. 
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76. In the Government response to the Phillis Review, the then Minister for the 
Cabinet Office, the Rt Hon. Douglas Alexander MP, stated: “The 
Government remains committed to the principle, reflected in the Ministerial 
Code, that when the House is sitting announcements of Government policy 
should, in the first instance, be made in Parliament.”47 From what we have 
said it is clear that we have no intention of challenging this principle, but the 
point is that these briefings already take place and should not include pre-
announcements. (See Appendix 5 for a summary of a lobby briefing). We are 
proposing nothing new in that respect. All that televising the briefings would 
do is make them available to a larger audience. 

77. Historically, the Leader of the House of Commons gave a weekly Lobby 
briefing after Business Questions. This no longer happens. Adam Boulton, 
Political Editor, Sky News, explained: 

“One of the longstanding conventions of the lobby has been that the 
Leader of the House had a weekly lobby briefing which was the main 
point of direct contact between the Government and the lobby. That 
was something that fell into abeyance but was brought back by Jack 
Straw. Harriet Harman, although we sought her out, discontinued it. I 
think that is a real shame and damages Parliament, not least because it 
was concentrated around business and what was going on” (Q 139). 

78. Benedict Brogan said it was to his “deep regret” that this practice had been 
discontinued (Q 208). Previously, this briefing ensured direct contact between 
the Lobby and Ministers each week and also helped raise the profile of 
parliamentary business. We recommend that the Leader of the House of 
Commons should reinstate a weekly briefing on parliamentary business. 

Open access to press conferences 

79. A related concern is open access to Government press conferences. In his 
written evidence William Horsley, Chairman of the Association of European 
Journalists (UK), argued: “If the government accepts the Phillis 
recommendations, ministers should take responsibility for ensuring that press 
officers allow open access to press conferences, and wherever possible to 
background briefings as well” (p 168). 

80. We received evidence of one case where a journalist was excluded from a press 
conference at the Department of Health. Mr Tony Collins, Executive Editor 
of Computer Weekly, told us about a time in 2005 when the department had 
held a press conference about an NHS information technology project: 

“An invitation was sent to a number of magazines and national 
journalists, one of whom sent a copy of the invitation to me … it was the 
first time I have seen an invitation to a press conference which was 
confidential and the journalist was asked not to pass on the invitation. I 
rang and asked whether I could go and we were told that the conference 
was full. My editor asked me to go anyway and about 18 journalists filed 
through the electronic turnstiles at Richmond House and when I went 
through, I had my way barred by the minister’s adviser” (Q 142). 

Mr Collins was told that he could not attend because the matter would not 
be of interest to him but he believes that “they did not want me to ask 
informed questions” (Q 146). 

                                                                                                                                     
47 http://archive.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/gcreview/News/governmentresponse.pdf 
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81. Sian Jarvis defended the Department of Health’s actions in this case. She 
said that the event was a “bespoke briefing” rather than a press conference 
and that: “Sometimes we want to bring a group of journalists up to speed on 
a particular subject and in this case we identified that the health lobby did 
not have as much information about the national programme for IT ... We 
did not invite the trade press—Tony Collins is part of the trade press—
because they had so much information about it” (Q 347). 

82. Whatever the details of this case, we are concerned that there should never 
be a perception that access to press conferences or briefings is dependent on 
the kind of coverage a journalist is likely to give. This perception can only 
fuel the breakdown in trust between the media and the Government. We 
recommend that all Government press conferences should be as open 
as possible and that all major press conferences should be live on the 
internet so that they are open for anyone to listen to. 

The roles of civil servants and special advisers 

Civil Service neutrality 

83. The Phillis Review recommended that one of the seven principles underpinning 
all Government communications should be reinforcement “of the Civil Service’s 
political neutrality, rather than a blurring of government and party 
communications.”48 In his evidence to us, Sir Robert stated: “The professional 
Civil Service communicator must remain impartial, and it was one of the 
bulwarks of what we said in our report, that this division had to be clear” (Q 16). 

84. In its written evidence, the Cabinet Office stated: 

“All government communications activity is subject to strict propriety 
guidance, which, along with the Civil Service Code, defines how civil 
servants can properly and effectively present government policies and 
programmes. The following basic criteria have been applied to government 
communications by successive administrations. The communication: 

• should be relevant to government responsibilities; 

• should be objective and explanatory, not biased or polemical; 

• should not be—or liable to be—misrepresented as being party political; and 

• should be conducted in an economic and appropriate way and should be 
able to justify the costs as expenditure of public funds” (p 120). 

Special advisers 

85. Special advisers are temporary civil servants appointed by Ministers (with the 
written agreement of the Prime Minister). While they must adhere to the Civil 
Service Code, they are exempt from the stipulation to behave with impartiality 
and objectivity.49 The Code of Conduct for Special Advisers states: 

“Special advisers are employed to help Ministers on matters where the 
work of Government and the work of the Government Party overlap and 
where it would be inappropriate for permanent civil servants to become 
involved. They are an additional resource for the Minister providing 
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assistance from a standpoint that is more politically committed and 
politically aware than would be available to a Minister from the 
permanent Civil Service.”50 

86. The Code attaches further conditions because of special advisers’ political status. 
For example, although they may represent Ministers’ views on Government 
policy to the media, the relevant political party must handle briefing on purely 
party political matters. The Code also establishes that all contacts with the news 
media should be authorised by the appointing Minister and conducted in 
accordance with the Guidance on Government Communications.51 

87. We note that, since 1995, the number of special advisers employed by the 
Government has risen from 38 to 73—a 92 per cent increase. According to 
the Rt Hon. Liam Byrne MP, Minister for the Cabinet Office, 13 of the 
Government’s special advisers deal primarily with the media, including two 
media specialists at Number 10 (Q 561). We believe that it is extremely 
important that special advisers adhere to the same rules as civil servants, with 
respect to selective trailing and pre-announcements. For example, the 
Government’s own propriety guidance for its own communications staff 
clearly states: “Any announcement of a new policy must always respect the 
primacy of Parliament. If a minister announces a new policy outside the 
House, they risk being reprimanded by the Speaker.”52 Ministers appoint 
their own special advisers and only they have the power to remove them. 
Ministers therefore have a special responsibility to ensure this occurs. 

TABLE 1 

Number of special advisers employed by the Government 
Financial Year Number 

1995–96 38 

1996–97 38 

1997–98 70 

1998–99 74 

1999–00 78 

2000–01 79 

2001–02 81 

2002–03 73 

2003–04 84 

2004–05 77 

2005–06 82 

2006–07 68 

2007–08 73 

Source: Cabinet Office written evidence, p 133. 

                                                                                                                                     
50 Code of Conduct for Special Advisers, paragraph 2, p.1. The Code was first published in 1997; the current 

version is dated November 2007. 
51 Ibid., paragraphs 10, 11, p 3. 
52 Propriety Guidance, Cabinet Office, p 7. 
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88. We believe it is of key importance that Ministers make clear at all 
times that special advisers must follow the guidance available and 
stay within the limits set down. As well as sending the guidance to all 
new special advisers, we believe it is imperative that the guidance is 
brought to the attention of all new Ministers. 

Structure of departmental communications 

89. During our inquiry, it became clear that some Government departments 
have a better reputation than others for the way in which they communicate. 
This was also the case when the Phillis Review was taking place. The Review 
noted that “more needs to be done to increase the professionalism and 
effectiveness of communication within individual government departments 
and agencies. The implementation of the Mountfield recommendations has 
been patchy.”53 

90. In evidence to us, Sir Robert said that one of the problems at the time of his 
Review was that communications was seen as a second-class role by the civil 
service and therefore it did not always attract the top people (Q 14). The 
Review stated: “The standards for entry should be at least as rigorous as 
those in other areas of the Civil Service. We want communications staff to 
become what they already are in theory—part of the mainstream Civil 
Service.”54 

91. In addition, the Phillis Review advocated greater movement of career civil 
servants between policy and delivery jobs and communications jobs: “Two-
way traffic should be commonplace, both as a means of spreading 
communication skills through the wider Civil Service and as a way of 
breaking down the ‘them and us’ attitude that we have witnessed.” It states: 

“All policy officials identified as having the potential to reach the very 
top levels of the Civil Service (SASC level) should have appropriate 
communications knowledge or experience. Those entering the senior 
levels of the Civil Service should be able to demonstrate good 
understanding of the wider role of communications within government 
and where they have successfully applied those skills in previous jobs.”55 

92. However, despite the leadership of the Permanent Secretary, Government 
Communications, and some significant progress made in developing training 
and development programmes for communications professionals, it is clear 
there are still some departments that fail to attract top staff to 
communications posts. The Chartered Institute of Public Relations (CIPR) 
told us: 

“In some, particularly the outward-facing and delivery departments, 
communications has been re-positioned and resourced as an important 
function with an increasing number of Communications Directors 
taking on more senior roles. However, there are still a number of 
departments that neither position and resource communications 
appropriately nor do they appreciate the contribution that 
communications can make. In this respect the civil service has fallen 
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behind best practice in industry, where the director of communications 
almost invariably has a seat at the top table” (p 161). 

93. CIPR also characterised civil service performance as patchy, due largely to a 
de-centralised professional structure, disparities in budgets and the varying 
commitment of senior officials and Ministers (p 160). 

94. We also took evidence from the senior communications officials of three 
large Government departments—the Ministry of Defence, the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office and the Department of Health. Ian Hargreaves, 
Strategic Communications Director at the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office, told us: “The ideal person joining the Foreign Office Press Office is 
somebody who has a combination of good knowledge of the Foreign Office 
by having done a number of postings in the Office combined with some 
hands-on experience of doing communications work, perhaps in an overseas 
mission working on the press side” (Q 390). 

95. In contrast, Sian Jarvis explained that it is less common for the Department 
of Health press office to have staff with significant experience of policy work: 
“They are mostly professional press officers” (Q 391). She went on to 
explain that the department does sometimes have fast-stream civil servants 
with policy experience to do “stints” in the press office, but these rarely last 
more than six months (Q 393). 

96. Attracting high-calibre staff to communications positions helps ensure that 
communications is seen as an important role in all departments. The 
departments that have high-flying staff in their communications offices are 
better equipped to deal with complex press enquiries. Many of the journalists 
who gave evidence to us spoke of their frustration in dealing with press 
officers who were not qualified to discuss policy. 

97. Adam Boulton told us that departmental press offices are “much punier and 
more insignificant than they were once” (Q 116). He added that in contrast 
special advisers are now more influential in Government communications, 
but this had not always produced a good outcome. He said that there had 
been “a number of instances where the Government have ended up getting 
into trouble because … the briefing has been done by the special adviser, 
who frankly did not know what they were talking about and in any case was 
trying to put a political spin on it” (Q 128). 

98. Nigel Hawkes agreed, saying “you would not these days ring departmental 
press officers to find out what is going on” (Q 151). Frank Gardner, BBC 
Security Correspondent, suggested the Ministry of Defence has a mixed 
record in this area: 

“Generally I find that there is an enormous difference between speaking 
to serving officers who have recently been on operations, who are now 
manning a desk at the MoD, and civilians who, frankly, do not know 
nearly as much and will often be reading from a prepared script which 
has very much the stamp of central government on it; not quite spin but 
‘This is the official line and we’re sticking to it’ … the MoD have come 
on in leaps and bounds in the last two years; they are making more of an 
effort to talk intelligently to us and treat us as grownups, but they still 
have a way to go” (Q 161). 

99. In contrast Tim Marshall, Foreign Affairs Editor at Sky News, held the FCO 
up as a shining example of best practice: “I am a bit of a patsy perhaps but I 
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do think the FCO is possibly the best press department in Government” 
(Q 165). He went on to explain: 

“I am able, on a daily basis, to talk through why HMG went down that 
line on the Zimbabwe vote recently, why they do this, what would have 
happened if they had done that and they are happy to talk through that 
and that really informs you as a so-called specialist to be able to get the 
context. I do not know of any other department which does that. They 
have a piece of paper in front of them which has the line and they will 
read it to you and if you try to ask a question about it, it says “Computer 
says no” and they will read it to you again. The FCO by far and away 
does exactly what was recommended in Phillis and I am ashamed to say 
that I am a fan” (Q 166). 

100. The importance of attracting high-quality staff to civil service 
communications jobs is paramount. If the media are expected to cover 
Government announcements accurately, journalists must have access to 
officials who are able to discuss policies rather than simply parrot press 
releases. We note that, as part of the Professional Skills for Government 
programme, communications is recognised as a core skill for all senior civil 
servants. The departments with the best records on communications are 
those in which many high-flying career civil servants spend time in 
communications roles. 

101. We therefore recommend that where possible the careers of such civil 
servants should include a period of service in departmental press 
offices or communications generally. The Permanent Secretary, 
Government Communications (in line with his existing responsibility 
to develop professional standards and spread best practice) should 
oversee the implementation of this reform, in consultation with the 
Permanent Secretaries of each department. 

Greater emphasis on the regional and local media 

102. An important recommendation of the Phillis Review was that the 
Government should improve its communications in the regions partly by 
nurturing its relationship with the regional and local media. 

103. The Government explained that a regional press office service has been part 
of the COI since 2005 and that in early 2008 the service was significantly 
restructured “to reduce financial losses and to provide a more integrated 
service with public relations to support Government campaigns, enabling 
COI to provide a full mix of marketing communications required by 
departments.” The Cabinet Office also stated: “Many departments now have 
dedicated regional press officers who work closely with regional media on 
issues of importance to the local area” (pp 125–6). 

104. However, in evidence to us, Sir Robert felt there was still progress to be 
made in this area: “we did urge about the importance of shifting investment 
away from London and national communications operations into regional—
the investment actually made in the communications function outside 
London … I suspect [that] has not happened quite as fully as we might have 
hoped” (Q 23). Other witnesses agreed. The CIPR stated: “There is in the 
view of our advisors still work to be done to improve regional 
communications to connect local people to national agenda issues. Generally 
communications are initiated, driven and controlled by the centre” (p 162). 
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The Newspaper Society said: “Regional press editors, political editors and 
Lobby correspondents continue to note the ‘never-ending problem of 
recognition of the regional press’ within government press offices whose 
focus tends to be on achieving broadcast media coverage” (p 179). 

105. Chris Fisher, Political Editor of the Eastern Daily Press, went so far as to say 
that there had been no improvement in communication with the regional 
media since 2004: 

“Well, if there has been an improvement … it has somehow passed me 
by. I think it is the case that the more things change, the more they stay 
the same. In my experience, communications with the regional media by 
the government information system have always been mediocre at best, 
and I think that is still true today” (Q 262). 

106. However, others believed that there was now more information available for 
the regional media, even if its quality was still poor. David Ottewell, the 
Chief Correspondent of the Manchester Evening News, told us: 

“My view would be that the quantity of information we get has certainly 
improved since the review, but … the quality, as far as we are 
concerned, is often too low and I think that is based on, and I am sure 
this is something we will talk about a lot, a fundamental 
misunderstanding sometimes of the requirements and the nature of the 
regional press” (Q 263). 

107. One of the complaints of regional journalists was that press releases for the 
regional and local media are rarely more than copies of national press 
releases with a few local statistics added on. If so, it clearly does not realise 
Phillis’ ambition that each region should do more than “regurgitate” 
Whitehall press releases.56 David Ottewell said: 

“there is a sense that what we are often getting from the government 
information service is a sort of attempt at a regional spin on something 
we will have already seen nationally and which will already have come 
out nationally perhaps or a fairly half-hearted attempt to regionalise 
something which is not necessarily the most up-to-date or interesting 
news” (Q 264). 

108. Mr Fisher agreed: “Their press releases often try to regionalise national 
announcements with a sort of barrage of statistics … and those statistics are 
of extremely limited value. The figures need to be broken down to a much 
better local level” (Q 275). 

109. One way to engage the regional and local media more effectively would be to 
add more than local statistics to national press releases and to guide 
journalists through the local implications of an announcement. 
David Ottewell suggested that regional press officers should explain how a 
policy “impacts on a particular region in a certain way. I am sure there are 
creative ways of finding a genuinely regional line or message and that is what 
we need” (Q 266). 

110. Another complaint about Government communications is that regional press 
teams were not proactive in their relationships with the local media. 
Mr Fisher said: “I have spoken to my paper’s news editor, Paul Durrant, and 
I was rather shocked to discover that he gets a phone call about only once 

                                                                                                                                     
56 Ibid., p. 18. 
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every three weeks from the people at Cambridge actually flagging something 
up and usually communication is done by means of the website” (Q 286). 

111. Bob Ledwidge, Editor of Regional Political Programmes at the BBC, 
suggested that the Government press teams did not really understand the 
role or needs of the local and regional media. He said that there was a need 
for more “media literacy amongst some of the press office teams in Whitehall 
departments and elsewhere” (Q 265). David Ottewell said: “At the top of my 
wish-list, and it is perhaps not practical or feasible, would be one person, a 
sort of cross-departmental head of communications for my region based in 
my region who understood my region and was both confident and well-
informed enough to instantly brief on a range of subjects” (Q 280). 

112. Another way of engaging the local and regional media is for Ministers 
themselves to be more available for interview and comment on the local 
aspects of stories. This was a point the Phillis Review made: “The 
importance of senior Ministers trying to redress their remoteness from the 
people they serve by more direct communication outside London cannot be 
overstated. More frequent visits to the regions by Cabinet Ministers are 
important, particularly when there is a controversial live issue to address such 
as a major road or airport development.”57 The advent of regional Ministers 
provides a new opportunity to increase meaningful ministerial contact with 
the regional and local media. However, Ministers’ regions often do not 
correspond to traditional and well established local and regional identities 
and locations, such as those used by local and regional media themselves. 

113. It is clear from the evidence we received that the government media machine 
is still very much focused on national press and broadcast coverage. The 
Prime Minister’s Spokesperson, Michael Ellam, said that the Government 
could and should do more to help people understand how national policies 
will impact on their local areas. We believe that the Government should take 
steps to improve how it works with the regional and local media. 

114. We therefore recommend that the Chief Executive of the Central 
Office of Information should take the lead in improving standards. 
Special attention should be paid to the training and guidance 
available to regional press officers to ensure that they have a better 
understanding of regional and local media. They should tailor 
regional press releases; become more pro-active in their engagement 
with the local and regional media; and make more senior officials and 
Ministers available for interviews about the local impact of polices. 

Online communication 

115. We welcome the progress the Government has made in improving online 
provision of Government information. The Chartered Institute of Public 
Relations told us: “Directgov and Business Link are good examples of single 
points of access to government information and services for individuals and 
businesses” (p 164). Citizens’ Advice said: “Directgov is, on the whole, a 
very good source of government information for the public and we admire its 
plain English style and its ease of use. It is an improvement on the previous 
arrangement of multiple sites” (p 97). 

                                                                                                                                     
57 Ibid., p. 19. 
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116. However, our witnesses also had criticisms of Directgov. Citizens’ Advice 
noted that the site often links to local authority sites for information about an 
issue such as housing benefit. It is concerned about this as the quality of local 
authority sites varies greatly (p 100). 

117. There is also concern that improvements made to the online provision of 
information have been at the expense of more traditional information sources 
such as leaflets and phone lines. Citizens’ Advice told us: “In recent years the 
Government has switched from providing public information in the form of 
leaflets, letters and other written communications to providing information 
on the internet or by electronic communication” (p 97). 

118. Such a shift in emphasis is of concern because, despite the Government’s 
intention over time to make broadband available to all, not everyone as yet 
has access to the internet. Nor is everyone able to use it. Indeed, it is often 
the most vulnerable citizens, most in need of Government help, who are least 
likely to be able to access and use the internet. Citizens’ Advice particularly 
highlighted the problems for the elderly and those from the poorest 
backgrounds. They explained that: 

“it is not evident to us that government departments are recognizing in 
their delivery plans that switching information to web channels may have 
the effect of increasing the need for voluntary sector information and 
advice providers to act as a bridge to reach the most excluded members 
of our society … If certain groups in society need to turn to advice 
agencies and intermediaries simply to help them locate and ‘translate’ 
government information, then the government’s methods of delivery are 
not working effectively for those expected to benefit. What is more, such 
actions effectively displace the responsibility to deliver services equally 
well to all government service users away from government” (pp 97–8). 

119. In 2006, Sir David Varney, then Chairman of HM Revenue and Customs, 
was asked by the Chancellor to advise him on the opportunities for 
transforming the delivery of public services. According to Citizens’ Advice, 
the Varney report found that a multiplicity of different helplines led to 
confusion and problems in accessing information (p 98). 

120. Citizens’ Advice also supported the aim of simplifying phone access to 
government information and services, but pointed out that, like internet 
services, telephone services are not accessible to all. They said that there: 

“are other people for whom the phone is simply not the most suitable or 
appropriate method that they would choose to deal with government, or 
any service provider. This is true of many people with mental health 
problems, people with physical and in particular hearing and speaking 
disabilities. Telephones may often be inappropriate for people in 
hospital or for prisoners who may face very high call costs and for other 
people who have no access to landlines or have to rely on expensive pay 
as you go mobiles” (p 98). 

121. We recommend that Government information should always be 
available and accessible to as many people as possible. In particular, 
the Government must be clear about its target audiences in 
communicating information and use the most appropriate method. 
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Working with the voluntary sector 

122. There is considerable scope for the Government and the voluntary sector to 
work together to improve the provision of information about public services 
and policies. In 2007–08, Citizens’ Advice helped 1.9 million people with 5.5 
million new problems on issues such as debt, benefits, housing, employment 
and consumer matters (1.5 million of these problems concerned benefits). Its 
public information website (www.adviceguide.org.uk) has 7.3 million visitors 
a year (p 95). Citizens’ Advice said that the fact that so many people rely on 
them to provide and explain information suggests that Government services 
in this area are not in themselves sufficient (Q 436). 

123. Citizens’ Advice highlighted particular ways in which the Government could 
help them improve services. These included: 

• Providing Citizens’ Advice with drafts of new Codes etc before they are 
published and giving clear notice of their expected publication date. This 
would enable Citizens’ Advice to make sure the information was in their 
system and their advisers were knowledgeable about the changes before 
people started asking for information about them. 

• Being responsive to requests by Citizens’ Advice to check their material 
(Citizens’ Advice report huge variations between departments to requests 
for support to enable them to get accurate information out to bureaux in 
time). 

• Advising Citizens’ Advice when all/any government leaflets are revised 
and reissued and alerting them when government websites are amended. 

• Bringing the UK Statute Law Data Base (http://www.statutelaw.gov.uk/) 
fully up-to-date with revised legislation. 

• Drawing on Citizens’ Advice’s expertise by consulting at an early stage on 
whether an information campaign makes sense, and when it might be best 
to run it. 

124. We can see only benefits from a closer working relationship between 
Government communications departments and recognised voluntary sector 
organisations involved in information provision. We therefore recommend 
that Government departments should consult the voluntary sector 
about appropriate delivery mechanisms at an early stage when 
planning new information campaigns or revising old guidance. 

125. We recommend that the Office of the Third Sector and the GCN, both 
of which are based in the Cabinet Office, should develop guidance for 
all departments on working with and consulting voluntary-sector 
organisations, in order to ensure the public can get help in accessing 
reliable, up-to-date information from well-informed sources. There 
is a similar case to be made for the importance of local government 
and other stakeholder consultations being held at an early stage. 
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CHAPTER 5: TRENDS IN GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS 

126. The Phillis Review stated: “Our work was made harder by the lack of readily 
available statistics on the scale of the government’s communications effort—
an illustration, perhaps, of its current status.”58 Four years after the Phillis 
Review made this observation, little has changed. Like the Phillis Review, we 
found it difficult to obtain figures detailing the cost of Government 
communications. 

127. The Cabinet Office told us that it was not possible to say how much each 
Government department spends on communications because it is “very 
difficult to specify … what constitutes ‘communications’ civil servants” and 
because “different departments will organise their business in different ways. 
Not all the communications functions in a department will be part of a single 
communications directorate with a single budget for communications” 
(p 130). 

128. Because of this, the Cabinet Office failed to supply us with any figures about 
the costs of communications in each department, although the heads of 
communications at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, the Ministry of 
Defence and the Department of Health were each able to give us figures for 
their communications budgets. (See Appendix 8). 

129. It is significant that the Government does not record or monitor the overall 
cost of communications across departments. For example, the Cabinet Office 
could not give us a figure for the overall cost of Government 
communications (p 159). The apparent lack of such statistics not only makes 
it difficult for external reviews of Government communications, but also it 
must hamper the Government’s own ability to monitor performance. If the 
Government cannot keep track of communications costs, it cannot 
adequately measure the value for money it is achieving in this area. 

130. The cost of communications was not the only area where it was hard to 
obtain reliable statistics. We also struggled to obtain reliable and comparable 
figures on the number of people employed in communications across 
government. 

131. After repeated requests for information about the size and growth of 
Government communications, the Cabinet Secretary, Sir Gus O’Donnell 
supplied us with the figures in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 shows the growth in 
the number of entries in the White Book of Contacts in Government 
Departments and Agencies, which is a list of contacts for the media and other 
agencies. It is clear from the Government’s own estimates that the number of 
communications staff has increased by 73 per cent in the past 10 years. 
However, the Cabinet Office warned against reading too much into these 
figures: “The White Book figures are only ever a snapshot in time and are 
not intended to be a comprehensive guide to ‘communication staff’ in the 
Civil Service” (p 130). 

132. It is important to consider the context of this growth. Since 1998 the internet 
has become a more important communications tool. The public expect 
information to be provided on the internet, and they expect it to be used as a 
consultation tool. This has meant that new staff have been recruited in areas 
such as website design and operation. 

                                                                                                                                     
58 Ibid., p 9. 
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133. However, there has been no corresponding decrease in numbers of staff 
working in traditional forms of communication because the Government has 
had to maintain existing channels of communication and information 
provision (see paragraph 117). The definition of ‘communications’ is wider 
than ever. The Phillis Review called on the Government to engage more in a 
two-way dialogue with the public. This and other changes have required an 
increase in the number of staff employed. 

TABLE 2 

The number of communications staff employed by each Government 
department 

Department December 
1998 

September 
2008 

Cabinet Office 23 38 

Ministry of Justice - 77 

Lord Chancellor’s Department 16 - 

Department for Culture, Media and Sport 13 21 

HM Customs and Excise 10 - 

HM Revenue and Customs - 58 

Board of Inland Revenue 17 - 

Ministry of Defence 109 255 

Department for Communities and Local Government - 77 

Department for Education & Employment 100 - 

Department for Children, Schools and Families - 68 

Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills - 42 

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs - 106 

Department of the Environment, Transport and the 
Regions (including agencies) 

87 - 

Ministry for Agriculture, Fisheries & Food 42 - 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office 40 46 

Department of Health 101 122* 

Home Office 46 98 

Department for International Development 17 24 

Prime Minister’s Office 14 31 

Department of Trade and Industry 82 - 

Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory 
Reform 

- London 
only: 67 

Department for Transport (including agencies) - 105 

HM Treasury 18 28 

Department for Social Security 60 - 

Department for Work and Pensions - 113 

TOTAL 795 1,376 

Source: Cabinet Office written evidence, p 130. 
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134. The definition of ‘communications staff’ is broad and open to interpretation, 
but the post of ‘press officer’ is better defined and understood. We asked 
Sir Gus for figures comparing the number of departmental press officers now 
and 10 years ago and these are shown in Table 3 (the figures do not include 
support staff, vacancies or special advisers). They show that the number of 
government press officers employed in central Whitehall departments has 
grown by 72 per cent in the last 10 years—practically the same percentage as 
for communications staff. They also show significant differences in the 
number of press officers each department employs. 

TABLE 3 
The number of press officers in central Whitehall departments 

Department December 
1998 

September 
2008 

Cabinet Office 14 11 

Lord Chancellor’s Department 3 - 

Ministry of Justice - 34 

Department for Culture, Media and Sport 8 11 

HM Customs and Excise 3 - 

HM Revenue and Customs - 34 

Board of Inland Revenue 7 - 

Ministry of Defence (Central press office staff only) 12 33 

Department for Communities and Local Government - 21 

Department for Education and Employment 27 - 

Department for Children, Schools and Families - 20 

Department for Innovation, Universities and skills - 13 

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs - 19 

Department of the Environment, Transport and the 
Regions (Central staff only) 

32* - 

Ministry for Agriculture, Fisheries & Food 9 - 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office (Not including 
overseas posts) 

17 20 

Department of Health 13 26 

Home Office 18 37 

Department for International Development 6 8 

Prime Minister’s Office 8 9 

Department of Trade and Industry 22 - 

Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory 
Reform 

- 16 

Department for Transport (Central staff only) - 13* 

HM Treasury 7 8 

Department for Social Security 10 - 

Department for Work and Pensions - 40 

TOTAL 216 373 
Source: Cabinet Office written evidence, p 131. 
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135. The growth in the number of civil service press officers is very considerable. 
Again, it is important to consider the context of this growth. In the last 
decade, the size of the media has grown considerably, not only because of the 
internet but also 24-hour news channels and new digital television channels. 
The culture of the news media has also changed. Instead of a set number of 
daily news bulletins each day there is now an expectation for stories to be 
updated and broadcast 24 hours a day. This was Sir Gus’ explanation for the 
growth in the number of press officers: 

“In terms of why the numbers have gone up, well, the demands placed 
upon press offices have gone up. If you look at that number of 373 … 
there are more than 373 journalists newly accredited to these two 
Houses ... There are 3,000 journalists in the BBC alone and that is just 
one institution. If you look at TV broadcasters in terms of the licences 
over the last ten years the number of licences for TV broadcasters has 
gone up by a factor of 15; the number of local radio stations has gone up 
during the same period by 220 per cent. I do not actually have any data 
on what the number of political blogs was 10 years ago but there are 
now over 1,600” (Q 469). 

136. While we recognise this argument, we also think it can be misleading. During 
our last inquiry, into the ownership of the news, we found that although 
there has been an increase in ways to access the news, there has been no 
corresponding increase in the amount of newsgathering. The core of the 
information revolution is the repackaging of existing information rather than 
newsgathering.59 We do not accept that changes in the media necessarily 
explain the need for more press officers. However, the increase in staff 
numbers does underline the importance of the Government properly and 
accurately assessing its spending in this area. 

137. Phillis recommended that each department should conduct an annual review 
on the effectiveness of its communications, and that the Permanent 
Secretary, Government Communications should collate this information to 
produce an annual report on the overall effectiveness of Government 
communications. This recommendation has not been implemented. Without 
reliable and comparable figures showing how much departments spend on 
communications, it is impossible to ascertain whether value for money is 
being achieved; to measure the success of new communications initiatives; or 
to compare departmental performances in order to learn from good and bad 
practice. 

138. We therefore recommend that the Cabinet Office should collate 
annual statistics on the costs of Government communications across 
departments. The Permanent Secretary should lead this reform. He 
should report annually to the Head of the Home Civil Service, and to 
Parliament, on the overall size, budget and effectiveness of 
Government communications. 

                                                                                                                                     
59 Select Committee on Communications, 1st Report (2007–08): The Ownership of the News, (HL 122), 

paragraphs 205–10. 
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

139. We appreciate that in the case of market sensitive information, or 
certain EU-wide announcements, it may not be practical or possible 
to inform Parliament first. In such cases, we recommend the 
Government should commit to return to Parliament at the earliest 
opportunity in order to give an account of developments. 

140. We recommend that the Prime Minister draw all Ministers’ attention 
to the guidance in the Ministerial Code that the most important 
announcements of Government policy should be made in the first 
instance to Parliament. Ministers should be reminded that trailing 
the content of announcements is incompatible with the Ministerial 
Code and the guidance of the Speaker of the House of Commons. This 
should be repeated at the start of every new Parliament. 

141. The Prime Minister should also issue clear instructions to all 
Ministers, and their staff, that new information should always be 
provided on a fair and equal basis to all interested journalists. This 
instruction, too, should be repeated at the start of every new 
Parliament. 

142. We propose that, as a first step, the morning briefing, which is 
already open to all journalists, should be live on the Number 10 
website. If television or radio broadcasters wished to use clips from 
that footage they could do so. 

143. We recommend that the Leader of the House of Commons should 
reinstate a weekly briefing on parliamentary business. 

144. We recommend that all Government press conferences should be as 
open as possible and that all major press conferences should be live 
on the internet so that they are open for anyone to listen to. 

145. We believe it is of key importance that Ministers make clear at all 
times that special advisers must follow the guidance available and 
stay within the limits set down. As well as sending the guidance to all 
new special advisers, we believe it is imperative that the guidance is 
brought to the attention of all new Ministers. 

146. We recommend that where possible the careers of high-flying civil 
servants should include a period of service in departmental press 
offices or communications generally. The Permanent Secretary, 
Government Communications (in line with his existing responsibility 
to develop professional standards and spread best practice) should 
oversee the implementation of this reform, in consultation with the 
Permanent Secretaries of each department. 

147. We recommend that the Chief Executive of the Central Office of 
Information should take the lead in improving standards. Special 
attention should be paid to the training and guidance available to 
regional press officers to ensure that they have a better understanding 
of regional and local media. They should tailor regional press 
releases; become more pro-active in their engagement with the local 
and regional media; and make more senior officials and Ministers 
available for interviews about the local impact of polices. 
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148. We recommend that Government information should always be 
available and accessible to as many people as possible. In particular, 
the Government must be clear about its target audiences in 
communicating information and use the most appropriate method. 

149. We recommend that Government departments should consult the 
voluntary sector about appropriate delivery mechanisms at an early 
stage when planning new information campaigns or revising old 
guidance. 

150. We recommend that the Office of the Third Sector and the GCN, both 
of which are based in the Cabinet Office, should develop guidance for 
all departments on working with and consulting voluntary-sector 
organisations, in order to ensure the public can get help in accessing 
reliable, up-to-date information from well-informed sources. There 
is a similar case to be made for the importance of local government 
and other stakeholder consultations being held at an early stage. 

151. We recommend that the Cabinet Office should collate annual 
statistics on the costs of Government communications across 
departments. The Permanent Secretary should lead this reform. He 
should report annually to the Head of the Home Civil Service, and to 
Parliament, on the overall size, budget and effectiveness of 
Government communications. 
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APPENDIX 1: SELECT COMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS 
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details will be found in the register of all-parliamentary groups at 
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm/cmparty/memi01.htm 
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(unpaid) 
16(a) Trusteeships 
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Other relevant information 
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Patron, Springboard for Children 
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Partner in woodlands in Wiltshire 
15(d) Office-holder in voluntary organisations 
Patron, UK Defence Forum 
President, English Rural Housing Association 
Vice President, Royal Bath and West Society 

MACDONALD OF TRADESTON, Lord 
12(f) Regular remunerated employment 
In an advisory capacity, Chairman—Macquarie Capital, Europe 
Member of the Advisory Board of Scottish Power 
15(a) Membership of public bodies 
Chancellor of Glasgow Caledonian University 
16(b) Voluntary organisations 
Member, Fabian Society 
Patron, Brighton & Hove Philharmonic Society 
Patron, Dystonia Society 

MCINTOSH OF HUDNALL, Baroness 
12(e) Remunerated directorships 
Non-executive Director, Artis Education (unpaid) 
15(b) Trusteeships of cultural bodies 
Board Member, Roundhouse Trust 
Council Member, Royal Academy of Dramatic Art 
Trustee, South Bank Sinfonia 
Board Member, National Opera Studio 
15(d) Office-holder in voluntary organisations 
Trustee, Art Inter-Romania 
Trustee, Theatres Trust 
Trustee, Foundation for Sport and the Arts 
16(a) Trusteeships 
Trustee, Thaxted Church Trust 

MANCHESTER, Lord Bishop of 
12(f) Regular remunerated employment 
In receipt of episcopal stipend 
15(a) Membership of public bodies 
Chair, Sandford St Martin (Religious Broadcasting Awards) Trust 
General Synod of the Church of England 
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Manchester Diocesan Board of Finance 
Manchester Church House Co 
Manchester Diocesan Council of Education 
Manchester Diocesan Association of Church Schools 
Life Governor, Liverpool College 
Governor, Hulme Hall 
15(d) Office-holder in voluntary organisations 
Lord High Almoner to HM The Queen 
National Chaplain, Royal British Legion 
Chairman, Council of Christians and Jews 
16(b) Voluntary organisations 
Manchester Diocese Mothers’ Union 
Arches Housing 
Disabled Living 
Hulme Hall Trust 
Wigan & Leigh Hospice 
St Ann’s Hospice 
Manchester University of Change Ringers 

MAXTON, Lord 
13(b) Landholdings 
Holiday home in the Isle of Arran 
A London flat 

SCOTT OF NEEDHAM MARKET, Baroness 
12(d) Non-parliamentary consultant 
Centre for Transport Studies (judging and presentation of transport awards) 
Atkins (Consultancy) 
12(i) Visits 
Visit to Norway (29 August—3 September) hosted by the Norwegian 
Government under the auspices of the All-Party Parliamentary Norway 
Group 
Visit to US (September 2005) under the auspices of BA APPG (British 
American All-party Parliamentary Group) 
Visit to Trinidad (May 2006) under the auspices of C.P.A 
Visit to Guatemala and El Salvador (June 2006) under the auspices of I.P.U 
Visit to Taiwan (July 28—3 August 2007) meeting with the Ministers, 
members of the People’s Democratic Party (fellow members of Liberal 
International), the British Trade and Cultural Office, parliamentarians and 
others. Travel and hotel costs paid by the Taipei office in the UK. Courtesy 
gifts received and given (18 September 2007) 
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APPENDIX 2: LIST OF WITNESSES 

The following witnesses gave evidence. Those marked * gave oral evidence. 

* Ms Jackie Ashley, The Guardian 

* Mr Adam Boulton, Sky News 

* Mr Tom Bradby, ITV 

* Mr Benedict Brogan, Daily Mail 

* Cabinet Office 

* Central Office of Information 

 Chartered Institute of Public Relations 

* Citizens’ Advice 

* Mr Tony Collins, Computer Weekly 

* Department of Health 

* Mr Chris Fisher, Eastern Daily Press 

* Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

* Mr Frank Gardner, BBC 

 Professor Anne Gregory 

* Mr Nigel Hawkes, The Times 

 Mr William Horsley 

* Mr Howell James CBE 

 Mr Nicholas Jones 

* Mr Bob Ledwidge, BBC 

 The Rt. Hon. Francis Maude MP 

 Sir Christopher Meyer 

* Ministry of Defence 

 Newspaper Society 

* Mr David Ottewell, Manchester Evening News 

* Sir Robert Phillis 

 PPA 

* Prime Minister’s Office 

 Prospect 

 Public Relations Consultants Association 

* Mr Steve Richards, The Independent 

* Mr Nick Robinson, BBC 

 Society of Editors 
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APPENDIX 3: CALL FOR EVIDENCE 

The implementation of the Phillis Review of government communications 

The House of Lords Select Committee on Communications is announcing today 
an inquiry into the implementation of Sir Bob Phillis’ 2004 review of government 
communications. The Independent Review of Government Communications, 
chaired by Bob Phillis, was published in January 2004. It is available at: 
www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/reports/communications_review.aspx. 

This will be a relatively short inquiry focusing on whether the recommendations 
were adopted by the Government and whether the changes that have been made 
effectively underpin the principles that the review was based on. 

The Committee would welcome evidence on the following question: 

Has the implementation of the reforms of government communications since the 
Phillis Review resulted in a more effective system of communication and 
underpinned the principles set out in the report? 

The principles set out in the Phillis Review are: 

• Openness, not secrecy. 

• More direct, unmediated communications with the public. 

• Genuine engagement with the public as part of policy formation and 
delivery, not communication as an afterthought. 

• Positive presentation of government policies and achievements, not 
misleading spin. 

• Use of all relevant channels of communication, not excessive emphasis on 
national press and broadcasters. 

• Co-ordinated communication of issues that cut across departments, not 
conflicting or duplicated departmental messages. 

• Reinforcement of the Civil Service’s political neutrality, rather than a 
blurring of government and party communications. 

Summary of Phillis Review Recommendations 

The twelve main recommendations of the Phillis Review are listed for the 
information of those responding: 

(1) A redefinition of the role and scope of government 
communications 

“Our central recommendation is that communications should be 
redefined across government to mean a continuous dialogue with all 
interested parties, encompassing a broader range of skills and techniques 
than those associated with media relations. The focus of attention should 
be the general public” (page 12). 

(2) A strong central communications structure 

“We have recommended, and the government has already accepted, a 
new structure, led by a new Permanent Secretary, Government 
Communications who will be Head of Profession, provide strategic 
leadership for communications across government and build a new and 
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authoritative communications service within government. The Prime 
Minister’s Senior Official Spokesperson will report to the Permanent 
Secretary, Government Communications, and will work alongside the 
Prime Minister’s Director of Communication” (page 12). 

(3) Strong, integrated departmental communications structures 

“We found inconsistencies between departments on the significance 
attached to the communications function. We recommend that, led by 
the Director of Communication, each department’s communications 
activity must clearly contribute to the achievement of the department’s 
overall policy aims and objectives” (page 15). 

(4) Disband the Government Information and Communication 
Service (GICS) 

“We found structural and systems weaknesses that diminished the work 
of many able staff within GICS. These weaknesses made GICS no 
longer fit for purpose. We recommend that the government adopt a new 
approach and structures, replacing the existing network with a wider 
definition of communications professionals encompassing all those 
involved in communication activity and led by the new Permanent 
Secretary, Government Communications” (page 17). 

(5) Greater emphasis on regional communication 

“Research told us the public want information that is more relevant to 
them and where they live. We recommend that more investment should 
be made in communicating at a local and regional level and more 
communication activity should be devolved into relevant regional 
government or public service units” (page 18). 

(6) Recruitment and training to raise professional standards and 
maintain Civil Service impartiality 

“We found inconsistency in recruitment and inequality in training 
opportunities. We recommend that all communication specialists should 
be recruited to the same high standards. All those involved in 
communications should have training that allows them to perform in a 
professional and effective manner. Ministers should not be involved in 
the selection process for communications professionals during open, 
external competitions” (page 19). 

(7) New rules governing the conduct of special advisers and defining 
more clearly the boundaries with the Civil Service 

“We accept the role of special advisers but found a lack of clarity in their 
relationship with civil servants. We recommend that new propriety 
guidelines and induction training should be developed by the Permanent 
Secretary, Government Communications to cover all those involved in 
communication, including special advisers. The principle of Civil Service 
impartiality must underpin these guidelines” (page 21). 

(8) Effective implementation of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 

“We found a culture of secrecy and partial disclosure of information 
which is at the root of many of the problems we have examined. We 
recommend that, when implementing the main provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act, the overriding presumption should be to 
disclose” (page 23). 
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(9) Clearer rules for the release of statistical information 

“We found cases of selective release of information and lack of clear 
timetables as to when information was to be released. We recommend 
that core central government statistical information should be 
automatically, routinely and systematically made available, with 
schedules published in advance and strictly observed. There should be a 
new statute to define a clear remit for the National Statistician and the 
Statistics Commission” (page 24). 

(10)A new approach to briefing the media 

“We found that the lobby system is no longer working effectively for 
either the government or the media. We recommend that all major 
government media briefings should be on the record, live on television 
and radio, and with full transcripts available promptly online. Ministers 
should deliver announcements and briefings relevant to their department 
at the daily lobby briefings, which should also be televised, and respond 
to questions of the day on behalf of the government” (page 25). 

(11)Customer-driven online communication 

“We found that, although significant resources are being devoted to 
government websites, the impact has been diluted by a lack of 
integration within departments and across government. We recommend 
that the central government website should be redesigned to meet the 
needs and perceptions of users, with individual departments only 
becoming “visible” when this makes sense to the users. Information on 
local public services should be prominent and easily found. There should 
be increased investment in websites to reflect the increasing importance 
of this method of communication” (page 26). 

(12)A reappraisal of the relationship between politicians and the 
media 

“We found a three-way breakdown of trust between politicians, the 
media and the general public. We recommend that politicians and the 
media should consider the extent to which their behaviour might support 
or undermine the objective of these recommendations—to help restore 
public trust in legitimate government communication” (page 26). 

7 July 2008 
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APPENDIX 4: LIST OF NEWS ORGANISATIONS WITH LOBBY 
MEMBERSHIP AS AT NOVEMBER 2008 

National Daily Newspapers 

Daily Express 3 

Daily Mail 4 

Daily Mirror 3 

Daily Telegraph 5 

Evening Standard 6 

Financial Time 5 

Guardian 5 

Independent 5 

Morning Star 1 

The Herald 2 

The Scotsman 2 

The Sun 5 

The Times 5 

National Sunday Newspapers 

Independent on Sunday  3 

Mail on Sunday 4 

News of the World 2 

Observer 3 

Scotland on Sunday 1 

Sunday Business 1 

Sunday Express 3 

Sunday Mirror 1 

Sunday People 2 

Sunday Telegraph 2 

Sunday Times 3 

Regional Newspapers 

Aberdeen Press & Journal 1 

Birmingham Post & Mail 1 

Cambridge Evening News 1 

Daily Record 1 

East Anglian Daily Times 1 

Eastern Daily Press 2 
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Liverpool Echo 1 

Manchester Evening News 1 

Middlesbrough Evening Gazette 1 

Newcastle Journal 1 

Northcliffe Newspapers 2 

PA Lobby Extra, Bristol Evening 
Post, North Wales Daily Post, 
Belfast Telegraph, ITV West 

1 

Brighton Argus, Oxford Mail, 
Southern Daily Echo 

1 

Bradford Telegraph & Argus, 
Carlisle News & Star, Oldham 
Evening Chronicle 

1 

Liverpool Daily Post, Northern 
Echo 

1 

Western Daily Press, Public 
Servant 

1 

South Wales Echo, South Wales 
Argus 

1 

Western Mail 1 

Western Morning News 1 

Wolverhampton Express & Star 2 

Yorkshire Evening Post, Sheffield 
Star, Lancashire Evening Post 

1 

Yorkshire Post 1 

Irish Newspapers and Media 

Irish Press 1 

Irish Times 1 

RTE—Irish Broadcasting 1 

News Agencies 

AFX News 1 

Associated Press 1 

Bloomberg News 2 

Gallery News 1 

PA News (Press Association) 8 

Reuters 3 

Robinsons Parliamentary News 
Agency 

2 
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Broadcasting Media 

BBC 30 

GCap Media 1 

GMTV 3 

Independent Radio News (IRN) 1 

Independent Television News 
(ITN) 

5 

Channel 4 News 4 

ITV Anglia 3 

ITV Central 2 

ITV Meridian 3 

ITV West 2 

Scottish TV 1 

Sky TV News 5 

Tyne Tees TV 1 

Ulster TV 1 
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APPENDIX 5: MORNING PRESS BRIEFING FROM 20 NOVEMBER 2008 

Briefing from the Prime Minister’s spokesman on: Baby P, economy, 
Iceland, SME meeting, Gurkha petition and pirates 

Baby P 

The Prime Minister’s Spokesman (PMS) began by telling the assembled press that 
the Baby P statement from Ed Balls was an update and followed on from the 
exchanges at DCSF Questions earlier this week. Asked if the statement would be 
substantive, the PMS repeated that he expected it to be an update. It was about 
keeping the House informed, as there had not been a full statement on the issues 
relating to the Baby P case so far. 

Economy 

Asked if there was any response to mortgage figures and retail sales, the PMS said 
that we didn’t normally comment on monthly figures. These figures fluctuated 
from month to month and this was clearly a difficult time for the British economy 
as it was a difficult time for the global economy. This was why the Government 
was determined to take action and give real help to people now, in order to help 
them get through this period. 

Asked for his assessment of the effectiveness of the stamp duty changes that came 
into effect in September, the PMS said it was far to early to make an assessment at 
this point. Insofar as there would be any assessment, it was really for the Treasury 
to comment on in the PBR. 

Iceland 

Asked about where we were on the package for Iceland, the PMS replied that there 
was a joint statement that had been put out by the UK, Dutch and German 
governments which read: 

“In supporting the IMF programme the UK, the Netherlands and Germany 
welcomed Iceland’s commitment to meet its obligations to depositors and ensure 
the fair, equal and non-discriminatory treatment of creditors. As part of the 
international support for Iceland, the UK, the Netherlands and Germany would 
work constructively in the continuing discussions with Iceland to conclude 
agreements on pre-financing that enabled Iceland to meet its obligations towards 
depositors shortly.” 

Asked if the support given by the UK was due to assurances made by the Icelandic 
Government on non-discriminatory treatment of creditors, the PMS said he did 
not have enough information on the specifics of the discussions, so people should 
check with the Treasury. 

Asked if the amount given by the UK Government was in the region of £5 billion, 
the PMS said he was not in a position to comment on any specific numbers and he 
advised people to speak to the Treasury. 

SME Meeting 

Asked for a read-out of the meeting, the PMS said that this was one of a series of 
meetings that the Prime Minister was having, listening to the concerns of 
businesses. We recognised that some small and medium-sized businesses were 
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facing tough times and that was why, as the Prime Minister had said in the House 
yesterday, we would be taking action and announcing the action in the PBR in 
order to help small businesses at this time. We were only able to do that because of 
the commitment that we were making to support the economy through a fiscal 
stimulus. 

Asked if the small businesses had any particular areas where they wanted more 
assistance, the PMS said that it would probably be best for people to speak to the 
small business organisations themselves to get a view as to what they were asking 
of the Government. The PMS added that it was a very useful and constructive 
meeting. 

Gurkha Petition 

Put that the Gurkhas would be handing in a petition at No10 today and would 
there be any further Government announcements on the issue, the PMS said that 
the Government position on this was set out by the Home Secretary at the time of 
the recent court case judgement. Where there was a compelling case, soldiers and 
their families should be considered for settlement. The judge did agree that our 
cut-off date of 1997 was a fair date, but as the Home Secretary had made clear 
after the ruling, we would revise and publish new guidance and we would honour 
our commitment to the Gurkhas by reviewing all cases by the end of the year. 

Pirates 

Asked about a possible EU force in the Gulf of Aden to combat piracy, the PMS 
emphasised that this was something that had been under consideration and been 
looked at and planned for, for some time. Planning was under way for an EU 
mission to the region to help combat pirating as a successor to the NATO mission. 
Subject to contributions from other member states, we had offered to host the 
operational headquarters for that EU mission, command the operation and to 
provide a frigate. Discussions were still ongoing and this was still at the planning 
stage. 

Asked if he knew where and when these discussions were taking place, the PMS 
said that on process questions it would be best to speak to the MoD. 

Source: www.number10.gov.uk/news/press-briefings 
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APPENDIX 6: SUMMARY OF PHILLIS RECOMMENDATIONS 

(1) A redefinition of the role and scope of government communications 

(2) A strong central communications structure 

(3) Strong, integrated departmental communications structures 

(4) Disband the Government Information and Communication Service 
(GICS) 

(5) Greater emphasis on regional communication 

(6) Recruitment and training to raise professional standards and maintain 
Civil Service impartiality 

(7) New rules governing the conduct of special advisers and defining more 
clearly the boundaries with the Civil Service 

(8) Effective implementation of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 

(9) Clearer rules for the release of statistical information 

(10)A new approach to briefing the media 

(11)Customer-driven online communication 

(12)A reappraisal of the relationship between politicians and the media 

For further details of the recommendations of the Phillis Review, please see our 
Call for Evidence, reproduced at Appendix 3. 
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APPENDIX 7: NUMBER OF SPECIAL ADVISERS EMPLOYED BY 
DEPARTMENT 

Department Number of Special Advisers 

10 Downing Street 24 

Cabinet Office 3 

Chief Whip (Commons) 2 

Chief Whip (Lords) 1 

BERR 2 

Department for Children, Schools and Families  2 

Department for Communities and Local 
Government 

3 

Department for Culture, Media and Sport 2 

Ministry of Defence 2 

Department for Environment, Food and Rural 
Affairs 

2 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office 2 

Department of Health 2 

Home Office 2 

Leader of the House of Commons 2 

Leader of the House of Lords 2 

Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills 2 

Department for International Development 1 

Ministry of Justice 2 

Northern Ireland Office 2 

Scotland Office 1 

Department for Transport 2 

Department for Work and Pensions 3 

Wales Office 1 

HM Treasury 4 

Council of Economic Advisers 2 

Total 73 

Source: Cabinet Office written evidence, p 133 (figures correct as of September 2007). 
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APPENDIX 8: COST OF GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS 

We questioned the heads of communications at the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office, the Ministry of Defence and the Department of Health about the costs of 
their departments’ communications operations and received supplementary 
written information from them. Their responses can be summarised as follows. 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

The cost of the FCO press office in London, which has a total of 30 staff, is £11.5 
million. There are a further 70 staff in London employed directly on 
communications-related activity (for example website work, events, publications). 
There are also about 390 staff engaged on communications work in UK missions 
overseas. The total budget for which the Strategic Communications Director has 
managerial responsibility is £497 million, but this includes the FCO’s funding of 
the BBC World Service, the British Council, Wilton Park and scholarship 
programmes. 

Ministry of Defence 

The Directorate General of Media and Communications in MoD has 184 staff 
and a budget of £15.6 million in 2007/08 (up from £14.9 million in 2006/07). 
There are a further 157 staff in the MoD (but outside DGMC) whose primary 
work is communications. This includes staff in the Meteorological Office, the 
Estates Organisation and the Equipment and Support Organisation. MoD 
estimates the expenditure associated with these other staff at about a further £15 
million, though this does not include direct manpower costs. 

The three armed services also have staff engaged in communications work (for 
example public relations officers in regiments and on ships) and make use of PR 
agencies. The main PR expenditure in 2007/08 by the armed services on nationally 
organised campaigns and events, including recruitment campaigns, was over £44 
million. Of this, the largest expenditure was by the Army, at £24.3 million. 

Department of Health 

DoH has 122 staff engaged in communications work, of whom 30 are press 
officers. The total budget for the communications division of DoH in 2007/08 was 
£52.2 million. This was made up of an administrative budget of £7.1 million 
covering the cost of the 122 staff and their day-to-day operations, and £45.1 
million of programme costs. 

In 2008/09 the total budget allocation rose to £107 million. The administrative 
budget rose by 7 per cent to £7.6 million, while the programme costs more than 
doubled to £99.6 million. The main reasons for the large increase in the 
programme costs were the launch of a major campaign on obesity and a significant 
increase in expenditure on tobacco control. 
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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS

WEDNESDAY 9 JULY 2008

Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Inglewood, L
Corbett of Castle Vale King of Bridgwater, L
Eccles of Moulton, B Manchester, Bp
Fowler, L (Chairman) Maxton, L
Grocott, L McIntosh of Hudnall, B
Howe of Idlicote, B Scott of Needham Market, B

Examination of Witness

Witness: Sir Robert Phillis, Chairman of the Independent Review of Government Communications 2004,
examined.

Q1 Chairman: Welcome, Sir Robert. Let me set out
what we are doing. In a relatively short investigation
we want to look at the progress since your report of
2004 on the Government Communications System.
We want to look at issues like whether the culture of
secrecy and partial disclosure which you talked about
has changed; whether the relationship between
special advisers/civil servants, that is now settled; and
whether communications in the regions has
improved. If I could say that we welcome evidence
from the public on this because communications is
really what it is all about, and we also welcome
evidence from working journalists who have
experience of the day to day handling of the situation.
So, Sir Robert, let me start. You have a long history
in the media; you were Managing Director of Central
Television back in 1981 and you have done a whole
range of jobs, yes?
Sir Robert Phillis: I have been very fortunate, yes, in
the way that my career has moved through the media.

Q2 Chairman: You have gone from Central
Television to ITN to BBC, to the Guardian Media
Group and you are now President of the Royal
Television Society?
Sir Robert Phillis: That is correct.

Q3 Chairman: Why were you set up as a committee
in the first place?
Sir Robert Phillis: Our brief came from the eighth
report of PASC—Public Administration—following
the Martin Sixsmith/Jo Moore event, the report
entitled These Regrettable Events, where PASC felt it,
I think, of grave concern that the standards that had
emerged in terms of the communications function
within the Civil Service had not met the standards
that had been expected, and they asked the

government to conduct a radical review of
government communications, not limited simply to
media management and press management, but to
consider a whole range of alternative structures or
alternative models that might give some learning to
us in Great Britain and the United Kingdom in terms
of government communications. We were given that
brief by the Cabinet OYce, initially charged with
reporting within six months, which at the time I felt
was an impossible task. In fact we spent the entirety
of 2003 on our work; and though the Prime Minister
called for an interim report in the August of 2003 our
final report was submitted, as you say, Chairman, in
January 2004.

Q4 Chairman: So the genesis of it all was the Jo
Moore/Martin Sixsmith aVair, was it?
Sir Robert Phillis: Yes, it was.

Q5 Chairman: Just remind us very briefly what that
concerned.
Sir Robert Phillis: “A good day to bury bad news”
when it came to the World Towers bombing outrage.
It rather highlighted the tensions between a
particular special adviser and the communications
professional within the department; and it was that
tension and conflict between the respective
responsibilities of the Civil Service professional
communications staV and the role of the special
adviser at the time.

Q6 Chairman: In that situation was the special
adviser able to instruct the communications staV to
do a particular thing?
Sir Robert Phillis: I think the message “A good day to
bury bad news” was an indication, was certainly the
strongest possible advice, and not one that Mr
Sixsmith subscribed to.
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Q7 Chairman: In your assessment—and you looked
at the whole situation—what was the root cause of
the problems?
Sir Robert Phillis: I think we came very early in our
review to the rather startling conclusion that there
had been a fundamental three-way breakdown in
trust—trust between government and politicians on
the one hand, the media on the other and the general
public thirdly. That breakdown in trust about
credibility and belief in information and in
government information gave us concern on several
grounds. Firstly, we found in our research a
considerable disillusionment with the quality and the
timeliness of government information in general.
That disillusionment certainly was giving rise to
disengagement in certain quarters, particularly the
young, people of an ethnic background, people of
poorer financial circumstances, and the evidence of
that disillusion and disengagement was evidenced by
the continual falling in the turnout in local and
general elections. I think that gave our review group
particular concern about the impact over time and
the report, I think both historically refers to
movements over the last 30 years or so and, as this
Committee will well know, there has not been a
significant improvement from the higher levels of
participation in local and general elections in the
1970s to that in the last two elections which have
fallen respectively to I think 59% in 2000 and 61% in
the 2005 general election.

Q8 Chairman: In your assessment when you carried
out your inquiry was the government
communications machine impartial? Was it fit for
purpose?
Sir Robert Phillis: I think the government
communications machine then, which was the
Government Information Service—GICS—first of
all was a voluntary organisation; it was a virtual
organisation. It did not cover all the departments of
state; it did not have the influence either
departmentally across the board that one might have
expected and it did not have the influence centrally at
Number Ten that one might have expected. So at the
time I think it is fair to say, Chairman, that the old
GICS structure was not fit for purpose and it had
been exacerbated somewhat by the new government’s
approach coming in, in 1997. As we know, the
Labour opposition before the election was very, very
eVective in its news management, and on taking
power I think the view was that much of the old GICS
system was not well equipped in the skills of news and
media management alone as the Labour opposition
had been before they took power. There was at that
time, therefore, quite significant movement of the old
Civil Service communication staV out of many
departments—not all—down to many departments,
and there was a considerable strengthening at the

centre with the appointment of three individuals in
Number Ten who uniquely had been given special
powers to direct and manage civil servants. I think
only one of those posts were directly enacted and that
was the position of Alistair Campbell who, as
Director of Strategy and Communications, had
power to direct civil servants, and that was a
significant change at the time. Again, the emphasis on
news management, media management did tend to
predominate the much broader role of
communications that my review group chose to look
at because we do not believe—and never did
believe—that government communications were
simply about individual news management or media
management, but had a much wider role in
communicating to a broader body of people.

Q9 Chairman: So the position that you investigated,
it was the culture of spin, was it, that characterised
that period going up to your review?
Sir Robert Phillis: Part of that but not uniquely so. I
think my distinguished predecessor, Mountfield, who
conducted a review in November 1997 did focus very
much on news management and elements of spin, and
of course it would be wrong to say that spin and the
role of the specialist adviser and the professional civil
servants was not an element, but it was too narrowly
defined if I might observe that. We felt as a group that
eVective government communications had to shift its
focus more to that of the general public, the citizen,
than simply the media. And if you are going to
communicate government information to the citizen
then it is not simply a question of news management
and the newspapers of today and the Today
programme, it covers the whole range of marketing,
of direct communications, of online, of interactivity,
of consultation, of involvement and indeed of
transaction with the citizen, the general public who,
after all, elect their Members of Parliament and
eventually result in the creation of a government. So
spin was an element but by no means the overriding
element, and we did find plenty of evidence in our
work that in many departments the relationships
between special advisers and civil servants was
working eVectively. There were others where that
could not be said.

Q10 Chairman: So this whole issue of special
advisers was really central to what you were doing?
Sir Robert Phillis: It was a very important element,
yes, but I do put it in the context of the importance of
the broader communication skills, which, going back
to your earlier question, perhaps the old Government
Information Service, GICS, did not have, and it was
the way in which communication skills were seen
within the Civil Service. Very much one has to say,
firstly as a group of, shall we say, second class citizens
who in some departments were often more used
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simply to issue the press release when something had
been decided, rather than a communications function
that was involved in the development of strategy and
policy and the planning of that communication
process and the consultation involved. So the fit for
purpose question I think comes back to the point you
made earlier, Chairman.

Q11 Chairman: What I had not fully realised from
what you said—and perhaps I am mistaking your
reply—that professionals were actually moved out or
moved to one side.
Sir Robert Phillis: Some indeed were, yes; some of the
professionals within departments were not deemed
appropriately skilled by their political masters, their
ministers coming in, and there was quite some
movement of some of the communication
professionals at that time.

Q12 Chairman: Who was moved in?
Sir Robert Phillis: Certainly in some departments
special advisers were put in to strengthen the press
management teams and some of those were special
advisers brought in by the ministers concerned. Other
posts were advertised through the proper Civil
Service procedures by open competition and just a
change in personnel within the Civil Service
appointments process.
Chairman: We will obviously come on to all these
points.

Q13 Lord Grocott: Can I just pick up? You said
something very important about communications
being fundamentally about communications to the
citizens—that is the government’s prime
responsibility in terms of presenting information
which is important. Is that not inevitably mediated in
one way or another via the press and the
broadcasters? I am simply asking you, if that is the
responsibility of government to see that citizens
know what is happening in respect of government
policy was it any part of your review to put some of
that responsibility on the broadcasters or on the
media? Was there any sense in which they shared the
responsibility in the view of your committee to ensure
that accurate, impartial and direct information was
provided?
Sir Robert Phillis: There are two parts to that
question and if I might perhaps take it the other way
around. I think from our methodology and from our
research the question of trust in the eyes of the citizen
and in the eyes of the general public was very much
related to its source, and putting it bluntly there was
a higher level of trust in information that came at a
local level or that came through the institutions they
dealt with directly, like the local schools or the local
hospitals that was locally provided to them; that was
provided by the COI and often provided by COI

advertising campaigns. There was a high level of trust
in, if you like, those secondary sources than from the
mouths of politicians themselves. That came through
in a number of the pieces of research we both
reviewed and conducted ourselves. In answer to your
first question the media was not a specific part of our
brief and review but we did include it in our report
because you are quite right, I think that much of the
information that gets to the general public is
mediated by the press and by the broadcasters, and
there is no doubt that the breakdown in trust between
politicians and the media in the early years of the
government was quite high, not least because it is
said—and we were told—that there was an inner
circle of particularly national press reporters that
certain ministerial figures and their special advisers
favoured in terms of briefing. That led to quite an
adverse reaction from other media sources who were
not so privileged, and we found that after 1997 that
the increase in the adversarial role between
government and politicians and the press intensified
without any question of doubt and there was a
tendency to challenge every piece of government
information from whatever source in the ways that it
was being used. So, yes, we certainly believed that the
relationship between the media and government was
an important element—not directly within our terms
of reference, but we did comment on it in the report
and we did say that we felt that both government and
the media and the press should ask themselves what
their responsibilities were in the reporting of
accurate, credible, timely and truthful information
during the process. We put it in the report; we are not
denying—and never would deny and would not deny
now—that there is a proper adversarial role between
politicians and between the media, particularly the
national press, but we felt very much that the more
one could separate factual, truthful, accurate
information from comment and interpretation and
that terrible word “spin” would help reduce some of
that tension. I am sure later in our discussions you
will ask the question whether there is evidence that
that has happened.

Q14 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Going back to the
situation as you saw it in 1997 after the change of
government, do you feel looking back on that now
that that is where the roots of the press taking the role
of the Opposition may have been born, given that it
took the former government some long time to adjust
to Opposition?
Sir Robert Phillis: I think it was certainly one of the
factors but it was not that alone. I think that, as I said
earlier, the fact that the old Government Information
Service was not complete, it did not cover all
departments, it was not coordinated, it did not have
a strong presence in the centre at Number Ten were
relevant factors. I think that the second class citizen
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positioning of the communications professionals
compared with lawyers, economists or statisticians,
for example, did not help. I think the lack of
involvement in communications professionals in
helping to develop both policy and strategy and
prepare for that was at a very, very low level, and that
goes back to recruitment, training and promotion
opportunities amongst the communications
professionals. I think what our report did was to say
that this is not fit for purpose; it is not comprehensive
in range or skills or some of the elements I have just
mentioned, and we urged that they should be
addressed and, as I am sure will emerge from this in
the next session, many of these issues have been
addressed with some vigour.

Q15 Chairman: It is fair to say, is it not, before 1997
there was a fairly—how can I put it?—antagonistic
relationship between the press and government then.
It was not exactly from my memory exactly calm
water.
Sir Robert Phillis: I am sure that is true, my Lord
Chairman; I am sure it ever was thus, and I am sure
it is right and proper that it should be. It would be
naı̈ve and simplistic to believe that there should not
be a somewhat combative and adversarial
relationship between the media—and particularly the
national press, and I do distinguish between the
national and the regional press. It was ever thus, it
ever will be. It is the question of the degree and the
separation between factual and accurate and, if you
like, non-contentious information as opposed to
political advocacy and comment, and I think it is that
balance that has changed.

Q16 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: This relates very
directly to what you have just said, Sir Robert. It is
about the nature of certain kinds of information.
There is information which can be assessed against
measures to do with accuracy, transparency and
openness and, indeed, factual accuracy, but there is
another kind of communication that I wonder if you
have any comment to make about, which is what I
suppose what you might call the “kite flying”
tendency of all administrations—the need to see
whether a particular trend in policy is going to gain
support. And the fact that, as I perceive it as a non-
professional, one of the ways in which that is
achieved—one of the ways—is through non-
attributable briefing and the development of
relationships with people who will then put
information out there in order for the government to
assess what kind of reaction it is going to get. Within
the context of all that you have said about openness
and transparency, have you anything to say about the
place of that kind of non-attributable briefing?

Sir Robert Phillis: Yes, I think I have two points and
I think it is a very pertinent and perceptive point you
make. I think the first response to your question is the
latter point about non-attributable briefing, which
seems to me to fall very squarely in the role of the
special adviser who may be, as you say, testing, flying
a kite, exploring advocacy of a particular policy point
of view. That is clearly not the role of the professional
Civil Service communicator. The professional Civil
Service communicator must remain impartial, and it
was one of the bulwarks of what we said in our
report, that this division had to be clear. A civil
servant of course can brief on achievements, can brief
on facts, can brief on declared policy against which
these communications activities should be judged,
but cannot and should not stray into the role of
political advocacy or kite flying in the way you
describe. However, I think we have a number of very
interesting examples where over and beyond the non-
attributable briefings we have had a number of
departments in recent years who have taken that
communications message on board and embarked on
an open and informal process of consultation with
the public before deciding on policy, and I think there
are two examples that spring to mind. One was the
Department of Health Your Health Your Say where
the Department of Health went out and certainly
consulted very widely in terms of the issues at which
they were looking. The second was DWP that
similarly went through a consultation, an open
consultation procedure—not kite flying but
consulting through a series of fora in getting
feedback before determining on what they regarded
as the appropriate policy. Again, in answer to your
question, non-attributable briefings and testing
things out—yes, the role of a special adviser but not
the professional civil servant; but as a professional
civil servant if they are involved in that consultation
process in terms of the forum that I have described,
that is another way of getting feedback before
deciding any change in policy or moving strategy.

Q17 Lord King of Bridgwater: You have talked
about that you felt that part of the problem was
concentrating just a few particular contacts—
important media relationships—at the expense of the
other wider media outlets, leading to some friction in
that respect. Was that the unanimous view of your
committee that that is what had happened? I only ask
that point because I just noted that you had on your
committee David Hill, Tom Kelly, Godric Smith and
Sue Jenkins who in one way or another have all been
involved during that period, and they agreed that,
did they?
Sir Robert Phillis: They were indeed. I think
unanimity would be putting too rosy a picture on it;
there were shades of opinion, there were degrees of
opinion, but I do think it was recognised—
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Q18 Chairman: We know that feeling!
Sir Robert Phillis: I do think we recognised from the
evidence we took from the broader journalistic and
even broadcasting community that there was a sense
of exclusion and access which was given to some and
denied to others. So not unanimity but shades of
opinion.

Q19 Lord Maxton: That in a sense leads on because
in our last inquiry one of the things we discovered
was that over the last 25, 30 years there has been a
blurring between factual reporting and opinions
among the media, among the reporters in particular.
Does that not make it more diYcult for the
government to get its message across to the media,
and does it not in fact lead to exactly the problem that
you have been talking about, that the government
will tend to say, “We know that reporter is not on our
side so why would we give him or her that
information?” So it is that blurring between opinion
and fact which has led to some of the problems you
have.
Sir Robert Phillis: I think that is right; I think that is
a very fair comment. I would say that there are other
things which contribute to it and I think that the
competitive pressures that exist because of the
number of media outlets there are—you all know
about the explosion of channels and online and the
diVerent way people can access—I have to say—and
I saw it in various of my media incarnations—the
pressure to publish something and the pressure to
publish something ahead of your competitors often
leads to less rigour than there used to be in a more
simplistic media era where you had specialists in
foreign policy, home policy, health or whatever, who
had rather more time to actually research and publish
accuracy, and that has been a real problem; that the
level of training across the media—with some notable
exceptions, and the BBC is one—in terms of
journalistic standards and specialised knowledge is
not as thorough as it used to be. I think the
competitive pressure leads people to publish when
perhaps they have not researched as fully and as
thoroughly as they might. But there is another thing
which I have to say concerned us and which has been
addressed both in the report and the action
subsequently taken, and that is where government
statistics and government information of a factual
nature might not always have been published to a
regular schedule and would sometimes be used to
reinforce a political point. That concerned us greatly
and it seemed important to us as a group that one
should distinguish between, as I was asked earlier,
that unquestionable set of facts and statistics and
information which should and ought to be released
regularly to a known schedule, and therefore free
from the possibility or the temptation of releasing it
when it suited a minister or political argument. That

question has clearly been addressed. Last year the
Treasury took steps in terms of the separation of the
OYce of National Statistics and the creation of the
Statistics Board, accountable to Parliament, with a
regular schedule of published information, which I
think is an important move. And I think that that
statutory separation and the appointment of Michael
Scholar in terms of chairing that independent body is
very, very important in ensuring that there is a clear
separation between the factual and the
informational, which cannot be used or manipulated,
which might have been the temptation previously. So
I think that that clarification might help some of the
issues that have been raised in the last question.

Q20 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: I wanted to
ask about the seven principles that you used on which
to base your report and I wonder if you can say a
word or two about how you came up with those and
whether, in a sense, you got the principles first and
then judged what you heard against them, or whether
they emerged as you went along. Secondly, it is
diYcult to imagine that one would take issue with
some of these—you would not say, “We want more
secrecy, we want more misleading spin”—they are
the sorts of principles that everyone would agree
with, but when it comes to measuring objectively
whether government is actually achieving those how
do you think that could be done? If you are
government genuinely wanting to buy into your
principles how could you be sure that these were
actually happening? And if you were the public how
would you judge?
Sir Robert Phillis: A general point on process and
then to try to answer your particular question. We
started out by focusing initially in our discussions on
what was the problem? Was the problem simply press
management or spin or was there a wider problem?
We say right at the head of the report that the major
theme that dominated the whole report was the
question of trust—the breakdown of trust, the
fundamental breakdown of trust between
government and politicians, the media and the
general public. As I say, that concerned us so greatly
because of the disillusionment, disengagement,
turnout at general elections and the whole
democratic process of elections. So we started by
asking ourselves what the problem was and that is
where we came from. Against that we said that if that
is the problem and a lot of that problem is cultural, a
lot of that problem is behavioural, a lot of that
problem is structural, can we identify a number of
principles against which we can test any subsequent
ideas or recommendations that come through? In
some cases it is possible to test and to measure but in
others, because they are behavioural, cultural,
structural and deeply imbued in the mindset of the
Civil Service, in the mindset of the press, in the
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mindset of politicians, no, that would not change
easily, would not change speedily—and it is very
diYcult to measure. But unless you recognise the
issue and put it on the table and make people think
about those principles then we felt we would be
avoiding diYcult issues. So we started with the
principles. Just to comment on one or two of them.
Openness not secrecy, sounds obvious, sounds
important but I think a long tradition within the Civil
Service itself and within governments going back
over time is how little do you need to say and what
can we get away with, rather than the question being,
why should we not be prepared to release this
information and turn the question on its head, as one
of our witnesses suggested to us, and say “What is it
that we really cannot say now, for very good
reasons?”—and there will always be things that we
cannot say now, that government cannot say now for
very good reasons. But it is the cultural and the
behavioural aspect there which does not change
easily and which would only change over time. The
second principle, direct and unmediated
communications, that is not to ignore the role of the
press but as a citizen, as a member of the general
public, having direct communication which might be
through paid advertising, which might be through
direct marketing, which might be through those
brands which people have a higher level of trust in,
like the NHS—one might have said HMRC—or
other organisations where there is a branding
diVerence, of course part of government but a
diVerent brand and a diVerent position. The level of
trust that comes through unmediated without the
press and the media is something that we thought was
an important principle and, as you will hear from
your witnesses later, certainly has been addressed
with great eVect. I think the positive presentation of
government policies and not misleading spin—as I
said earlier it would be naı̈ve to pretend that this will
not continue to happen, but I think by distinguishing
the role of the special adviser and the political
message from that very important impartiality,
neutrality of the professional civil servant
communicator at least helps make it clear where the
message is coming from, and it is for the individual to
decide the extent that the spin factor or policy issue is
there. I think progress has been made under Howell
James and the team in terms of coordination of
communications across government, which is
something that was very, very patchy in the 1980s and
1990s; significant improvements have been achieved
in that area, and the professional culture, which now
the Government Communications Network across
the entire government process has improved
immeasurably in recruitment and in selection, in
training and in opportunity. I think the three major
initiatives that I would highlight that come from
those principles are within the professional Civil

Service communications. The Permanent Secretary
has launched very successfully within the Civil
Service a programme called Engage where
communications professionals in the Civil Service
have been concentrating on that shift in balance
towards the citizen rather than exclusively the media
outlets. I think in terms of public engagement
Directgov, meaning the direct communications
online systems to the general public involving
integrated communications, involving transactional
opportunities has been one of the great successes
coming from this, and I think within the profession of
Civil Service communications staV a programme
called Evolve, which now very openly in terms of the
Civil Service professionals involves a comprehensive
programme of recruitment, a selection of training, of
advertising jobs, of testing one’s own skills about the
suitability for job availability, combined with a
sensible and judicious bringing in from private sector
of skills in that area. So, in answer to your question,
I think some of these things are more diYcult to
measure, intangible, behavioural, cultural and will
take time to change and will be patchy, and some
departments—I am aware—will take these things up
with greater enthusiasm than others, and
circumstances in diVerent departments change over
time. But has it made that shift diYcult to measure?
Yes, I believe it has. And on other of the items—
Chairman: Bishop of Manchester, I think we are
getting into your series of questions.

Q21 Bishop of Manchester: We are. Can I just go
back a little before we come to that area again? Going
back to your interim report, when that was published
and the Prime Minister of the day taking three of the
main recommendations and putting those into
practice— presumably you were very pleased by that,
although there may have been other things in the
interim report you would have liked him to have
taken up as well. But when we come to 2004 and the
final report is published, by contrast it seems that
there is a less formal response and indeed it seems no
formal response from the government at the time. I
wonder, therefore, if there was a sense of
disappointment on your part about that. Then
coming back to where you just left oV a moment ago
in talking about the measuring of the success—and
you defined some of the things which you are very
pleased about and some of the things which have
taken time—could you then go on to define some of
the things that you feel have not been implemented
and which you would like to see work done on?
Sir Robert Phillis: In one sense I was not pleased with
the Prime Minister’s request for an interim report
because it came right at the beginning of what I
thought was going to be a family holiday and we had
to work rather hard to get the report to the Prime
Minister during August at the time! But it was I think
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a fair and reasonable request from the Prime
Minister, as he addressed the question of the
organisation of communications at the centre. So I
think I and the group were pleased with his very
speedy response to the interim report which you
recall led in September of that year to a change in the
structural arrangements where Alistair Campbell
stood down as Director of Communications, and the
Prime Minister did accept—I think this is absolutely
key—the core separation between the role of the
communications professional within the Civil
Service, and the creation and the appointment of the
Permanent Secretary, Government
Communications, separating that from the political
advisory role, which was subsequently filled by David
Hill. So, yes, in that sense I think the request was a
reasonable one, the response was a prompt one and
the core acceptance of that clear separation between
the civil servant role and political advisory role was,
I think, welcomed. I do not believe that in the final
report that element was significantly changed or
removed. We had embarked on the process of a very
proper Civil Service search and selection for the new
Permanent Secretary and the team, responsible to the
Cabinet OYce and the Cabinet Secretary. As you will
explore later, I think that structural change has
worked eVectively in most areas that we have
considered. I think as an aside that it is for the Prime
Minister of the day to decide the sort of support role
he needs in Number Ten, and the current Prime
Minister has chosen a slightly diVerent model. One of
the questions I had noticed—and if you would rather
I leave that?

Q22 Chairman: Yes, just leave that for the moment.
Sir Robert Phillis: Moving on then to areas where
perhaps all that we had hoped for has not been
achieved, yes there are some and that is not
surprising. The one obvious area where I have to
report there was no enthusiasm at all was in relation
to media briefings in the role of the lobby—there was
no enthusiasm from either the journalists in the lobby
nor, it would seem, from government Ministers to
televise, record, put on line the daily press conference,
and that is the one area where I certainly have not
seen any significant change.

Q23 Chairman: That is done in the United States, is
it not?
Sir Robert Phillis: It is done in the United States,
televised conferences, transcripts available,
information on line access, and it was one of the
things we picked up from one of the forums we
conducted with other international models—little
movement there. We were concerned, secondly,
about FOI and the enthusiasm with which that might
be taken up, and I would say that there has not been
as much progress as I would have personally hoped

for—a little slower than one might have expected, but
then the new rules did not come in until 2005. There
has been a learning experience, there has been
learning from within the Civil Service, there has been
learning from within government; there has been
some learning—though maybe not enough—from
elements of the press; and in terms of vexatious and
silly requests for freedom of information. Similarly
the number of vexatious and silly private requests for
freedom of information, I think there is evidence that
those are slowing down. But inevitably progress is
patchy and it was bound to be—some departments
seemed more relaxed and more willing to implement
the full intent of the Freedom of Information Act,
and in other areas it is slow. That is hardly surprising
given the size and scale of government
communications, but a little slower than I would
have hoped. Was there anything else that I would
highlight—that very fair question where maybe
things have not happened quite as quickly? I think
they are the two major areas I would highlight. A
third one, which I cannot answer but your next
witnesses may be able to, we did urge about the
importance of shifting investment away from
London and national communications operations
into regional—the investment actually made in the
communications function outside London. I cannot
answer the question because I do not have the
statistics but it was certainly on our agenda and I
suspect has not happened quite as fully as we might
have hoped.
Chairman: It is certainly on our agenda as well and we
will certainly come to that. Let us move on to Lord
Corbett.

Q24 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Sir Robert, you
reminded us that right at the start of your report you
were concerned about this tripartite relationship
between politicians, the media and public and how
that all interacted. Could you just say something
about how much of a start has been made on putting
that right? I suppose the two active partners in terms
of improving that communication has to be the
government and the media, and would you like to
make some comments about how far you feel that
each of those partners have sought to improve the
communications with the public, with the citizen?
Sir Robert Phillis: I think from government’s point of
view the fact that led by government, led by senior
civil servants many of the recommendations that we
put forward have been acted upon with some vigour
and, as we all know, that is not always the case when
you have independent reviews reporting of this sort.
The emphasis placed there on the shift in focus—even
thought it might be slow and taking time—to the
citizen and to the public by the various initiatives that
have been taken has certainly contributed in
distinguishing between fact and comment, and I
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think that is helpful. I think the development of the
services, which others will talk about later, again has
allowed the citizen and general public to find out for
themselves, if they do not believe or trust what they
hear from the politicians, to have the ability now to
say, “I am going to find out about my local hospital
or my local schools or my local crime statistics”, or
whatever, and has helped to create a shift where
individuals can question it for themselves and
challenge it for themselves, and that can only have
been achieved if it was led by government and the
Civil Service itself to try to make that happen. I think
as far as the media is concerned it varies from the
particular media source. You will know that national
newspapers are still the least trusted of all
information sources by the general public. In the
piece of work we did only 6% felt that national
newspapers were trusted; 14%, as I recall, radio; over
70% for the regulated broadcast television output. So
I think it varies as far as the media is concerned.
There is no doubt that the regulated broadcast media
are much more careful in terms of the separation of
information and comment than others, and it even
varies at the other end of the scale within the national
press—it would be invidious of me to mention those
newspapers that I thought take more care than
others—it is a fact that amongst the national press
the temptation for vigorous comment, critical
comment we are all aware of from certain sources of
the press, whichever government is in power at the
day. Again, in answer to your question—variable. I
think government has acted indirectly in the sense of
picking up on professional communication within
the information we have talked about, and I think
amongst the media some may have listened and have
taken action, and that is true—but many of them
have not, and we see that by the continued and not
unexpected criticism.

Q25 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Sir Robert, can
I tie that back to your earlier separation between the
kinds of information that it is appropriate for civil
servants to be in charge of, as it were, and the kind of
relationship between special advisers and the public
through the media. This issue of trust strikes me
resides more seriously in the area of the relationship
between special advisers and the various people to
whom they talk, simply because—as you yourself
pointed out—those relationships tend to be
conducted on a more private and non-attributable
basis, but what comes out of those relationships is
often extremely significant in terms of how public
opinion is influenced and how the media present the
way government policy might be developing. Do you
think it is possible to have a relationship of trust
where there is an inevitable disposition for any
government to want to protect some element of what
it is, so to speak, up to by not quite declaring its hand,

but by making sure none the less that information is
available?
Sir Robert Phillis: I think uncritical trust and total
trust is a totally unachievable and unrealistic
objective. We know from research that we conducted
and research we reviewed and we know over time that
sadly two of the least trusted professions are
journalists and politicians—whether that is justified
or not it is a fact—and it would be totally unrealistic
to believe otherwise. And it would be wrong—it
would be a pretty bland world if we were all in the
area of totally trusting everything we hear from
politicians of any government of any colour of any
day, or indeed from the media.

Q26 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Forgive me for
interrupting, but you have made the question of trust
a very major part of your pitch, as it were.
Sir Robert Phillis: Yes.

Q27 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: You did in your
report and you are continuing to do so today and I
am interested to know whether you think the
improvements that may have been achieved since
your report are significant in terms of changing the
culture of mistrust, which you referred to earlier—the
fact that people behave in certain ways, that they
have a disposition towards secrecy or whatever it is—
whether in fact the improvement is such that there is
a real shift now, or whether actually the element of
mistrust, which is inherent, as you have just
described, is at an irreducible minimum and we are
never going to get better from where we are.
Sir Robert Phillis: No, I do genuinely believe there has
been a shift because of the distinction between the
types of information that is provided; and I think
with leadership from government and the Civil
Service I see no reason why that should not continue,
because I think the citizen is becoming more and
more empowered—if they do not trust what they
hear they are going to find out for themselves; they
are going to search, they are going to look, they are
going to try and provide or find the information to
allow them to make their judgment as a member of
the public. I think that is entirely healthy and a good
thing and I see no reason why that should not
continue. So, yes, I think the movement has been
significant; I think with the right leadership it can and
should continue. I will just make the point that in the
vast majority of cases special advisers and Civil
Service professionals work very well together, and
special advisers are themselves now covered by
certain of the Civil Service procedures, with the one
key exception, of course, is that their jobs are always
at risk when government changes or when the
Minister changes, and that is a rather important
diVerence between the communications professional
within the Civil Service.
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Q28 Lord Maxton: I accept absolutely that the
citizen now does have that ability, if they wish, to find
out what they want. However, it does mean that there
are fairly large sections of the public, of course, which
do not have the availability of the sources of
information to be able to find out for themselves. Is
that a worry for you?
Sir Robert Phillis: Yes, it is; and it is a very, very fair
point, and sadly they happen to be those that are less
fortunate, less privileged, less economically able to
access, for whatever reason. It is a very fair point.

Q29 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Sir
Robert, you referred earlier to the fact that one of
your key recommendations aVected the
communications team at Number Ten, the
appointment of a civil servant and a special adviser,
which was taken up. The present Prime Minister has
of course changed that and there is now just a civil
servant. To what degree was your original idea—if I
can put it delicately—to deal with what was perceived
as a bit of an Alistair Campbell problem, and to what
degree are you concerned by the fact that there is now
just a civil servant dealing with Number Ten
communications?
Sir Robert Phillis: No, the development does not
necessarily concern me. It does seem to me that the
Prime Minister of the day is going to decide on the
support system that he wants. The fact that the
current Prime Minister has put the two roles together
under a civil servant does not concern me—in fact, if
anything, I find it somewhat encouraging in that
those appointments will be subject to proper civil
servant selection procedures rigorously applied in
determining who moves into that role. It seems to me
that, yes, at the time of our report in 2003, it was to a
large extent the Prime Minister’s preference to have
a political Director of Communications and Strategy
and, yes, that was Alistair Campbell, and particularly
given that Alistair was the only one of the three
political appointments at No. 10 who was given
powers to directly manage civil servants, which we
felt very uncomfortable with. The current Prime
Minister has reverted perhaps to a diVerent role
where he has his communications role now under the
control of a civil servant, and that does not concern
me; and he has separated out the strategy role, which
seems to be the role that Stephen Carter plays, which
is much more akin to the role that Baroness Hogg or
Brian GriYths played in a diVerent administration.
So, no, not concerned by that particular shift because
we were addressing the problem at a time in a
particular structure. Yes, it is true to say that that did
centre very much around the role of the political
appointment in managing professional civil servants
and that is where we became concerned about the

question of the impartiality and the neutrality which
one always comes to expect of the civil servant
operating for the government of the day.

Q30 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I gather
from that answer that you would be concerned if
there was not a civil servant in that role at Number
Ten? You do not mind that there is only the one role
but that is because it is a civil servant rather than a
political appointment?
Sir Robert Phillis: Rather than a political
appointment, yes, although if a future Prime Minister
or this Prime Minister changed his mind and wanted
to revert to the model that we were looking at at the
time, then providing there is a distinction between
one, the Permanent Secretary sitting behind me in
terms of the Civil Service responsibility at the centre,
if the Prime Minister of the day chose to have his
political adviser on those other aspects of strategy
and communication then that clearly is the decision
of the Prime Minister, but it does not concern me that
the shift between Mr Blair and Mr Brown’s thinking
has come up with a diVerent solution, providing that
that centre has the strong Permanent Secretary and
professional leadership of the civil servants working
to the Cabinet OYce and therefore Number Ten.

Q31 Lord Grocott: Did your study throw any light
on the practical day to day work of those involved in
communications in Number Ten, in two particular
respects? Number one, what was the balance between
incoming requests to which the machine had to react,
as opposed to what was an attempt by the Prime
Minister to convey a particular aspect of government
policy to the world outside? I do not like reactive and
proactive, but what was the balance between the two?
Secondly, in respect of what was the balance between
clearly administrative types of questions and political
questions? For all the diYculty in making the
distinction, what was the balance of the requests
coming in between those two types of question? This
is not entirely facetious but when one hears that the
Prime Minister is being asked, for example, what is
his favourite Beatles’ record or something like that,
that is presumably the kind of thing that the
communications system has to deal with. I am not
sure myself whether that is a political question or a
government responsibility, or what it is—it depends
on what the answer is! No doubt someone has the job
of answering it, poor soul!
Sir Robert Phillis: I will do my best. We had a number
of sessions of oral evidence from Alistair Campbell
and his team and Mike Granatt and his team, from
professionals around the service, and you will find
that detailed in the report. There is actually no doubt
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that Alistair Campbell introduced some very eVective
and necessary innovations. The famous grid, the fact
that Alistair and his team did the obvious and said,
“If we as a government are trying to coordinate our
messages across the board should we not be aware of
what is being announced when and by whom and
whether they fit together and whether they sit
together?” And Alistair introduced a very eVective
grid of knowledge of communications releases: one,
in order to coordinate them where they were
addressing the same thing; two, to plan them in terms
of the release of messages—wholly sensible, a need
for coordination which did not exist previously. The
shortcoming in that was that the old Government
Information Service, not fit for purpose, were not
involved in that process at all because they did not
have a centralised function and the Civil Service did
not have a centralised function; and whether it was in
the daily meetings or indeed the occasional
attendance at Cabinet meetings, which we believed
would be necessary for the Permanent Secretary, as
indeed it was for Alistair himself, this was not
institutionalised in that sense. So I think the emphasis
was very much then, when we were conducting our
review, requests for information from the centre
coming in, rather than from the departments
volunteering—or, if you like, using your outward
description. I think there was a disconnect between
the communications activities between at least some,
and some of the very large Departments of State in
the centre, that was not being coordinated. I think
where that became obvious—to think of one or two
examples when I go back—the lack of coordination
over the foot-and-mouth crisis was just
extraordinary—diVerent departments were doing
diVerent things and there was not that central pull in
the middle. That had improved somewhat by the time
the fire fighters dispute broke on the scene, and crisis
management is again one of the things which Alistair
Campbell and his team, working with their Civil
Service professionals, did put a very proper focus on
in terms of crisis management. So there were a lot of
initiatives that the then new government and Alistair
brought in, and it would be absolutely wrong to deny
it; but it was very much a central control function,
but from Alistair in his political role, because there
was no Permanent Secretary, Government
Communications; there was not the structure to
make sure that was replicated within the Civil
Service.

Q32 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Sir Robert, I think
you have answered a lot about where the very tight
line between special adviser and professional comes,
so I am not going to go into all of that again. Having
said that, I think the training side is perhaps quite
interesting and you seem to have implied that

through various methods—Evolve and Engage and
so on—the standing of the professional
communicator within the Civil Service has indeed
gone up. There are two questions I want to ask. One
is that I am thinking of the Foreign OYce process
which, from early days, they actually did have one of
their emerging top people responsible right the way
through for communications. So you have the actual
professional being, for a period of time as part of
their evolved training, the communicator. If that is
one of the models that are now being followed
throughout the rest of the Civil Service that is one
thing. The other thing is, having gone through these
processes you felt that professionals were rather
regarded as second class citizens; are they still now
regarded as second class citizens or has all that now
changed? It would be interesting to hear your views
on that.
Sir Robert Phillis: As I am not part of the Civil Service
myself I can only answer through hearsay and
impressions and my general day to day contact with
Whitehall rather than detailed knowledge, and I am
sure that Howell James will be able to correct any of
my inaccuracies or impressions and give you a
thorough answer. Yes, I do believe that the general
standing of the communications professional under
the communications network has changed. Firstly,
because it is comprehensive; it does cover all
departments of state; it does cover all of the skills that
were perhaps not present in 1997 or even 2003. It has
been much broadened and much helped by the
outstanding work of the COI and now of the
Strategic Marketing Board by—patchy, but by some
of the online initiatives that have taken place, with a
great reduction of the number of individual websites.
I think the point to make there is that an individual
now does not have to access a plethora of sites to find
their information needs; it is becoming more focused
on the ability for it to be personalised in terms of the
many aspects of government communications that
might aVect an individual. Again, I would have to say
that these things are inevitably patchy. I think, as you
rightly say, Lady Howe, we found in our initial
investigation some departments who had very high
standards of professionalism on the communication
front. It was not universal but it certainly existed.
And we had others that we visited—and we visited
quite a large number of departments—where the
communications function was really: “Issue the press
release, please, tomorrow”. And it was a very limited
role in that sense. I think Howell will be able to be
more precise in the significant progress that some
departments have made, the learning that has come
from those best of class, which certainly existed—and
I suspect if you push him very hard he would say
there might be some departments that are not quite
yet up to pace; but that is inevitable, I think, given the
scale of government activities. From what I hear,
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from what I listen to, from what I see, I think that the
standard of professionalism is significantly diVerent
from that which it was just five years ago, but it is
going to need to be watched and monitored and
sustained going forward because nothing is forever
and things can slip.

Q33 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: Sir Robert, really
leading on from the answer you have just given to
Lady Howe, would you say that optimistically,
providing the developments you have explained to us
continue, that the government information machine
will be fit for purpose and able to fulfil its more

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Howell James CBE, former Permanent Secretary, Government Communications and Mr Alan

Bishop, Chief Executive, Central Office of Information, examined.

Q34 Chairman: A suitable starting point might be
for you both to very briefly set out your respective
responsibilities. Howell James, would you like to
start?
Mr James: Good morning. I was until June 13 the
Permanent Secretary of Government
Communications and that made me the head of
profession for all government communications; it
was the role that Bob outlined so clearly there, of
taking on the senior Civil Service leadership for all
government communicators. In that role you are
responsible for the professionalising agenda across
government for the communicators. Quite a lot of
cross-government comms activity—not the sort of
short term news management stuV that Number Ten
tends to focus on, but some of the longer term
planning activity, which also touched on counter
terrorism, crisis management, foot-and-mouth,
avian flu, pandemic flu planning, those sorts of
things; and the propriety and ethics piece. When Gus
O’Donnell took over as Cabinet Secretary he also
asked me then to look after Cabinet OYce comms so
for the last three years I have also been the sort of
titular head of the Cabinet OYce communications
function as well; and I sat on the Cabinet OYce
board.

Q35 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. Mr
Bishop at the COI?
Mr Bishop: I have been responsible for running the
COI for the last six years or so. It essentially provides
a common service for all of government in providing
and procuring any sort of marketing and
communications service, and my responsibility is to
make sure that all the research insights we get from
that are shared, that we develop best practice, and
that we take advantage of the purchasing power that
that gives us to get the best possible deals through in
our commercial arrangements. For the last three

complicated role going into the next general election,
whenever that should be?
Sir Robert Phillis: Yes, I do genuinely believe that. I
think the diVerences—however long it is going to be
before the next election—from the 2001 election are
tangible, they are visible and I think that in terms of
their fit for purpose question which you put there is
no doubt that the government communications
network is more fit for purpose now than it would
have been then.
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. It has been
very interesting and it has now given us a background
which we can now work on; so I am very grateful to
you for taking the time to come and give evidence.

years we have also been responsible for what was the
Government News Network, and that was partly as
a result of a Phillis recommendation, in order to
develop an integrated news and marketing service in
the regions. Until this year I was also responsible for
Directgov, which is now going to be the principal
consumer website, for a sort of incubation period,
and now that it is more grown up it is being handed
over to the Department for Work and Pensions.

Q36 Chairman: You have a total marketing
expenditure of over £300 million a year?
Mr Bishop: That is correct, yes.

Q37 Chairman: How many staV do you have in the
COI?
Mr Bishop: Around 600.

Q38 Chairman: Howell James, can I turn to you
first. How big was your communications staV? How
many communications oYcers did you have?
Mr James: I had a very small team at the centre, so to
run the Government Communications Network,
which we set up to replace the Government
Information and Communications Service—GICS—
that Bob was talking about, I had five people who ran
both the website, the training and development
courses and the relationship with external bodies, the
National School for Government, etcetera. Then I
had a team of three that did cross-government
comms and coordination. They were small
deliberately because we just wanted to do strategic
work; we did not want to get ourselves sucked into
actual delivery.

Q39 Chairman: I obviously did not phrase the
question correctly. How big is the staV in the whole
network?
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Mr James: The whole of the government comms
community, the best way of knowing its size is a thing
called the White Book, which is published every
summer by the COI and it is an opportunity for all
organisations to list all their comms divisions and put
them out there for mainly journalists and outside
bodies to be able to access them and know who to
contact. Our figure at the moment is about 3000
people across the whole of government are involved
in some form of communications role, according to
that book, of which about 400 are press oYcers.

Q40 Chairman: 3000, so who are the other 2,600?
Mr James: They are doing website work, they are
doing events, they are doing sponsorship, they are
doing stakeholder, they are doing corporate
communications, print publications, a whole range
of all the other comms activity.

Q41 Chairman: Does that include what in
newspapers one calls the backroom staV? Does it
include secretaries, people like that?
Mr James: It probably would not, no; these would be
communicators.

Q42 Chairman: Excuse me putting it this way, but it
reminds me of taking over the Health Service: no one
can ever tell me how many people are employed by it.
It does not seem to be exact.
Mr James: The briefing I have tells me that there are
3,218 entries in the White Book. In the White Book
there are also various public sector bodies which list
their contacts in there because it is a very useful
manual—any of you who have worked closely with
journalists will know that they always carry it around
with them—so the BBC, the CBI, the Metropolitan
Police, the TUC, ACPO, others, are also listed. So if
you remove them we come down to about 3,104, of
which 398 are registered as press oYcers or media
handlers in central Whitehall departments.

Q43 Chairman: What is the total cost of all this?
Mr James: We do not gather a total cost. Each
department is responsible for its own budgetary and
personnel matters and I never instituted a process
where I called on every department to provide me
with lots of facts and figures every year—that was not
deemed to be an economically sensible scheme.

Q44 Chairman: I thought one of the purposes was to
get best value for money.
Mr James: In terms of best value for money in terms
of paid communication any campaign would always
be subject to a proper research and evaluation. Each
Permanent Secretary in their own department is
responsible for making sure that their personnel and
head count is within their budget and that they can
justify that in terms of running their own business.

This is the interesting balancing act here between a
role at the centre where you are steering and driving
and shaping your profession, but you are not hands-
on managing it. I did not hands-on manage any of the
communicators—the communicators work for their
own departments; they work and report through the
management lines up to their Permanent Secretaries,
they serve their own Ministers. Clearly the role at the
centre is not to try and interfere and add additional
burdens to all of that but to facilitate and encourage
better and more professional working. Some of the
stuV, as we progress no doubt we will explore—what
is the enabling role at the centre, as opposed to the
hard management issues that each department has
to deliver.

Q45 Chairman: Do we know how the strength of the
Government Communications Network compares
with what the position was ten or 20 years ago? Is it
possible to make any comparison?
Mr James: The problem we have with trying to do
that is that the Government Information and
Communications Service had a declared number of
people—I think about 1,350 people declared as
members of the GICS when we were doing the Phillis
Review. What became clear as we went round from
department to department was that there were people
working in comms who were not part of GICS, and
what Bob was talking about earlier in terms of why
did we think it was not fit for purpose, one of the
problems was that some people were in and some
people were outside it and we could not understand
why. As a member of the committee we could not
really get a grip on what was the process that
nominated people as members of the GICS and what
was the process that got you a job in comms but you
were not part of the GICS. This was the historical
oddity—that some people applied for jobs through
the GICS process; they got ticketed as a professional
communicator; they came in predominantly as a
press oYcer or a marketeer and that was deemed
to be a proper comms job. There were other
comms jobs—internal communications, stakeholder
communications, increasingly web communications—
where people were not part of the GICS, they were a
separate unit. What that led to was a fragmentation
within comms functions inside departments, where
some people were seen to be part of one gang but not
entirely integrated into the whole. So we found that
rather unsatisfactory, which is one of the reasons why
we called on the GICS to be reformulated as a
diVerent community. So the Government Comms.
Network has within it people who have all of these
diVerent communication skills, so we look to include
everybody whatever their communications
discipline, in order to be able to have sight of what
they are doing, in order to be able to give them
support for training, development, professional
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encouragement, all of that, so that we have a proper
functioning community out there, all of whom have
access to opportunities to improve and move on and
get jobs around the network.

Q46 Chairman: I want to ask you this as a matter of
clarification. How did you get your appointment?
From memory you were a special adviser in the last
Conservative Government, were you not?
Mr James: I was not a specialist adviser actually; I
was the Political Secretary to the Prime Minister—

Q47 Chairman: That sounds even worse!
Mr James: Actually you are not even a special
adviser, you are a political appointee; you work
inside Number Ten but you are a party employee
actually and you do not assign a special adviser role. I
was a special adviser in the government between 1984
and 1987 where I worked at the Cabinet OYce,
Department of Employment and DTI. I have gone
out at various times. I went to do a job as a comms
director at the BBC; I was a comms director at a
company called Cable and Wireless and after 1997 I
went and set up my own business, and in that
business I was asked to go and sit on the Phillis
Review and at the end of the Phillis Review I went
back to running my business and then representatives
of the then Cabinet Secretary phoned me up and said,
“Would you like to put your hat in the ring for this
job?” So I then went through a Civil Service
Commission led process applying for this role, which
I auditioned for or was interviewed for in
competition with others.

Q48 Chairman: Self-evidently, being part of the last
Conservative Government was not a bar?
Mr James: It did not appear to be. I thought it might
well be actually, and it made me rather hesitant about
applying! But I was assured by various people that
that would not be the case, so I threw my hat in the
ring and I got appointed by the board that sat and
interviewed me, which included Andrew Turnbull,
the then Chairman of the Civil Service Commission
Baroness Prashar, and my name went forward in the
normal way of senior civil servant appointments
through the Prime Minister.

Q49 Lord Maxton: I will not make any comment on
that at all!
Mr James: I think we were in the big tender period!

Q50 Lord Maxton: That was a major error of
judgment! Can I, however, ask, as it is quite specific,
whether or not—and both of you might be involved
in this—the people who work in communications in
the devolved administrations come under your
department or not? Because civil servants in Scotland
are still part of the main Civil Service.

Mr James: Absolutely.

Q51 Lord Maxton: Is that true of the
communications?
Mr James: Yes.

Q52 Lord Maxton: Does that not cause problems?
Mr James: No. I am pretty clear in my own mind that
I have a head of profession role where I am
supporting all civil servants who are professional
communicators, whether they are working in Wales,
Scotland or in the Northern Ireland Civil Service and
they have always had the opportunity of joining the
GCN; they have done so, they have access to all of
our training and opportunities, and as civil servants
they are allowed to apply for any of the jobs that we
have on the website. So we have always included
them. Where I think the dividing line then comes is
wearing my hat as a coordinator of cross-government
communications there will be some issues on which
actually it would not be appropriate for me to try and
include civil servant communicators from the
devolved Assemblies, regions, Parliaments because,
actually, they are operating on diVerent policies.
There is a separation there between the hands-on
comms stuV and the head of profession role.
Mr Bishop: From my point of view there are
obviously some communications programmes and
activities which are particular to the devolved
administrations, but where they are national we are
involved and we do do work for them. There is also
regular and formal cooperation. To give an example,
when the smoking ban was introduced in Scotland
earlier than in England we were helped very much by
the experience that they had there in applying that to
England.

Q53 Lord King of Bridgwater: Just a very quick
question. You are a very substantial placer of
advertising; you have to book a lot of media space
and you are a very desirable customer. Have you ever
come under any political pressure to put your
advertising in places that are more favourable to the
government than others, and to not put it in outlets
that might be thought to be unsympathetic to the
government?
Mr James: Never and there has never been any
pressure whatsoever.
Chairman: I would like to go into a part which the
Committee considers important but which we did not
get into in the last session.

Q54 Lord Inglewood: I am going to start with a
slightly more general introductory point and then
lead on to the specific one. We are looking at the
period since the Phillis Report and the way that
government information has developed. Within that
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period, in our previous inquiry which was to do with
news and news gathering, the thing that was
absolutely startlingly clear is the way in which the net
has changed the way information is collected. So in
looking over the period since the Phillis Report that is
the period when in the newspaper world and in other
parts of the media world the internet has completely
changed in a whole variety of ways what is going on.
In the context of from where you are sitting,
delivering government information, clearly since the
Phillis Report you have tried to clean up and re-
demarcate the line between what is political and what
is Civil Service, and steps have been made in that
regard, and that has been improved. But of the things
that have changed in that period surely it is the net
which now enables the individual citizen, who I
suspect still thinks that politicians and governments
are scoundrels, on their own initiative to discover
things derived from the information you have put
there as much as anything else which has changed
matters. Following on from that, one of the
underlying objectives behind Phillis was that you
should try and get your regional delivery of
information improved. How much has that been
done by changing processes and how much is that
simply done by the fact that the net makes it easier for
people who want to know to find out themselves?
Mr Bishop: Dealing with the first part of that, of
course you are absolutely right that there has been a
huge change since Phillis reported. The number of
people in the country who are now online has hugely
increased—we are probably looking now at around
about 70% of people. There has been this most
exciting project to try and make as much information
as the citizen wants easily accessible on line and then
to be able to more and more combine then with the
actual transactions that the citizen has to do with
government. So, for example, not only finding out
what your car tax is but then also at the same time
being able to pay it on line. As I mentioned earlier, a
radical decision was made to focus that activity in
order to make it easier and more accessible to the
citizen in two websites—for the normal citizen the
Directgov; and for the business user Business Link.
That was combined with a programme to try and sort
out the confusion of the plethora of government
websites that existed. There had been over 1,500
government websites, which I am not sneering at, by
the way—that was all well intentioned to take
advantage of this new way of relating to the people.
But of course it became counterproductive and
became very, very confusing. So there is also a
programme to close down the great majority of those
sites, leaving only major departmental websites and
to converge all their functions and information on to
these two websites, Directgov and Business Link.
Then within Directgov, if you visit it and have a look
at it, you will see that as part of that accessibility what

we were trying to do is point people to related
thoughts and information which are in the same area
of interest. So if you go to pay your car tax you can
also be pointed to anything else that might be
relevant to you as a motorist, either private or
commercial. If you are a parent you will find out
things other than perhaps the education information
that you originally went there to see. We are also
conscious that there is still a considerable proportion
of the country that is not online and they are some of
the most disadvantaged people in the country, which
also accounts for the very large amount of activity we
still do in the traditional media and conventional
media and in the conventional media channels. In
terms of the regional media, one of the earliest
decisions that was made with Directgov was to tie up
in a programme called Local Directgov with all the
local authority websites, which was a huge
programme as you might understand. But now if you
go into Directgov at the central point you can get to
your local authority. You might see a bit of a change
of style as you do it but you do not have to go through
another home page—it works pretty well by and
large. So that again is reinforcing the accessibility for
any local interest you might have, and for any
individual who has to deal with several local
authorities it is an absolute blessing. Again, I will say
on the other side of the fence we are still using
regional media very extensively—radio and local
press, which again covers those areas for people who
are not online or to direct them to other sources of
information.

Q55 Chairman: Do you have anything to add, Mr
James?
Mr James: Clearly the online space is the one where I
think the request in the Phillis Report that
government comms should become more direct to
the citizen and less mediated through other channels
is our biggest opportunity. Early last year the
Cabinet OYce commissioned a report from Tom
Steinberg, who is an independent consultant in this
area, and the National Consumer Council, called The
Power of Information. It was a very, very complete
report about what the opportunities of government
are here, but also the risks and the problem for those
who do not have access to the digital technologies.
Within that there was a lot of urging for government
to use the web more eVectively, but also questions
about how civil servants should engage in that space.
So we have been working for the last year on writing
some very thorough guidelines and looking at what
people are comfortable about, where they expect civil
servants to enter. So, for instance, you have a website
like something called Netmums, which is a very, very
active and engaged website for mothers, and clearly
it is a space where people are talking a lot about child
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benefits, opportunities, getting into schools, nursery
spaces and all of that. Government needs, I think, to
go on to sites like that and support them with factual
information about what services government
provides; and also set things right because sometimes
people get the wrong end of the stick about a service
and then they promulgate misleading information
through the website. We have been thinking quite a
lot about how do we go into that space—is that the
role of the press oYcers, is it the role of policy oYcials
and how should they do it? Do they declare
themselves; do they go in as a user? How does the rest
of the department know that that discussion and
debate is going on? And how do we learn the policy
lessons out of that? So that goes well beyond comms
straightforwardly and starts touching the whole area
of policy and delivery within departments. So I think
this is a very, very interesting and evolving space.
What is most reassuring about it though—and Alan
did not mention this—is the levels of trust that we
have. Going back to your point about trust earlier,
trust is on a continuum. We all as citizens ourselves
watch the political knockabout, and the stuV that
you talked about kite flying, and we discount a lot of
this space. But actually as you move across
government information and then you come to this
online space people have huge trust; so I think the
trust measures for Directgov are on the same level as
Amazon and the BBC’s online websites.

Q56 Chairman: They are indeed.
Mr James: And that is very reassuring, because we
have found a channel now where we can put
government information in a space where it is trusted
and believed, and people can start to do their
transactions. Nine million car taxes were renewed
last year on line; so something very fundamental is
changing here.

Q57 Lord Inglewood: But if you have your
government site with these various links, if you are
not careful are you not going to end up that the links
are operating on a basis which is entirely diVerent
from the Phillis principles, and because you have
gone into it through the government site is there not
a danger that you may suddenly find the blurring
between the administrative and the political, if I can
put it that way, has been lost again?
Mr Bishop: No, precisely because of what Howell has
just said. We are all highly aware of the preciousness
of this trust in these sites. So embedded in the
governance of it is the principle of protecting these
sites, of being absolutely non-political.

Q58 Lord Inglewood: So completely non-political by
those criteria.

Mr Bishop: Absolutely.

Q59 Lord Inglewood: The other question I wanted to
ask was, when you are formulating an initiative do
you start by thinking about the web oVering or start
by thinking about the conventional oVering?
Mr James: Can I talk about Engage a bit on the back
of that? Phillis in my mind fell into two bits, when I
took up this post. One was the structures at the
centre, how do I make this role work in terms of its
relationship with Number Ten, its relationship with
departments, directors of comms, Permanent
Secretaries, and that was the structural management
job. The other bit which I thought was most
interesting about Phillis was how do you
communicate these days? The interesting thing that
we observed in the Phillis Review was how various
departments operated very diVerently; they had
diVerent levels of competence; they were reinventing
wheels between departments; they were not sharing
case studies and experiences very eVectively across
the piece. It is that space that we sought to address by
creating a framework to say to people, “How should
you do good comms; what does good
communications feel like and look like in each
department and where should you start? Your point
about do we incorporate a web, or what you might
call normal, media, what I have been trying to
encourage the government communications
community to do is to move away from being a
product deliverer. I would caricature that as saying
policy oYcials bounce into the comms function and
say, “Hi, I need a press notice; hi, I need a brochure;
hi, I need a leaflet”. And for quite a lot of time,
perfectly understandably, pressures of time and so
on, they say, “Okay, yes”. I try to encourage people
to stand back and say, “Actually, what is it we are
trying to achieve here? What attitudinal or
behavioural change are we trying to drive?” Once we
have our head around that what is the appropriate
way to try and do that? Do we know enough about
what people currently know and understand about
our policies and whether they are in a space where
they are persuadable about this? What is it that they
are resisting? For instance, why were young men not
putting on seatbelts in the back of their cars? Partly
they thought they were immortal; partly they just
could not understand what the danger was. So a
deeper and better understanding of where the
audience was and what the resistance was to
implementing stuV then drives a much more
considered communication strategy, where you start
thinking, “Actually, what is it we ought to be saying
here to these diVerent audiences? How do we segment
these audiences intelligently? Having segmented
them what media do we use? What is the most
appropriate? Are we properly media-neutral?” We
should not just be putting out press notices; we
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should not just be issuing old-fashioned leaflets; we
should actually be thinking much more holistically
about how you persuade people that what
government is doing—either through legislation or
regulation—that impacts on our lives, how does that
aVect me and how can I shift my behaviour and my
understanding to actually take account of that. I
think that is where comms can start to play a really
powerful role alongside policy and delivery
colleagues, and once you start a conversation on
those terms you are moving to a diVerent space.

Q60 Lord Maxton: One or two points here. First of
all, I think it is great what is happening, and that is
from someone who does use it to fill in and get his
road tax—and I actually got my 70-year old driving
licence, etcetera, on line, and it is great. But one thing
is that so often, even though you have brought it
down to basically one website, that is not on what we
might term the “front page”. Do you make any eVort
to ensure that when I turn on my Yahoo! or my
Google—bang! there is the government website
available to me?
Mr Bishop: We obviously do at the moment take
advantage of the various search marketing
techniques to try and make sure that if you do
essentially Google randomly you will get to us
quickly and Directgov, and they will be displayed.
Obviously in the, I hope, pretty short term where the
ambition is for Directgov to be the kind of super site,
which is widely known to all, which you can go to
directly in the same way that you would, maybe, to
your own bank’s website or to the BBC, or whatever
your particular personal passion is, and get book
marked in the same way if people go on doing that
sort of thing.

Q61 Lord Maxton: The other thing is this 30% that
is still left of people. How do we allow them because
they are, as you say, very largely—there are one or
two in the room here!—they are the disadvantaged in
our society who do not use the internet as others do.
But there is a much larger percentage of course who
now have digital television and that is interactive; are
you doing anything on that as well?
Mr Bishop: Yes, Directgov is also on digital
television; you can access Directgov.
Chairman: I would like to explore the theme of the
Phillis Report and where it has been put into eVect.
Lady Howe.

Q62 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Can I ask you one
other question about how communication specialists
are now perceived because I have the impression—
certainly from talking to Sir Robert too—that the
standing of communications specialists has really
gone up quite considerably and has been recognised
as such. Regardless of that, to what extent does the

rest of the Civil Service regard them as fully
professionals, no longer second class citizens, as it
were? And is that consistent between departments or
is there still some ambivalence there? When you have
answered that I have another question.
Mr James: I hope that is true. My sense is that it is.
Clearly where it matters is in departments; do the
directors of communications have the clout and the
regard to make their run to deliver eVectively both for
senior policy colleagues and for Ministers? My sense
is that they do these days. What is that based on? It
is based on the fact that I think we attract very
interesting candidates for these jobs now, and I do
not think people will be looking to come into the
government comms service at a director of comms
level from a range of both private sector and wider
public sector roles if they did not feel that the job was
well regarded. That has not just happened because of
what we have been doing in comms; it has been
happening because there has been an across Civil
Service drive to institute a thing called Professional
Skills for Government. This is where the comms
function has sat and I have been greatly supported by
initiatives across finance, IT, programme and project
management, HR, where all of these corporate
functions within departments have become slightly
neglected. As we look at the challenges for
government departments in delivering what
Ministers want, having people in each of those
disciplines which are clearly expert and can clearly
deliver are absolutely vital to make a department
eVective. So Permanent Secretaries now are very
pleased to see in each of these areas support from the
Cabinet OYce and from the centre coming at them
around all of these diVerent areas. So comms does
not sit all alone there. So I do not think we are seen as
second class citizens any longer. The point you made
earlier about do we have a mix here of both specialists
who come in as communicators who have been in the
outside world and people who have come through the
comms function or people who have come out of
policy—we do have a mix. I have sat on the
appointment boards for every single Director of
Communication across Whitehall now and some
have changed twice in the course of my time. I have
seen an appreciable shift in the sorts of people that
are coming forward and the focus the department has
put on these appointments; the time and trouble they
take in identifying what is the role here, what are the
people we are looking for, what are the skill sets that
we expect these people to bring? So I think all of that
has changed and that is not just happening in
isolation. As I say, they are applying the same kind of
focus on senior financial appointments, IT
appointments, HR appointments and others.

Q63 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I am glad to hear
that and I am now coming to the whole business
about more openness and transparency, and is it your
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view that government communications have become
more open and transparent, and can we have some
examples? Let me ask you one direct question. It
certainly has been brought to my notice that on at
least one occasion a journalist was denied access to a
particular briefing. It may have been in the time
before your reign, as it were, but there seems to be
plenty of evidence that that has happened. There was
some favouritism going on on certainly briefings.
Would that be happening any more in the future? Did
it happen in your time?
Mr James: The honest answer about partial access to
information and singling out individual publications
or journalists is that at one level we know it happens.
People have relationships with journalists—
politicians have relationships. There is a lot of
communication goes on away from government
comms but happens in what you might call political
communications here in this building—relationships
between the lobby and others. One cannot be naı̈ve
and close oneself to that. What I am absolutely clear
about is that as civil servants in a press oYce you have
an obligation to tell everybody what you are doing
and to involve and invite everybody to press briefings
and to ensure that that is happening across the board,
and I think if we were not doing that as a Civil Service
we would hear about it.

Q64 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Can you give me
some practical examples of how this is working now?
Mr James: Any briefing that the Home OYce set up
or Number Ten set up, as civil servants they would
ensure that they invited the full range of journalists,
full range of publications, broadcasters, specialist
writers to any briefing; and actually Ministers would
expect them to.

Q65 Chairman: So if a journalist turned up—had
heard about the press conference or the briefing,
whatever it is, but was not on the oYcial invitation
list?
Mr James: I cannot imagine they would be denied
entry. The Civil Service recognises that we are there
to provide a service both for the department and the
Minister and for the media, and they do that to the
very best of their ability. There are always
constraints; we occasionally have to roster things.
You have all in one part of your lives or others been
at events where you do not want three of four crews
following you around; you do not want a gaggle of
ten, 15, 20 journalists, so then we reduce numbers, we
negotiate with the media and others. The issue about
openness and transparency, of course, in the first
report derived out of quite a lot of debate we had
around FOI, and a nervousness that the FOI, which
was yet to be introduced at the time, might be
watered down or reduced in some sense. So I think
the issue in Phillis about openness and transparency

also touches on has the FOI been brought in and
implemented eVectively; are departments shifting the
way they behave about opening themselves up to
information? And I would say that it has been painful
but it is evolving. It has probably been most painful
actually around the retrospective nature of it. Where
people have recognised that as they do things in real
time they are going to be subject to FOI requests,
therefore they make arrangements to put things into
the public domain at a nominated date, that way
when they get FOI they can say, “We are going to
publish this list at a certain moment; we are going to
open ourselves up, put this up on the website,”
whatever it is. The retrospective nature has been
probably the most agonised. I think there is a cultural
change happening across Whitehall and we just have
to get used to this very diVerent environment where
things are much more open. So I do think that there
has been a shift but I do not want to pretend that it is
there yet.

Q66 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Does the COI also
have anything to say?
Mr Bishop: I think the Phillis recommendation that
Sir Bob referred to earlier on moving towards more
direct and unmediated communications has
happened, and by definition all those things, whether
they are online, TV commercials or whatever, are as
open and transparent as they can be. In fact we are
actively trying to draw people’s attention to them.
The only other thing we could really do was to also
try to make as much of the process of how we do it,
particularly in the selection of suppliers and all the
rest of it, to make that as open as possible and to
publish as much as possible about it.

Q67 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: There you are Mr
James, this time four years ago there is the Phillis
Report—did the Cabinet OYce suggest any priorities
about the way you set about implementing those
representations or did you take those decisions
yourself?
Mr James: I suppose I broadly took them myself, in
the sense that I put forward to Andrew Turnbull,
who was my boss at that point, a work programme
for my first year, which included two key things. One
was get the GICS involved into a GCN and get that
properly launched up and up and running, and we
did that; and the other thing was to start to explore
and to launch a framework that would address the
issue in Phillis about those various behaviours
between departments and how do we get to be a more
professional communications function across the
piece. So those were the two things on which I
focused, so GCN and then the framework which we
called Engage; and we managed to get the GCN up
and running—I joined in the summer of 2004 and I
think GCN was launched at the end of 2004,
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beginning of 2005; and Engage we launched in
April 2005.

Q68 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: When you left
which bits of Phillis were you sorry that you had not
seen better progress on?
Mr James: I think the biggest challenge is going to be
the cross-government working on some of the big
policy issues. Most of the drivers in department—and
you will be aware of this, and I hesitate to use the
word silo—but people do work within their
departments; departments have particular cultures
and all the incentives are about doing work in your
department, reporting to your boss, getting on
delivering for your Minister. What the cross-
government PSAs are now going to require is a lot
more matrix working between departments, where
departments are going to have to trade oV good
people and money, not just for their own objectives
but for objectives that they might not see are central
to their agenda because they are playing a part in
another department’s primary objective. I think that
is going to be a challenge for the comms function
because whenever I call comms people together and I
say, “We have this big issue that we need to pull
together on,” they were very responsive and in the
main because there was a long heritage and history of
communicators working together inevitably across
government they were up for these projects. What
was more diYcult was finding a way for policy
oYcials and Ministers to come together around these
cross-government objectives and I think that is going
to be one of our big challenges. So one of the things
I was focusing on in the last year was how does my
cross-government comms unit provide some strategic
guidance without getting sucked into doing
departments’ jobs for them. I think we had started to
get a model there that worked. Indeed, on some of the
big issues we had some successes. Animal rights
extremism three years ago had reached a point where
the financial and the pharmaceutical industries were
very, very sceptical about government’s commitment
here; the commitment of the Home OYce to policing
this area was not as visible as it probably should have
been; the magistracy I do not think were as focused
on what their powers were and what the
opportunities were for them. So I think there was a
sense that government was not very joined-up on
that. Policy and comms people came together there
and by a combination, as ever in these things, of
getting something going, focusing some attention,
getting a debate going around government, we
managed to focus between the Home OYce, the DTI
as it was, and BERR and Defra a coherent
government approach that actually put some positive
messages out there, but also gave strength and
encouragement to other participants there. So I think
we shifted the terms of the debate around animal

rights extremism in that area. And the learning from
that was get your policy oYcials together, get some
clear political leadership together and then the
comms function will fall out of that quite eVectively.

Q69 Lord Grocott: You were the Permanent
Secretary for Government Communications and you
mentioned about 3000 people maybe right across the
piece. What proportion of the work was
communications with the public and what
proportion of it was dealing with the media?
Mr James: In terms of numbers 400 odd people were
dealing with the media and the remainder dealing
with broader comms responsibilities. The media is
very resonant, and inevitably for Ministers in
departments, having a grip on the media’s agenda,
having good media handling skills, being alert to
what stories are coming up, where a newspaper is
going to be on various things—newspapers still have
a capacity to drive campaigns, to create a mood
around policy initiatives and policy debate, and they
are very expert at taking a policy initiative and
making it real and making it live by pulling out
individual examples of how it aVects fellow citizens in
a way that can be very vivid and very memorable—
Ministers expect us to have good media handling
skills and to focus on this, and I think that is quite
proper. Equally, my sense was that we have not had
a similar level of investment and support for the other
disciplines, and one of the things I became
particularly focused on early on was internal comms,
because it seems to me that actually telling your own
staV what you are doing, particularly in sensitive
areas where policy initiatives were aVecting teachers
down the line out of the education department,
health employees through the NHS, and not focusing
enough expertise on internal comms so that people
understood what these policies meant and what their
impact on them was, because we also knew—coming
back to the trust point—that the public trusted
practitioners. If they went to their Primary Care
Trust and they went to a school and they heard from
practitioners very confused or unhappy stories about
what these reforms meant, inevitably it impacted on
their view of what the government was doing, and I
do not think that supported Ministers. So we focused
a lot on internal comms. The other issue around trust
as well was in a world, as Bob said, where increasingly
the Ipsos MORI poll tells us that other than estate
agents, politicians and journalists are not in the first
rank of the most trusted. What do we do about that?
Partly one of the ways to deal with that was to say
who do the public trust and who do they expect to
hear from, particularly when I was wearing my hat
looking across government at crises or coordinating
planning for diYcult public issues such as pandemic
flu, avian flu outbreaks etcetera. They expected to
hear from the Chief Vet; they expected to hear from
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the Chief Medical OYcer; they expect to hear from an
expert in their field. Therefore, when we talk about
stakeholder comms actually what we are talking
about here is a department knowing and
understanding all the diVerent organisations it deals
with and the way in which their policies and their
regulations impact on those third party
organisations, going to those third party
organisations and having an intelligent dialogue with
them early on, bringing them in and making sure that
they are sighted on what the department’s thinking is,
making sure that is tested so that there is some
listening. So that those professional groupings can
understand where the government is coming from
and why they are implementing the changes. So when
you get to a point where something is announced
publicly you have done some of that work in terms of
getting buy-in or understanding for where
government is going on stuV. So what are all these
other people doing? I hope what they are doing is
looking at internal comms, stakeholder
communications, web-based communications, all of
those areas, because I think they are vitally important
in creating an environment in which when you come
to your press announcement, you come to your
broadcast moment actually there is a degree of
understanding about why you have got to that point,
why the debate has reached this point and why you
are doing what you are doing.

Q70 Lord Grocott: Can I ask the specific question,
that we all know that a huge number of letters arrive
at government departments from members of the
public, particularly the Department of Health—
hundreds if not thousands. Would the people who
were responsible for dealing with the correspondence
be within your empire of the Government
Communications Network? It is for you to answer
the question and not me, but it does seem to me to be
quite important that those queries from the public are
treated as seriously and as importantly as queries
from a journalist. Just to add to that very quickly, can
you give us any indication at all of the way in which
the volume of (a) media inquiries and (b) public
inquiries has grown? I oVer this to you really because
there is a tendency to think, “There are 4,000 people
there and what on earth are they all doing,” but my
impression is—and I would like you to correct me if
I am wrong—that there has been a massive increase
in both media and public enquiries of government as
to what they are doing. Those are the two questions.
Mr James: Direct correspondence units, direct
communications units, do often form part of the
communications function. Interestingly some big
departments like health have also incorporated their
parliamentary questions and various other of their
public debates, because the source for material for
this—lines to take, background briefing, paragraphs

about diVerent policies—is all the same core
material, and actually it needs to be used in a flexible
way. So you can use paragraphs to answer
parliamentary questions, to brief people on debates,
to provide Number Ten with a background briefing
on policy issues and to reply to letters. So they are
part of the wider communications process. I do not
have numbers but certainly anecdotally we have an
enormous amount of correspondence now that
comes in. I think that is part of a societal issue which
is actually people expect their voice to be heard
increasingly and people are not passive recipients of
information—the Web has given them some kind of
engagement with government in a way they have
never had before, and I think that is provoking them
to be more questioning, more critical and therefore
they do phone us up, they do send us emails and they
do write to us much more. So there is more activity.
On the media side we face a huge explosion, as you
know, in media. Partly that is not all journalism and
it is not all those re-run channels on Sky—I can quote
you 900 television channels out there and they are not
all coming to government looking for information.
But none the less there has been a huge explosion.
From someone brought up as I was in a world with
three television channels and then four was the norm,
we are now faced with websites, with the rolling news.
I went to the BBC to talk to their news and current
aVairs and the one thing that we absolutely agreed on
was that “out of hours” was no longer a phrase that
you could use—it was continuous.

Q71 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Just very
quickly going back to your point, I was very
interested in what you said about how you were
managing the information that was going to the
public, and the way that that connects to the issue of
trust. Just looking at it now there is a conventional
wisdom out there that nobody trusts politicians;
nobody trusts governments, that everybody is in a
permanent state of enraged scepticism about any
kind of information. Do you have research of your
own to pitch against those bodies of information that
say that politicians are not trusted or that
government information is not trusted, that shows
that actually there is a growing trust in the kind of
information and how you are putting it out there
compared, say, with four or five years ago?
Mr James: We do not spend money duplicating
research that happens out there about who the public
trust. Ipsos MORI do this regularly and we rely on
their figures. We do do particular bits of work—and
Alan is probably better placed to talk about that—
around individual campaigns, individual websites,
the stuV I quoted earlier about Directgov having as a
high a trust as Amazon and the BBC. That sort of
work we do to make sure that we are getting the
stuV right.
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Mr Bishop: That is absolutely right. All major
campaigns are tested because if they are not
considered trustworthy, if what we are asking people
to do is not believed then they will not work, and the
majority of campaigns have a direct response to them
of some sort. We are asking people to do something,
to call up, to call a line, to go to a website. I reiterate
again that obviously we would regularly check the
trustworthiness of our online communications now.

Q72 Bishop of Manchester: Going back to the Phillis
Report, in that there were seven main principles
enunciated, which look an antidote to deadly sins!
Mr James: That was the mood at the time, if you
recall. As we were sitting through 2003 it was not a
happy year!

Q73 Bishop of Manchester: As you look at them now
in 2008 how important from your experience in
government comms are those principles? It is easy to
have a list like that and everybody can say at the
beginning, “Yes, this is exactly the sort of thing we
want”. But then they can be put into the background,
whereas in fact when you look at them one by one
there are some really important issues which are
being highlighted. Are they forgotten?
Mr James: No, not at all; they were central to what I
thought I was there to do, absolutely. How did I turn
that into real things? It feels such a bleak thing to talk
about, but this framework which we established,
called Engage, which is up on the Cabinet OYce
comms website, sets out principles for all
communications across government. I did not just
put them up on the website; we then did tons of
seminars and I went out and talked about it all, and
I have been doing over the last couple of years a
whole lot of interactive events with communicators
across government. It is incorporated into the
National School for Government and some of our
nominated training courses, so that when people join
government comms now the Engage principles are
not dissimilar to some of the motherhood and apple
pie that you see here, which is what is it you are trying
to do? It is back to my earlier point—what is it that
you are trying to do? What attitude are you trying to
shift or behaviour you are trying to shift? Who is it
you are talking to? Do you understand where they are
coming from at the moment? Have you thought
about how you scope your argument so that it
actually resonates with them? So do you treat people
as individuals, do you think about where the citizen
is in this morass of government announcements and
regulatory shifts and impacts on their own lives; and
are you carving a path that actually will reach the
people you need to reach about this stuV? I think that
absolutely addresses making a positive presentation
of government policy, which is about putting stuV
out there in a way that people can understand and is

accessible, not just putting out press releases or
briefing lobby journalists; but actually going to the
next level where people actually can understand
because of their choice of media, where they are
getting their information from. So that required us to
be a lot smarter and do a bit more research, but
exactly—use all relevant channels of communication,
not just excessive emphasis on the national press.
Coordinate communication so actually on things like
winter warming where you have three or four
diVerent departments involved in some diVerent
aspect there—DCLG, Health, DCFS, were they
properly pulling together? And they did; this year for
the first time we managed to get all of the
departments involved in the winter warming
campaigns to coordinate a single campaign to the
public and to the relevant audiences. So these
principles were central to what I was doing in my role.

Q74 Bishop of Manchester: Looking at those seven
principles is there one among them which, when you
look at it, you think to yourselves, “I wish we had
done a bit more on that”?
Mr James: I should probably have done more on
everything. Genuinely, the thing about this is that in
government the scale of government—the size of
these departments—the capacity for things to get lost
or confused as messages get pushed through them, it
is fine to launch something. My adage was that we do
not need to launch some initiatives, what we need
more importantly is just to slog on telling people
about what we have already done. What is there to
help them? How can we get more people to our
website? How can we get more people to understand
what these principles are and how to apply them in
their own daily work? How can I make sure that
people actually know and understand this stuV when
they have just arrived or when they have just been
promoted into a job? It is those issues that I hope my
successor will slog on with, rather than trying to
invent new initiatives. I think we have the right set of
prescriptions here but I do not intend that in
something the scale of government and the size of
government that we have necessarily reached all the
corners that we need to yet.

Q75 Chairman: Would openness be the number one
priority?
Mr James: Yes. Bob talked about the adversarial
culture with the media and that it has its place, and of
course it does, and all of us as citizens welcome the
fact that there are journalists out there asking
awkward questions and at times pressing to find out
what people are uncomfortable about and putting it
into the public domain. So we cannot expect just to
open a door and find instant openness, but actually I
think what the new media is now oVering us—and
this more thoughtful and analytical approach to
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providing strategic communication and support to
departments and to ministers—actually will result in
more openness; more access for the public; easier
understanding of what it is that government is doing
and how it impacts on their lives.

Q76 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: I believe you heard
the earlier discussion in the previous interview about
the line drawn between what the professional civil
servant’s role is that special adviser’s role is in this
communications subject. I do not know if there is
anything you would like to add to that because I do
have another supplementary question?
Mr James: Everyone has their role in this set-up.
There is a proper role for special advisers and actually
a good special adviser in a department provides an
invaluable service—not just to the Minister but to the
department as well—and I think protects civil
servants from being sucked into or drifting towards
having to do jobs that are quasi political, whatever it
is. So I think actually that we have arrived at a point
now where we are in a reasonable state of balance
between the roles of the professional civil servant
communicator and the role of the special adviser.
After the terrible muddle that was created at DTLR
and the fall-out from Jo Moore/Martin Sixsmith that
Bob was talking about, the Review, the PASC
Report, the Phillis Review itself, the learning from
that was pretty clear for everybody who participated
in it. You need to keep alert to these pressures and
these tensions; you cannot just turn a blind eye, and
whoever is responsible for managing these
individuals needs to have at the back of their mind the
notion that this needs to be handled with care and
with thought at all times, and I think that is the
culture and the environment in which we now work.

Q77 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: I think I probably
already know the answer to my second question,
which is in the Phillis Report it recommended that if
there was any problem with the professional civil
servant being brought under too much pressure by
the special adviser that they could take their problem
to you.
Mr James: Yes.

Q78 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: Have you had any
experience of that?
Mr James: I have not.

Q79 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: I thought that
would be the answer.
Mr James: We have had a calm four years.

Q80 Chairman: Just to complete the questioning,
Bob Phillis was talking—and I would be interested in
your view on this—about the lobby and how that
could be reformed. He was in favour—and others

have been in favour—of having a more open system,
a press conference, a daily press conference, perhaps,
taken by Ministers rather than always by the
government spokesman. Reform of that kind, would
that be something that you support after your
experience? You are no longer in the government.
Mr James: We have reformed it in the sense that it has
evolved in the last four years quite substantially. You
can read the full press lobby briefing that the Prime
Minister’s oYcial spokesman does every morning
and afternoon on the Number Ten website. Since
Phillis we have had the monthly press conferences
that the Prime Minister undertakes. We also have
innumerable online chats and access through the
Number Ten website; they are even using Twitter
now to promulgate what is going on at Number Ten
and what is happening there. So I think we are trying
to be more open about this. There was no appetite, as
Bob said, either in the lobby or amongst those who
managed the work with the lobby at Number Ten, to
televise, and I think it is precisely because of the point
you touched on there, my Lord Chairman, which is
at the moment we have a civil servant as the Director
of Communications at Number Ten, and is it an
appropriate role for him to appear on television every
day in the way that the President of America’s
spokesman does? If it is not going to be a role for that
person are you going to have a Minister for
Communications or information? How would that
Minister sit alongside the ministerial responsibilities
of his colleagues and Cabinet colleagues who would
presumably much prefer themselves to stand up and
talk about their own responsibilities than to devolve
them to a generalist minister based at the centre? So
I think there are tensions there, both political and
practical.

Q81 Chairman: Surely the answer to your question is
that if a Minister does feel strongly that he should be
putting the case he should be allowed to go and put
the case?
Mr James: Indeed, and I think Ministers would say
that they do that at a time of their choosing when the
department is ready to make announcements and
engage in a debate with the public, with the media,
whatever it is around their agenda. I think the notion
that you would start a daily round there would be
something that you would have to think quite hard
about. I am nervous myself—personally I am
nervous about an onscreen, on television briefing
process because actually I think what you will then
have to invent is another process, candidly, where
people can come together and ask the nitty-gritty
questions that journalists sometimes like to get down
and dirty about in terms of briefings. So what we have
at the moment is a pretty good system, but obviously
I will be very interested to hear the evidence that some
of your witnesses next week will give.
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Q82 Chairman: Just before you leave it and leave—
and we all do—just explain to me what the diVerence
is between it being on the internet and it being
televised? What is the basic diVerence?
Mr James: For me I think it would be the manner in
which it might dominate evening news bulletins and
then therefore impact on people’s perception of the
government in a very vivid way. Any government of
any complexion I think would want to think about
the impact that would have on the electorate, to have
a televised press comms every single day about
everything. Television is very resonant, is it not, in a
way that perhaps the written word and online
communication is not quite so?

Q83 Chairman: It sounds like the televising of
Parliament debate.
Mr James: Yes. I may be being unduly cautious here
and it may be that we evolve when we do this and in
five years’ time we all look back and wonder why we
were all so nervous about it.

Q84 Chairman: Why do you have two briefings a
day? I never understand that. Do you not put
yourself on a treadmill in doing that?

Mr James: Some have argued why have one at all! As
I understand it the formality is that the Prime
Minister’s spokesman is invited by the lobby and it is
for the lobby to say when they would like to have
these meetings and they have one in the morning and
one in the afternoon.

Q85 Chairman: The poor Prime Minister has no say
in this whatsoever?
Mr James: I imagine he might have, but at the
moment that seems to be the process.
Lord Maxton: With the convergence the next big step
is going to be controlling your computer through
your television and watching it on television, so what
you were saying about the line between the two that
would probably discount it. If I want to watch Alan
Johnson on Health I will be able to watch it.

Q86 Chairman: Many, many thanks to you both.
We have kept you way beyond the time that we said
we would. You have been very patient and you have
also listened to the first session. Perhaps if we have
other questions for you we could come back to you
afterwards, as there may well be as our evidence
goes on.
Mr James: With the greatest of pleasure.
Chairman: But it has got us oV to a very good start.
Many, many thanks.
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Corbett of Castle Vale, L Manchester, Bp
Fowler, L (Chairman) Maxton, L
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Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Adam Boulton, Political Editor, Sky News, Mr Tom Bradby, Political Editor, ITV and
Mr Nick Robinson, Chief Political Editor, BBC, examined.

Q87 Chairman: Welcome. You know what we are
doing—we are conducting an inquiry into whether
the government communication system is open,
impartial, eYcient and relevant to the public. We are
obviously looking at the Phillis report and whether
things have improved since then, whether the culture
of secrecy and partial disclosure, which was
identified, has been changed, whether the
relationship between special advisers, civil servants
has now settled and changed and whether
communications in the regions have improved.
Those are the sorts of issues that we will be going on.
Could we just start, as we have three lobby journalists
here, with the lobby, which we have already had
evidence on? When I was on The Times, which was
some years ago, I was drafted in as a lobby
correspondent when both the regular political
correspondents were on holiday with the advice that
nothing ever happens in the first week of August and
in fact Harold Wilson shuZed his whole Cabinet. I
was called to a lobby meeting and it was taken by the
Prime Minister himself but only on the basis that he
was never quoted directly. So one had all these
phrases like “It is understood that . . .” and
“Government insiders say . . .” even though it was the
Prime Minister who had been saying all these things.
The Prime Minister now has his regular monthly
press conference, I understand that, but how much of
lobby briefing is now absolutely on the record?
Adam, you are chairman, are you not?
Mr Boulton: I was chairman last year; I am the late
chairman. The fact is that things have changed a
great deal since your day inasmuch as the generality
of lobby briefings, the twice-daily briefings by the
Prime Minister’s oYcial spokesman, take place on
the record, although the convention is that we do not
identify Mike Ellam by name, we describe him as the
Prime Minister’s spokesman. He is now the Prime
Minister’s spokesman, whereas in the Blair era, he
was the Prime Minister’s oYcial spokesman. One of
the changes that the Brown prime-ministership made
was that you should only have a spokesman; if you
put oYcial spokesman, it sounded as though there
was an unoYcial spokesman. The other aspect of

lobby work, which is conversations which take place
in the lobby, those continue to be, as I understand it,
oV-the-record and non-attributable.

Q88 Chairman: They are really quite important
because, under successive governments, all these
quotes one sees from a senior Labour MP, a senior
Conservative MP, almost invariably unhelpful to the
leader of the day, are never attributed to the person.
Mr Boulton: That is right and it is by the mutual
agreement of the politicians and the press that those
conversations in the lobby take place on that basis
and indeed I can say, as lobby chairman, on the rare
occasion when that convention is breached, one
normally will get a complaint to the chairman asking
why this has happened and he will be expected to take
it up with the relevant members of the lobby. I have
to say there is a slightly grey area, which is events at
which lobby journalists are present, which would not
formally be identified as lobby events. There was one
occasion when there was a farewell party for one of
the servants of the House of Commons and a lobby
journalist was there as an invited guest and
subsequently reported what had been said in the
speeches. A complaint was made to me that this was
breaching lobby rules. I have to say that I took the
view that it was not, that he was there as a guest and
I felt that repeating a speech made to a group of
people was perfectly legitimate.

Q89 Chairman: Is this cloak of anonymity in the
public interest?
Mr Boulton: My feeling is that it is good that the daily
briefings are on the record; that is a step forward. It
would not be in the interests to go back to the quasi-
Masonic days when you were in the lobby and the
meetings did not take place and they did not exist;
that is quite correct. I feel that it is part of our
political culture that we in this country accept non-
attributed quotations in our journalism as part of the
fabric of our journalism. That is not something
which, for example, is done the United States but
even talking to American journalists about this, they
take the view that since we do not have a First
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Amendment Bill of Rights in this country, it is a
much more cloak-and-dagger process covering
politics and that they feel that the way good
journalists use these sources is legitimate. I have to
say there was an interesting article in the Financial
Times yesterday by Gideon Rachman, which you
may have seen, comparing American and British
practices.

Q90 Chairman: What do you think Nick Robinson?
Mr Robinson: It is worth looking back to where the
lobby was—I was about to say “we were” but I was
not there at the time—and where it is now. The entire
system was cloaked in secrecy. It was considered
rather shocking to even say that such a thing as a
lobby existed and what the rules were. I remember
Michael Cockerell writing a book about the lobby in
the 1980s and it was considered a radical tearing up
of the rules of the place that he even spelt out what
was going on. We are long way from that. As Adam
says, most briefings are now on the record. I would
argue, and you may wish to come on to this, that we
have not finished the journey, that they would ideally
be on camera, on microphone and fully transcribed,
because they are either on the record, and they might
as well be fully on the record, or they are not really.
Separate from that process of formal briefings, which
are frankly no longer really exclusively for a closed
shop called the lobby, they are pretty much for
anybody who wishes to turn up, there is the issue of
how journalism is done within this building and,
what is more, as Adam was saying, the custom and
practice about the acceptability of oV-the-record and
unattributable quotes. I suspect that it is the
consumer of news who will have more influence on
that than anything to do with the rules. I certainly
detect a pressure in the internet age, if I might call it
that, to be clearer about where I am getting my stories
from. When I do stories with unattributable sources,
there is now quite a flurry of reaction from the
audience saying “How do you know that? Why do
you know that? Who told you?” I will give you an
example. I did a story on the eve of the Budget
suggesting that the fuel duty escalator would be
frozen once again and I got quite angry emails saying
“We deserve to know. Was this a briefing from The
Treasury that they should not have been making? Are
you guessing?” In the end, even if you ask me, I am
not going to tell you because we do not reveal our
sources. It certainly has acted as a discipline on me
that there is an increasing sense amongst the audience
that they demand the right to know how we know
things.

Q91 Chairman: Tom Bradby, what is your
perception?

Mr Bradby: There are two things obviously here and
on the question of unattributable quotes, that is very
deeply embedded in our culture; it is not just about
political journalism. Covering Ireland many years
ago, people, for very obvious reasons, did not want
to be attributed sometimes when they talked to you.
Covering the intelligence agencies, covering the
police, people sometimes have very good reasons for
not wanting their names to be put out in the public
domain so it is by no means restricted to politics.
Nick is right that there is much greater pressure from
viewers these days and all of us probably spend a lot
more time thinking very clearly about how we present
things to viewers. Sometimes when you read about
some of the breaches of journalistic ethics, without
wishing to be pompous, you are a bit shocked
because we spend—I am sure all three of us do—
hours and hours in edit suites debating everything
that we do, whether it is fair, it is right, et cetera. I am
sure we will come on to lobby briefings and their
worth later on but, certainly in terms of
unattributable sources, it is just very deeply
embedded in our culture. By and large it is a healthy
thing because it allows us, we feel, to report fairly and
accurately a true picture of what is going on.

Q92 Chairman: Just let me ask one thing about the
membership of the lobby. Not all journalists are
members of the lobby or can be members of the
lobby. At times it looks rather like the old dock work
regulation scheme, that you have to be a registered
journalist to get access. Is that fair?
Mr Boulton: Fundamentally there is a restriction on
space and therefore on the size of the lobby, which is
imposed by the Serjeant at Arms or in practice the
Deputy Serjeant at Arms, and for long periods, most
of the time, there is a freeze on new members. So it is
diYcult for organisations to get extra members, and
that is not on our side, that is on the Palace’s side as
well. Most organisations, including all of ours,
operate an alternate system, which is that you may
have a large number of people listed as members of
the lobby, but the theory is that only one of them is
supposed to be present at any one time or any one
meeting so that it does not get crowded. Broadcasters
with their long hours explains why relatively
speaking we have quite a lot of members. Is it a
seniority thing? In most news organisations it is. It
has to be said in broadcasting, most of the people
who cover politics on a daily basis are members of the
lobby. Most national newspapers will also have four
or five people. The truth is there is a slight division
between lobby journalism, which is not tied to
reporting of specific speeches or specific meetings,
which is tied to reporting on the general current and
political events, and gallery reporting, which is more
specific. I have to say, in my experience, this is a
division of labour which is well understood and does
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not cause a great deal of friction within
organisations. People know how it works and what
their task is and they are happy with it.
Mr Robinson: At the risk of stating the completely
obvious, the reason that it is called the lobby is
because it is access to the Members’ Lobby; that is
what it is from. There is a danger that people now
think of the lobby in terms of going to the Prime
Minister’s spokesman’s briefings. The origin of
course is access to the Members’ Lobby in the House
of Commons, and that is inevitably going to be
restricted in terms of numbers there. It does not seem
to me automatic that you need to connect
membership of that to access to briefings, and indeed
that change was made. I think I am right in saying
that the morning briefings now are pretty much open
to all, whereas the afternoon briefings by the Prime
Minister’s spokesman, because they are in the House,
are restricted. You can disconnect the two.

Q93 Chairman: Could you be a political
correspondent—I think one or two have tried—
without being a member of the lobby?
Mr Robinson: It would be an inconvenience.
Mr Boulton: The Guardian and The Independent both,
again back in the 1980s and in reaction to Bernard
Ingham, attempted it and both of them eventually
took the decision to rejoin the lobby and they were
not particularly compromised. It is certainly true that
there are a number of journalists who cover politics
very successfully from outside the lobby. One thinks
of Michael Cockerell who will be one example,
Michael Crick will be another, although currently
Michael Crick is a member of the lobby. Occasionally
there are moments of friction when people who are
used to being fairly free-wheeling in the way they
report politics then try to join the lobby but do not
necessarily respect the relatively limited conventions.

Q94 Lord King of Bridgwater: I was interested in a
point that Nick Robinson just made, entirely rightly.
Does being a lobby correspondent give you access to
Portcullis House as well?
Mr Bradby: Yes.

Q95 Lord King of Bridgwater: I think I knew the
answer to that. How much time do you actually
spend now in the Members’ lobby?
Mr Bradby: I would say not as much as we spend in
Portcullis, which actually tends to be where you
spend a lot more time bumping into politicians.
Certainly when I first came down here in the early
1990s, one spent a lot of time in the lobby. I just
wanted to add very briefly to what Nick and Adam
were saying. The lobby to me is two very diVerent
things. There is a lobby ticket, which is basically a
golden ticket to wander round here, talking to
people, getting to know people. The wonderful thing

for me about reporting here as opposed to other types
of reporting is that there are just so many people you
can talk to who have a view that is worth listening to
and it is building that view that actually informs our
reporting and makes it worth while or not. Lobby
briefings are rather a separate thing. I do not know
what the other two think, but they have become very
limited in worth as far as I am concerned. One of the
things that really changed for me between the Tory
regime that went out in 1997 and the Labour regime
that came in was that you went to a lobby briefing
and you would say to Alastair Campbell “What does
the Prime Minister think about this?” and he would
say “The Prime Minister thinks it is a load of ***”
and you suddenly think “Oh my God” and you start
writing and suddenly lobby briefings were full of
information that could really be of use to you. Now,
for totally understandable reasons which I am sure
we will come on to, we have gone back to the days of
lobby briefings. I think Mike Ellam is actually a very
great public servant, talk to him privately, call him
up, he is incredibly informative but the lobby, for
reasons we perhaps understand, has just become
very, very limited in its value as far as I am concerned.

Q96 Chairman: It is not worth going to it?
Mr Robinson: I am not sure I can count on the fingers
of two hands the number of times I have been in six
months.
Mr Boulton: You have the advantage of legmen. It is
very basic operational information.
Mr Robinson: It could be put in an email.
Mr Boulton: It can be gathered by almost anyone and
is an extremely limited expression of the Prime
Minister’s position. Certainly I would agree that
basically this whole Phillis review was really a
reaction to post-Alastair Campbell and the amount
of toxin which had entered into the system. Certainly
I would say that a lot of that toxin has died away, but
it does mean that the basic flow of information from
both government sources and Number 10 sources is
pretty much at an all time low. If you look at your
principles, more direct unmediated communication
with the public, obviously websites provide that
information but, across the board, quality of
briefings in the lobby, quality of departmental
briefings and availability of routine information,
partly because of security being an excuse, we are
probably told less. I have been in this lobby for 25
years, we are probably actually told less at lobby
briefings now than at any time previously.

Q97 Lord Maxton: You are told less, but the general
public has much more information available from the
Government than it has ever had before. It is just that
now it does not go through you.
Mr Boulton: Hang on; wait a minute. What do you
mean by that?
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Q98 Lord Maxton: Almost every piece of
information is on the government website. You can
get it, if you want it. Why would I turn on the 6
o’clock news and watch you Mr Robinson or you Mr
Boulton when I can actually find out exactly what the
Government have done on the website.
Mr Robinson: Indeed, that is your choice, but you
may be in danger of confusing two things. It is
undoubtedly the case that if you want to “mug up” on
particular government announcements, you can now
find the Green Paper for yourself and get a transcript
of the government statement. What has become the
issue of contention, what the Prime Minister’s oYcial
spokesman actually said, what the minister said or
not, let us take the example at random that people
should be taken into hospitals to visit the victims of
knife crime, you would not be able to find that from
a government website. You would, whether you like
it or not, still be dependent on political journalists
and I would say that some of the information that is
given to political journalists would not be published
ever for the public to make its own mind up. The
briefings would not be published in transcript form;
they would not be on camera so that you could go
back to them. I accept your point entirely that there
is some information.

Q99 Chairman: How did that information come out,
the one about visiting patients in Accident and
Emergency?
Mr Bradby: Sky News, as I recall.
Mr Boulton: The sequence was very clear. There was
briefing by oYcials, I suspect special advisers from
the Home OYce, to selected Sunday newspapers on
what the Government were going to propose to do
about knife crime which was reported in the Sunday
Telegraph, amongst other newspapers. Probably not
so coincidentally, we, in our regular negotiations for
interviewees on Sunday morning, were told that the
Home Secretary would be available on Sunday
morning to be interviewed; clearly the issue was knife
crime. I duly therefore eVectively asked her to stand
up what was being reported in the papers, whether it
was indeed true that there was a proposal. She said
“Yes” or “That is the Government’s plan”. We then
reported that in good faith. Because of the
conventions of exchange of information on Sundays,
in particular between broadcast networks, that was
widely reported before there had actually been an
oYcial announcement, a bit of paper on the website
that you could have looked up, Lord Maxton, and
therefore, even before the Government got around to
releasing their bit of paper, there had been such
adverse reaction that the Government then withdrew
the proposal. The problem was that, rather than
withdrawing the proposal, they chose to say they had
never said it which was quite diYcult.

Q100 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: They
blamed the media.
Mr Boulton: Yes.
Mr Bradby: In terms of what we are talking about,
that would quite a contentious issue. Let us just take
a much simpler one, out in the G8 talking about
Zimbabwe. It is not just what the Government have
said on the record about Zimbabwe, for all of us it is
about trying to understand where this story is going.
For example, when he says that the 14 Mugabe
henchmen have assets around the world, it is
interesting to know where they might be. Does the
Government know where they are? How easy is it
going to be to chase them? Do we really think that
because Medvedev signed up at the G8 that this is
going to sail through the UN? What about China?
There is a whole raft of stuV that we sit in briefings
and want to know the answer to and it is up to us to
then go on to the TV and try to explain to the public
“This is what the Government said but here is some
context”. That is really our job and that is why
briefing is important. Finally, I would say that I find
the likes of Michael Ellam and James Roscoe really
outstanding. You talk to them on issues like that and
they are massively helpful. Go to a lobby briefing and
you might as well stare at a wall for half an hour.

Q101 Lord King of Bridgwater: On this point, just to
clarify the point about the lobby being able to
question, one of the recommendations of Phillis that
was not done is this business about televising
briefings completely on the record and Nick
Robinson has already referred to that. In some of the
evidence we have had there is a clash between the
written media and yourselves and your colleagues.
What is the total membership of the lobby, as a
matter of interest, and how does it split between
television, electronic media and the written?
Mr Boulton: From memory, it is something over 200
and, again from memory, the majority are print
journalists.

Q102 Lord King of Bridgwater: There is a lot of stuV
about the inconvenience of the lobby meetings,
criticisms by a former chairman of the lobby, not
you, reference to the “buggeration” factor, almost
making it deliberately diYcult to get there. Are you
still meeting at the Foreign Press Association?
Mr Boulton: No, we are not.

Q103 Lord King of Bridgwater: That has gone, has
it?
Mr Boulton: It has to be said that the incoming Prime
Minister made some eVorts at conciliation. Basically
there are two lobby meetings a day—this is partly to
do with history—one is at the invitation of Number
10, one is at the invitation of the lobby. The one in the
morning is at the invitation of Number 10 and used
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to take place at Number 10 and then it moved to the
Foreign Press Association. It is currently taking place
in one of the ground-floor briefing rooms in the
Treasury, which is generally regarded as much more
convenient.

Q104 Lord King of Bridgwater: There is no
televising.
Mr Boulton: No.

Q105 Lord King of Bridgwater: There is some
confusion, because we get a lot now of the Prime
Minister walking down that corridor and appearing
in Number 10 when he is making some statement or
reporting back.
Mr Boulton: Or his regular news conferences.

Q106 Lord King of Bridgwater: It is more than just
monthly; it seems to be happening more frequently.
It almost gives the impression that it is on-the-record
lobby briefings.
Mr Boulton: Just to finish, there are the briefings in
the Treasury, which everyone accepts is better and
then in the afternoon, the briefings are hosted by the
lobby and by the chairman of the lobby and take
place in the shabby room up there. It may be shabby
but I have to say lots of people have their beady eyes
on it and the lobby committee has to fight a constant
campaign to keep access to it. Broadly speaking,
although this is a big generalisation, broadly
speaking the focus of the morning briefings is more
aimed at the electronic media because we are going to
report immediately.

Q107 Lord King of Bridgwater: And the evening
papers.
Mr Boulton: The evening papers have an awful lot of
complaints. It is very, very diYcult to satisfy the
evening papers, partly because their own deadlines
have come back. I think you will find that the Evening
Standard and the leading regional papers do most of
their work on the phone before the lobby because
actually by 11 o’clock it is too late.

Q108 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I am
curious. You have all said that you hardly bother to
go to the daily briefings because you do not get the
information out of them. Are you saying that the very
openness that has been introduced really makes them
not worthwhile?
Mr Robinson: There is what I would describe as a
Campbell paradox, that in other words, the Phillis
Review was set up in part because of the poison, as
Adam Boulton describes it, that entered into the
system in Alastair Campbell’s later years and yet, if
you were to ask many journalists now and indeed lots
of people in Government, they are rather nostalgic
for the early Campbell era. Why? Because he was seen

as someone who genuinely understood the Prime
Minister’s mind and often communicated it to
journalists. That was both useful for Government
and useful for the media. The paradox is that we
somehow have managed to lose that. We lost it
because of a toxic combination of Alastair
Campbell’s anger with the media and that issue of
Iraq. In the process, it seems to me, there have been
some healthy changes which are the more formalising
of it, the re-establishment of the Civil Service’s
supremacy, a separation between politics and
Government, but we have lost something at the same
time which is a genuine sense of getting the Prime
Minister’s mind. This was never, of course,
dependent on this person being political, as Bernard
Ingham proved; it was more to do with the
personalities of those people involved. If I may just
pick up Lord King’s point about the newspapers
versus television as it were, I do not want to talk for
newspaper colleagues because candidly I have not
asked them recently but they probably share the
views of the people here or broadcast journalists
about the value of the morning lobby and there may
therefore be very little loss about putting them on
camera. The anxiety was always if you put them on
camera, you lose this enormously valuable
information that you get in other ways. There is not
a lot to lose is what I would say and the gain would
be that the public would see it for themselves; they
would see what was going on. There would be a
separate conversation about the afternoon briefings
and whether the newspapers think there is still a value
in having a private briefing.

Q109 Lord King of Bridgwater: Is the afternoon
briefing a bit more of a closed circle? How many get
in there?
Mr Robinson: Yes, the afternoon briefing is diVerent
in the sense that you have to have a lobby pass to go
to it.
Mr Boulton: It is lobby members only.

Q110 Lord King of Bridgwater: I have been in that
room a few times but I cannot remember how many
get in.
Mr Boulton: You can get about 60 in there.
Mr Robinson: It is still on the record.
Mr Boulton: I would say two things. Although I agree
with my colleagues about the paucity of information
which we are given, they are important because they
establish a principle, first of all; secondly, because
operational information is given on a confidential
basis as to what the Prime Minister is doing today,
when Bills are going to be published and all the rest
of it. The problem is that that information is entirely
à la carte; we will sit there and dutifully write down
what the Prime Minister is doing this week and the
most important meeting of the week will not be
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mentioned to us. The second problem, to get back to
your problem about being able to do it all yourself on
the website, is that you cannot. If they tell us what the
Prime Minister is doing this week, we are not allowed
to then go to our websites and put it up there. We
have to inform that “Later in the week we will be
hearing from the Government” or “The Prime
Minister is going to go out to the country” and say
this and that is on the basis of the confidential
information which we are given. Just slightly to
short-circuit on this whole question of televising, we
are all in television so we do not think television is
bad, we think it is a good idea. There were two issues.
One issue was that if you have Mike Ellam, or the
Prime Minister’s spokesman, appearing on
television, would that mean that we saw more of the
monkey and less of the organ grinder and there has
always been that danger. I think you would find Mike
Ellam would be extremely reluctant to go on
television or to become more of a personality. So that
is one problem. The second problem was that when
all these changes came in, the Downing Street line
was that they were going to field ministers on a
regular basis to do lobbies. In fact, to my recollection,
that happened twice, both of them disasters. One was
when David Blunkett, one of the most able ministers,
walked in and discovered that he was expected to
answer questions not just about his departmental
brief but about everything and about the lobby
journalists’ discontent with the new system.
Although he did it with his customary aplomb, he
made it clear that he thought this was a burden that
he could do without on a regular basis. The second
briefing consisted of the Chief of Defence StaV and
the Defence Secretary briefing the lobby on defence
matters and within two minutes they had
contradicted each other. It has to be said that after
that Downing Street decided that it would go back to
the lower level of briefing.

Q111 Chairman: So the Phillis recommendation that
more ministers should apply is out of the window?
Mr Boulton: It does not happen.

Q112 Lord King of Bridgwater: You will remember
the first Gulf war. I did daily, on-the-record, televised
briefings with the Chief of Defence StaV and senior
oYcers as well and it took quite a lot of preparation,
it took quite a lot of early work to hit the timeframe.
If the early experiments did not work, the two
illustrations you give, it is still perfectly possible to
do, and in respect of that occasion, the media
expected it, is that not right?
Mr Robinson: The distinction I would draw is this: it
seems to me—Adam has been in the lobby longer
than I have—that we are now getting more on-the-
record and on-camera briefings by the Prime
Minister. It is, as you have noted, pretty routine now

to see the Prime Minister and that is a change and it
is reasonably routine during a crisis, say the floods for
example or foot and mouth, to then see the relevant
minister quite frequently doing on-the-record
briefings, perhaps with their senior adviser if it is a
scientific adviser, for example. I do not want to give
you the impression that because it does not happen to
a lobby briefing it never happens.

Q113 Lord King of Bridgwater: One of the criticisms
is Number 10 grabbing it all; it is the centralisation of
this. Is the eVect that the Prime Minister has now
been doing all the announcements at the expense of
departmental ministers who are the relevant
secretaries of state?
Mr Boulton: EVectively the change was brought in
post-Campbell. One of the problems of the initial
openness of Alastair Campbell was that people did
indeed take that to be the voice of the Prime Minister.
So even if Alastair used an unfortunate locution, such
as talking about bog-standard comprehensives, that
became a headline matter because it was seen to be
what the Prime Minister was thinking. The way in
which Campbell and Blair then changed their
approach was that they said they did not want a
spokesman who was going to be seen as a surrogate
for the Prime Minister, so the spokesman would
retreat into the background and they would put up
civil servants who actually could say very little, which
was what happened with Tom Kelly and others. In
return, Blair did say “I will go on the record more. I
will do a monthly news conference. I will do the bi-
annual appearances before the Liaison Committee”.
You can see that on formal occasions the Prime
Minister upped actually doing it himself, but that was
partly because he felt more confident with that and,
as it were, he would rather make his own mistakes
than have Alastair Campbell make them on his
behalf.

Q114 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:
Returning to Nick Robinson’s response to my
question, you said something which seemed to
suggest that you felt there was a paucity of
information coming from the Prime Minister. Is that
because of the system that now exists or because of
the nature of the Prime Minister we have at the
moment and the people who are around him or are
you saying there is a real problem here about the way
in which things are wrong?
Mr Robinson: My sense is that although Phillis
recommended changes which have been
implemented, what has not essentially changed is the
culture and we still have the culture that Adam
described as an à-la-carte attitude. In other words,
there is not a presumption that there is a lot of
information that the public have a right to know and
that journalists have a right to ask for. It is still done
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on the basis that they might give it. A trivial example,
but it is always the best illustration of this, is that
routinely, if you travel to the White House and you
say “Who is attending this meeting with the Prime
Minister?” down to the really trivial “What are they
eating and where will they meet?”, that is information
that is traded as if it were a favour. You then discover
that two hours earlier the White House press corps
had been given a piece of paper saying “Attendees.
Menu. Room” because there is just an assumption
that that is core information.

Q115 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: But
you seem to be almost saying that things have got a
bit worse. That is really what I am trying to get at.
Mr Robinson: Do you mean under Gordon Brown?

Q116 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Yes;
that you are getting less. You were talking about the
paradox of Alastair Campbell; it went on.
Mr Robinson: To be fair, just to be clear, Alastair
Campbell was replaced not when Gordon Brown
became Prime Minister but by Tony Blair. No, I was
not making a particular point about Gordon Brown
or indeed the Blair regime. There was a genuine eVort
by Gordon Brown when he became Prime Minister to
separate out clearly the Civil Service and the political
role. In the process of so doing, there is less
information being communicated about the Prime
Minister’s wants, desires and plans, which I suspect is
a source of frustration to Government as much as it
is a frustration to the media.
Mr Bradby: May I add something on the Alastair
Campbell paradox? There is an Alastair Campbell
paradox and of course there is going to be; a
politically appointed press spokesman is naturally
going to feel much more at home expressing a wide
range of views. A career civil servant, who has his
future career to think about, is not going to want to
be caught out; that is quite natural. It is diYcult to see
what can ultimately be done about that. I do not
know whether the others would agree with me, but it
is worth saying, because we are veering on to the
negative, things have got a lot better and there have
been a lot of positives. One of the things that Tom
Kelly, David Hill, Michael Ellam and Gordon
Brown, to be fair, have done is make everything, to
me, feel a lot more proper in the sense that TV news,
all types of news, sometimes are quite challenging;
sometimes we say things that politicians do not like,
sometimes they get a bit hacked oV with us and get on
the phone and get quite angry. Occasionally we get it
wrong. What you do not want to happen is for
favouritism to be the order of the day, to be excluded
from X or excluded from Y because you happen to
have said something, and I do not feel that is
happening. I feel that there is a sense that Mike Ellam
in charge has made things quite proper; he is quite

proper about everything and I like that and it is
important. So there have been quite big steps in the
right direction. Is it perfect? No, we are dwelling on
some of the things that are not, but we do not want
to go backwards.
Mr Boulton: That is the great defence of the lobby
system. It may seem like an elite, but the fact is that
working for new organisations in my career, TV-am
and then Sky, once you are admitted, you are on a
level-pegging with everyone else. So this white
commonwealth does not exist and it was
undoubtedly the case, you can see it in the diaries,
that by the end of his time Alastair Campbell hated
the lobby and that was partly because he did not want
to deal on a regular basis with people whom he
regarded as antipathetic. The lobby locked him into
having to do that, whereas what he wanted to do was
to pick people who he thought would take as favours
the information that he had. I would just like to make
one point about this whole question of information
which does go back to “It is all on the net; you don’t
need us”. First of all, our job is to précis and mediate
that stuV; that is what we are paid to do because
people do not always have the time to do it. Secondly,
there is no automaticity of what information goes on
the net and what information departments put up
about things. Each department has its own policy
and certainly one of the things that has noticeably
changed in Government since the new Labour years,
since 1997, is that the departmental press oYcers,
people who would routinely seek you out or you
could seek them out and ask what really was going on
in transport, or transport priorities, people who
would, when a White Paper or Green Paper was
published, automatically set up interviews, briefings,
news conferences when that happened, that whole
panoply has gone basically. The departmental press
oYces are much punier and more insignificant than
they were once and the special advisers working with
the minister from a partisan position fulfilled that. I
personally think that is a loss and that is one of the
big diVerences between our system and the
American system.

Q117 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: I should like to
go back to that point, if I may. If the special advisers
have become so much more significant because they
have the direct ear of their secretary of state and
minister and they really do understand the policy and
they filter it, do you consider them to be another
element of the lobby? Should they be on the record as
an element of the lobby? They are shadowy figures.
Most of us know their names but we never say them.
Mr Boulton: Should we identify them by name?

Q118 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: Should they be
part of the lobby? Should they be part of this circle of
information? They provided you, for example, with
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the information from the Home Secretary about the
news story you broke on Sunday which then the
Government said did not happen.
Mr Boulton: My view is that I regard all special
advisers as tainted sources, so I would draw a
distinction. I would rather be briefed by the head of
media, by the civil servants and the political dealings.

Q119 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: As you have
said, what is now happening is more special advisers
have taken on that role. Have they become an
extension, an addition to the lobby?
Mr Bradby: There are so many of them. Why do we
have so many special advisers on the public payroll?
I am never entirely clear about that. You go to some
departments where you have very outstanding heads
of news. We have had a lot to do with the Ministry of
Defence recently; they have a really outstanding, very
bright man. Why do we have so many special advisers
in Government? Their sole purpose seems to be to
protect their minister. That may be of value but why
is the party not paying for that?

Q120 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: That is a
separate point, but they do act as spin-meisters do
they not?
Mr Bradby: Yes.

Q121 Chairman: In the old days, you would go to the
oYcial, the head of public relations at the Home
OYce or something like that. Would you
automatically go to him or her these days or would
you go to a special adviser?
Mr Boulton: I would not see great value in formalised
briefings from ministerial special advisers. That is not
what they do and when I use the word “tainted”, one
would take that information in that context. There is
an exception, which is the senior press-related special
adviser within Number 10. However we wrestle with
this, there is Government and there are party politics
and there is clearly a role for a Damian McBride, for
a figure within Downing Street, close to the Prime
Minister, who deals with party-political matters. It
would be impossible not to proceed without that but
really the whole issue is how you balance those two
together. To take one example, the creation of a
permanent secretary was clearly a way of dealing
with the post-Campbell situation, that you needed a
figure of stature to balance a Downing Street which
was headed as a political operation with civil servants
working within it, partly to protect the civil servants
and to protect fair play across Whitehall. You could
argue that now Gordon Brown has re-established
Mike Ellam, who is a civil servant, as the Prime
Minister’s spokesman actually that role of
permanent secretary is now redundant and I know it
is vacant. I would say actually that there is still a
problem with government communications and if

you can get someone of calibre to occupy that role, it
is very valuable. The problem is they may well feel
that they are out of the game a lot and so it may not
be that attractive a job for them to take up.

Q122 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: Mr Robinson,
you were going to say something?
Mr Robinson: I was going to agree with Adam that
there is not a function in formalising briefings and it
seems to me that the market will drive in this. On the
incidence here of what we have described as the knife-
crime story, there is a discussion already taking place
in Whitehall about how that went wrong. There is a
discussion amongst our audiences about what we did
and did not know and there should be a discussion in
our news rooms about how precise we were with what
we did and did not know for a fact rather than be
guided. Those problems are not solved by saying
certain kinds of briefing will now be on the record
because that is not reality: the reality is that in the end
the consumer of news will now feel a little more
sceptical about what they are told. That is bad for
Government, bad for us and we have to find ways of
being clear about what is and is not the case.

Q123 Chairman: On that specific, you are not, or are
you, going back on that story or are you saying there
were defects in that particular story? It is always
much easier to have actual specifics when we talk
about these things. The visits to Accident and
Emergency were given wide publicity. Do you feel
there were defects in the way that that story was
handled by the media?
Mr Robinson: By the media themselves?

Q124 Chairman: Yes.
Mr Robinson: No. I was not involved in the story and
of course the involvement of the Sundays. Let me try
to be as helpful as I can. The key moment, as Adam
says, actually was his interview with the Home
Secretary where she would say, if she were here, his
question did not specifically say—this is not a
criticism of him incidentally—“Are you going to take
. . . ”. Let me go back. I have tried to work out in my
mind the following question about that story. Did the
Government ever intend people to be taken into A&E
wards and then deny it when they had a bad reception
or did they ever intend it and just cock up the briefing
of it and allow an inaccurate story to go out?
Mr Bradby: Adam did specifically ask that.
Mr Robinson: Not actually in words that I think were
totally unambiguous. The lesson I would take for
myself is that there would have been a value in
absolutely specifically going back to press oYcers—
forgive me this may have happened; I have not
checked—to say “Are you specifically saying the
following will happen or will not? Does that come
with the authority of the departmental press oYce?”
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Mr Boulton: In the interview, I said, “One of the
proposals being mentioned is to take people who
have committed knife crime into hospitals to see
victims or to introduce them to victims’ families. Is
that your policy?”, to which the Home Secretary said
“It is”. She then went on and said that in her view she
felt that confronting people with the consequences of
their crime could be more eVective than imprisoning
them automatically, that is criticising the
Conservative policy. I then said, “But do you not
think actually that people might not want thugs
going into hospitals to visit the victims?” She did not
correct me in her subsequent answer; she basically
repeated her position that it was important to
confront people with the consequences of their
crimes. At the time I was not trying to be clever, I was
just literally trying to say, “What are you
proposing?” and to test that. My view, after that
exchange, was that she had been given the
opportunity to counter the drawbacks of the policy,
that she had not taken it and therefore my clear
assumption from the understanding of that
conversation was that this was something which she
was proposing. Did she say in so many words, “I
want to take knife criminals into hospitals”? She did
not; she agreed with my suggestion by saying “It is”
that that was a policy. I think we were legitimate to
make that interpretation but clearly, the position the
Home OYce have taken subsequently is that the
media misinterpreted. I would call that a reverse
ferret.
Mr Bradby: I should just like to add to one very
important point that Nick made which is that the
market is correcting a lot of this in the sense that, if
you want to commit suicide as a Government or as a
political party these days, the fastest way to do it is to
be caught out “spinning”. In the middle of the Tory
conference Gordon Brown goes to Iraq, makes an
announcement that was not properly thought out
about troops coming back. It turns out it is not really
strictly correct, as well as him having said he would
make these announcements to Parliament and, by the
way, some of the troops he said were coming home by
Christmas are already home and here are the pictures
of them arriving back home last night. That did him
enormous damage and we could all quote 10 other
examples in the last year of which this, whatever the
ins and outs of it, is the latest one. The public are very
savvy; as we all know, spin was a massive issue in the
new Labour years and everyone around here is
conscious that if you get caught out, and it still
happens, but if you do get caught out, you are going
to sustain a great deal of damage. That has done
more to correct things than anything else.

Q125 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: Just to be very
specific on this point on special advisers, in the light
of what you have said and given what you have said

Mr Boulton, that your information came from Home
OYce special advisers—
Mr Boulton: No; I am assuming the press story came
from the special advisers.

Q126 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: What status
would you give to special advisers in relationship to
the lobby?
Mr Boulton: They do not work exclusively with the
lobby; they work with any person covering politics.
They operate as the non-attributable representative
of their boss.

Q127 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: So they are part
of a secret club?
Mr Bradby: No, they also work for a lot of specialists.
If you are the Home OYce special adviser, you deal
with home aVairs correspondents, if you are the
Department of Health special adviser you deal with
health correspondents and so on.

Q128 Bishop of Manchester: Just to wrap up this
particular part of what we have been talking of and
quite simply going back to the issue of the Prime
Minister and his merging of the spokesperson and the
Director of Communications, you will recall that that
is quite the opposite from what the Phillis Review
recommended. The Phillis Review is a fundamental
document for this Select Committee and I really
would be helped by a very brief comment from each
of you. Do you think that the Government and in
particular the Prime Minister have got this wrong
and that the sooner he goes back to what the Phillis
Review recommended the better?
Mr Robinson: I am struggling for an answer because I
have to say it is not something that impinges a great
deal on me in that sense. It seems to me clearly
important that there is somebody for the wider
communication strategy of the Government and
much of Phillis was not about the stuV that we do day
to day but was about regional media and on-line and
so on. It is clearly important that there is a senior
oYcial in Downing Street and in Government that
can do that but I cannot say it makes a lot of
diVerence to my daily operation at all.
Mr Boulton: I would say that within the British
political culture it is better that the Prime Minister’s
spokesman is a civil servant than that the Prime
Minister’s servant is a kind of quasi-presidential
spokesman. Because of Parliament, because of the
way Government work, while in some ways it led to
a brief period of openness, it ended in tears before
bedtime and it is possibly better to have this system.
However, I would come back really in relation to
your point. I can recall a time when, if you were going
to do a Sunday newspaper piece on what the
Government were going to put in a White Paper next
week, if they chose to do an advanced briefing, you
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would do that with a civil servant and you would do
that with people who had actually been responsible
for drafting the Bill and knew what was in it. I cannot
think of them oV the top of my head, but we have had
a number of instances where the Government have
ended up getting into trouble because, with all due
respect, the briefing has been done by the special
adviser, who frankly did not know what they were
talking about and in any case was trying to put a
political spin on it. That has not served the process
which I am concerned about which is informing the
public and getting it right; that has not served that
process. It has given us all great political stories of
cock-up and disaster but that is a diVerent matter.
Mr Bradby: I feel the current system works quite well.
I just feel it is really central to have the Director of
Communications and oYcial spokesman as a civil
servant for the reasons I have really outlined and I
will not go over them again; there is a sense of it being
proper. It means that if you are a news organisation
and yesterday you said something the Prime Minister
did not like, you can go to the Director of
Communications and say “We still want that
interview. It is proper that we should. We are a major
broadcaster. We are a major newspaper” or
whatever. It is his job to maintain that sense of
decorum and to remove any sense of favouritism or
you being treated diVerently because what you said
was not liked and all the rest of it. That is really, really
central. Adam is right, you have to have a political
special adviser like Damian McBride in there for all
the reasons I do not need to go over; there are some
things that just are political and you need the political
handle on it. I feel the system works pretty well. Do
you need an overall Director of Strategy? Maybe, but
that is a separate question.
Mr Boulton: The simple point I would make is that
with Bernard Ingham, although he is a widely
criticised man, the single biggest insult you could say
to Bernard Ingham was “That is a lie; that is not
true”. Bernard Ingham’s memoirs recall at great
length the two journalists who had the audacity to
accuse him of being a liar. I have to say that the
culture of the political adviser is one of expediency
and, again, if you read Alastair Campbell’s diaries, he
was not embarrassed about lying on a number of
occasions and that is a toxin within the system.

Q129 Chairman: We were going to ask you about
that because that was part of your evidence to Phillis,
was it not, that you should actually sign a declaration
that no lies would be permitted? How frequent is
that? How frequent is lying?
Mr Boulton: These days, from within the briefing
system headed by the Prime Minister’s oYcial
spokesman, it is sins of omission rather than sins of
commission. Not being told stuV is one thing.

Mr Robinson: Economical. I think rightly, the current
spokesman would be pretty appalled if he were
accused of lying and he would be right to be appalled
because there is no example of him doing so. I am
quite frustrated he does not tell us things, but that is
diVerent.
Mr Bradby: I cannot see him lying.
Mr Boulton: I can even recall occasions where he has
phoned me up and corrected himself spontaneously,
“I should not have told you that, it is actually this”.
Mr Bradby: I could not conceive of the oYcial
spokesman lying to me. I know that is a big
statement, but it would never occur to me that he
would lie to me.
Mr Boulton: Any civil servant should not lie and
generally they do not lie.

Q130 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: Mr
Boulton, you made reference earlier on to the decline
in departmental staV in terms of their
communications and so on. I wonder whether you
could say a bit about what the nature of that decline
is. Do they have fewer people? Do they just have the
same number of people not being very helpful? To
what would you attribute this worsening in
departmental press capacity?
Mr Boulton: I am not a great expert on this because
obviously we operate the lobby system. What I would
say is that I note that the Phillis Review originally
said that the government information service was not
working. What I would also note is that there was a
quite deliberate attempt, and understandable when
there is a change of Government, to change the
directors of communication in the departments to
people who were thought to be broadly sympathetic
towards the project. Certainly if you spoke to the civil
servants, they felt that if they did anything that was
deemed to be unhelpful to the Labour Government in
terms of disclosing information that there would be
consequences for that. I do not want to go over
Stephen Byers, Jo Moore, all the rest of it, but
certainly that was an attempt, a legitimate attempt
and an open attempt, to try to create a politicised
executive operation across Government. It did not
work but the net result is that it left the system and
even the career structure of being a government
information oYcer pretty much devastated and I am
not sure that anyone has actually focused on trying to
re-establish that so it is a legitimate process. Just take
a name at random. Mike Granatt, who recently was
working with the Speaker, was someone throughout
Whitehall of authority, who was respected, who
knew about his subject. I cannot think really of a
great many equivalent figures of that kind of stature.
There are obviously very good people but they do feel
very subordinate to the political web above them.
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Mr Bradby: If you give the power to special advisers,
it is very hard to get and keep very good directors of
information. I would say it is very simple.
Mr Robinson: I do actually think there are some very
good departmental press oYcers, some I deal with; I
will not embarrass them by naming them. The key is
actually the dominance of the centre. I do not know
the genesis of this, but I am sure the Home OYce had
not planned to unveil its plans for knife crime to
Sunday newspapers. I suspect that there was political
pressure from Number 10 saying “We have to have
something to say”. Therefore, despite the genuine
desire of Gordon Brown when he became Prime
Minister to do things in Parliament first, the pressure
to give something to the papers to say in this case, to
fill the time between the headlines on knife crime and
the announcement on Tuesday, meant that it was not
said to Parliament first, it was not said formally, it
was not said by the departmental press team and it
was done by a special adviser—probably, I hasten to
add because I have no evidence of that—and in a bit
of a rush. So all of those things stem from the political
pressure that Number 10 feels under, under any
administration, to have things to say when they are
in trouble.

Q131 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: Would
you say, if there has been a weakening of
departmental capacity in this area, that has been
matched by more eYcient working in these issues
which go across the departments, particularly when
there is some sort of crisis? Is that any better from
your point of view?
Mr Robinson: For crisis communications, if we are
talking about floods or terrorism and so on, there
does seem to be a better system of regular on-the-
record briefings by relevant ministers. I do not
otherwise, frankly, have enough information to give
you a useful answer.

Q132 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: You will recall
that right at the start of his report Phillis mentioned
what he described as a three-way breakdown in trust
between Government and politicians, the media and
the general public. I am sure that you understand that
the main purpose of government communications is
not to feed you titbits, but it is to get information to
the public; that is thrust of the thing.
Mr Boulton: I would argue that we are still a useful
conduit.

Q133 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: I accept that; I am
just saying the main duty of an elected government is
to explain to the public what it is doing and why.
Now there are occasions when they will use you and
there are occasions when they will not. You have
hinted at this but I would like to put the question to

you directly. Do you think there has been an
improvement in the relationship between all those
parties, the politicians, the media and the public,
since 2004?
Mr Robinson: My answer is that if you look at the
opinion polls, you will discover there has been no
improvement in trust in Government or in trust in
politicians or indeed in trust in the media to be fair. I
was digging out a poll the other day where people
were asked “Do you think politicians are out merely
for themselves, for their party or do they do their best
for the country?” The answer was that only a third of
respondents thought the politicians put the country
first; over half thought the answer was either
themselves or their party. The poll was taken in
August 1944 when there was a coalition government.
This is not new.

Q134 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Okay, but I did
not want to confine it to trust. My question was
broader than that.
Mr Robinson: Our relationships between media and
government communications have improved since
2004, yes, undoubtedly. My point was that I am not
sure that is reflected in a change in public attitudes.

Q135 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: You and your
colleagues all have a role in this, according to Phillis,
if you understand what he was arguing about. How
do you try to keep in touch with what the public are
feeling about what the Government are trying to do?
For example, when was the last time any of you were
in Birmingham, Burnley or Bristol meeting real
members of the public, not there for party
conferences or there because the Prime Minister was
there. Do you feel that you ought to get around the
country more than you give me the impression that
you do?
Mr Boulton: We have a specific job which is
fundamentally to cover the executive and Parliament
and that is one of the reasons why we spend a lot of
time there and that is quite important. However, all
of us do go on a regular basis to the places you
mention. Most recently, specifically, I was in
Birmingham a month or so ago.

Q136 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: May I ask you
what you were doing?
Mr Boulton: I am just trying to remember actually.
Mr Robinson: I did a piece for television news recently
from Birmingham which was about the so-called
NEETs, Not in Employment, Education or Training.
Your underlying point is whether we are out of touch
with our audiences. There are two answers which are
yes and no. Yes, by definition, if you spend your time
reporting on power, which is what we are paid to do,
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and spend therefore a disproportionate amount of
your time in this building and in Downing Street, you
are clearly not as regularly in touch with the views on
the streets of Birmingham, Bristol and Burnley as
you would be if you lived in any of those cities.
However, are we more in touch than we used to be?
Well frankly, I write a blog and get a lot of reaction to
it and the amount now of viewer, listener and reader
interaction via polling, blogging, emailing, texting
and the like is much higher than it was when I started
in this business. Would there be some value in power
being less centralised in Britain? Yes, but that is not
down to me.
Mr Bradby: We do try to get out and about. Clearly
it depends on the political cycle as well. It just so
happens that there has been a huge amount
happening here; the Government are going through
quite tough times, there is a lot to report on day by
day. In the middle of an administration that has a big
majority and is in no political diYculty, inevitably
our ability to get out of here and spend a lot more
time—and my organisation certainly always has a
very strong desire to get me out of here into the
country to do special reports on this, that and the
other . . . Are we out of touch? Well, you could say
“possibly”; I do not know.
Mr Boulton: You can take this argument too far.
Why have a parliament at all, why not just have on-
line plebiscites? There is an exercise of power from
here. Obviously, I agree that electronic means,
particularly on-line means, have meant that people
can get at us a lot more and in a sense one of the
advantages which we have over our newspaper
colleagues is that we are identifiable. I can assure you
that every day, whether it is a work day or a not-work
day, wherever I am, people come up to me and tell me
what they think about politics. The notion that we
are out of touch—

Q137 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Possibly, but the
people who email you are self-selecting,
representative or not, it is purely random. I have to
say I would have thought that it is actually no
substitute for listening to people face to face because
every minute of your working day each of you and
your colleagues is making judgments about what the
public are interested in and have little or no contact
directly with them. That is my point.
Mr Bradby: Adam was making a slightly jokey point
there. It is true when you do go out and about people
come up to you. One of the things I find quite
enjoyable about the job is that people come up to you
and, without half the time bothering to introduce
themselves—they usually think I am Nick Robinson,
but that is a side issue—they will engage you in
conversation on a train, on a bus, at home, on the
beach in Cornwall.

Mr Boulton: They are not self-selecting.
Mr Bradby: They are people who just run into you.

Q138 Lord King of Bridgwater: You are attracting
the wrong people to listen to.
Mr Bradby: Possibly.

Q139 Chairman: I fear I must bring this to an end
because we have simply run out of time. Before I do,
I would just like to ask each of you very succinctly, if
you had any suggestions to make to the improvement
in the lobby system most of all, what would they be?
Mr Boulton: One of the longstanding conventions of
the lobby has been that the Leader of the House had
a weekly lobby briefing which was the main point of
direct contact between the Government and the
lobby. That was something that fell into abeyance
but was brought back by Jack Straw. Harriet
Harman, although we sought her out, discontinued
it. I think that is a real shame and damages
Parliament, not least because it was concentrated
around business and what was going on. If you go
back further, the Leader of the Opposition also used
to hold a regular briefing with the lobby and, again,
that was very good for political discourse and
sometimes what people overlook is that it is possible
in the fluid form of a lobby, which is not unlike this
particular gathering, to get more to the kernel of
things than in a televised news conference.
Mr Robinson: I would endorse the idea of more
ministerial briefings, returning to what Phillis
described. There probably needs to be a dialogue
between media and ministers about how they want to
communicate what they are doing in their
department on, say, knife crime and do not
particularly fancy answering questions on Zimbabwe
because it happens to be the story of the day. There
may have to be a conversation about that. The only
other change I would make, which is not to the lobby,
is that we do need to say that Downing Street and
others should build on the changes they have made
and work out what it is automatically our right to
know. I think they would find that there would be a
response from the media, if there were a culture of
automaticity. You are entitled to know who goes to
meetings, where they are held, for goodness sake
even, if necessary, what is eaten. Just get that stuV, be
clear about what it is, the public and therefore the
media’s right to know. The lesson from expenses—
forgive me for diversifying here—is that once it is all
out there it is jolly boring and it is best to just get it
out there in this age and be clear about what the
public are able to know.

Q140 Lord Maxton: How about yours then? You are
a public and paid oYcial.
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Mr Robinson: Yes, there is a perfectly legitimate
debate about that, which is being discussed at the
moment.
Mr Bradby: I think more ministerial briefings would
be good. I would agree with Nick that we are slightly
our own worst enemies because poor old ministers
come here and find themselves being grilled on things
that they may not want to talk about. So that is an
issue but that would be helpful and shadow
ministerial briefings as well. The other point I would
make, which I have not really discussed but is
increasingly an issue, is that the blogosphere is
growing and the influence of blogs like Guido

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Tony Collins, Executive Editor, Computer Weekly, Mr Frank Gardner, Security
Correspondent, BBC, Mr Nigel Hawkes, Health Editor, The Times, and Mr Tim Marshall, Foreign Affairs

Editor, Sky News, examined.

Q141 Chairman: Welcome; I am sorry that we are a
little delayed but those of you who were there before
probably heard us overrunning and the reasons why
that was the case. You are very welcome and we are
looking, as you know, into the whole issue of
government communications and we are looking to
see whether, since the Phillis report, the culture of
secrecy, partial disclosure has been changed,
relationship between special advisers, civil servants,
and whether communications in the regions are
improving and how important they are as well. We
might start looking at the health side and then move
to defence and foreign aVairs. Tony Collins, you gave
some very interesting evidence which I heard a few
weeks ago about how you felt sometimes dealing with
the Health Department. You said that you had
noticed, particularly over the last five years, an
increasing aggressiveness and amorality on the part
not so much of press oYcers but the people who feed
the information to the press oYcers so you often get
incorrect information. Would you like to expand on
that?
Mr Collins: Well, it is wrong to blame the press
oYcers because they sometimes do a very, very good
job but the people within the bowels of the
organisation who do not have to account for the
information that they give can sometimes pass on
information that Adam Boulton called the sin of
omission. It is not lying, but it is information that is
misleading and that leads to supplementary
questions which we sometimes find very diYcult to
get answers to, which can go on for weeks and then
eventually we may get an answer. For example, there
was a case where the National Audit OYce produced
a report on the NHS IT programme, which is the
world’s largest non-military IT programme and the
British Government’s biggest IT investment. There
was a summary of that NAO report by a minister in

Fawkes’s is growing all the time. Some people say it
is a good thing, some people say it is a bad thing and
we need to just keep an eye on how it is happening. It
is influential and to some extent it represents a
democratising process in the way this place is covered
and we just need to keep an eye on how that is
facilitated.
Chairman: Thank you very much; thank you very
much indeed. We have overrun our time and we
could actually go on for another hour at least, but
thank you very much. We may have other questions
but perhaps we can write to you on that. Thanks very
much for coming.

a press release which we did not think was entirely
accurate because it said things that were not in the
NAO report. We raised it with the Department of
Health press oYce when a minister actually quoted
from that press release but put into quotes things that
were in the press release as indirect comments. After
a few weeks and an exchange of quite a number of
emails, we did eventually get a response that the
minister had incorrectly interpreted the briefing and
that there would be a correction in Hansard. Well
that was two years ago and there has not been a
correction. I find in general that there is not the
deference to the truth or to fact that there used to be.
This ambiguity creeps in in a way which protects the
department and does not usually give us the
information we are seeking.

Q142 Chairman: Is that because oYcials in the
department, not necessarily the press oYcers but
oYcials in the department, are protecting their own
position?
Mr Collins: In this case protecting the national
programme for IT. When the programme started we
had a press oYcer come to see us who was a
contractor, PR, and he said something very
interesting which was that he was not a civil servant,
he was a public servant. When we asked him what
that meant, he said he was not bound by the Civil
Service code of neutrality. We have since understood
that what they may mean is that the department’s
press releases are one-sided in certain cases; not the
sort of thing that a journalist could have got away
with at journalism college. We have seen a control of
information that we had not seen before, for example
seeking the withdrawal of independent criticism of
the national programme. For example, the British
Computer Society published a report and the
Department of Health sought to have that not put in
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the public domain. They withdrew speakers from a
conference where there was continued criticism of the
programme by the organisers and there was a case
where there was a press conference at Richmond
House, the headquarters of the Department of
Health where we were not invited. An invitation was
sent to a number of magazines and national
journalists, one of whom sent a copy of the invitation
to me, and it was the first time I have seen an
invitation to a press conference which was
confidential and the journalist was asked not to pass
on the invitation. I rang and asked whether I could go
and we were told that the conference was full. My
editor asked me to go anyway and about 18
journalists filed through the electronic turnstiles at
Richmond House and when I went through, I had my
way barred by the minister’s adviser. We have not
seen that kind of control of information in covering
government IT projects in the past.

Q143 Chairman: How long ago was that?
Mr Collins: That was 2005.

Q144 Lord Maxton: Were you told why you were
barred?
Mr Collins: Yes, I was told that it would not
interest me.

Q145 Chairman: But it was in fact an issue entirely
on your beat, so to speak?
Mr Collins: It was actually a demonstration by the
minister and the head of the project of the new
technology for the programme.

Q146 Chairman: Why do you think therefore you
were excluded?
Mr Collins: This is pure speculation and I was told it
would not interest me but I would imagine it was
because they did not want me to ask informed
questions at a press conference where the technology
was being demonstrated.

Q147 Chairman: Because you have a reputation for
expertise or for awkwardness?
Mr Collins: We have a reputation at Computer
Weekly for covering the national programme for IT
from the trusts’ perspective; we represent the users of
these systems. We take a view that is not based on our
own judgment but based purely on the soundings
from the NHS and they have been concerned about
this centralised programme from the start, so we
would be asking questions on their behalf. There is a
conflict inherent in the project in that it is a
centralised scheme at a time when the Government
are trying to devolve decision making within the
NHS.

Q148 Chairman: So we have the Health Department
sending out an invitation to a press conference which
is stamped “Confidential”.
Mr Collins: It was not actually stamped
“Confidential”; it said “Please do not pass this on”.

Q149 Chairman: That is even worse in a sense. Then
you have a journalist actually refused entrance is
basically what you are saying. Right, okay?
Mr Collins: Yes.

Q150 Lord Maxton: I understand what you are
saying about the problems with the centralised
system but a centralised IT system which is going to
carry medical records for everybody cannot be left to
each individual trust to set up their own system. In
fact that is one of the problems at the present time, is
it not?
Mr Collins: That is a very good point but you cannot
sustain a £12 billion programme on the strengths of
its objectives. It is a very good scheme; the NHS
supports the objectives of the scheme, but it is so
impenetrably complex that it has run into four years
of delays and trusts have been asked not to buy
systems while waiting for these centralised systems
that have not yet arrived and the National Audit
OYce pointed out in a report—

Q151 Chairman: We want to keep on the press
aspects of this rather than the computer aspects.
Nigel Hawkes, you are the Health Editor of The
Times having done a number of other senior jobs as
a correspondent on The Times. How do you find your
relations with the Department of Health?
Mr Hawkes: Not particularly good. I found myself
nodding when Adam Boulton was giving you
evidence and saying that you would not these days
ring departmental press oYcers to find out what is
going on. You would not ring them up and say “Well
this policy looks in trouble, what do you think?” You
know exactly the answer you would get: you would
get a stout defence of the policy and no suggestion
that anything could ever possibly go wrong with it.
This is the way the media operation of Government
has been changed in the last 20 years, to my mind
greatly for the worse. Indeed at the Department of
Health now, they are even discouraging you from
developing any relationship with an individual press
oYcer. There is of course the White Book, which tells
you which press oYcers are responsible for what
parts of the department’s activities, but if you are
ringing with an enquiry, you have to ring a single
number which will be staVed by somebody, you do
not know who it is going to be, who then passes on
the question. I do not understand the purpose of this;
it was supposed to speed up the service but all it does
eVectively is prevent you from developing a
relationship of trust with a particular press oYcer.
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Q152 Chairman: Are you ever able to go through to
the relevant oYcial himself or herself?
Mr Hawkes: Only if they are organising a briefing. I
might be able to if I made a request to speak to an
oYcial, yes, that might be possible.

Q153 Chairman: So this idea that there has been
increased openness since 2004—you are saying a
much longer period than that—sounds from your
experience not to be the case at all.
Mr Hawkes: There is not greater openness, but my
main criticism of the policy would be that everything
is trailed. When a report is coming out, it is
embargoed for a certain time and a certain date,
sometimes to accommodate a parliamentary
statement or something like that, but it will
invariably be trailed, usually to journalists who are
more likely to take a favourable view of it than to me,
I must say. I accept that ministers, political advisers,
can float ideas in this way. It is a good way of putting
an idea into the public domain without having to
claim ownership of it but it is not actually something
that departmental press oYces should be doing. It is
a political act to decide that The Guardian will have
this story or The Independent or The Observer or
whatever. This happens all the time. Practically every
detail in the Darzi report, which came out two weeks
ago, had been trailed. This week it was the annual
report of the Chief Medical OYcer; there were stories
in The Independent and The Observer trailing
elements of that. These are things embargoed by the
department with its own embargoes on them which it
chooses to break.

Q154 Chairman: Not to mention the fact that the
Darzi report was actually a statement to Parliament.
Mr Hawkes: Indeed it was; it was embargoed until
3.30 in the afternoon when a statement was being
made, but if you look at the cuttings, you will find
that virtually all the elements of that report had been
leaked in advance or, as they prefer to say, trailed. It
is wrong for a departmental press oYcer to be
engaging in this for two reasons really. First, it makes
favourites of particular journalists and particular
newspapers and disadvantages the others, but, more
importantly, it leads to bad reporting. What tends to
happen is that certain things will get trailed in
advance, sometimes on the understanding that you
will not make any phone calls to stand them up or to
get criticism of them. The stories appear and they are
slightly half-baked stories: when the actual report
appears, the appetite for writing about it has gone.
Very often big announcements will be made, they will
be so extensively trailed that by the time the report
actually appears I cannot persuade my news desk it is
of the slightest importance. “We knew all that
already, did we not?” That leads to bad reporting.

Q155 Chairman: Where does the incentive for this
come or where does it all originate? It obviously does
not originate with a departmental press oYcer. It
obviously originates higher up in the hierarchy. Is it
a ministerial decision, a special adviser decision that
it would be useful to have this in the public domain;
they will have an exclusive story so they will give it a
big show and all the rest?
Mr Hawkes: It is policy. This is what the
departmental press oYce does. Where it originated I
do not know. It originated probably in the Labour
Party in Opposition and their skills at selectively
helping one journalist, earning a few brownie points
here; that is where it originated from. However, I
have exchanged emails with the former head of
media, head of news department at the Health
Department about this, complaining about it, but it
has not been changed. Where it started, I do not
know, but it is now absolutely standard policy.

Q156 Chairman: In all fairness, I should say this
before a Labour member says it, it is not just a
characteristic of Labour governments I fear. One
noticed it a bit at the end of the last Conservative
Government.
Mr Hawkes: My experience goes back quite a long
time under governments of all colours and it has
certainly increased; I would not claim that it never
happened. It is something that it is entirely
appropriate for a minister to do or even a political
adviser but when it gets down to the civil servants
doing it, it has gone too far.

Q157 Chairman: To put it at its mildest, since 2004
and since the Phillis report, things have not radically
improved as far as you are concerned in your
working relationship with the Department of Health.
Mr Hawkes: They have not radically changed. There
is a bit less manifest spin than there was. There was a
tendency in those early years to announce everything
about three times, especially new money, so you
never knew whether it was really new money or not
new money; that was particularly irritating and we
have seen less of that. It has got slightly better, but it
is still far from where it should be.
Chairman: I would like to move to security and
defence and have the general position there.

Q158 Lord King of Bridgwater: A lot of attention is
paid, and Frank Gardner particularly might be
interested in this point, to the speech that Peter
Clarke made when he was Deputy Assistant
Commissioner about the way in which he thought
operations were being sabotaged by the leaking of
information and how irresponsible this was and the
way in which certain elements of the security services,
rather in the same way that we were talking about
selective leaking or advantage given to particular
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journalists, were giving information out which
damaged security. Do you think that is a serious
problem or was he just speaking in the backwash of
some particular embarrassment that had happened?
Mr Gardner: That particular reference that he made
in the Colin Cramphorn address was a reference to
Operation Gamble, which was the interdiction of a
plot in Birmingham involving the planned beheading
of a British Muslim soldier. As I understand it, at the
time SO15, the counter-terrorism command, were
absolutely livid that somebody—and there were
suspicions that it was somebody in the Home OYce
but it was never proven and it was always denied—
that a civil servant had leaked details of that
operation while it was still underway and there is a
golden rule in dealing with the press that they never
brief us on ongoing operations or very rarely. I have
never been briefed on ongoing operations and if they
do, it would madness, because if it gets out, it
compromises the operation. In that particular case,
as I understand it from SO15, one of the suspects was
possibly still at large when the news was out.

Q159 Lord King of Bridgwater: What could the
motivation have been? Could it have been to get a bit
of news out to bury a bit of bad news somewhere else,
one motivation that has been referred to before, or to
gain kudos for the particular minister for whom he
was working?
Mr Gardner: I do not know because it was never
proven who it was. If they did find out who leaked it,
it was never made public. I never heard who it was, so
I just do not know.

Q160 Lord King of Bridgwater: What about the
balance between the amount of information that you
can obtain, you as active journalists working in these
areas? There has been this great cry that we must have
more openness and you now see open recruiting for
MI5, MI6, more openness required from police on
various issues. What do you think about this
balance? It seems to me it gets into all sorts of areas.
We have just had the earlier witnesses talking about
this extraordinary problem that goes on over the
Prime Minister’s diary and what his engagements are
because now there is a tendency for it all to be
classified and minimum information given for
security reasons as to where he is going to be and
what he is actually going to do. What do you think
about all of that?
Mr Gardner: These things tend to follow an historic
pattern, that until something goes wrong, there will
be increasing pressure for openness and then
something will go wrong and everybody will pull in
their horns and will go back down to a position we
were a couple of years ago. This is happening actually
at the moment with one of the intelligence agencies,
where they have had a bit of a media upset, not

involving me, but they are probably reviewing their
relations with the media and will probably be that
much more cautious for the next few months.
Obviously after the whole Iraq WMD dodgy dossier
period I am sure there was a review of media relations
at SIS, at MI6.

Q161 Lord King of Bridgwater: This is a question
that applies to everybody, but my own experience
from the government point of view, and Phillis refers
to a need for much greater professionalism, is the
very rapid turnover of people, the lack of experience
very often in the press oYces and the idea that you
will need to get greater professionalism into the press
oYces and greater continuity and this applies right
across the security world where you are dealing with
people who really know how to handle those sorts of
issues. There is a reference that somebody gave,
which certainly would bear out my own personal
experience that the Ministry of Defence, for example,
were considerably more professional in dealing with
a lot of these issues because they actually have a lot
of military people closely involved in that and there
is a good measure of continuity. Would you like to
comment on those points?
Mr Gardner: I am glad you mentioned the Ministry
of Defence. I am not defence correspondent, my
colleague Caroline Wyatt is, but there is some
overlap and every now and then I do have to ring
them and check things I am doing a story on that day.
Generally I find that there is an enormous diVerence
between speaking to serving oYcers who have
recently been on operations, who are now manning a
desk at the MoD, and civilians who, frankly, do not
know nearly as much and will often be reading from
a prepared script which has very much the stamp of
central government on it; not quite spin but “This is
the oYcial line and we’re sticking to it”. I challenge
people on this and say “Hang on, listen to what you
have just said. That actually does not make any sense
if you view it in terms of Operation Knight to the
Charge which has just taken place in Basra for
example in March”, “I’m sorry that is what is written
here”. I am being a little unfair because the MoD
have come on in leaps and bounds in the last two
years; they are making more of an eVort to talk
intelligently to us and treat us as grownups, but they
still have a way to go.

Q162 Chairman: Who are the press oYcers at the
Ministry of Defence? Are they serving oYcers or a
mixture? Who are they?
Mr Gardner: They are a mixture of both. They have
given us three sheets of A4 size paper with all the
various titles and so on. I am really straying into my
colleague the defence correspondent’s area here but
one complaint which journalists often make is that it
is a great shame that they got rid of the system
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whereby you had a directorate for Navy, a
directorate for Air Force and a directorate for Army.
I forget what the acronym was—the military loves
acronyms; TLAs, three-letter acronyms. That system
worked pretty well and it was got rid of. If you could
find the right person—and actually finding the right
person is part of the fun of being a journalist—and
then establish a dialogue, a relationship with that
person, whereby they trust you and you trust them,
you trust them not to spin and they trust you not to
twist their words then you can get some decent
information out of them. However, you have to
burrow into that whole anthill that is the MoD and
find the people who will talk plain English to you.

Q163 Lord King of Bridgwater: The point about
them is not only were they directors of the separate
services but they were uniformed as well, certainly in
earlier times and I think recently. Is that one of the
arguments? That is actually the point I should like to
make more widely not just in defence. When I was
involved in Environment, we looked at our press
department and we did not just have press oYcers,
who read out the press release and are not actually
familiar, we moved a senior, high calibre guy out of
the admin service, a senior member of the
Department of the Environment, a civil servant, and
put him in charge of the press department. There is a
need for professionalism, people who have some
background knowledge and understanding of the
department they have been in and this idea about
building up a sort of strong professional press
department is part of the point. We want to get
administrators trained in press, journalism,
management and the techniques which are involved.
It is not a black art; it does not take a long time to
learn; politicians all have to try to learn it as best they
can and that would improve the situation. Would
anyone like to comment?
Mr Hawkes: When I was diplomatic correspondent in
the 1980s, the Foreign OYce ran a system very like
the one you described where young diplomats at the
start of their career, bright people with a big future
ahead of them, had a spell in the press department
and they were extremely proficient, they were very
good; they did not necessarily tell you any more but
you could develop a relationship with them and they
would give you nudges and hints. It is a long time
since I did that job and I believe the system at the
Foreign OYce has now changed but I would entirely
endorse what Lord King of Bridgwater was saying.

Q164 Chairman: Perhaps that might be an
opportunity for Tim Marshall to come in. You
presumably do deal with the Foreign OYce day by
day.

Mr Marshall: Yes; seven days a week.

Q165 Chairman: Has the system changed and if it
has, has it been an improvement?
Mr Marshall: It has changed slightly but there is still
that system. Some high flyers come through and they
are there because they are very, very good at their
subject—you could get an Iranian specialist who will
get the nuclear brief –and they go on perhaps even to
an ambassadorship and they will be able to deal with
the media. I am a bit of a patsy perhaps but I do think
the FCO is possibly the best press department in
Government.

Q166 Chairman: Is it because of that expertise?
Mr Marshall: It is because of the following, which
was in place, because I believe this is what the FCO
does; it certainly does it with me and it does it with the
inner circle which you never ever get away from. The
civil servants, not the Spads, can and should explain
ministers’ reasons and justifications for their
decisions, actions and policies and their arguments
for not taking other possible courses and why they do
not accept the criticisms of their opponents. I am
able, on a daily basis, to talk through why HMG
went down that line on the Zimbabwe vote recently,
why they do this, what would have happened if they
had done that and they are happy to talk through
that and that really informs you as a so-called
specialist to be able to get the context. I do not know
of any other department which does that. They have
a piece of paper in front of them which has the line
and they will read it to you and if you try to ask a
question about it, it says “Computer says no” and
they will read it to you again. The FCO by far and
away does exactly what was recommended in Phillis
and I am ashamed to say that I am a fan.

Q167 Chairman: As a diplomatic correspondent, are
you also part of a small coterie of people who are
branded diplomatic correspondents, so you have
special access?
Mr Marshall: Yes and ‘twas ever thus and ‘twill
always be. I do not actually see a way round that and
it must be true for Nigel and it must be true for
everybody here because when Brutus briefed against
Caesar for the Roman Times it was like that. It is
always going to be that way and I actually think that
is reasonably healthy because when you get this
relationship going with certain press oYcers in
certain government departments—and I do have
reason to ring across several—they know they are
talking to someone who is not going to deliberately
take something out of context because they have an
agenda for their particular newspaper or whatever
and spin it in a certain way. When you can have that
relationship, it is extremely healthy for the flow of
information and the contextualisation of your
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specialist subject. It is a system which should be
defended and not broken up. When everyone shows
up, they clamp up and you do not get the flow
because they know people and, if I might go against
my colleagues, the lobby especially will take a
situation, all agree what the line is and say that is the
story, even when it is not necessarily. I was
interviewed, with a solicitor present, by the anti-
terrorist squad about the leak; it did not come from
me I hasten to add, but I broke a number of lines that
morning. I know that what Clarke was doing was
firing a very, very heavy volley “This better not
happen again” and “We’re going to seek you out”.
The anti-terrorist squad had an investigation about
who that leak was. It was not the stuV which came out
in the morning; it was that somebody had told a
newspaper journalist the night before “We’re about
to bust this lot”. That was the problem. The question
I have here which might have been asked is “Is this a
situation you recognise?” It is extraordinarily rare.
Clarke was so unhappy about it that he was able to
do this shot. Political motives? Often it is a
reasonably low-level person who wants to beef
themselves up, if you will forgive the parlance, with
perhaps a well-known journalist. It looks good in the
pub. Occasionally there might be money involved at
lower levels of lower crime stories but it is extremely
rare and I think a message has gone out.

Q168 Lord Maxton: You are quite right in saying
that those who give the briefing should be experts in
the area. What about those who write about them?
Mr Marshall: Yes, they should be.

Q169 Lord Maxton: You should be expert as well. I
am not talking about any of you here, but sometimes,
certainly in the television media, up will come
“Science Editor” or “Medical Correspondent” and
you wonder what their qualification is in this area, do
you not? I do. Are they doctors, do they have a
medical degree, do they have a science degree or
what?
Mr Marshall: Do they have the journalistic capacity
to understand those and be a journalist? They do not
have to understand about open-heart surgery,
whether Nigel understands about how the budget for
open-heart surgery is going to work this year, those
are two diVerent things.
Lord Maxton: I am not sure about that.

Q170 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: You referred in
a previous answer to the lobby having a view and that
view not necessarily being the way you, the
specialists, see it. The four of you may like to make a
comment each. What is your reaction to a
relationship with the lobby?

Mr Marshall: They are extremely good at what they
do. I am really happy that the Phillis report came up
with the monthly briefings being on the record and
the Downing Street website, because you can go back
and look at what was said openly. Of course the old
system is still there, the private briefings. You will
never ever get rid of that. I find the lobby, because
they are in the Westminster village, will look at a
story, all agree what they think their line is and they
are specialists in Westminster gossip. We do not like
it when they come into our area.

Q171 Chairman: You sound like a trade union
actually.
Mr Marshall: You must forgive me. There are
brothers from over there . . .! I am trying to think of
an example. It could be a very delicate issue like the
negotiations with the Iranians to try to get our sailors
freed a couple of years back. If there is a briefing and
the lobby come in, they are looking at whether the
Prime Minister is looking like an idiot on this. We are
looking at the delicate negotiations which are going
on, so there are two diVerent things and they should
be kept separate.

Q172 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: Mr Gardner, is
your experience the same?
Mr Gardner: I have no contact with the lobby, to be
honest. It just does not come across my area. One of
the things you probably gather from all of this is that
journalists have lots of diVerent agendas and some
people need to focus on what it means for the Prime
Minister, whether the Government are eventually
going to fall because of this, et cetera. The area I am
in, both in my previous incarnation as a Middle East
correspondent based abroad, living abroad, and
now, is very much to concentrate on the facts but
then to try to explain those to the public. I am afraid
politics just does not come into it for me in my area.

Q173 Chairman: You actually work as a single
person really, do you not? I do not know; I do not
know whether there is a great security
correspondent team.
Mr Gardner: There is actually. I would not call it
“great” but it is called a “cluster” in the parlance,
which is a little unfortunate. Back in 2004 I said I
could not do the job on my own; I was doing
Breakfast News to Newsnight and I was exhausted. I
could not keep doing that. I pushed for a second
correspondent. They appointed Gordon Carrera,
whose first day on the job was the day after I got shot,
so we did not really have a proper handover.

Q174 Chairman: Is there a group of security
correspondents now?
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Mr Gardner: No, there are two of us working for the
main radio and TV outlets and there is somebody
with World Service at Bush House, Rob Watson.

Q175 Chairman: Inside the BBC I understand but
does it go wider than that?
Mr Gardner: Yes, it does.

Q176 Chairman: Other organisations and you join
together for an annual lunch.
Mr Gardner: No, we do not but perhaps we should.
That is a great idea, thank you.

Q177 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: My
trade union has to come in here. Are producers
involved?
Mr Gardner: There is a researcher. We do not
actually have a full-time producer. Cuts? Thanks
very much. Because of cuts we are very understaVed
on this.

Q178 Chairman: Mr Marshall, just going back to
your point about diplomatic correspondents, and
there is another cosy group here, is not one of the
hopes of the Government and the hopes of the
Foreign OYce that you will go soft on them because
you are in the nice cosy group and you meet together
and everyone is very friendly and has cups of coVee
together? Is that not the other side of it? Does that not
rather go against the basis of journalism?
Mr Marshall: Yes, it does and it is a danger and it is
a danger you have to guard against. I have good
relations with the civil servants. I do not bother
myself as much with the politicians because you
cannot trust them as much. Yes, of course you have
got that going but you have to guard against it and
when someone needs kicking, you have to kick them.
The grownups realise that it is not personal and that
we are doing our jobs and they are doing theirs. Yes,
I have upset people in the past, but there is a bigger
thing here. You are never going to get round this
problem. It has always been that way and it will
always be that way. If you do not develop the
relationships, all you are going to do is get the read-
out; you have to have the relationships and there is no
way round it.

Q179 Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick: We had a fair bit
of questioning to the previous witnesses about the
role of special advisers and, taking Mr Marshall’s
point, you said you would rather talk to the oYcials
than to the politicians. How much do any of the four
of you have to do with advisers who are neither
oYcials nor politicians?
Mr Hawkes: Less than I did a few years back. That
has perhaps changed a little bit since 2004. Maybe it
is just the particular personality of the political
advisers that the last two secretaries of state have had

but I have not had a great deal to do with them. When
Alan Milburn was secretary of state, he had a very
active special adviser who would ring me at regular
intervals. Sometimes he would ring me when I was in
the middle of a story and say “I gather you are writing
about this. You should know . . .” and he would give
me the line, which was helpful, I suppose. In my case,
I have certainly been less in contact in the last few
years.
Mr Marshall: What has happened is that between
1997 and 2003 we were pretty appalled at their
behaviour and I suppose they were pretty appalled at
ours. They just took spin to another level in a certain
era. Then there was a shock to the system. I think you
guys all realised that there was something going on
here in the body politic and there are names we could
mention who have written autobiographies. Then
came Hutton, Kelly, the Iraq war dossier and all that
and there was a real concentration of shock which
resulted in things like Phillis. Since then things have
got a lot better and I just do not bother myself very
much with the Spads, as they are known, because
they are not experts and the people I deal with are.

Q180 Lord Maxton: Have you noticed that since the
Government have stopped spinning so much the
Government have gone down very considerably in
the opinion polls?
Mr Marshall: I do not necessarily think there is a
correlation between those two things. One thing I
would say is that the public still do not like us or you
but what happened between 1997 and 2004 was
greatly damaging. It might be able to come back,
given that for the last three years things have got
slightly better. The public may follow on a little bit
and rank us up there with estate agents at some point.

Q181 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I think
it was Frank Gardner who said that the eYciency of
the MoD press operation had come on in leaps and
bounds. I was just wondering whether you would be
specific as to what those leaps and bounds have been.
Mr Gardner: Yes. I am basing this purely on personal
experience; other colleagues may well have diVerent
views. When the British forces deployed in strength
to the Helmand province in the summer of 2006,
there appeared to be a kind of collective ruling that it
was all about reconstruction, when actually anybody
who was there on the ground would tell you that it
was not: it was about hard soldiering and fighting and
there was no reconstruction going on at all. There
seemed to be a view or a message coming from the
MoD “No, no we’re there to reconstruct”. Actually
when footage started coming out, getting smuggled
out that had been taken by some of the Paras on their
mobile phones, you saw just how down-to-earth the
fighting was. Brigadier Ed Butler talked about guys
being down to their last rations and last ammunition
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in these ill-fated platoon houses. A diVerent story was
actually emerging on the ground and getting back
because individuals in the Services were getting this
footage back through mobile phones and so on. My
colleague, Paul Wood, who was then defence
correspondent, ran a big story on this at the time and
it was quite a shock. People, the public in this
country, had no idea in the summer of 2006 just how
intense the fighting was because it was a phoney war
between 2001 and 2006 in Afghanistan. There was a
battalion size based up at Camp Souter in Kabul, a
few Special Forces and a bit of fairly safe, benign
patrolling in the North. There was no real war
fighting going on. What I am coming to is that in 2006
there was an enormous amount of spin going on.
That has largely fallen away, partly due to the
introduction of oYcers who have served recently on
operations. I come back to Lord King of
Bridgwater’s point, it is really important that
particularly specialists who are covering defence and
security are able to talk to people who know what
they are talking about, who have been there recently,
otherwise we are not going to respect them. I always
argue, just from being a bolshie journalist, with
people in Government. I test their lines against them
and if I am talking to somebody who has not been
there and who is saying “Well, this is what I’m told to
say”, I have no respect for what they are saying.

Q182 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: So you
would say it is practical experience rather than
Phillis.
Mr Gardner: Yes, in my case; others may well think
diVerently.
Mr Marshall: I disagree with Lord King of
Bridgwater. I do not think the MoD has come on that
far. An internal debate is going on there about how
modern they want to be and they are being dragged
kicking and screaming into the 21st century. 2006 was
a particularly black spot of spin. I fell out badly with
John Reid when a few of us were having a
conversation. He did say on Sky News “I hope not a
shot is fired” and that had been misinterpreted to
“not a shot will be fired”; he did say “I hope not a
shot” so I give him some leeway on that. We were
talking and he said “We are not going to go looking
for the Taliban”. I said “Don’t worry, they’re going
to come looking for you”. At that point it got rather
nasty—the temperature chilled. We all knew, Frank
knew, I knew, every defence correspondent knew we
were going into a shooting match; every single one of
us, yet over and over again the Government told us
“No, no, it’s benign, it’s reconstruction”. We said
they were crazy. To this day I do not know whether
they were lying or stupid, but I cannot think of
anything else. We knew they were going into a
shooting match and the British public were not
prepared for it. Leave that aside, we had Afghan

week a few weeks ago and the MoD were brilliant.
They were brilliant with us, they cooperated and they
gave us good access to information. I do think things
are changing but they do need coaxing along a little
bit.
Baroness Scott of Needham Market: Who do you
think is driving that change? What is making that
happen and why is it possible to change in the MoD
and to have a good set-up in the FCO and on the
other hand have one in the Health Department which
is regarded as being pretty under par? Why is there
this disparity?

Q183 Lord King of Bridgwater: The point you have
brought out very clearly is that the FCO—and I
remember—have future ambassadors in charge of
the press oYce, they have the mainstream high flyers
involved in the media side. There is not the same
dependence on professional journalist press oYcers.
Is that not part of the reason, that they do actually
have, bluntly, better informed, higher calibre people
with a real knowledge of the department they are
representing, not some sort of journalist
professional face?
Mr Hawkes: I would agree with that.

Q184 Chairman: Just to add to that, you also have to
have ministers who have the confidence to say to
those people that they can tell it as it is. It seems to
me not enough just to blame the press oYcers. It is the
ministers who really set down the policy, is it not?
Mr Collins: I would absolutely agree with that. It is
the culture of the organisation which is reflected in
the way the press oYces behave. We have a very good
relationship with the Passport OYce after some very
poor communications two or three years ago.
Because the top man there wants open
communications, it has happened. It is not really the
press oYce. The Department of Health has a diVerent
culture and we have not had terribly positive
experiences with the MoD either.

Q185 Chairman: There seems to be a certain clash of
evidence on the MoD, whether it is edging forward or
going into a Brave New World.
Mr Marshall: It is edging into a Brave New World.

Q186 Lord King of Bridgwater: The interesting point
is that if you are Secretary of State for Defence—and
I am not here particularly charged to defend the
present occupant of that oYce—and if the policy has
gone badly wrong in certain respects, you are also
dependent on maintaining the morale of the people
who are there, maintaining the morale of the people
in the country behind them, their families and
everybody else. That is a classic illustration of the
most obvious way in which you get driven into a
position in which—lying is not the right word to use,
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but putting the best presentation you can on a very
diYcult situation is actually in the national interest.
Attempts to undermine that in some ways are very
diYcult.
Mr Marshall: We are talking about 2006. I know
what you did in Government but there is a wider
thing. The British public was not prepared for what
the British Government were about to do—go into a
shooting match—when the MoD must have known
it. Subsequent to that, yes, absolutely there is a duty
of care to the people and their families, which
includes getting us out there on the operations with
them and showing that they are in the middle of a
fight, which they are. That is what they want us to do.
They want to show the British public that they are in
a fight and that has now happened. In 2006 and 2007
there was almost a blanket “Oh, no, it’s far too
dangerous, you couldn’t possibly come with us”
“We’ll take the risk” “No, no, it’s far too dangerous”.
They have realised that we are in a war and the British
public needs to know we are in a war. It is very
positive and I hope you think there is some
reasonably positive coverage of the British forces.

Q187 Lord King of Bridgwater: The two of you to the
right side of the table have some degree of
bipartisanship and do not drag politics into it. Move
to the two on the left side of the table and you are in
acutely political areas where there are lots of attempts
to exploit and make pecuniary advantage out of
things in a continuous and very active way. Is that
not right?
Mr Hawkes: Obviously Health has been a huge
political issue over the past 10 years. The
Government have poured a lot of money into it; it
wishes its reforms to be believed to be a success, so
there is a very strong political imperative to sell a
good message. Fortunately for correspondents who
cover the patch, you do not have to rely on the
Department; you have the medical profession, you
have the managers, you have the patients, you have
all sorts of people you can talk to and you can
triangulate the issue from various sides. You are not
really dependent on what the Department tells you
and therefore their eVorts to spin the news, put a
positive spin on it, are beginning to fail a lot of the
time. Great things have been achieved; do not get me
wrong, there has been an improvement. However,
you cannot pretend that everything is perfect.
Perhaps maybe a more confident minister might
produce a more confident press oYce, but at the
moment I find they are just useful for getting the line;
I would not use them for anything else.
Chairman: We must be wary of going back through
all our ministerial experiences. I did the Health job
for six years and listening to what you say about the
BMA reminds me that they must be one of the great

spinning organisations of all time and a great trade
union as well.

Q188 Bishop of Manchester: I am a diVerent kind of
minister. May I come to the interim report which
Phillis produced? In paragraph 5 there is an
interesting description of the diVerence between
special adviser and a civil servant. In both the
sessions we have had this morning there has been
some pretty trenchant criticism about some of the
spin which the special advisers produce. In the first
session, when the Civil Service was mentioned, I
think I am accurate in saying that all the people who
gave evidence spoke very aYrmatively about the
Civil Service and the sense of trust that they had in
them. I think I have picked up slightly diVerent
nuances in this particular session. Tim Marshall
spoke very positively about the Civil Service but I just
wonder whether I am right in having detected that
there is a less positive feeling on the past of Nigel
Hawkes; in fact you did specifically, at the end of the
reply earlier on in this session, say that you regretted
in a way that a trend was beginning to develop—this
is how I picked it up—in the Civil Service. I would
like very briefly from all four of our guests at this
moment to double-check, because it is rather
important, whether a criticism is being made of the
integrity of the Civil Service, that we do explore that
and have it absolutely clear how you feel about the
role of the Civil Service vis-à-vis the special advisers.
Mr Hawkes: My view is that the information function
in the Civil Service has been politicised in recent years
to a degree that was not the case under previous
governments, of which I had some experience. I am
not suggesting that civil servants tell lies or
deliberately mislead. What they tend to do is fall back
on the line, simply repeat the line and if that does not
answer your question you do not get an answer. They
will take quite a long time to produce an answer.
They will often produce an answer in the form of an
email, which inhibits to and fro discussion. I accept
that this is the environment in which they are
working and therefore I do not expect any more of
them than that, but in the past I would have done and
they are quite gifted and intelligent individuals who
could do more in a less politicised situation.

Q189 Bishop of Manchester: Did you want to put a
date on when you feel this change took place?
Mr Hawkes: 1997.
Mr Marshall: I think the Civil Service is not biased; it
is a good outfit and you can trust them, that they are
not lying to you. To go back to what I said, apart
from the FCO and to a lesser extent the Cabinet
OYce, which does run a pretty good operation and in
fact Downing Street does as well, most of the press
oYcers in most of the Civil Service departments just
do not know enough about their subject, nor are they
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given enough rope, not to hang themselves but to be
of assistance to people like Nigel. You need a higher
calibre of person. Tom Hoskin has just gone from the
Foreign OYce to help at Downing Street and it is not
a coincidence that he went from one top-notch place
to the next. If you go round the other departments,
you just do not get people of that calibre. The
Foreign OYce has brought in a guy called Carl
Newns. He has the ear of the minister, he has the ear
of all sorts of extraordinarily interesting people. It
shows you they understand how it works.
Mr Collins: Because we are dealing with oYcials often
rather than the press oYcers, I find that the oYcials
work very well from that end, but when press oYcers
get involved we can sometimes be surprised at the
influence they have even on senior people in the
department. My editor and I were invited into
Whitehall to have a chat with the communications
director of a very large department. He made it clear
to us that they were not happy with our coverage of
the department and that if we wanted access to their
senior people, in order to make our coverage
balanced, as he put it, we would have to start writing
things that they were happy with. If there was a
probationary period and we went through a few
months of writing articles they were happy with, then
they would give us access to their senior people,
which my editor said we did not need. As Nigel said,
once you have information you only go to the
department for a line. I find oYcials very helpful, but
I find press oYcers increasingly aggressive and
unhelpful, with some honourable exceptions.

Q190 Chairman: I wonder whether there is a
mistrust; it could be a caution or it could be a plain
mistrust by oYcials and civil servants generally about
the media. They are not confident about the media,
they really do not trust the media and they think they
are going to be up to all kinds of mischief. Is that fair?
Mr Gardner: This certainly comes down to a generic
problem whereby often people are put in the role of
media handling as though we were some sort of
diYcult species—well we are a diYcult species, I
accept that—people who have not necessarily got any
expertise in media relations but are just doing it
because it is Buggins’s turn to be put in the media job.
This is very much a problem in the military, not just
in this country, but in the US as well. We specialist
correspondents tend to do this for quite a long time.
My colleagues who are diplomatic correspondents
have been doing it for 10 years, people like Bridget
Kendall and James Robbins, Tim has been doing his
job for a long time and we build up a certain expertise
in it. That is not matched by the people we deal with
in Government. They do it max for two years and
then they are rotated out. Often they have not asked
to do it because they have any interest, it is just

reshuZing “Oh, get so-and-so to do that job for a bit
and see whether he’s any good at it”.

Q191 Lord Maxton: There has been much criticism
of so-called spin from Government, but you yourself
described how, in the political lobby, they all got
together, they decided what the story was and they
almost decided what the spin was going to be on that
story. That is spinning.
Mr Marshall: I am not here to defend my colleagues.

Q192 Lord Maxton: Are you saying that the main
political journalists are just as guilty of spinning as
politicians?
Mr Marshall: Some journalists are. There are certain
news organisations which take certain views on
stories and certain political journalists will go along
with that aspect of it. I am not saying that is healthy
or good but ‘twas ever thus and ‘twill ever be; you just
have to manage it.
Mr Hawkes: All specialist journalists talk amongst
themselves. After a press conference they will all
gather round and they will say “What’s the line?”
Mr Marshall: Yes, and a brave journalist will say he
does not agree and will do his own stuV.
Mr Hawkes: They just want to pool their information
about what they have been told.
Mr Marshall: I would not dream of talking to him
about anything.
Mr Gardner: Exactly.

Q193 Chairman: Last question, to all of you in turn.
Has the position improved since 2004 in government
communications? If it has improved, has it improved
by very much? Have you any suggestions on how it
could be improved further?
Mr Gardner: It largely has. In the area I deal with
probably the big focus has been an absolute aversion,
quite rightly, to the political use of intelligence
because of the whole Iraq dossier thing. What this has
resulted in, to our great frustration, but it is
understandable, is that we cannot get any
information out of the Foreign OYce or any other
departments as to what the intelligence view is on
whether Iran is or is not building a nuclear weapon.
There will be conventional Civil Service briefings on
this and that is understandable because clearly people
have decided that never again should intelligence be
used for political purposes in the way that it was in
the run-up to the Iraq war. In that sense it is probably
an improvement. I definitely sense a desire to be
helpful with government departments. I would still
say this though: they are still in about 1985 when it
comes to being in tune with the modern multi-media
environment we work in. It is not just we
broadcasters who have deadlines on the hour every
hour. The newspapers now have websites, they
upload video to it, if you read a newspaper, almost
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certainly there will be a link at the bottom saying you
can check, updated every minute, every hour
whatever. We live in a very fast-moving media
environment. Government departments generally
are far too slow, unnecessarily. I am just going to give
you an example here, a bit of research which I heard
about a month ago that I wanted to do a story on. I
had all the information I needed a month ago but,
because it was told in confidence at a conference, I
had to wait for permission to run it and it has taken
over a month to get that permission, quite needlessly.
It was not going to aVect any operations; there is
nothing secret about it.
Mr Marshall: Things are much better and they are
getting better since 2004 because things were pretty
bad before that. The flow of information is much
better; they are putting things on the internet, the
Prime Minister’s conference is being televised, lobby
on the record, these are all very positive things.
People have obviously read parts of Phillis and they
are trying to get more professional people into the
media operations, but there are still not enough
professional people. It is just people passing through
for two years; sometimes they do not want to do it, so
what is the point? It is a mixed picture. I have brought
along an email from a colleague of mine. I am happy
to give it to you, but in answer to that question, his
second paragraph, after having praised the changes
and things that are good, he then goes on to say
“Having said that, I addressed a large group of
government press oYcers a couple of weeks ago,
about 60 of them, trying to indicate how we operate
in a multiplatform, 24-hour environment. We have
60 radio stations we supply the news to, Channel Five
we supply the news to, we have the internet, we have
the television service, et cetera, and it is all 24/7. I got
the distinct impression that they are several years oV
the pace, not surprising given the pace of change, but

they have a long way to go. We in the media,
especially when we are driven by commercial things
or ratings, have had to embrace the “blogosphere”,
the this, the that, all this stuV; we have had to because
it is survive or die. It is not like that in government
press oYces and I do not think they have quite
understood 2008 and the multimedia platform.
Mr Hawkes: Have there been improvements since
2004? I think there is less obvious spin in the way
policies are presented. That is a definite
improvement. There have been big improvements in
communications with the public through websites
and participation events and so on. Big eVorts have
been made there but there is still an understandable
reluctance to acknowledge that sometimes policies
are not working. You cannot pretend everything is
working 100% all the time. If there were more
willingness to acknowledge a policy did not work so
they will do something else, then they could build a
bit of credibility with journalists and be taken a bit
more seriously by them.
Mr Collins: I would reinforce Nigel’s point that
because there is a lack of willingness to accept
problems you get diYculties such as those we have
seen with exam results, the SATs diYculties, tax
credits, child support, lots of IT projects going wrong
and that is reflected right the way through to board
level. If you look at the board minutes of some of the
government departments, you see that there is no
acceptance even at that level of problems. Everything
is “There’s been steady progress” until something
goes horribly wrong. Until you have a change in the
culture, I would suggest from the very top, at my level
we will not see much improvement.
Chairman: That has been a fascinating session and I
should like to thank you all very much for coming.
Perhaps if we have any further questions we could
contact you. Thank you very, very much for making
yourselves available.
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Witnesses: Ms Jackie Ashley, Columnist, The Guardian, Mr Benedict Brogan, Political Editor, the Daily
Mail, and Mr Steve Richards, Columnist, The Independent, examined.

Q194 Chairman: Welcome. Unfortunately Trevor
Kavanagh will not be joining us as he is attending the
funeral of a close friend. We are conducting an
inquiry into whether the Government’s
communications system is open, impartial and
relevant to the public. We are obviously looking at
the Phillis report and whether things have improved
since then, whether the culture of secrecy and partial
disclosure has improved, whether communications in
terms of the regions have improved and the
relationship between civil servants and special
advisers. There is quite an agenda as far as that is
concerned. Perhaps you could just help me on today’s
headlines. I see that all your newspapers, The
Guardian, The Independent and the Mail, have got the
story about a £50 billion bid to save banks, £50
billion being a fairly precise figure. As I understand
it, that had not actually been decided until five
o’clock this morning. No one is quoted in this story.
The Independent says, “A £50 billion lifeline is set to
be thrown to Britain’s beleaguered banks”. How do
you think this story came to be public?
Ms Ashley: I would imagine it was one of two things.
Either Robert Peston, who seems to be the
Government’s spokesman at the moment, put that
out on his blog or, more likely, there was a Treasury
briefing. I myself do not know. I was not in on that
story. I am not in the daily news business any more.
I would imagine they did not make that figure up out
of a hat. That would have been put out by someone
reliable, somebody that the journalists know and
trust, presumably somebody from the Treasury.

Q195 Chairman: So it is an example of a pre-
announcement of policy?
Ms Ashley: It would not have been done like that. It
would not have been done as “This is what is going to
happen”. They would have been having a general
chat about how things are going, because journalists
are trying to find out all the time what is going on, the
latest stage of negotiations, and I think that figure
would have been mentioned then. I dare say the
journalists would have then checked with other

journalists as to whether they thought that figure was
right and they would have agreed that that seemed to
be the likely thing.

Q196 Chairman: And it would simply be understood
it would be oV-the-record?
Ms Ashley: Yes. That is why there is no source to it.

Q197 Chairman: And every newspaper in the
country actually has the same story?
Ms Ashley: I am not sure every paper does.

Q198 Chairman: I checked this morning and I could
not find a national paper that had not. I confess, I did
not go to every regional newspaper as well, but I
think every national newspaper has got the story on
£50 billion.
Ms Ashley: It has to be said that in some cases
newspapers, if they have not got it, will then follow
up the story in another newspaper and make a call
and check. It was not necessarily the case that every
single newspaper received the briefing. It is possible
that a couple of papers did and then what happened
is that at 10 or 11 o’clock at night or whatever the
news desk gets on the phone and says, “Why haven’t
we got this story?” and the hapless journalist will then
check with his own sources and confirm it. Ben will
know a little bit more about how this particular story
came about because he was on the job yesterday as
it were.
Mr Brogan: That is certainly true, I was. The story
sort of emerged during the day. It has obviously been
running heavily for days and we have all been
pursuing it very closely. The question we were all
seeking to answer was what was the Government
going to announce and when was it going to
announce it. As the day developed yesterday it
became fairly clear that an announcement was
imminent. How did that become clear? Because the
more we talked to people, not just in the Treasury,
but people in the City, people in Number 10, in other
parts of Government, one got the sense that the
Government had reached the stage where it was
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ready to make its announcement and then it became
a chase to find out precisely what that announcement
was going to contain, what the numbers were going
to be and the mechanics of how it was going to be
announced. At one point yesterday we thought the
announcement was going to come yesterday evening
and in order to prevent a sudden flurry of evening
news bulletin speculation that something was going
to happen within hours a number of us were told
when we asked that the decision had been taken and
that the announcement would be made tomorrow
morning. When we asked what the announcement
was going to be we were told “You will have to wait
until tomorrow morning”. As far as the figure that
you have mentioned is concerned, the likely scale of
the Government investment in banks has been a
source of speculation for some days and there has
been a number in the ether since the weekend. Jackie
mentioned Robert Peston. He certainly was floating
figures of anywhere between £35 and £60 billion.
There was almost a process of osmosis where the
figure 50 started crystallising and it crystallised last
night.

Q199 Chairman: You just happened to be
spectacularly accurate!
Mr Brogan: It was helped by the fact that a number
of us were able to have conversations with people in
Government along the lines, as I am sure you will
recall from your days as a journalist, of “Does this
figure sound about right? Is this in the right
ballpark?”, and some of us were given a helping
hand, that is how it works.

Q200 Chairman: What do you think, Steve?
Mr Richards: I am sure that was the sequence because
Ben was involved in it and, like Jackie, I was not last
night. I also think it is an entirely legitimate sequence
actually. I do not see anything sinister about it in the
sense that an announcement was being made
formally at seven o’clock this morning. Most people
will not read newspapers until after that time. There
was feverish speculation all day when I left about
what was going to be in it and so on. It strikes me that
there is nothing contradictory in having agreed this
figure of £50 billion in time to brief the newspapers
and then meet all night to get these details right. You
are talking about huge figures. You need all kinds of
negotiations, which I think did genuinely go on
through the night. I actually do not see anything
sinister in this sequence.

Q201 Chairman: We are simply asking about the
mechanics at the moment. Was it the Treasury or the
Government trying to take control of the agenda?
Mr Richards: It is very hard when you have got a
crisis on this scale and everyone knowing that a
meeting of pivotal importance is taking place. In a

way taking control of the agenda becomes almost
meaningless. Trying to sort of retain any sense of
where the agenda is going I think is probably more
the context in which they are seeing things at the
moment and rightly so. They are not in control of a
lot of this, quite clearly, but they were in control of a
particular piece of information as a result of a
meeting they had last night. You can sort of see the
sequence: you make the formal announcement at
seven o’clock this morning having met all night to
finalise the arrangements, but you give some
information the night before. Ben has told you where
it came from.

Q202 Chairman: You do not agree with Jackie
Ashley’s theory that it is Robert Peston actually
leading you all?
Mr Brogan: I think there is an element of that. One
cannot deny that Robert Peston has been playing an
instrumental role in this story. Anybody who is in the
news business has to pay close attention to what
Robert Peston reports, because he is well-informed,
he is well-connected and on a number of occasions he
has broken the news, and so it would be foolish in the
extreme to ignore him. Some might say that gives him
an extraordinary degree of power, but more power to
his elbow. If he is the journalist who is leading the
charge on this one, good for him. You were focusing
on the £50 billion figure. Of course, this morning the
£50 billion figure turns out to be just one-third of a
much bigger package and that is what makes it all the
more interesting. We focused on the £50 billion
because it was an important element of the story and,
given that it involves all our taxes being invested in
these banks, rather significant. The fact that we are
also providing £250 billion in guarantees to these
banks is also significant.

Q203 Chairman: We will come back to the general
issue of the pre-announcement of stories in a
moment. Let me just start with the lobby system. Are
you all members of the lobby?
Mr Richards: Yes.
Ms Ashley: I am not. I was. For 12 years I worked for
ITN as Political Correspondent where I was a
member of the lobby. Then I was for two years the
Political Editor of the New Statesman when I was
also a member of the lobby. For the last six years I
have been a columnist on The Guardian and I am not
a member of the lobby, but I do have one of these
marvellous Press Gallery passes which means I can
go where I want except into Members’ Lobby, which
is not a great disadvantage to me anymore. When I
was a lobby correspondent I spent a lot of time in
Members’ Lobby. I remember talking to yourself
there. It was the place where one would do most of
your business as a political journalist. I find these
days that very little actually happens there any more,
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and in fact Portcullis House and 4 Millbank, where
people come to do the broadcasting, are two key
places. If you drink too many cups of coVee in
Portcullis House, which I do, you can still do a very
good trade there in finding everyone you might want
to talk to is coming by and you chat. That is how you
get a sense of what is going on and get to see most of
the people you would want to see. I do not miss my
lobby pass any more.

Q204 Chairman: The other aspects of the lobby,
correct me if I am wrong, are the oYcial briefings that
the lobby gets. Do you have access to those?
Ms Ashley: I could go to the morning one but I do not
choose to do so because I do not find it a valuable use
of my time. I cannot go to the afternoon ones.

Q205 Chairman: Remind us of the diVerence
between the two.
Ms Ashley: The morning one is open to any journalist
who wants to come along and the afternoon one is
only for lobby journalists.
Mr Brogan: I should declare an interest here as I am
the current chairman of the lobby. There are two
lobby briefings. There is one at 11 o’clock that is held
over in a room in the Treasury and there is one at 3.45
which is held here in the Palace. The morning one is
hosted by and is really the responsibility of the
Government’s communications machine and
Number 10. They have ended up using a room in the
Treasury for various logistical purposes. The one in
the afternoon is hosted by and held on the premises
of the parliamentary lobby, so that one we control
and the morning one Number 10 controls.

Q206 Chairman: On the Number 10 one the Number
10 spokesman presumably talks. Who do you invite
to the afternoon one?
Mr Brogan: Do you mean to attend or to do the
briefing?

Q207 Chairman: No, to brief or to request it.
Mr Brogan: The main person is the Prime Minister’s
principal spokesman, who is a civil servant and who
comes and speaks to us every afternoon.

Q208 Chairman: Will he have spoken in the morning
to you as well?
Mr Brogan: He will also have done the briefing in the
morning. He is the main conduit of information from
the Government to journalists and to the media. In
the past it was a regular occurrence that every
Thursday the Leader of the House would come and
brief the lobby on parliamentary business. This was
the case up until Jack Straw and Harriet Harman
who, to my deep regret, discontinued the practice.

Q209 Chairman: It sounds as though the chief
spokesman at Number 10 is on a bit of a treadmill if
he is doing it twice a day. Is there pressure on him to
have something new to say every time?
Mr Brogan: No. You could argue that we are all on a
bit of a treadmill really. It is fair to say that he is a
very hard-working and assiduous civil servant who is
the person who is in constant contact with the Prime
Minister and who has an oversight of what the
Government is trying to communicate on a daily
basis, and to that extent he is no diVerent from his
predecessors over the last decades. He is not under
any pressure to come up with something new to tell
us. It really is just a running through of that day’s
Government business, the announcements the
Government is making and the things the
Government wants to say something about. It could
range from a statement from the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport to what the Prime Minister
has to say about latest developments in Russia. He is
then available to answer questions from journalists
who are gathered there about anything to do with
Government business.

Q210 Chairman: The Independent and The
Guardian tried at one stage to run without access to
the lobby and that failed.
Mr Richards: It did, that was long before I wrote for
it from what I can remember, but not very
successfully. It made great waves at the time as if it
was making some sort of very bold stand against
what is seen as this elite unattributable gathering. It
soon joined because it just missed out on very basic
information, which is in eVect what you get from this
lobby. I think it needs de-mythologizing. When I was
a BBC political correspondent like Jackie at ITN you
were then obliged to go. I do not go to the twice a day
thing. There were people in the BBC who were not in
the lobby who thought that something kind of
mysterious happened twice a day at 11 o’clock and
four o’clock. I remember one of our editors saying
“Get to the lobbies!” as if we all went to a
confessional box and heard something utterly
revealing from some mysterious figure. As Ben will
confirm, much of the time it is very basic logistical
stuV about where the Prime Minister is going to be
the next day and this kind of thing and it really is not
these great revelatory moments delivered down to a
privileged few.

Q211 Chairman: If it is not that secret, why is it not
just opened up to anybody?
Mr Brogan: I wonder if a lot of the myths about the
lobby date back to when it was a secretive
organisation that you were not supposed to talk
about. You were not supposed to even confirm that
these meetings happened. You certainly never
mentioned the names of the people who attended or
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who it was who was briefing on behalf of the
Government, but that changed quite dramatically in
two big steps. The first one was under John Major,
when Gus O’Donnell was his spokesman, where it
was decided that this had become a bit too much of a
comedy act and it needed to be opened up. So for the
first time it was agreed that in future journalists who
were reporting on what was said in the lobby could
attribute it to the Prime Minister’s spokesman. That
sounds a fairly mundane change but it was quite a
dramatic change because suddenly things that were
not attributed were attributed and you could see
where the information was coming from. Then the
next change really happened under the current
Government early on under Alastair Campbell where
it was decided to put it all on the record. So you were
allowed to record what was said, you were allowed to
attribute it to the Prime Minister’s spokesman and
once the technology developed to allow them to do it
transcripts of both lobby meetings were put up on the
websites. So suddenly something that had been
closed and very secretive and quasi Masonic years
ago was suddenly quite an open thing. The only thing
that is not open is that it is not on camera, but that is
much more to do with the fact that civil servants are
perhaps reluctant to become faces on television.

Q212 Chairman: You would not mind it being on
camera?
Mr Brogan: I have no particular objection to it. I do
not know whether that would particularly improve
things or make it even more informative.

Q213 Chairman: Does it put journalists who are not
members of the lobby at a disadvantage?
Mr Brogan: That is a legitimate question.
Ms Ashley: I personally would love to see it on
camera. I would not spend my time going there
because as a columnist it is not a good use of your
time, but I would love to be able to just turn on my
computer and click in every day and see what is going
on. As it is, every day I read the summary or, if I need
to know more urgently, I will phone a friend who has
been, which is what The Independent and The
Guardian used to do when they came out of the lobby
briefly: they got all the information from speaking to
their friends on the phone. I cannot see why it cannot
be televised now.
Mr Brogan: There is no reason at all other than
technical problems to do with the sort of garret room
we occupy at the top of the Palace which might make
it tricky for cameras. The diYculty is that it might
become a bit like the Chamber of the House of
Commons where the minute you televise it it becomes
tempting to sit in your oYce and watch it on
television and not attend.

Q214 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Why
are the likes of Jackie excluded from the second lobby
meeting? Is it because of space restraints? What is it
that is said in that second briefing that creates the
need for restraint on who is allowed to go?
Mr Brogan: The restriction on the 3.45 briefing is that
it is open to all the holders of a 28A lobby ticket
which is issued by the authorities of the House of
Commons. So if you are entitled to be in Members’
Lobby to talk to MPs you are also entitled to attend
that briefing. It is absolutely legitimate to say that
what is said at that briefing does not vary particularly
from what is said at the morning briefing that is open
to all journalists. One of the issues would be
negotiating with the Commons authorities the passes
that would be required to open it more widely to
journalists. The other issue is that it is not open to
people who hold 28A passes or what used to be the
Parliamentary Press Gallery reporter passes, but you
could open it to them, I certainly would not object to
it, but most organisations based in the Press Gallery
at Westminster have journalists with both lobby
passes and non-lobby passes. You only ever send one
person from the organisation to the lobby briefing. I
do not think it would necessarily increase
membership from among the members of the Press
Gallery.

Q215 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: So it is
really about mechanics?
Mr Brogan: Broadly.
Ms Ashley: The Guardian does have several people in
the lobby. I could speak to them if I wanted to.

Q216 Lord King of Bridgwater: A lot of the lobby
briefing is about what the Prime Minister is doing.
How good is the liaison for the lobby when it is an
important departmental story, which is quite a bit of
detail but the detail may be crucial, for example, on
Treasury today? How well will it cope with that or
who will cope with it?
Mr Brogan: It is often the case that if there is a
particular departmental announcement which
contains a lot of detail the relevant director of
communication or the press spokesman for that
department will come to the lobby briefing with the
press spokesman from Number 10 to answer detailed
questions and technical questions. It is a regular
occurrence that we bring in press oYcers from other
departments to provide that kind of explanation. It is
also the case that the lobby and whoever happens to
be the chairman at any given time becomes a sort of
clearinghouse for other departments that have
announced that they want to hold a briefing on a
particular issue. There is certainly a very easy and
free-flowing communication between the lobby and
the Government’s communication machine more
broadly to ensure that when there are specific issues
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that require the expertise of particular departments
that is provided.

Q217 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Let me just go
back to this question of the openness of the briefings
that are given to the lobby and the fact that it changed
and things are on the record. Jackie, you said it would
be very useful to you if you could see it or get easy
access to the information live. It has been put to us by
one or two witnesses that this degree of openness
actually in some ways works against the information
really being useful because it is much more cautiously
conveyed because it is attributed and because it is
open. What view do you have about the impact of
that openness on how journalists behave in relation
to securing unattributed information, which clearly
has driven, for example, everything that we were
talking about earlier? Information which is not
attributed has not come through the lobby. Has there
been a corresponding increase either in the amount of
information that is available in that way and/or the
extent to which journalists, whether they are in the
lobby or not, pursue politicians and civil servants for
unattributable briefings as the lobby has become
more open?
Mr Richards: I think that, whatever structural
changes you make or analyse, in the end political
communication will always work on two or three
diVerent levels and always has done. In America, for
example, where you have televised briefings, the guy
who does the briefing—and if not him, somebody
else—will phone up close columnists and favoured
journalists to give diVerent forms of information. It
has always happened and always will happen. To
some extent the endless analysis of the way the lobby
is structured and the way things are delivered on or
oV the record actually is irrelevant because this
information will get out in all its diVerent forms
whatever structure is put in place. That is my broad
view of it.
Ms Ashley: Since the days of Bernard Ingham and
Alastair Campbell the whole nature of lobby
briefings has changed beyond recognition anyway
because with both Bernard Ingham and Alastair you
felt you had someone that knew exactly what their
masters were saying or thinking—perhaps in Alastair
Campbell’s case maybe a bit before his master
thought it! You really felt you were getting a real
sense of what was going on in the Prime Minister’s
mind. There was a step back probably post the
Hutton report and David Hill came in and was much
less controversial, more straightforward and then
that has continued through. I think Michael Ellam is
the same. So you are not getting that same sense of
real briefing of the Prime Minister’s mind anyway. It
is already on the record so I cannot see what the
diVerence would be to put the cameras in on the
lobby thing. I think Steve is right, you will always get

the unattributable briefings, the contacts between
journalists and Ministers, journalists and special
advisers and, more rarely, journalists and press
oYcers. I do not think you get much oV-the-record at
that level, but you always have the ministerial and the
parliamentary contacts with journalists that you
cannot stop and nor would you want to stop them.

Q218 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: The question
that arises then is what is the function of formal lobby
briefings in that environment?
Ms Ashley: Simply practical, to be telling you what
the response is to the day’s events, what the Prime
Minister is doing that day and what announcements
are coming. You do need a basic structure to the day
for the daily journalists of what is happening.

Q219 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: If it is the case,
as Steve Richards just told us—I know that he was
referring to America, but I imagine something similar
goes on here—that you can get a diVerent story by
having an oV-the-record conversation with
somebody who amplifies what had been said or tells
you something diVerent, then what is the status of
that information and why should anybody treat it
seriously?
Ms Ashley: Of the extra information or of the lobby
information?

Q220 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: No, of the
formal information, of the information which has
been given on-the-record. What is its materiality in a
world where you can go somewhere else and get
another story?
Mr Brogan: I think its materiality is largely to do with
the fact that a government on a 24-hour news cycle
has to get its message out somehow. The Government
does a lot of things every day. It does not just talk
about who is up and down in Cabinet or whether or
not it is pumping lots of money into the banks, it gets
on with daily business. Every day the Government—
and the Government is centred on Number 10—
needs to get that message out. It needs to be able to
say, “We’re announcing this, this and this. We’re
doing this about Russia and this about Palestine”.
That bundle of information, which is very routine
information, it is not spin, it is not interpretation, it
is just factual information, needs to be got out. It has
been found through trial and error over the years that
one of the easiest ways of doing that is to get the guy
with the information in front of a whole bunch of
people who want the information and to have that
conversation going. I think that is why this structure
has emerged. The fact is that it has emerged slightly
organically. There used to be a time many years ago
when as a young lobby correspondent I would ring
up an MP and one of the first questions the MP
would ask if he did not know me was, “Are you a
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member of the lobby?” and that was a form of code
for saying, “Can I talk oV-the-record to you and be
certain that you are not going to stiV me by saying
who I am?”. That was a long time ago. I do not get
that question so much anymore!

Q221 Lord Grocott: I was extremely interested in
what Steve Richards had to say there—I hope I am
reflecting you accurately—in that you said, whatever
structure you set up, it will be the informal structures,
the contacts, the phone calls in the night, et cetera
that are really the mechanism whereby politicians
and the media communicate. I happen to agree with
that. I am not saying that it is a good system, just that
there is a degree of inevitability about it. If that is the
case and I think it is, given that the whole direction of
travel as far as governments and politicians are
concerned has been towards more and more
openness, Ministers now have to make their diaries
freely available to the media, is there a two-way
process here? Are we, the public, entitled to know
about the contacts that journalists have? I know you
are going to come back at me about protecting
sources. Surely it is a significant piece of information
if, for example, a particular journalist in any given
week was speaking to 80% of people from party A as
opposed to 20% of people from party B. To what
extent is the responsibility on rebuilding trust a
responsibility that journalists need to take? I speak as
a member of the NUJ.
Mr Richards: There are about three themes there. The
rebuilding trust theme is massive. I would argue there
that the media have a huge role to play. I think that
is a separate issue from the way information gets out.
Hugo Young once wrote a brilliant piece, it was when
The Guardian withdrew from the lobby, saying the
key element to a story is the unattributable source.
He made a very valid point. In other words, if Hugo
Young wrote a column on the economy and his
source was the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the fact
that readers do not know that means they are
excluded from a very important piece of information.
However, none of the information would be out there
if the source was revealed. That compromise will be
endlessly made and replayed, but that is not about
trust, that is just the way politics functions.

Q222 Lord Grocott: It is about trust in the accuracy
of the report. We could all bring examples where the
whole of a piece is about unattributable quotes,
sometimes in inverted commas, without naming the
person. That seems to me to be entirely the wrong
way of doing things. The piece would not exist were it
not for the unattributable quotes. The unattributable
quotes are always attributable to some person. It
usually says something like “A senior Government
person”. You tell me, what is a senior Government
person? Is that 10 people? Is it 20? Is it 50? Would you

all agree on who those people were because generally
speaking I find most controversial the unattributed
quote the more senior the person is to whom it is
attributable?
Ms Ashley: The Guardian endlessly has these
initiatives where we are not allowed to quote
anybody unattributably and we all go through a few
months of tearing our hair out and then we go back
to it again. Let me take a concrete example because
you cannot really talk about these things without an
example. Let us talk about the rumblings against
Gordon Brown that we have seen through the
summer. I myself have written pieces where I have
quoted unattributable Cabinet Ministers, Ministers
and MPs saying, “It’s terrible. He’s on notice. We’re
thinking of resigning . . .” If I had quoted what they
will only say to me on the record they would say,
“Gordon Brown is the best Prime Minister we’ve ever
had and he will certainly lead our party into the next
election,” because if they knew their names were
going to appear in my piece that is what they would
say. What they say to me when they know it is
unattributable is what they actually think, which is
that he is making a dog’s breakfast of it and if he does
not sharpen his act up something is going to happen.
What do I do as a journalist? Do I say I will not take
an unattributable quote, so I am not going to
represent what you and quite a lot of your colleagues
are saying, or do I say I will only take something with
your name to it, in which case I am not giving the
readers a true sense of what is happening in
Parliament?

Q223 Chairman: What I suppose you have to do is
you have to use your own judgement on how serious
this particular person is. We all know that in any
party there are some who are in a constant state of
rebellion and dissatisfaction with life in general. If it
is just one of the usual suspects—and even the Liberal
Democrats have usual suspects—that is one thing,
but if they are serious people that is another. In that
sense we just have to rely on journalists, do we not,
for their judgement?
Ms Ashley: What happens is you build up
relationships both with politicians and with your
readers over the years. Most of us journalists know
who each other’s contacts are or a lot of them. We
know who drinks with who, who dines with who and
who talks to who.

Q224 Lord Grocott: Should the public not know
which journalists are in constant contact with whom?
It is freedom of information.
Ms Ashley: I think if they did know then the
information would dry up pretty quickly; that is the
problem.
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Q225 Bishop of Manchester: Before we leave the
lobby briefings issue I just want to explore the role of
Ministers in it. As you know, the Phillis review
recommended that there should be more hosting by
Ministers of lobby briefings. I think I am right in
saying David Blunkett did that on one occasion and
was not wholly happy with the experience, and then
on another occasion the Chief of Defence StaV and
the Defence Secretary contradicted each other in
front of all the journalists and that seemed to end the
experience. From your point of view, was it
worthwhile? More importantly, do you feel that
better contact between government and journalists
maybe of a more reliable nature, that is, if you had
the Minister there, would aid things considerably or
would it make no diVerence at all?
Mr Brogan: It depends on what we are talking about.
It is certainly the case that were we to have a member
of the Cabinet, for example, who was willing on a
daily or weekly basis to come up and sit in front of
gathered members of the lobby and field questions on
any subject under the sun on the record then I think
people would be very keen for that. You rightly
mentioned that there have been occasions of that in
the past where it has gone incredibly well from our
point of view because we have got great stories out of
it but it has not gone particularly well from the point
of view of the Minister who then has found himself on
the phone with Downing Street trying to explain why
he said that and it does not quite match what the
Government had said earlier. It is a slightly risky
proposition, and Ministers are quite risk averse in the
sense that they do not want to put themselves in a
situation—it is a bit like appearing on Question Time
or doing PMQs where they have to face questions
about things that are outside their brief. They tend to
be very uncomfortable about that. I suspect that may
be one of the reasons why Harriet Harman has pulled
out of talking to the lobby, that she did not want to
expose herself to the dangers of being asked questions
about routine Government business or what is going
on in politics. The reverse is that the Minister for
Food might decide to come and brief us once a week
and it may be that, even with the best will in the
world, we may not necessarily find a lot of things to
ask about food policy on a given Thursday, for
example, and therefore the danger is that you could
hold those briefings and they would not necessarily
be particularly productive either in terms of
information or news.

Q226 Chairman: You might like to have a Treasury
Minister, for example, at the moment to come. To
have it inflexible with the food minister coming every
second Thursday would seem to be absurd. Surely
you could choose to have the Ministers who are in the
news at that moment answering questions on their
subject. I can see why a social services secretary might

not want to go and answer questions about
international development and that is perfectly
sensible, but he might want to answer questions
about his own subject.
Mr Brogan: If the Committee might like to
recommend that the lobby should have the power to
summon Ministers to come and give evidence, I think
that would be an astonishingly good development!
Mr Richards: I think those questions lapse into this
error of assuming again omnipotence on behalf of
lobby journalists. For example, right now the
Treasury is giving a detailed briefing, which will no
doubt be attended by every economic specialist in
London, on this extraordinary news story. The
people feeding that news story today will not just be
lobby journalists, that would just be one element of
the story and on a day like this, I suspect, a relatively
small element of the story. To some extent when there
are big news stories, September 11, a big education
story or whatever, it is not all done by the lobby at
Westminster, the specialists do tend to get separate
briefings at the department.

Q227 Chairman: It is done by a diVerent lobby.
Mr Richards: You could argue that that is the case,
yes.

Q228 Lord King of Bridgwater: I am interested in the
briefing we have had here. There is this new idea that
Ministers should brief the lobby. I have memories of
coming to that upstairs room which, I seem to
remember, did not have much disabled access but fit
journalists got there. I also remember that during the
first Gulf War we had a briefing every morning, that
is exactly what Steve was saying, and all the defence
boys were there, but then because it was such a big
story it was highly political as well and so a lot of the
lobby used to turn up to that as well. I remember
having the Chief of Defence StaV standing beside me.
It is not impossible for two to appear. I do not think
we all came to blows. Do you not remember that? I
think the one thing you cannot do is say, “And by the
way, what’s happened over pensions?” or “What’s
happening over social security?” or “What’s
happened to your colleague who has gone missing in
South America?”.
Ms Ashley: I think there is a point about this Leader
of the House briefing which we used to have and
which I used to find very valuable, because at the
moment there is no way of saying, “So what is
coming up? Where’s the legislation going? When are
we going to have the debate on this key part of this
legislation?” It is always an overview of what is
coming in the next week or the next couple of weeks.

Q229 Lord King of Bridgwater: That is all they
know.
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Ms Ashley: That was very useful to journalists.

Q230 Lord King of Bridgwater: Then they have got a
brief from the department and they have got to
follow that thing of lines to take. If they ask you
about the Criminal Justice Bill, which you do not
know anything about or what you are doing about
some Defra Bill, you are getting very much
secondhand information from the Leader of the
House, are you not, except for the programme?
Mr Brogan: It may be that we should move to the
French system where you have a government
Minister who is designated as the government
spokesman and therefore should make him or herself
available on a regular basis.
Chairman: We have been round that course before
as well!

Q231 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: If we
accept the point about the lobby, the kind of
mystique being more apparent than real, it is
certainly very clear that within that there are certain
individuals who develop access and a presence which
surpasses others and we have talked about Robert
Peston, for example. What are the characteristics that
lead to that sort of relationship? What are the things
that give particular journalists an edge over the
others, and what are the down sides? Does it mean
that the rest of you are always playing catch-up with
one individual like Robert Peston?
Mr Brogan: It would be lovely to think that it is my
charm and ability that accounts for the fact that I
have good contacts in government, but I think it is
largely to do with the fact that I am the Political
Editor of the Daily Mail. Trevor Kavanagh is a
genius journalist, but I think it helped enormously
that he was the Political Editor of the Sun. It is the
same for Nick Robinson, Tom Bradby and Adam
Boulton. There is a direct relationship between your
level of access and the ease with which you can talk
to people across government, in Cabinet, Number 10
and the news outlet you work for. Certainly that is
something which is often in danger of being
accentuated. My colleagues in the regional media
lobby often complain that they are neglected as a
result. It is often the case that one of the things I have
to deal with as chairman of the lobby is decisions by
a department or the Government to announce
something just out of time for evening newspapers
out in the regions, for example, which find themselves
completely stuVed just because nobody has thought
of them. The question of access is entirely to do with
who you happen to work for.
Ms Ashley: I would agree with that. There is also the
factor of how long you have been around and who
you know and who you have got on with over the
years, because let us face it, people do have a drink
together or a cup of coVee together, politicians and

journalists occasionally speak together, you do
develop relationships with people over the years and I
think those matter, and that is the diVerence between
making a phone call to the minister at the weekend or
at night and getting through and them picking up the
phone or not. That is partly a function of being
around and partly a function of how your
relationships develop. I think Ben is absolutely right:
whoever was in his job would have his calls returned.

Q232 Lord King of Bridgwater: Is that not the
answer why Robert Peston is very important? It is
absolutely crucially important the Today programme
does not go wildly out—in the current situation we
are in, if we went wildly oV on the wrong tack it could
have catastrophic consequences. If you are a
government it is critically important that you get the
messages across. It is a diYcult challenge here. The
Today programme has far the biggest circulation of
any communication in this country of the more
concerned or thinking classes.
Ms Ashley: And yet arguably the Today programme‘s
political reporters do not get the greatest access. Nick
Robinson does, but he would not consider the Today
programme his main outlet. With Peston I think it is
slightly diVerent because he came from a business
background. He is obviously not to do with politics.
A lot of his contacts are with people in the City, in
business, and it is because he has those kinds of
contacts that people in government feel they have to
talk to him as well. In a way it is not just his position.

Q233 Chairman: Mr Brogan, I notice that your
paper today is actually saying the BBC’s Robert
Peston was accused of helping to trigger the
tumultuous fall in UK bank shares yesterday. It does
not sound as though he is propping it up too well just
at the moment.
Mr Brogan: I am not sure I want to turn this into an
evidence session about Robert Peston’s journalism. I
want to approach the point that Lord Grocott raised
earlier, which is the question of trust, and Lord King
touched on it as well. The Daily Mail has a very close
relationship of trust with its readers. Every day 2.3
million people give or take are willing to spend 50p to
buy a copy of the Daily Mail and that relationship is
vitally important to us because we are a commercial
organisation that stands or falls on our ability to sell
newspapers, and therefore the Editor of the Daily
Mail trusts me and our readers trust us to get the
story right, to talk to the right people and make sure
that in our coverage we are on the money when it
comes to what is going on in politics. That means that
when we approach stories and when we approach our
coverage we give this a lot of thought and we do not
take wild punts and we do not go oV on funny
tangents, we try to stick on the story because that is
what our readers expect of us.
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Q234 Lord Inglewood: As you know, the inquiry is
really trying to assess what, if any, impact the
conclusions of the Phillis report may have had in the
landscape we are all talking about. I think it is fair to
say that the general impression that has so far been
given to us by the evidence we have received is that
there has been a general improvement in this kind of
relationship between government, politicians, the
media and the general public. First of all, in very
general terms, is that something you might subscribe
to? Let us be a bit more specific. It was suggested in
that report that the government should embrace the
principle of “openness, not secrecy,” whatever
precisely that might mean. Has that happened or is it
the case that people are open about the things they
want to be open about and secret about the things
they want to be secret over and it was ever thus and
it will always be that way? In terms of you trying to
do your job to try and discover what is actually going
on, obviously it does not play a part in the context of
breaking news, but is the instrument of the Freedom
of Information Act as important, more important or
less important than openness on the part of your
interlocutors within the government establishment?
Ms Ashley: I still feel there is an attitude on behalf of
certainly the government’s communications service
that it is “our” information and we are doing you a
favour by letting you have it, which I think is slightly
diVerent from the American system where it is, “Can
we help you? Here is the information”. The Freedom
of Information Act has almost made it even more like
that because people will tell you privately that
whenever they get a freedom of information request
they groan, it is an “Oh dear, these people are coming
after us”. I do not know how you ever change that
culture, I think it is very diYcult. Although it is better
now than it used to be, there is still that culture of it
is our information and I am doing you a favour if I
am telling you and I will probably try and delay
giving you information until it is a bit too late
anyway. There is a lot of that goes on.

Q235 Lord Inglewood: So it is a culture of secrecy?
Ms Ashley: I think it remains a culture of secrecy, yes.
Mr Richards: I think the context of the Phillis report
was misjudged. I do not think there is a sinister
development in the number of special advisers. I
personally, although this is a minority view, did not
think there was anything especially sinister in the role
that Alastair Campbell played; in fact I think it was
the opposite, I think it was a totally open
relationship. He was Blair’s Press Secretary. You did
not, as a journalist, phone up Alastair Campbell to
have a candid discussion about the flaws of Tony
Blair; that was not his job. I did not think there was
anything sinister in any of that. I did not think there
was a reason for the Phillis report. I think lots of the

Phillis report was incredibly naı̈ve. This term
“openness” can mean a thousand diVerent things. I
agree with Jackie about the press oYcers of a lot of
the departments, I think there is a culture there of
secrecy, but in a way even that is now being overtaken
because quite a lot of the information that they used
to give out you can get on the internet in about five
minutes. The role of the Civil Service press oYce
needs looking at, but that is never where the focus is.
There is this myth that this Government has invaded
that neutrality by bombarding the advisers who are
utterly unreliable, biased, aggressive and vicious. I
think that is part of the mythology and the reality is
far more complicated than that.

Q236 Lord Maxton: What you are really saying is
that in fact there has been a great increase in the
availability of news, it is much more open than it was
in the past. Lord King made the point that he did his
ministerial briefings to the lobby, but they were
secret. They were not on the record, they were oV the
record. Now these lobby briefings are on the record.
Is that not a more open society?
Mr Richards: It is more open. Everyone was saying
when these ministerial memoirs of this Government
came out “Oh, it’ll be revelatory and sensational” but
we knew it all.

Q237 Chairman: Is not the more important point
that Jackie Ashley made and we found it when we
were doing our investigation into ownership and that
is, that the attitude in the United States is far more
open to inquiry than it is in this country? It is not just
government. We had a certain amount of diYculty,
you may be amazed to know, in getting information
out of media companies as well, not least newspapers.
I do not know why there is that. Why do you think
there is that? Do you agree with that division and why
is it?
Mr Brogan: I wonder if in America there is a much
clearer culture which says that the Government is the
servant of the people and the people pay taxes. You
do not necessarily get that impression in Whitehall
always. The original question was about the Phillis
review. My honest answer would be that I am not
quite sure what diVerence the Phillis review has made
certainly as far as my working is concerned. Lord
Maxton is absolutely right to say that there have been
these developments to make the lobby briefings,
which is where I do most of my business now, on the
record, but those were universal decisions taken by
governments, first a Conservative government and
now a Labour government. Certainly the most recent
changes in how the government communicates the
most significant ones were the ones that were
introduced by Gordon Brown when he came into
Number 10 and again seemed more to do with
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unilateral decisions taken by a new Prime Minister
rather than anything recommended in the Phillis
review. I tend to agree with Steve, after going back
and re-reading the first review some years on, that a
lot of it does sound slightly naive and I am not quite
sure what impact it has had.

Q238 Lord Maxton: So what is the purpose now of
these two meetings every day? If something breaks
between the morning meeting and the afternoon
meeting, I assume you go to the relevant
departmental website or the 10 Downing Street
website and you get that information before the
afternoon meeting.
Mr Brogan: No, we do not. It would be lovely to think
that government websites, including the Number 10
websites, operate in real time to use the jargon, but
the fact is that there is a bit of a lag time between
information being available and it appearing in
useable form on websites. I know this internet thing is
the future, but I actually quite like talking to people,
whether it is MPs or members of Number 10.

Q239 Lord Inglewood: Is it fair to say that the whole
debate about the Phillis review was really an
argument more about form than substance and that
the reality is that the world goes on and there is a
slight cycle, the pendulum can swing one way and
another, a bit in favour of openness, a bit in favour of
secrecy and these kind of initiatives do not have a
great deal of bearing in the real world on the way
these things are done for real?
Mr Brogan: I think there is a lot in that. The big
problem for the Phillis review is it has been overtaken
by the Freedom of Information Act and the impact
that that has had. Equally, it did not speak to the fact
that how a government communicates is ultimately
decided and influenced by the people at the top who
set the tone as to how open he or she wants to be.
Going back to Steve’s point earlier, you can change
your systems, you can abolish the lobby or have us
meet in permanent session all day. The fact is that
there are going to be public ways of getting
information out that have operated since time
immemorial which is to do with people like me
talking to people we know.

Q240 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: One of
the recommendations in the Phillis report that was
instituted was a personnel point, that is, that the two
posts of Prime Minister’s OYcial Spokesperson and
Director of Communications were separated and
that did happen for a bit and then under Gordon
Brown I think it has reversed again. Did it make any
diVerence having two people or one person covering
those roles?

Mr Brogan: In a funny way it has not. Those were
mechanistic changes in the dying days of the last
regime. In a funny way what Gordon Brown did was
just decide I want one person who runs my
communications and he is going to be a civil servant
and he is going to be my chief spokesman. I
remember when Michael Ellam, who holds that role
and who is a very talented former Treasury civil
servant, took it there was a great debate as to what his
title should be. The argument inside was that they
should move away from all these complicated titles
with commas and brackets and just move it down to
the Prime Minister’s spokesman full stop, which was
incredibly simple. I think what we should mention is
that while the Prime Minister introduced a single
Civil Service spokesman and made him the lead
spokesman for the Government, if you want to know
what the Government has to say it comes from that
person and no-one else, he did nevertheless retain a
political special adviser who provided his political
communication and who did the stuV that Michael
Ellam cannot do as a civil servant, but that is no
diVerent from what operated under the previous
regime.

Q241 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: And
that was Damian McBride?
Mr Brogan: Exactly.

Q242 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Who
has now gone.
Mr Brogan: He has moved to another role. He has
been replaced by somebody else.

Q243 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: What is
his other role?
Mr Brogan: As far as I understand it, he is involved in
longer-term strategic and policy issues in Number 10.

Q244 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: So he
will not be dealing with journalists any more. Is there
someone who will be?
Mr Brogan: There is indeed.

Q245 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: It
sounds to me like nothing has really changed.
Mr Brogan: No. You have somebody who does the
Civil Service bit and who is preeminent and then you
have somebody who does the political bit that the
civil servant cannot do. That seems to me a fairly
straightforward arrangement.

Q246 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: At the beginning
of the meeting we had a very interesting discussion
about how the £50 billion Government support for
the banks emerged and crystallised during yesterday
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and the very interesting way in which it developed as
the day went by. At the moment we are in the grips of
a global event which probably none of us has
experienced the magnitude of before. The question is
a much more direct and specific one, which is whether
any of you have been approached with pre-
announcement information by either specialist
advisers or government oYcials? I think we are
talking about events of perhaps not quite such earth
shaking importance as we were discussing earlier. Is
that the case? Does this ever actually happen?
Ms Ashley: Perhaps I could come in as a columnist
here, which is a very diVerent job to a daily news
journalist. I will very often get people, particularly in
the areas that I am known to write about like health
or social care, who will come to me and say, “Jackie,
we’re doing this. We’re announcing this next week.
Would you like any guidance? Would you like any
help with figures? Would you like some people to talk
to?” I see nothing wrong with that because it then
gives me the time to get my head round it, to then talk
to the people in the pressure groups concerned or
anything else. That does happen quite regularly.
Having said that, it is not only special advisers, it is
also the pressure groups, charities, other MPs, all
sorts of people do come to people, particularly now
we have our little email addresses at the bottom of
our pieces all the time. My inbox is constantly
clogged with people saying how about this idea for a
column or how about that idea. I think that is the way
the journalistic conversation goes now. Anyone
wanting to get their bit in public will approach a
journalist and it is then up to the journalist as to what
use they make of that information.

Q247 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: I suppose that is
all right as far as it goes, but as far as the public is
concerned, it sees information coming to it through
the media before the oYcial announcement has been
made by Government and these are always labelled
as “leaks” and that seems, from the receiving point of
view, to have a rather diVerent impression to what
you have just explained, which seems to be perfectly
all right. There is a disconnect between the way it
appears and happens with you and the way it appears
to the public.
Ms Ashley: There is no doubt people would try and
give you a bit of information in the hope you will then
write about it in a favourable way. They are not going
to tell you something in the hope that you will say
what a terrible idea this is. I think then you have to
trust the integrity of the individual journalist to make
their own decisions as to whether or not (a) it is worth
writing about and (b) whether or not it is a good or
bad thing. Journalists are then left to take their own
view of it.

Q248 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: But then they
have to hang on to that information until the
Government has made an oYcial announcement.
Mr Richards: I do not think there is that disconnect.
I think there is in Parliament. I know a lot of
parliamentarians get very worked up that they are
not the first to hear of an announcement when it is
made in a statement in the House of Commons or the
House of Lords. When Brown first came in he
decided to stop formally doing pre-announcements
on the Today programme, for example, and then
when they would oVer someone to speak, a Minister
once they had made the announcement in the House
of Commons, they would often say the next day,
“That’s yesterday’s news. We don’t want them”.
They started missing out on the slot where many
people would hear that announcement. The problem
is you now have to work within the rhythms of news
because people, sadly, do not get politics
unmediated. I wish they could but they do not. They
get it mediated. So they will not be here at two-thirty
or three-thirty to hear it in the House of Commons
and the House of Lords. They will hear it and read it
and watch it and that is just the reality of the world
in which we all live.

Q249 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: Maybe the term
“leaks” will gradually disappear from the vocabulary
because obviously it is misleading.
Mr Brogan: Yes, it is misleading in that context, it is,
especially if you hear the Minister talking about it;
clearly it is not leaked.

Q250 Chairman: Is not what you just said, and it
may be an entirely, I am sure it is, truthful description
of the position, but it is rather saying, if I am a
parliamentarian, which I hope I am, that the Today
programme is rather more important than
Parliament.
Mr Brogan: No, no, definitely not. In fact, I think in
many ways the Today programme’s influence is over-
exaggerated in some ways. It cannot take a view. I
think newspapers are hugely influential because they
can take views and a programme cannot, but clearly
what it does do is provide an audience and
Parliament is massively important, but it does not
provide an audience and that is the issue when you
are trying to get information out.

Q251 Chairman: Do you get exclusive stories as a
reward for support? Jackie Ashley has talked about a
genial way, but do government departments
occasionally go to their friends in the press, it may be
on an issue, it may be on party lines, and say, “This
is what we are going to do”?
Ms Ashley: I think that does happen, I am afraid, yes,
it probably does.
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Mr Richards: And it always has, but reward is
perhaps the wrong way to look at it. I think it is
certainly true that first you have the question of
Ministers who are in charge of a policy, the planning
and announcement and those Ministers may have
relationships with particular journalists or particular
newspapers. They may feel that their pet project is
going to get a particularly fair hearing in The
Independent or The Daily Mail or The Telegraph,
depending on the subject, and, therefore, all ministers
want their projects to be noticed, to be fêted, to have
an impact and to have achieved something and to do
that they want it to be heard about, reported and,
therefore, they will occasionally place it. On the point
on pre-announcement leaks, so-called, I think the
thing to remember at all times is that, when that
happens, it is because a politician behind it wants that
to happen, so we should be clear that we are not
talking about unilateral action by oYcials or special
advisers, but a politician, and sometimes those
reasons could be as mundane as you happen to be the
Minister for Defence and you are about to do
something really interesting concerning troops in
Afghanistan and it is in the grid, the sort of timetable
for announcements that week for this morning, and
yesterday or two days ago you realised that this
morning everything was going to be wiped oV the
map and your story is going to get no airtime, so you
may decide to actually brief The Telegraph, for
example, two days before or a day before in order to
get a chance of some kind of coverage for it before it
gets wiped oV the map by bigger events.

Q252 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: I was just
interested in Steve’s point about being a pragmatic
response to journalistic timetables because the
question then is: in whose interests is this? One of the
advantages of having the announcement in
Parliament and all the journalists hearing it together
is that, as a citizen, you then get a kind of more
rounded view of what the policy is. The problem with
the situation as just described is that you get one
partisan journalistic view and the public maybe have
to wait several days before the full story gets revealed
or the full impact of the policy and I just wonder if
there is an extent to which the citizens are not being
best served by the approach that exists at the
moment.
Mr Brogan: I do not think they are being best served,
but, unless you make it compulsory for them to watch
a statement at 3.30 in the afternoon, that is not the
way they are going to do it, sadly. I agree with you, I
think in a way again, which is really underestimated,
that some of these statements are fantastic politics
actually, the way you get an interchange between a
Minister, especially if it is a controversial
announcement, and then what happens for the next
hour in the House of Commons. I personally love it

and I think other people would love it if they watched
it, but they do not.

Q253 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: I was not
suggesting that the nation would cease working in
order to watch a statement, but simply by going to
one favoured journalist who is going to give it a good
run-through the first time just means that you have to
wait several days, as the citizen, before the issue has
been picked up in a more rounded way. That was all.
Mr Brogan: No, it is an imperfect process you get.

Q254 Chairman: But pre-announcements, even in
the time I have been in Parliament, do seem to have
increased now in number. I will not say it never
happened in the 1980s, it obviously did, but it
certainly happened more in the 1990s and it probably
happens more now. I think that is not an unfair way
of putting it.
Ms Ashley: I think there was much more deference for
the parliamentary system then. Ministers would not
want to pre-empt the parliamentary questions and
they would think, “Oh, we can’t do that, it’s not
proper”. I think now people are more concerned with
getting themselves on the media which, for better or
worse, is the way it is these days.

Q255 Lord King of Bridgwater: Do you think you get
used a bit more? I just get the feeling that there is a bit
of pre-announcement going on which is actually kite-
flying—that somebody is given the story and then,
when the world blows up, we do not hear any more
about it. Do you think there is a bit more of that
going on?
Ms Ashley: Yes.
Mr Brogan: Yes, I do.

Q256 Lord King of Bridgwater: That is actually a
risky approach by any Minister or government
department because in many cases that journalist will
not trust them again. Is that not right, that they run
it oV as a story of what is going to happen and they
are actually being used? Am I right?
Mr Brogan: Yes.

Q257 Lord Inglewood: As intimated in an earlier
comment, parliamentarians feel very strongly about
statements being made to Parliament, but the events
of the last 24 hours seem to me to make it pretty clear,
that, as far as the decisions about what might or
might not be done to assist the banking system are
concerned, it was to the market that the statement
had to be directed, and Parliament, in reality, was of
secondary importance, because, if you had got it
wrong vis-à-vis the market, that was meltdown.
Now, is that a fair assessment of the realities of it?
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Ms Ashley: I think that is a particular case though, is
it not? Most statements which are pre-leaked or not
are not sort of aVecting the markets in that way.
Lord Inglewood: That is true, but it is important
because it is actually indicative possibly of a principle
that has a wider application, is it not?

Q258 Chairman: We have kept you past the time
that we promised, but could I thank you very, very
much for coming. It has been a fascinating session
and perhaps, if we have got any other questions,
particularly about the mechanics of the Lobby, which
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Q260 Chairman: Thank you very, very much for
coming. I am sorry we are running a little
behindhand, but it is important for us that we try to
bring into our investigation—I will not go through
the whole business of what it is all about and
government information and so on, but that we try to
bring in the importance of the regional media in all of
this. I think I had better declare an interest as I was
Chairman of two regional newspapers in
Birmingham and in Leeds, and I know that part of
my claim was always that, based on, I am sure,
impeccable public opinion research, the regional
press was more trusted than the national press.
Doubtless, you agree with that. I do not know
whether it applies to broadcasting or not in the same
way. Some of the latest developments as far as
regional media are concerned are not altogether
encouraging, I think. Is the BBC intending to
continue with its present emphasis upon regional
news?
Mr Ledwidge: Yes, absolutely, and it is sad to note
that ITV is diminishing its regional news operations
to some extent which we in the BBC regret. It is still
going to have a regional news service, but a
reconfigured one, not quite as local as it was before,
but the BBC is absolutely committed to regional and
local broadcasting.

Q261 Chairman: So we are not going to see any
cutbacks as far as that is concerned?
Mr Ledwidge: Well, not as far as I am aware, but I do
not have the say-so, sadly.

Q262 Chairman: Let us ask you then about the
various issues. The Phillis Report was published in
2004. Has there been a noticeable improvement as far
as government communications are concerned at
regional level since then? Have you noticed that?

I think we are now getting our minds round, we could
come back to you, but thanks very, very much
indeed.
Mr Brogan: Could I just say that Joe Haines, who was
Harold Wilson’s Press Secretary, did scrap the Lobby
for a time. It is worth looking at; it is very interesting.

Q259 Chairman: I remember.
Mr Brogan: You were probably on the other side at
that point, and they just got 150 calls a day and, for
logistical reasons, reinstated it.
Chairman: Thank you.

Mr Fisher: Well, if there has been an improvement,
my Lord Chairman, it has somehow passed me by. I
think it is the case that the more things change, the
more they stay the same. In my experience,
communications with the regional media by the
government information system have always been
mediocre at best, and I think that is still true today.

Q263 Chairman: Would that be your view as well,
Mr Ottewell?
Mr Ottewell: My view would be that the quantity of
information we get has certainly improved since the
review, but that has not translated necessarily into
more and better coverage, and I think the reason for
that is that the quality, as far as we are concerned, is
often too low and I think that is based on, and I am
sure this is something we will talk about a lot, a
fundamental misunderstanding sometimes of the
requirements and the nature of the regional press.

Q264 Chairman: Tell me about those.
Mr Ottewell: I think there has always been a sense
that we are treated as a sort of poor relation really
and we are feeding on scraps and there is a sense that
what we are often getting from the government
information service is a sort of attempt at a regional
spin on something we will have already seen
nationally and which will already have come out
nationally perhaps or a fairly half-hearted attempt to
regionalise something which is not necessarily the
most up-to-date or interesting news.

Q265 Chairman: Do you all feel that?
Mr Ledwidge: I can endorse that last point. Just to
explain my role here, I run a unit here at Westminster
which supplies all the regional TV operations of the
BBC around the country and all the 45 local radio
stations with political news from Westminster, but at
the same time, knowing about the questions that were
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coming up here, I have been in touch with my
colleagues around the country to try and gauge their
views because it is a very diVerent view if you are
sitting in Newcastle as to how government press
operations work than it is for somebody sitting here
at Westminster. The overall answer that I would give
to the question, “Has it improved?” is yes. Although
a couple of political editors I spoke to in diVerent
regions said no, the majority view is yes, and I would
endorse what David said, that they all say that there
has been an increase in quantity of press releases, but
not necessarily the quality or the understanding of
the output and what its requirements are. Everyone
who thinks even that there has been an improvement
thinks there is an awfully long way to go in terms of
understanding the needs of these important
audiences. Just to put a quick plug in here, the term
“poor relation” was used by David and that was one
term that was used by a political editor in one of the
BBC regions to me yesterday, but we are talking big,
big audiences here. The most-watched news sequence
on UK television is 6.30 to 7.00 on BBC One, the
regional news half-hour. Papers like Chris’s, I know,
outsell the big national dailies in their own area. BBC
local radio in England alone gets 7.3 million listeners
a week. We are talking big, big audiences here and I
believe that actually a lot of politicians have
absolutely woken up to that, but I think that maybe
there needs to be more, as it were, media literacy
amongst some of the press oYce teams in Whitehall
departments and elsewhere.

Q266 Chairman: But how would I get the message
over? If I were the Secretary of State for Health, how
would I actually manage to get a message over to
every region? Clearly I would not be able to kind of
tour round, so how would I actually do it?
Mr Ottewell: I think you have certainly got to try and
do more and you have got to try and find perhaps
some way if it is a policy which particularly impacts
on a particular region in a certain way. I am sure
there are creative ways of finding a genuinely regional
line or message and that is what we need. Most large
regionals, and I put both our papers in that category,
yes, they want to be a paper of record, yes, they want
to share information, but they are also tabloid
newspapers or newspapers and the newness of
something and the exclusivity of something is
something which we take into account and rightly so,
and I think there is a lack of understanding of that
basically, that we will just sweep up and print what
they want us to print. I think there is not always an
attempt also to make people available which is
important as well. We sort of feel that we are
sweeping up and we will get what we are given rather
than their making it easy for us to make news out of
what they are trying to tell us.

Mr Fisher: There are a number of ways, my Lord
Chairman. For example, the Secretary of State could
call in the representatives of the regional media here
at Westminster to a press conference and allow us all
to put questions to him or her, but that rarely
happens and, if it does, it tends to be a sort of brief
encounter in which you are allowed one question
each and you leave usually feeling very much the
poor relation again. I think the underlying problem is
that the government communication system just does
not actually get the regional press. Every so often we
are assured that it does, but very quickly you discover
again that it does not.

Q267 Lord Grocott: I think that the vast majority of
Members of Parliament and politicians actually
attach far more significance to what the regional and
local media are saying and their contacts with them
than they do nationally and are acutely aware of the
need to ensure that regional outlets get the
information that they need and that they contact
government politicians when they are short of
information. On a sort of practical level, the Lobby,
that is in many ways, I suppose, less important to
you, the lobby system and the way that it operates,
when you are looking for good regional stories, but
nonetheless I know that a lot of your members,
perhaps not all, are members of the Lobby. How
significant is that and do you get the lobby access that
you want? Occasionally, there is arm-wrestling, I
think, amongst the regional press about them not
having enough lobby access, lobby passes.
Mr Fisher: It is obviously important to me; I am in it.

Q268 Lord Grocott: Yes, I realise that, but not
everyone is, are they, and there is often competition?
Mr Fisher: It no doubt has many flaws, but one of its
virtues is that it is a democratic institution in the sense
that I have as much an opportunity to put a question
to the Prime Minister’s Press Secretary there as does
the political editor of The Times, but there is also a
sort of unoYcial communication system that consists
of spin doctors and special advisers and that, I have
to say, does not take much notice of me and seems
obsessed with just a few national papers.

Q269 Lord Grocott: But are not the main kinds of
stories in which your readers will be particularly
interested of the type of the bypass being announced
around a particular town or city in your region or the
opening or closing of schools or post oYces or
anything of that sort, and is there a mechanism in
place that works that ensures that you are the first to
know, or after Parliament, I hope, or the MPs that
you know in good time and eVectively about that
kind of information?
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Mr Fisher: Sorry, it is obvious, but can I say to start
with that actually many of the readers of the Eastern
Daily Press read only the Eastern Daily Press.

Q270 Lord Grocott: I know, I am well aware of that.
Mr Fisher: So they will not be looking just for local or
regional stories, but they will be looking for national
stories there as well, so in that sense people in the
government communication system should be
interested in talking to me as well as political editors
of national papers. In response to your further
question, there does not seem to be much of a system.
I can remember a time not many years ago when at
the end of the normal lobby briefing on a Monday
morning, I think it was, there was then a special one
for the regional press which was helpful, not in a
great way, but it was helpful, but that ended.

Q271 Lord King of Bridgwater: You said one very
interesting thing about regional news programmes
from 6.30 to 7.00. What actually is the listening
figure there?
Mr Ledwidge: The viewing figures, funnily enough I
checked these just before I came and, for example,
last Friday 5.1 million people watched that sequence
which was more than the six o’clock news, the
national news, which preceded it, so actually, to go
back to your earlier session, BBC regional news each
night gets more than twice as many people as buy The
Daily Mail which is obviously considered a very
significant publication by politicians and government
departments.

Q272 Lord King of Bridgwater: But the phrase,
which I think Lord Grocott used as well, is that you
talked about regional and then you said “regional
and local”.
Mr Ledwidge: Yes.

Q273 Lord King of Bridgwater: Some regions work
better than others. I am a south-west person and
region does not work at all really for the Western
Daily Press. I do not know how much the Eastern
Daily Press covers of the East Anglian region, but the
Western Daily Press only covers part of it and it is
much more local. I think the diYculty for the
Government is that regional press is a diYcult
concept, do you not think?
Mr Ottewell: It should not be though, should it,
because anybody who lives in, for example, my
region in the North West knows how the regional
media works. It should not be that diYcult to have a
reasonable amount of expertise. As my Lord said, we
are talking about significant players here and it seems
odd to me that most people in the media can have a
very good understanding of how each region works
and how the regional media work in a particular
region and yet the Government does not seem to have

the expertise. It is perhaps because still there is a sense
that significant communications are still based very
much in London and it is still very much a top-down
structure, I think. That is certainly the feeling that we
get in the regions and we just do not have
understanding, genuine local understanding of how
our regions work in terms of the media.
Mr Ledwidge: If I could just answer Lord Fowler’s
earlier question about what the Secretary of State for
Health or the Health Minister would do, one benefit
of having my unit here at Westminster is that there
are teams in government departments that will ring
us direct. Now, I can disseminate that information
very, very quickly to BBC regions and local radio
stations around the country, so some government
press oYcers get that and use that facility, which we
are happy to do, and for others it is a complete
revelation to them. There is no doubt that there is a
feeling, as it were, out there in the BBC regions
sometimes that, to quote one editor I spoke to
yesterday, “It seems that, although there’s a will to do
this, to engage more with the regional media, the real
brownie points seem to be for coverage that will be
seen and heard in the Westminster and Whitehall
village”, so I still think that there is a perception out
there around the country, and I do not want to call it
“institutional”, but there is a cultural bias or
forgetfulness when it comes to the regional media.
Just to echo what David and Chris have said, we have
to sort of operate on two levels. We are, as it were, a
national news service for all local radio stations
around the country, and there are 2.5 million people
who only listen to those local radio stations, so they
get their national as well as their local news, but we
also have a direct regional responsibility and local
responsibility. Just to give one positive example from
the current economic crisis of the way that clearly
some ministers absolutely get it, on a previous major
day for financial news, the Bradford & Bingley
morning, the Chancellor of the Exchequer was in
Millbank, just up the road, giving a series of
interviews and one which he did give in addition to
the network’s was to my reporter for all the BBC
local radio stations. He also agreed to do a
completely separate and individual interview for
BBC Radio Leeds and of course the Bradford &
Bingley employs a lot of people in West Yorkshire. I
think that was very positive. That is an example of, I
think, the politicians absolutely getting it. I do
wonder, and I do not want to cast any aspersions,
but, if a bid had gone in from BBC Radio Leeds to a
press oYcer in the Treasury, whether, on a fast-
moving story like that and with the Chancellor being
so busy, it could have been engineered in the
conventional way.

Q274 Lord Inglewood: I ought to declare an interest
as the Chairman of the Cumbrian Newspaper Group.
From what you have said, gentlemen, it seems to me
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that your feel is that the Government’s regional news
operations basically regurgitate material from the
centre rather than supplying what I might call
‘national news with local characteristics’. Now, do
you also feel that behind what they are doing there is
an element of pork-barrel politics, trying to get you
to pick up things that look at government in the most
favourable way? Then, to move on from that, I was a
Member of the European Parliament for 10 years and
found, like all my colleagues, that newspapers were
not terribly interested in what we were doing. What
we failed properly to understand, which I have now
learnt from having gone, as it were, to the other side
of the fence, is of course that newspapers and radio
stations carry stories because they want to get readers
and listeners. Do you think that the government press
operation fully understands that that is a crucial part
of what they ought to be doing? Finally, and this is a
point to David Ottewell about the regions, I would
like to endorse what Lord King said, that the regional
aspect is much more complicated than is sometimes
given credit for because, for example, where I come
from the truth of the matter is that what goes on in
Manchester is not of particular interest to us. Indeed,
I once remember explaining to a BBC senior person
when it was proposed to move the local news from
Newcastle to Manchester for us, I did not think
people in London expected to get their local news
from Amiens. I think these sensitivities are rather
greater sometimes than those who sit at the centre
suppose them to be.
Mr Ottewell: Just to pick up on that, you would
accept that everybody who lives in the North West
knows that, that is well-known. I used to work on the
Carlisle papers and it was well-known there that,
although we have the region in the North West, it is
a complicated picture, but that should not be hard for
press oYcers to understand and yet we will often get
statistics and so forth which only have a sort of North
West picture and they are virtually useless to analyse.

Q275 Lord Inglewood: I think you are concurring
then rather than disagreeing.
Mr Ottewell: Absolutely, and it should not be that
hard to understand. Presumably they aggregate those
figures from lower-level figures, so why can we not
just be given the lower-level figures and aggregate
them as we see fit, yet you will ask and they will say,
“Oh no, we only have a regional figure”, and it just
seems that often it can be nothing other than laziness,
I think, and that is a very good example of them not
understanding how the regions work and how the
regional media work. In terms of the selling
newspapers aspect, I think we are coming back to this
almost patronising view of the regional press and I
think somebody mentioned earlier that often the
types of stories we will be interested in will be
bypasses and schools and so forth, but it is not that

simple. I think that when people are looking at
newspapers like the MEN, they should be thinking
more about how they would be thinking of the
London Evening Standard, for example, and yet that
does not seem to be the way government thinks about
us and there is a sense that we are getting quite
anodyne information and that we will be satisfied
with a picture of the Secretary of State shaking a
hand or sticking a spade in some allotment
somewhere, but it is not the case; we are looking for
news as much as the Evening Standard or the
nationals.
Mr Fisher: I should confess that I have not actually
spoken to a COI oYcer at Cambridge for a long time
and that is because—
Mr Ledwidge: You are still calling it the “COI”!
Mr Fisher: Yes, and I slowly, but surely, came to the
conclusion that I knew more than their press oYcers
did at Cambridge, so what was the point? Do they do
much more than regurgitate press releases from
Whitehall? Not a lot more, in my opinion. Their press
releases often try to regionalise national
announcements with a sort of barrage of statistics,
but this leads to a further problem. The eastern
region is a very strange, unnatural entity created by a
sort of stroke of a bureaucratic pen and, if my news
desk in Norwich gets regional statistics which include
Hertfordshire and Essex, they are regarded almost as
alien places and those statistics are of extremely
limited value. The figures need to be broken down to
a much better local level.

Q276 Lord Maxton: Can I just have some
clarification on the BBC regional news. Did your five
million include viewers on the opt-out programmes
at half past six on BBC Scotland, BBC Wales and
BBC Northern Ireland?
Mr Ledwidge: Yes.

Q277 Lord Maxton: Because those three in
particular of course have their own political agendas
which are quite diVerent from the rest of the country.
Have you any breakdown of how many of your
viewers of that five million actually came from those
three areas rather than the regions?
Mr Ledwidge: There will be a breakdown and I can
get it for you, but I do not have it oV the top of my
head, I am afraid.

Q278 Lord Maxton: I think it would be quite useful.
Mr Ledwidge: What I was quoting were what are
called ‘overnight figures’. You subsequently get
consolidated figures, but they are the overnight
figures and there will be a nation-by-nation, as well as
a region-by-region, breakdown.
Lord Maxton: It just would be quite useful, I think,
to have those.
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Q279 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I think
you probably actually agree to this question, but
maybe I could just ask it and see if you could give me
some details about how things could improve. The
Government, you have been clearly saying, could use
local media better. Can you tell me specifically how
you think this could be done? For instance, does
every department have a press oYcer who is
dedicated to dealing with the regions or not? Is this
something that would improve things?
Mr Ledwidge: Some departments at Whitehall do, but
I am not sure that there is a huge benefit in that. This
is my own personal view, not necessarily the BBC’s
view, but to take an example, if you are wanting to
know about a new hospital building, to go back to the
Department of Health again, you want to talk to a
press oYcer on that desk, not the one person, if there
were such a person, who does all regional media all
around the country. If you look at the Department of
Health alone, you have got scores and scores of press
oYcers and what I would argue is that people need to
be aware of the needs of the regional media alongside
the national media in whatever press oYcer role they
have in Whitehall. Some have got it, we should not be
negative about it, and I spoke to one political editor
who said that he rang a government department,
saying he was from BBC staV and was wanting to get
an interview and some information, and he said,
“Yes, South Today” and he had to explain what his
regional news programme was because the press
oYcer said, “Well, can’t you do an interview over the
phone?”, and he said, “Well, no, we’re television,
BBC One in the south”. Others absolutely
understand it and, in terms of improving matters, (a)
it is that culture across Whitehall communications
departments and greater media literacy, and (b) it
would help if the regional operations which Chris was
talking about, for example, in Cambridge or
Newcastle or Birmingham or Manchester were that
bit more closely connected to the central government
departments. Overall, there has been an
improvement, according to the people I have spoken
to around the country, but there are still occasions
when, for example, in the case of a ministerial visit to
a region, “Well, this is the first I’ve known about it”,
says the government press oYcer in the region, so
they need to be more joined up.

Q280 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: So
more joining up is what you want?
Mr Ledwidge: Yes.
Mr Ottewell: You have mentioned something very
important there. At the top of my wish-list, and it is
perhaps not practical or feasible, would be one
person, a sort of cross-departmental head of
communications for my region based in my region
who understood my region and was both confident
and well-informed enough to instantly brief on a

range of subjects across—because that is often the
problem, that people in the regions often either are
not confident enough or well-informed enough to tell
us what is happening on a breaking story and people
in London do not understand the region, so you are
sometimes caught in the middle of that. I think
ideally for me, and it is perhaps not feasible, would be
to have somebody who was both extremely well-
informed and senior and confident enough to brief,
yet also who understood the region and ideally was in
the region because, if you look at how, for example,
the parties work, the parties’ communications are
much more successful and the reason for that is that
they have people in the regions who understand the
regions, and you will find that a lot of our political
news will originate not from a government press
release, but from a party-political contact.

Q281 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:
Actually it is quite similar to the way the BBC works.
Mr Ledwidge: If I could echo that, the most common
criticism of the regional as in ‘out in the region’ press
oYces that I have heard from BBC journalists is that
they just are not proactive enough. There are
exceptions. The BBC East Midlands political editor
told me that recently the GNN, Government news
network, press team in the East Midlands actually
went on a visit to the BBC in Nottingham to see the
studio, to talk to journalists in radio, online and
television about what their needs are. I would say
that is probably unusual compared with some of the
stories that I have heard, so I think there just needs to
be more of an eVort to get on the front foot to
understand the nature of the region, if you are based
in that region, and to make sure that you know the
way that local and regional media work and, yes, to
answer Lord Inglewood’s point, to be aware of what
will be appealing to listeners, viewers and Internet
readers.

Q282 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: We
heard from Benedict Brogan—I do not know if you
heard the previous session—that he thought that the
lobby system put regional journalists at a
disadvantage. Now, I know that Mr Fisher has said
he finds it democratic and he is in it, but would the
other two of you agree that it does not work to the
advantage of regional journalists?
Mr Ledwidge: Well, I do not feel deprived. I am not a
member of the Lobby, I do have a pass to come into
the Houses of Parliament, but of course the BBC,
being one BBC, always has at least one journalist at
the morning and afternoon lobby briefings and
usually they are sitting about two or three metres
away from me and we have in our newsroom here at
Westminster a debrief from whoever has been at the
Lobby on all that has been said, so, to be honest, I do
not feel deprived and I do not think my team do.
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Chairman: Can we come back to the Lobby in a
moment; we will not miss it.

Q283 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Mr Fisher, you
were Chairman of the Newspaper Conference.
Mr Fisher: Many years ago.

Q284 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: With your
colleagues, you have been quite critical of the
government information service. Are you aware of
any steps that the Newspaper Conference has taken
to seek a meeting either with the boss man in
Downing Street, the head of communications there,
or whoever to discuss these issues and to see what can
be done to put them right?
Mr Fisher: I am not aware of any such proposal at the
moment, but this is not a new problem, it is an
ongoing problem.

Q285 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: But that
underlines the point I am making. What have you
tried to do about it?
Mr Fisher: Well, over the many years, and, by the
way, I was Chairman of the Newspaper Conference
back in 1989, so I am a bit out of touch with the
Newspaper Conference in that sense, but there have
been many contacts over the years, get-togethers and
it is at such get-togethers that one gets these
assurances that, “Yes, we do understand how
important the regional press are”, and you leave
feeling slightly better and then a week later you
realise that actually nothing has changed and nothing
will change.

Q286 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Let me just ask
another one then of each of you. Is there one thing
that you would like the Government to do to give the
regional media a better service?
Mr Fisher: Well, I would like the regional press
operation to be brought far more into the loop than
I actually think it is. How proactive is it? I have
spoken to my paper’s news editor, Paul Durrant, and
I was rather shocked to discover that he gets a phone
call about only once every three weeks from the
people at Cambridge actually flagging something up
and usually communication is done by means of the
website. I would also like, I do not know if it is
possible, to bring the regional press operation more
into the unoYcial information system based here
because one has concluded over many years that
special advisers and spinners often know far more
than the oYcial press people. If the government
machine can have regional ministers and regional
whips, can it not have a regional special adviser who
really is quite close to Number Ten and actually does
know what is going on?

Q287 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: What about you,
Mr Ledwidge?
Mr Ledwidge: Just one positive thing you have just
reminded me that a few people have said is that the
advent of regional Ministers appointed last year in
some regions has led to a better service with regional
Ministers not only obviously being in the region, but
more contact and more stories coming through their
oYces. The single thing, apart from, as Chris says,
greater joining up with the government press oYces
around the country and Whitehall, would be to say to
Secretaries of State, “You should instruct your
communications directors and press oYcers here in
Whitehall on every announcement to think regional
and local”. I do not like box-ticking, but just to get it
into the heads of people on whatever story they are
doing, regional and local, “Are we serving those big
audiences and readerships out there?” because I think
too often, through all the evidence I have gathered
from my colleagues and from what I know at
Westminster, it is a bit of an afterthought, and maybe
to spread, and I have positive stories to tell, but to
spread good practice which some departments have
to other departments. Let’s face it, the overall word I
would have for government communications with
the regional media is “patchy”. It varies between
departments and it varies within departments,
depending on the press oYcer that you speak to, so
my single extra thing would be secretaries of state,
who, I think, generally do believe in it, to make sure
that it is something that their press teams and
communications teams act on.

Q288 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: We have talked a
lot about how the news that is disseminated to the
regions and locally should be much more tailored to
the needs of those areas, but there is another side to
this and this is for there to be a greater understanding
in depth from the sources of the news of what those
regions and localities actually need, but on a topical
basis, not just knowing that in the South West the
main interests are X, Y, Z and in the North East they
are whatever, but much more what the trends, views
and thinking in those regions and localities actually
are. Mr Ottewell suggested that there could be
somebody who was quite senior and really
understood how news could be received and
delivered locally, but maybe that same person could
also send another set of messages in the opposite
direction, as it were, back to the sources of the news
so that they were much more appropriate in a topical
way to the audience that was going to receive them.
I do not know if there is any way that that could be
enhanced or whether it would not be a very easy task.
Mr Ottewell: I sort of agree with the thrust of what
you are saying basically. The reason I was talking
about having a single person who could do that, and,
if you are asking for one way I would like to improve
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things, that would be top of my wish-list, as I said, it
is because there is maybe a breakdown somewhere, I
do not know why, between us knowing what we
want, the Government saying it knows what we want
and trying to provide us with what we want and yet
it does not happen. Just to say something that would
also sort of tie it in with the lobby discussion we were
having, I am not in the Lobby and I think Chris said
that one thing he wanted was better informal
communications with the regions, I completely
endorse that and that was kind of what I was getting
at with the idea that you can have one person, a point
of contact, who could do that. Now, perhaps it
should not be necessary to have one person doing
that and perhaps the people based in London or
wherever should just have a better appreciation of the
regions and the needs and the nature of the regional
media, but it is just not the case at the moment, I
think.

Q289 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: I had a
whole raft of questions which I think I probably do
not need to ask because my sense from what I have
heard so far is that you do not believe that there is
either a coherent set of structures which enable this
communication to take place, nor is there a real
culture of wanting to make it happen. I do not know
whether that is fair, but that is certainly what I picked
up, so I do not really think we need to explore that
any more, but I just wanted to make a comment
about this regional minister question and about
whether that had made a diVerence. You said it had
worked in some areas and not in others and I am just
wondering what makes it work, what are the
characteristics of where it works? Then the second
question I wanted to ask was that so far we have
talked about the regional impact of national policy,
but what about when there are stories of national
interest, but which are regional-specific, so
something, for example, like flooding in
Gloucestershire which is a story the whole country is
interested in, but it clearly has particular
ramifications for the area, so what is your experience
of communications in those sorts of stories which are
emerging quickly?
Mr Ledwidge: First of all, what makes it work in some
regions with a regional minister and not in others, I
would not like to say because I do not have direct
experience of that, but I suspect it is down to the
energy and the commitment of, and the time
available to, that regional minister and his or her
press team. In answer to the second question about
floods in Gloucestershire last year, this actually is an
example of where I think Defra did well and I have
had conflicting views on a number of government
departments from the people I have spoken to
around the BBC and in the regions and Defra is

praised by some and then others say, “Well, it
depends which press oYcer you get. They don’t seem
to know about our region or the significance of that
area of agriculture”, et cetera, but on the flooding,
the Defra flooding website was praised last year and
newsrooms were using that quite a lot. I have to say,
our BBC websites were also incredibly good at that
time and I know that at least one water company was
using that for their information about what was
happening in their area, but the ministers concerned
did absolutely get the importance of reaching local
audiences in Hereford and Worcester,
Gloucestershire and the other aVected areas, and I
know that Hillary Benn, for example, the Secretary of
State, did individual interviews, a number of them,
for those local radio stations and also, I know,
without wanting to quote him, it reminded him how
important the local media were, and local BBC is, at
a time of crisis.
Mr Ottewell: If I could maybe throw in a more
political example, you will obviously be aware that
Manchester was chosen as the site of the first regional
casino and we all know what happened there, but
what was interesting around that time is that
obviously that was a local story of national import
and what tended to happen then was that various key
national newspapers were clearly being briefed and
well-briefed on developments a long time before we
were. Now, to me that is totally unacceptable, that we
cannot get the information they are being given when
it is something which, okay, it is an interesting talking
point, it has moral dimensions and so forth, but for
the people of Manchester that was thousands of jobs
in a very deprived area and it mattered more to us and
yet we could not tell them exactly what was going on,
although the Daily Mail and The Daily Telegraph
were being extremely well-briefed, so for months they
were in complete limbo.

Q290 Chairman: Were the Mail and Telegraph
stories accurate ones?
Mr Ottewell: They were accurate and I was getting
the same briefings from Manchester, but I was getting
them much later. Basically, I was chasing them and
trying to get information second-hand.

Q291 Lord King of Bridgwater: Actually that story
was as big a story in Blackpool because it was not
going to Blackpool as it was going to Manchester and
it was not going to the Dome.
Mr Ledwidge: That was a big story for us as well,
North West Tonight and Radio Lancashire for
Blackpool and Radio Manchester for what was
happening or not going to happen in east
Manchester.
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Q292 Chairman: I hear what you say about basically
the Minister driving the agenda in a sense at the
regional level if he is the Minister for a particular
area, and he certainly can do that by saying, “I want
to be on this, I want to be on that”, but, if he has got
a weak team, there is nothing much he can do about
it, is there, from memory? A Minister certainly
cannot start changing the team, so, if the team is
weak, it is all down to the director of communications
or whatever and it is not really down to the Minister.
Do you see the point I am making?
Mr Ledwidge: Yes, but I would have thought the
Minister ought to realise, and you obviously know
this far more than me having been Secretary of State
and a Minister, but there must be a realisation at
some point that things need to improve and things
need to change from within the departments, I would
have thought, but yes, maybe the team needs
changing if things are not being acted upon.
Mr Ottewell: I do not know what Chris’s experience
is, but from the North West’s point of view, to be
honest, the appointment of a regional minister has
made very little diVerence to media output, but I do
not know what your experience is.
Mr Fisher: I agree with that. Frankly, my paper has
not really taken the appointment of a regional
minister very seriously, partly because she represents
a seat in Hertfordshire and that is regarded as a long
way away from Norwich, but not entirely for that
reason; there just is little impact and little diVerence.

Q293 Chairman: I suppose partly also because he or
she is not really a regional minister in the sense that
all the decisions are taken by diVerent departments
and they are not actually taken by the regional
ministers. They are there to explain policy and to
defend policy.
Mr Fisher: I think it is seen as just an example of
tokenism, to be honest, my Lord Chairman.

Q294 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: What I have been
listening to is absolutely fascinating, but on the
subject of just what eVects the lobby system has on all
of this, it has left me a little more confused, I have to
say, because we certainly had evidence that the lobby
system encourages unhealthy closeness between
government and a small elite group of journalists.
That was one set of evidence which certainly did not
seem necessarily to be agreed by everybody, but
nevertheless, it gave rise to anonymous briefings
around the place, but that seems to happen whatever
system you change, that it goes back to governments
finding a way of getting their messages out and
indeed journalists finding a way of getting the
information that they need. Looking at what is
happening regionally and locally and listening to
what all of you have said, I have remained really quite
puzzled. You have referred to the problems you have

as being ongoing and each one of you has given some
interesting examples of how it could be improved, but
you have not had any proper reaction from
government or from oYcials and so on. To me, the
whole business of regional and local is crucially
important. We have had evidence of specific
instances, but, if it is this important and if your role
is so important, why have you not got a list of
priorities of what changes you would like to have in
order of priority and then, between you all, agreeing
whatever the priorities are, and then the people in the
particular areas that you need with the skills in
communication about what is important and so on?
Am I being over-critical of the fact that I do not think
you have got as far as I think you ought to have got
with how government treats you?
Mr Ottewell: As Chris said, lobbying goes on all the
time with government to change things and we will
always get positive—I know my editor has made this
point countless times at various levels and he will say,
“This is what we need”, and there will be the
suggestion that things will change, but, for whatever
reason, they do not. For example, on the issue of
more access to prioritising regional media when
Secretaries of State are doing interviews, for example,
there will be a suggestion, “Oh yes, sorry, we
shouldn’t be leaving you out. We should be
prioritising you when it is a regional visit”, but then
that does not happen in practice. We can point out
that this was supposed to have happened, but at the
end of the day a special adviser is going to do it the
way he wants to do it basically and will say, “You,
you, you”, and then you are at the end basically and
that carries on, so it is a cycle really where we will
raise it, they will say, “Oh okay, we’ll fix it”, but then
it does not happen on the ground and nothing ever
seems to change or certainly not significantly. On the
other point with the lobby system, I am not a member
of the Lobby, but we do have a lobby correspondent.
I have no problem at all with the Lobby, I think it is
a necessary evil, I think it does work to some extent
and there is not really any other way of doing it.
However, I do not think it should be at the expense
of regional correspondents being able to get access to
that same information.

Q295 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: So how would you
change it? You would say that all of you should be
members of it?
Mr Ottewell: Well, not necessarily, but I think there
is a sense that people think that once the Lobby is
satisfied, the press are satisfied, and I think that is the
problem. The problem is not with the Lobby for me,
but it is that once that is done and dusted, I want to
still be able to phone somebody who can tell me what
is happening without their saying, “Well, you are not
in the Lobby”.
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Q296 Chairman: You are based in Manchester?
Mr Ottewell: Yes, correct.

Q297 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: What about, for
example, if somebody said that some Ministers at
specific times did hold regional briefings or briefings
for regional representatives? Is that a good thing?
Mr Ottewell: For me, that would be perfect. If there
could be somebody based in the region who was
empowered to give basically all the same information
that would come out of lobby briefings, it would be
absolutely marvellous for me, but it does not work
that way. The way it works at the moment is that
lobby briefings happen and that is basically it and
then it is very diYcult for me later to try and get the
information, so, if for any reason our lobby
correspondent is not there or whatever, it is very
diYcult for me to get that level of information at a
later date.
Chairman: If lobby meetings were televised, you
would be able to look in when you wanted to.

Q298 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Well, that would be
one way, but is it the same as the more personal
contact?
Mr Fisher: It is not just a matter of the Lobby. I will
defend the Lobby.

Q299 Chairman: You are a lobby member?
Mr Fisher: Yes, and I do not regard it as an evil, by
the way. As I say, I think it is essentially democratic
in that sense, and I wish more regional papers were
represented in it. But it is not the only government
communication system operating here. There is, as I
have mentioned a couple of times before at least,
another sort of provisional wing, if you like, of the
government information service at Westminster and
that is less democratic, and maybe I can give you an
illustration. Last Thursday, I could not get there
because I was dealing with a phone call, but I know
that at the 11 o’clock lobby briefing the spokesman
for Number Ten refused to take any questions about
a government reshuZe. But I know that already by
then at least two national paper political editors had
received messages tipping them oV to expect things to
start happening by about teatime that day. Well,
actually it did not happen then, but events took a
diVerent course and it was delayed until Friday, but,
if they are receiving those phone calls tipping them oV
to expect a Cabinet reshuZe to start later in the day,
why am I not receiving that call?
Chairman: Which is rather an important operational
point for you as well, is it not, because, if one of your
Ministers is being shuZed, you want to get it into the
evening newspaper? I remember getting into terrible
trouble with the Birmingham Evening Mail for not
telling them when I was about to go.

Q300 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: But, to go back to
my main point before obviously others want to join
in, why do you think you are not being as powerful as
I think you ought to be? I really am fairly amazed at
the lack of your getting your way in quite a lot of
these things.
Mr Fisher: I think there is a culture here which, as I
said earlier, just does not get or understand the
regional press, and it is significant. It just does not
understand it.
Mr Ledwidge: Just to give examples, you say, “What
are your priorities? What are you doing about it?”,
here is something. We are in a very fast-moving news
environment and we are dealing with many, many
stories a day. The Ministry of Defence, to take an
example, may make a statement, publish a press
release about the movement of troops. We have said,
members of my team, “Look, please do tell us where
they are coming back to. Are they coming back to
Catterick? Are they coming back to Colchester?”
Squadrons, battalions, we need to know where they
are so that we can target the information to the
particular station and region concerned. It is such
basic practical stuV sometimes. It sounds almost
mundane, but we need to get that kind of very basic
information into all government communications,
but we do say this and then one press oYcer gets it,
but the next may not know, so it is not as though we
are all being passive about what is a problem, but it
is not a problem absolutely everywhere and, as I say,
the overwhelming view is that there have been
improvements.
Mr Ottewell: But they do prey on our goodwill
slightly as well, do they not, in that they know that we
do want to be ultimately a paper of record in a way
perhaps not all the nationals do, so, if there is a visit,
if there is an announcement, we do feel an onus on us
and that is one of the reasons, as I think somebody
mentioned earlier, that we are slightly more trusted
than national papers because we do make an attempt
to be a paper of record and they know that. I think
they know that, even if they give us the bare
minimum, they have still got a reasonable chance of
getting coverage, and I think that is really almost an
abuse of our goodwill basically because they should
not be giving us a worse service just because they can
rely on us doing something for them.

Q301 Chairman: How many lobby passes does the
BBC have?
Mr Ledwidge: I will have to check on that. I would not
imagine more than about a dozen, but I am not
certain.

Q302 Chairman: A dozen?
Mr Ledwidge: I will have to check on that, Lord
Fowler, and I will come back to you with an answer.
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Q303 Lord Grocott: I was going to ask something
very similar. When Chris Fisher said that he thought
it would be nice if there were greater access to the
Lobby by regional journalists, what is the ceiling on
this and how are they allocated? Is there just a finite
number of lobby passes? Certainly when I had
anything to do with it, this is how it seemed to
operate, that historically almost they are frozen in
time between the various news outlets, and some
maybe get more passes than they need and others get
fewer, but is there a finite number? Question two then
is what is the reason for that finite number, because I
do not think it can be surely just the physical number
of people who can go to the Lobby, but is every seat
taken every morning and afternoon?
Mr Fisher: I do not think there is a finite number.

Q304 Lord Grocott: So, if you applied for another
couple of lobby passes from Manchester or the North
East, as far as you know, they would be granted?
Mr Fisher: As far as I am aware. The problem is more
one of regional papers sort of ending their
representation in the Lobby. That is more of a
problem at present. Perhaps I can give another
illustration of where, in my opinion, it goes wrong.
One of life’s irritants for me is the so-called “op ed”
or opinion editorial by which an article will be written
supposedly by, but in reality for, a minister or a top
opposition politician. It will try to sort of regionalise
a national policy issue, but these articles are usually
absolutely hopeless, of very poor quality, absolutely
patronising and often one senses that the words, for
example, “West Midlands” have been scratched out
and “East Anglia” have been put in and that is about
as close a reference to what is going on in the eastern
region as you can get. They are so poor that my paper
almost refuses on principle to run them. Surely the
government information system and indeed
opposition parties can do better than this.

Q305 Chairman: Okay, that is the challenge for the
politicians. We have kept you past your time, but is
there anything you want to add, any further way you
think that things can be improved as far as the
regions and coverage are concerned?
Mr Ledwidge: One thing that I ought to mention
which some of my colleagues in the BBC around the
country mentioned, and we have not spoken about,
is the regional development agencies, which are
substantial players now in many regions both in
terms of the influence they have and the money they
spend. One point that was made to me was that the
press oYces in those regional development agencies,
an arm of government, if you like, are ultra-cautious
and it is hard to get interviews with people from the

regional development agencies and there is a
reluctance to appear sometimes or to be providing
information that can then help a programme or a
news outlet. I think again it is a case of greater
engagement within those regions between the press
oYces and the regional media and a greater trust
needing to be built up between them.

Q306 Chairman: That is fairly important, is it not,
because the regional development agencies
themselves can be criticised for not being sort of
‘democratic’ institutions at any rate and, if they were
then secretive as well, that just kind of underlines it
all?
Mr Ledwidge: Well, yes, I think that is right and
maybe there is nothing to hide, and I am sure there is
not, but there is this element of caution, as I said,
which a number of people have mentioned to me.

Q307 Chairman: Okay. Anything from your side,
Mr Fisher? You have been pretty frank about your
views.
Mr Fisher: Well, I hope I have not appeared negative,
my Lord Chairman, but I thought it was probably
best to say things as I see them.

Q308 Chairman: We welcome that.
Mr Fisher: Can I just say this to illustrate the sort of
lack of clout of regional papers: that my paper has
been campaigning since 1984 for an all-motorway
and dual-carriageway road link between London and
Norwich. Norwich is widely perceived as the regional
capital, it is little more than 100 miles from London
and, as I say, my paper has been banging away about
this for 24 years and that road link is still not there.

Q309 Chairman: Mr Ottewell, what about you?
Mr Ottewell: I guess I am actually quite pleased that
you are all puzzled as to why nothing has improved,
despite the so-called power of the regional lobby,
because we are too basically, so I am actually pleased
about that. I hope that the key thing that will come
out of this is that the Government will take these
issues seriously, and also the other message I would
want to give is that a few key people in an area like
the media can make a huge diVerence.

Q310 Chairman: Yes, I think that is an important
point. Well, many, many thanks for coming. I
apologise for keeping you past the time on quite a
busy news day—the Chancellor of the Exchequer, I
see, is up in the Commons now at this moment—but
thank you very much. If we have got any other
points, we might write to you on those.
Mr Fisher: Thanks very much and thanks for
inviting us.
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Supplementary letter from Mr Bob Ledwidge, BBC

I would like to thank you for inviting me to answer questions last week as part of your committee’s inquiry
into Government Communications.

One of the specific questions you asked was ‘How many lobby passes does the BBC have?’ I wasn’t sure, but
promised to write and let you know. The answer is 30, and that figure includes all the BBC’s Regional Political
Editors around the country.

Lord Maxton asked whether the 5.1 million audience figure which I quoted for the 6.30 pm Regional News
from the previous Friday night (3rd October) included Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. I confirm that
it does. He also wanted to know the breakdown for the Nations. The answer is that within the 5.1 million
average total who watched the slot in the UK there were 486,000 viewers in Scotland, 212,000 in Northern
Ireland and 134,000 in Wales.

Finally, one subject which we didn’t get to in the session was the importance of up-to-date internet information
for journalists. The majority of BBC Political Editors I’ve spoken to around the country think there has been
an improvement in this area by government departments. However, most believe the navigation and
signposting on government sites could be a lot easier.

One told me that sometimes it’s “mind blowing trying to find the right regional information in a useable form”,
with statistics lost in massive reports. On the other hand, one told me there was a good GNN regional site
detailing the government’s house-building targets for his region with an easy-to-read breakdown by local
authority area. All agree there’s a huge appetite for regional and local breakdowns of figures on many subjects
which isn’t being satisfied. As we indicated to the committee, a top line statistic for an entire government
region, whether it’s on hospital waiting lists or house re-possessions, isn’t really enough for the local media to
tell the story accurately and make it locally relevant.

I hope this information helps, and I wish you luck with your report.

16 October 2008
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WEDNESDAY 15 OCTOBER 2008

Present Eccles of Moulton, B King of Bridgwater, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) Manchester, BP
Grocott, L Maxton, L
Howe of Idlicote, B McIntosh of Hudnall, B
Inglewood, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Nick Gurr, Director-General of Media Communications, Ministry of Defence, Mr Ian

Hargreaves, Strategic Communications Director, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, and Ms Sian Jarvis,
Director-General of Communications, Department of Health, examined.

Q311 Chairman: Welcome. Thank you very much
for coming. You know what we are about. We are
conducting an inquiry into whether the government
communications system is open, impartial and
relevant to the public. We are obviously looking at
the Phillis report and whether things have improved
since then and whether the culture of secrecy and
partial disclosure, which was identified, has been
changed and other issues which go with that,
including the relationship between special advisers
and civil servants. We have got all your biographical
details. Mr Gurr, I think you are the only one who
has been in the Department of Defence for some
time, have you not?
Mr Gurr: Yes.

Q312 Chairman: In the sense that you are—
Mr Gurr: —an administrative civil servant, yes, or I
was until I took up this post.

Q313 Chairman: Did you cease to be an
administrative civil servant then?
Mr Gurr: For the duration of this post, yes.

Q314 Chairman: We will come back to that. Ian
Hargreaves, do I not remember you from journalism?
Were you not a journalist? You are turning now from
poacher to gamekeeper, are you?
Mr Hargreaves: I hope that I am not literally turning
at this moment, my Lord Chairman. You remember
me from the time when you were Transport Secretary
and I was the Financial Times’ transport
correspondent.

Q315 Chairman: I knew it. I knew there was some
wound I had!
Mr Hargreaves: I was hoping you might have
forgotten that! Most of my career has been in
journalism, with the Financial Times, the BBC, the
New Statesman, but in latter years I have spent a
period running the journalism school at CardiV
University and then doing two large communication

jobs, one for BAA plc and now for the Foreign and
Commonwealth OYce.

Q316 Chairman: Are you a regular civil servant?
Mr Hargreaves: I am.

Q317 Chairman: So you have joined the Civil
Service?
Mr Hargreaves: I have.

Q318 Chairman: Sian Jarvis, you also were a
journalist, you have worked in television and radio,
but you have been Head of News in the Department
of Health since 1999.
Ms Jarvis: I joined from GMTV. Before that I
trained at the BBC as a journalist. I joined as Head of
News in 1999 and in 2001 I was promoted to Director
of Communications at the Department of Health,
and then about two years ago I became Director-
General of Communications.

Q319 Chairman: What is the diVerence between all
those titles?
Ms Jarvis: It is a restructuring of the Civil Service.
The director-generals are the most senior level of
management before the permanent secretary and
directors are now the next rung down and then we
have deputy directors after that.

Q320 Chairman: We asked the Cabinet OYce in
early July for information on the number of
communications staV costs. We gave them a
generous deadline of 16 September and we received
their reply at 6 o’clock last night, which does not say
too much for the speed of government
communications. Obviously we have not really been
able to digest in that time that which has been said. I
am not blaming you for that. How many
communications staV do you have? How many of
those are press oYcers or dealing with the press, and
what does it cost?
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Mr Gurr: Perhaps in the interests of making this
answer as understandable as possible I will come at it
in slightly bite-size chunks. My central
communications budget, as the Director of
Communications in MoD responsible for the central
communications organisation, is about £15.6
million. I have about 180 staV in my organisation, 28
of whom are national press oYcers and eight deal
with the regional media. The rest are a combination
of support staV, photographers, graphic staV and
people dealing with websites. We also have a training
organisation and a deployable media operations
capability that can be sent to operational theatres to
provide a media capability there. All of that is
included in the 180 people who work for me. There
are a further 157 staV in the MoD whose prime role is
communications who do not work for me. These are
people who are in the service commands, places like
the Meteorological OYce, the Hydrographic OYce,
our Estates Organisation and the Equipment and
Support Organisation. We have not got a total figure
for how much these people cost, but my best
estimate—

Q321 Chairman: So that first figure of £15.6 only
covers the 180, does it?
Mr Gurr: Yes. The best order estimate I could give
for the others is about £15 million. If you add all of
this together you come up with a total of about 337
people across defence as a whole and a budget of
about £30 million, which is less than 0.1% of the
defence budget. I like to think that everybody in
defence has some responsibility for communications.
For example, we have public relations oYcers in
every regiment or on every ship but they were not
included in those figures. They have other primary
duties and just do communications as part of an
overall task which focuses on a number of things.

Q322 Chairman: In that total of 157 would roughly
the same proportion as the proportion for the 180 be
dealing with the press directly?
Mr Gurr: It is diYcult to say. I think it will vary from
organisation to organisation. In the Met OYce, for
example, where they have got quite a big and regular
dealing with the media, it probably will be of that
order. In some of the other parts, for example,
defence estates, there are probably more people
dealing with internal communications and websites.
It will vary across the piece.

Q323 Chairman: We will come back as the
questioning goes on and examine some of this, but let
us just get a broad picture first. What about the
Department of Health?
Ms Jarvis: In the Department of Health we have 30
press oYcers who deal directly with the media. With
administrative support that is a total cost of £2

million. Overall and included in that number we have
122 communicators and they do a broad range of
jobs, marketing, so all the public health campaigns
like obesity, alcohol, smoking, but also included in
that are recruitment campaigns, social care and
NHS. We do branding. We have a team that
specialises in NHS comms and managing the
network of NHS communicators. We have a digital
team who manage the websites and other social
marketing developments, publications and printing
and internal communications for the Department of
Health. Our total budget, including the public health
campaigning for 2007/08, was £45 million.

Q324 Chairman: Am I right in saying that you have
30 press oYcers and 122 other communicators?
Ms Jarvis: No. The 30 is included in that number.
One hundred and twenty-two is the total number of
communications people, and 30 of those people deal
directly with the media.

Q325 Chairman: Your 122 cost £45 million, is that
right?
Ms Jarvis: No. That was for the campaigns. The
actual bill for staYng, in other words the admin
budget, is £7 million. The 122 people cost, including
their travel and expenses and that kind of thing and
training budget, just over £7 million to be employed.

Q326 Chairman: And the £45 million?
Ms Jarvis: That is programme spend so it will be the
campaigns, websites, all that kind of thing.

Q327 Chairman: Obesity would come under that,
would it not?
Ms Jarvis: Yes. This coming year we are going to be
spending £23 million on obesity. The overall budget
for obesity over three years is £75 million. That is
what we have earmarked but obviously we have not
spent that yet.

Q328 Chairman: So £25 million you are spending on
obesity, are you?
Ms Jarvis: That is for the forthcoming year. In those
figures we only spent £1 million on obesity in terms of
preparing for the campaign.

Q329 Chairman: I am glad to see the health budget
is just as obscure as when I was there! Ian, what are
you spending?
Mr Hargreaves: The number that I think is most
comparable to Nick’s 50 and the lower number that
Sian gave you is just under £11.5 million, which is
what we spend on running a press oYce, that is,
internal communications, public diplomacy and the
money that is directly able to be spent by myself and
my colleagues. The press oYce within that, as you can
see from the White Book numbers, in recent years has
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come down in size, I think the current White Book
number is 16, but the actual number of people who
work in the press oYce in one way or another is closer
to 30. That includes, for example, press oYcers who
specialise in Urdu language work and in Arabic
language work in London, that is the London team.
The total budget for which I am responsible is
considerably larger than that, it is £497 million a
year, but that is because I have managerial
responsibility for the Foreign OYce’s funding
relationship with the BBC World Service, with the
British Council, with Wilton Park and with the
scholarship programmes that the Foreign OYce
runs. Clearly that is a very large number, but it would
be a mistake to confuse that with something to do
with press oYcers or whatever.

Q330 Chairman: You have got 16 regular press
oYcers, have you?
Mr Hargreaves: That was the number at the oYcial
census in the White Book. It moves around a little bit.
It is a team of almost 30 people if you take into
account the people who provide support services like
photography and various web-related activities and
other things that these days you need in a press oYce
other than individuals who can take telephone calls
and make telephone calls to journalists.

Q331 Lord Inglewood: In terms of your figure for
press oYcers, that does not include people based in
embassies outside this country dealing with the press
and the media abroad, is that right?
Mr Hargreaves: It includes the London team only,
yes. We have a global network of just under 250 UK
missions overseas. Large missions have got
substantial communications capacity. With small
missions the communications task is part of an
individual’s job who will be doing quite a lot of other
things as well. That is not a number that we have
computed.

Q332 Chairman: We might ask you to do so.
Mr Hargreaves: We could do that. It would be an
estimate.

Q333 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: Do your 122
communicators have anything at all to do with the
rolling out of the massive communications system
between all patient health records?
Ms Jarvis: No. It will do in time. We are actually just
transferring that team into our team, but that has not
happened yet.

Q334 Chairman: Let us concentrate on the press for
a moment and relations with the press because
otherwise we might go all over the place. How do you
define your role in dealing with the press? Are you
there as public relations oYcers for any government?

How do you avoid being dragged into politics? Is it
really your job to fight out there for Ministers’
policies? Is that how you regard your role?
Ms Jarvis: The rules around the Code of Practice for
civil servants are quite clear and they were revised in
2006. It is quite clear from that that we do have a duty
to explain and to defend government policy and to
promote it to the public but obviously we would not
do anything political. In many ways that is why it is
very useful having two special advisers in the
Department who we can call on, so we do not get
dragged in to any political activity at all. Any work of
that kind is given straight to the special advisers.

Q335 Chairman: So much of what you do in the
Health Department is political. How do you make
that division?
Ms Jarvis: I think you can make the division.
Obviously something that is party political is quite
obvious. If you are opposing Opposition policies, for
example, that is not something that we would do, but
if the policy is open to scrutiny then it is our job to
defend it. We also have discussions around when is
something actually a managerial issue. Obviously the
media always like to—and tend to—turn everything
into a political issue because the NHS has become a
bit of a political football. Quite often, if it is an
operational issue around infection rates or financial
spending stories, then wherever possible we get the
Chief Executive to present and to defend those issues.
Increasingly what we have done is we have a whole
number of national clinical directors who have as
their subject area maybe cancer, mental health or
older people and they are trusted voices to the public
and they are able to present stories in a way that is not
always entirely political.

Q336 Chairman: So you are not just responding, are
you? You say you defend the policies. Does that
mean by any means basically? Even if the policy is
wrong you defend it, do you?
Ms Jarvis: Our job is to actively promote and to
explain government policy and I guess to a degree
there may be an element of defending it because in
explaining it you are trying to make the case for why
it works.

Q337 Chairman: That was the word you used.
Ms Jarvis: Yes, I did use the word defend.

Q338 Chairman: When do the two special advisers
come into play?
Ms Jarvis: We have a close working relationship with
the special advisers. In health we have a very good
relationship with them. Every week we meet for a
formal meeting where we go through our long-term
planning grid, so we will go through the stories that
we know are coming up for announcement that week
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or indeed for the next few weeks and we are able to
have a discussion about that. It is useful to have them
at the meeting. We also have the Secretary of State’s
Private OYce there so that if our discussion should
stray into issues around policy or questions of policy
then the Private OYce is able to pick those up. As the
Private OYce works closely with the Secretary of
State they have a very clear view of what is in his mind
and they are able to bring that to the table which
saves a lot of time sometimes.

Q339 Chairman: And the special advisers would
deal with a ministerial speech in a party context, for
example, a party conference or something of that
sort?
Ms Jarvis: If it was in a party context we would not
be dealing with it. If there was a speech, for example,
and there was a section which was quite blatantly
political, we would not publish that either. We would
ask the special adviser to put that out through the
party. We are very clear about those dividing lines.

Q340 Chairman: What kind of paragraph would
that be that you would excise?
Ms Jarvis: If it related directly to the Opposition, for
example. If it was an attack on their policies
specifically then we would not put that out.

Q341 Bishop of Manchester: One of the largest
factors that I imagine your Department is going to
have to cope with sooner maybe rather than later is
the pandemic flu. I imagine that is going to be a far
greater factor than the obesity issues that you are
dealing with. How are you coping with the plans for
that issue in terms of communications and indeed
budgeting?
Ms Jarvis: We have got very well prepared plans. We
have a pandemic board which either I or one of my
deputies sits on, and we have a whole grouping of
scientists, so we have a communications plan in
place. We also have a strategy for dealing with
pandemic flu. I have not got the budget figures for
that here but I can get them to you.

Q342 Lord Grocott: A huge proportion of your
communications work presumably is information
that needs to reach the public. We talk about press
oYcers and the press and relations with the media
and everything else, but with all due respect to our
friends in the press, from your perspective and the
public’s perspective they are simply the conduit
which may or may not work. Obviously think pieces
and everything else come en route, but there are huge
areas of your policy where it is absolutely vital that
the message gets to the public. How important are the
media to you in that crucially important area of your
communications strategy? Are they a help or a
hindrance? Secondly, is there any way in which you

can diVerentiate in your budget that part of the
budget which is dealing with the media and that part
of the budget which is dealing with the public? I
suppose my prejudices are inherent in the question. I
think it is very important the public knows.
Ms Jarvis: I will take your first question first.
Sometimes they are a help and sometimes it feels like
they are a hindrance. I think for us in health it is a
slightly diVerent engagement with the media because
obviously we are a huge public service. We treat one
million patients every 36 hours. There is a point at
which with the information that we are putting out,
whether it is through the media or directly to citizens,
we cannot go far from the truth because people will
see it with their own eyes and obviously they have
their own experiences and so if we do get it wrong
then we are going to hear about it very quickly. We
have a huge respect for the media, we have very good
working relationships with the media, but we also
endeavour to get out direct information to the public
wherever possible, perhaps through our new website.
NHS Choices has been a fantastic innovation that
went live in 2006. The public are able to go on there
and get information about their local hospital. They
are able to see and compare MRSA rates, for
example. They are able to make informed choices
based on information like that. They are also able to
get information on 700 diVerent conditions, but for
those who cannot access NHS Choices, GPs are able
to download information in a user-friendly way so
that they can hand it to patients as well. We have got
a whole range of communications where we try to
speak directly to the public. We are very clear about
the budgets.

Q343 Chairman: I just want to go back to your
attitude to the press and how you define your role.
Ian, what do you think?
Mr Hargreaves: I think anybody who has worked
most of their life in journalism, as I have, knows that
probably the most valuable thing you can get from a
press oYcer in any organisation is speedy, accurate
information which deals with the gaps in your
knowledge that you have when you are doing the
story. That is undoubtedly the most valuable thing
that our press oYcers provide. Therefore, there is a
high premium on a balance of expertise and access to
expertise in a very tight time-frame. On the issue of
whether that is promoting or defending government
policy, I think that inevitably and correctly it is. If the
public is to understand what the Government’s
stance is on the conflict in Afghanistan, for example,
then press oYcers have a role to play in explaining the
circumstances on the ground in Afghanistan as best
that we can. We work very closely with Nick and his
colleagues in that. It is a balance of information and
context. Does that stray into something
unacceptable? As Sian says, we are governed by the
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Civil Service code and I think that everybody who
works in our press oYce is very clear about what the
rules are.

Q344 Chairman: Speedy and accurate information is
quite a good way of putting it, is it not? It has to be
accurate.
Mr Hargreaves: It does indeed.

Q345 Chairman: How do you do it in Defence? How
do you view your role?
Mr Gurr: I would agree very much with what my
colleagues have said. One of the important changes
that have been brought about in recent years as a
result of Phillis and also the work that Howell James
did is that we are engaged now right at the beginning
of policy formulation, we do get involved from the
outset and we are consulted throughout. That was
not necessarily always the case. It certainly was not
the case when I was in policy jobs a decade or so ago.
Through the process that we have now it is much
more likely that if a policy does have presentational
flaws which might in turn mean that it has flaws full
stop, we can discuss those at an early stage and they
can be factored into that policy as it is worked
forward. Above all what I want is a productive
relationship with the media where they feel that they
can come to us and get accurate, timely advice on the
issues that are of concern to them. Over the last
couple of years we have put a huge amount of eVort
into rebuilding a relationship with the media, which
I think had suVered quite considerably at the time of
the Iraq War and the events that followed that, and I
think we have made an enormous amount of
progress. I would echo Ian’s point about expertise in
the press oYce. Sometimes the media will want to
speak to somebody who has got current military
expertise, and we make sure we have people who have
got that and can talk from that experience. In fact
over the last year or so we have doubled the number
of military oYcers in our press oYce so we can
provide that.

Q346 Lord Maxton: Ms Jarvis, an obesity campaign
is not just a matter for your department, although the
health issues are, the educational issue in terms of
getting children to eat properly is a matter for the
Education Department. How closely do you work
with your equivalent people in other departments?
Ms Jarvis: We work very closely and very well.
Obesity is a very good example because I think it
involves six diVerent government departments. We
decided that the most eVective way of doing that,
apart from email, is to have a monthly meeting
actually specifically on that issue. So while we have
the directors of communication meeting where we
discuss a whole range of topics, we have also singled
this out as being a particular issue that we want to

focus on. We have a network of communicators and
a network of policy oYcials as well, and we share
PSAs as well on this particular issue.

Q347 Chairman: We have had evidence from
journalists which probably has been brought to your
attention. We have had evidence from Tony Collins,
the Executive Editor of Computer Weekly, who did
not seem particularly happy with the way that he had
been treated by the Department of Health. He said
that on one occasion he was actually excluded from a
press conference on the grounds that the Department
took the view that he would not be particularly
interested even though it was about IT.
Ms Jarvis: I am aware of his comments and his
criticisms. I was not in post at the time: I was on
maternity leave, so I cannot speak first-hand, but I
have spoken to my colleagues about this particular
incident. There are some other facts of the case that I
would like to put on the table which will help with the
context, if I might do that. From time to time on
particular issues we will organise bespoke briefings. If
there is a big announcement obviously everybody is
invited and we respect the primacy of Parliament and
we make the announcement there first. Sometimes we
want to bring a group of journalists up to speed on a
particular subject and in this case we identified that
the health lobby did not have as much information
about the national programme for IT. That
particular group of journalists, who work together a
little bit like a pack, we invited in for a special
briefing. We did not invite the trade press—Tony
Collins is part of the trade press—because they had
so much information about it. They wrote on it every
single week and had intimate knowledge of it. So
Tony Collins was not invited, he was not on the list.
We had not made arrangements for him. Had we
invited him we would have had to invite all his trade
colleagues. The daily press oYcer who was handling
the event excluded him because he was not on the list.

Q348 Chairman: You had an expert in computer
science there who was actually following the national
IT programme.
Ms Jarvis: We were giving very basic information in
order to bring health correspondents up to speed on
the subject. There would have been nothing that he
did not know. If he wanted to have a specific meeting
with the oYcial or the Minister, that is something
that we would have considered.

Q349 Chairman: You made this contrast between
national and trade press. You could say the trade
press is actually rather expert press, could you not?
Ms Jarvis: Yes, you could call it expert press as well.

Q350 Chairman: Do you really think it is justified to
physically exclude someone from a press briefing?
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Ms Jarvis: There may well have been better ways of
doing it, but he was not invited. We did not set out
to exclude him, but we did not set out to invite him
because it was a bespoke briefing organised for
another grouping of journalists. I would also add
that not only do we have the specialists or the trade
press, we have the health lobby and they have very
diVerent deadlines, diVerent interests, diVerent
angles on stories from the political lobby and also
from the regional and local lobby. We try to respect
their diVerences, which is what they ask us to do, and
we try to treat them in a diVerent way in order to give
them what they need.

Q351 Chairman: It did not cross your mind that you
would get a nicer story if you did not have an expert
there asking awkward questions?
Ms Jarvis: It was not about getting a story. It was a
background briefing.

Q352 Chairman: Background briefings normally
lead to something, do they not, otherwise it is a waste
of time?
Ms Jarvis: We sometimes call them fireside chats or
background briefings. We do them on a regular basis
in order to make sure that journalists have a lot more
information and context. Obviously they are busy
people too, but we like to give them the opportunity,
for example, to speak to national clinical directors
about a particular topic area like cancer so that they
get a much better understanding. We are educating
them about what might just lie behind the headlines.

Q353 Lord Inglewood: You mentioned that you have
a number of lists. Who compiles the lists? Do you
compile the lists or can any journalist put himself
forward and say “I would like to be on that list” and
have the right to go?
Ms Jarvis: Which lists are you referring to?

Q354 Lord Inglewood: You were referring
particularly in the context of Mr Collins—
Ms Jarvis: The briefing for the lobby?

Q355 Lord Inglewood: There seems to be a series of
diVerent lists of people for diVerent topics. Can
anybody say, “I would like to be on that” and be
asked, or is it you at the centre who compiles the list
and says we want A, B, C, D and E on it?
Ms Jarvis: Anybody can be on our standard list for
the issuing of press releases. They can also go to the
website where everything is published. Anybody can
be on our list for information that we send out on a
routine basis. When we organise bespoke briefings
that is exactly what they are. Sometimes journalists
come to us and say they would like to be brought up
to speed on a particular topic either of interest or
because they feel that they have not got all the facts,

and we will happily do that, whether it is with a
leading oYcial or sometimes with a Minister.
Sometimes we organise briefings around particular
topics because we think that it is something new. On
obesity, for example, we will probably organise a
background briefing, and we will also have the formal
announcement, in which case everybody can come,
but there will be people who perhaps have written
about a particular subject or who we know need
information, and for them we will organise bespoke
briefings. If somebody has an interest they can call us,
say that they have a special interest, put their hand up
and we will make sure that they are on whatever list
we compile for particular briefings.

Q356 Lord Inglewood: If this character had wanted
to come to your briefing then what you are saying is
he should have said, “I know you’re doing this
briefing. May I come?” and you would have said yes.
Is that right?
Ms Jarvis: I still might not have said yes simply
because it was a special briefing to bring health
correspondents, who did not have much information,
who did not have much understanding about the
topic areas, up to speed.

Q357 Lord Inglewood: I can understand that. What
I am trying to work out is where the initiative lies
here. Is the selection with you or can anybody have
the right to ask to come?
Ms Jarvis: Yes. He could then ring us and say, “I
would like my own briefing”, or “I would like a
briefing for the trade press in order to bring us up to
speed”, and we would then consider that.

Q358 Chairman: So he would have to have a
separate briefing, would he? According to his
evidence to us, he did ring and he did ask whether he
could go and he was told that the conference was full.
Ms Jarvis: That may well have been the case, because
if we had organised a briefing for a certain number of
people then there would only have been enough room
for a certain number of people. I was not there at the
time: I was not in post. I have tried to find out to the
best of my ability what actually happened.

Q359 Lord King of Bridgwater: There is a rather
more serious point that emerges out of this. You have
just said that if somebody said they would like to
have a fuller briefing with somebody or perhaps even
talk to a Minister about something you would be
happy to arrange it. The allegation Mr Collins makes
is that he and his editor were told you were not happy
with their coverage and unless they wrote more
articles that the Department was happy with they
would not get that access. Those were the bad old
days, and without going over the bullying that used
to go on and the allegations about what Alastair
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Campbell was doing, I thought the new
administration had cut that right out. Would you like
to comment on that point?
Ms Jarvis: I think it is very diYcult for me to
comment. That is their allegation. That is not what I
have heard in the investigation, but I am happy to
investigate further. I think it is easy for people to
make allegations and accusations. I am very proud of
the press oYce and the way that they conduct
themselves. I am sorry that in this case it seems to
have caused oVence. It certainly is not our intention
to do so. It is always our intention to be as helpful and
as open as possible and I absolutely underline that.

Q360 Chairman: Mr Collins is not the only person
who has made a complaint to us. We asked Nigel
Hawkes, the Health Editor of the Times, how he
found his relations with the Department of Health,
and “not particularly good” was his reply. He found
himself agreeing with Adam Boulton, who had also
given us evidence, saying that he would not these
days ring departmental press oYcers to find out what
was happening. Nigel Hawkes’ main criticism -and
he is a very experienced journalist—was that there
has not really been any greater openness since 2004
and the Phillis report and that everything is trailed.
When a report is coming out it is embargoed for a
certain time but, nevertheless, journalists who are
likely to take a favourable view of it are then told
about it. He gave a number of examples of that,
including the Darzi report, which was apparently
trailed in every paper, and the annual report of the
Chief Medical OYcer. Do you preannounce things
and trail things in advance?
Ms Jarvis: We always respect the primacy of
Parliament, so we do not preannounce big
announcements like the Darzi report.

Q361 Chairman: So how did it get into the press
beforehand?
Ms Jarvis: We can put out information more
generally about the fact that the Darzi report is
coming and some of the themes that will be in it, and
I think that is entirely appropriate. In order to
promote government policy we want to get on to the
front foot, but that is not making any
announcements. The journalists are incredibly
hungry. When you have got something like that
coming in they are really, really hungry. They have
got very good contacts. They will go to all sorts of
sources. It does not take much to present a story that
looks like it might be incredibly well briefed which is
based sometimes on speculation or a perfectly
sensible comment about maybe the themes that we
are tackling or the problems that we want to address
and it looks as if everybody has had an incredibly
well-briefed story, which is not the case and certainly
was not in the case of Darzi.

Q362 Chairman: The press stories on Darzi were
wrong, were they?
Ms Jarvis: There was no detail about what was
coming up. The thing about Darzi to remember is
that it was not our information to hold on to. We
launched a massive consultation which lasted for a
whole year in designing Lord Darzi’s policy. We had
consultation events all around the country. We
involved 2,000 doctors and 60,000 members of the
public. We had deliberative events. I went to one
myself where we were able to discuss local
properties—that is, what did local people want from
this report. What I am saying is that there is an awful
lot of information out there. We had already briefed
every single strategic health authority so that they
were prepared. We were more open than I think we
have probably ever been both with journalists and
with the public and with clinicians and local
managers. There was no sense that there was a
secret story.

Q363 Chairman: When you say you briefed strategic
health authorities, do you mean you briefed them on
what was in the report?
Ms Jarvis: Yes, we did. We did not brief them on
every single detail of it because obviously we had to
go to Parliament first—

Q364 Chairman: You keep on saying that. It sounds
to me as though Parliament comes a very long way
down the list.
Ms Jarvis: Much of Phillis was about a much, much
closer engagement with the public, putting the citizen
at the heart of policymaking and the heart of service
delivery. It strikes me that it is very diYcult to do that
unless you are very open with information. When it
comes to the actual detail of reports that go to
Parliament, obviously we make sure that in the detail
of specific announcements and policies we respect the
primacy of Parliament. I think the way that we
handled the Lord Darzi report was extremely
professional. We had very good coverage for it. It
was embraced by doctors mostly. It was also
supported by the public. We almost do not own it any
longer is what I am saying so it is very diYcult for us
to be necessarily in control of every single detail.
With Adam, I think it is a very unfair criticism: I
know he described press oYcers as “puny”. I do not
know if it is worth me describing to you the context
that our 30 press oYcers work in. On the news desk
we have five press oYcers and they deal with between
10 and 20 health stories a day, sometimes up to 30 on
any busy day. Each of them is taking 40 calls, and
they are all trying to respond, for example, in Sky, to
a rolling news deadline throughout the day and also,
in terms of the national newspapers, they like us to
have our lines and a response by 5 o’clock. These are
very, very pressurised jobs. People work under
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extreme pressure. I am incredibly proud of my press
oYcers. They have huge amounts of integrity. They
have an enormous sense of responsibility about the
work that they are doing and they always try to do it
to the best of their ability. I think in general, despite
the three that you have picked out, we have an
extremely good working relationship.

Q365 Chairman: They are not the three we picked
out, they are people who gave us evidence.
Ms Jarvis: I agree.

Q366 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: The question I
want to ask has a broader application than simply in
relation to health. You have said several times that
you respect the primacy of Parliament, which is
admirable and part of what you should be doing, but
what you are describing is an environment within
which the primacy of Parliament is very hard to
sustain. I wondered if you were aware of the evidence
that we had last week from journalists within which
it was clear that there is really no way of controlling
information and retaining the integrity of formal
structures about the way information is passed on
because there has always been and there will always
be a sort of parallel universe in which, as you yourself
have just described, information is passed on,
researched, dug out or otherwise brought to light
through informal connections between journalists
and people who are not necessarily under your
control, in fact very often not under your control.
Within that general environment what role do you
see for your Department in terms of preserving some
of the integrity of the relationship between
Government and Parliament, for example?
Ms Jarvis: There are certain things that will be
announced to Parliament where maybe after hearing
from huge numbers of the public and doctors and all
the rest of it about what policies they want in a
particular area obviously Government nationally has
to design a national framework for what the policy
might be or enablers might be in terms of workforce,
for example, money and those are issues that are in
our gift. We do not brief on those facts before we go
to Parliament. The information that I am talking
about is really about getting a deep insight and
understanding from citizens and from people who
work in the service, who really understand what it is
that they want—maybe the public do not always
understand what they want and need—and need
from their local services or in order to make
behavioural changes like changing their lifestyle or
diet, giving up smoking, for example. We have made
dramatic improvements in getting to grips with that
and we are making some very exciting developments
which are shown in our tobacco campaign, for
example. The things that we are talking about may
come over as information. One woman who had

recently had a baby was talking about her experience,
for example, and how it was really important that she
wanted to have the same midwife, she wanted that
continuity of care. What we then had to do nationally
was look at what all that meant. We wanted local
strategic health authorities to publish their vision
documents locally because they were responding to
local need and local priorities. We then had to
identify what were the enablers in policy terms that
we would need to put in place to make sure that
everybody could do what it was that they wanted to
respond to the public. Those things were in our gift.
We withheld that. We announced it to Parliament. I
think that that there is a place for everybody in all of
this, but we have to get closer to the public and to
the citizen.

Q367 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: The thing that
I hear coming out of what you have just described is
an admirable, well-constructed view of how you
manage that kind of information, but in terms of
what the public hears and the quality of the
information that actually gets into the public domain
and circulates, the information that is really making
an impact is not coming through those formal ways
of managing information, it is coming through the
informal structures and therefore your ability to
control how it is received or even to influence how it
is received is very limited, is it not?
Ms Jarvis: To be honest, I am not sure I really
understand what your question is getting at.

Q368 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Let us take the
Darzi report. You have described your very careful
management of the way that, firstly, the report was
created, and in parenthesis I would say it sounds to
me from the way you described it as though you and
your team were very much part of the development of
that policy, a point to which we might come back, but
do not respond to that now.
Ms Jarvis: I would not want you to think that that is
the case. We are talking about making a policy here
and we are working very closely with policy, which is
one of the Phillis principles actually.

Q369 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Yes, it is. I
simply say in parenthesis that it sounds to me as
though that is happening from what you have
described.
Ms Jarvis: I am sorry if I have misled you.

Q370 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: I do not think
you should be sorry. The more important point that
I am trying to get to is that all of that careful
management and very careful iterative process that
you have described between collecting public
information, feeding that back into the policy
process, codifying it and making it into something
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that can then be announced is running in parallel with
another kind of interpretive process that is going on
through the informal networks that journalists have
which is going out alongside your carefully managed
information as another way of looking at the way
that that policy has been developed. Is that not the
case? It does not seem to me to be a very controversial
thing to do. It is just a fact, is it not?
Ms Jarvis: You mean that the media are not then
reflecting properly what it is that local people are
saying or what it is that we are trying to do?

Q371 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: What it is that
you are trying to get them or encouraging them to say
is actually not necessarily what they are going to be
encouraged to say.
Ms Jarvis: You might be right to a certain extent and
I think that is probably why we have tried to find all
sorts of other ways of getting information out to the
public which are unmediated through the media—it
is something that we cannot ignore—and through
social networking sites, for example, we used
Netmums and Mumsnet. As part of the Darzi review
they were very, very closely involved. They held what
they call coVeehouses where they have forums. We
had Lord Darzi doing web chats on there. We are
trying to approach it from all sorts of diVerent ways
to get that closer engagement.

Q372 Lord King of Bridgwater: Mr Gurr has come
up through the system. You were an internal
candidate for this. Mr Hargreaves, presumably you
were appointed by David Miliband to the position
and had an interview with him before you were
appointed, is that right?
Mr Hargreaves: No. I was appointed by a Civil
Service process.

Q373 Lord King of Bridgwater: You never saw the
Minister before you took up your job?
Mr Hargreaves: I have seen the Minister. I have
known the Minister for a very long time.

Q374 Lord King of Bridgwater: So you went through
the Nolan process, did you?
Mr Hargreaves: Yes. Let me be precise about what
happened. There was an open competition for an
openly advertised post which took some considerable
time. I was aware of that competition but did not
enter it. When the competition failed to result in a
decision that was satisfactory to the panel, which
certainly, as you will recall from your own time as a
Minister, does not involve the Minister or Secretary
of State, that then led to a conversation between
myself and the permanent secretary at the Foreign
and Commonwealth OYce in which he discussed
with me whether or not there was a basis on which I
would be prepared to take on this role that was

consistent with the rules and procedures. There is a
procedure which makes that possible but for a very
limited period of time. I am on a two-year
appointment which is technically known as a
secondment and all of that was ratified by the Civil
Service Commissioners.

Q375 Lord King of Bridgwater: Really?
Mr Hargreaves: Yes.

Q376 Lord King of Bridgwater: The Government has
just published its reply to the Public Administration
Committee today saying very clearly that the
ultimate responsibility in public appointments rests
with Ministers, and that remains paramount, and
that Ministers must retain the right to choose. You
are in a crucially important position for the Secretary
of State and for the Ministers for the performance of
that department. I find it extraordinary that you
never saw him.
Mr Hargreaves: I am not saying I did not see him.
What I am saying is that the process that was
undertaken was that: that was the process that was
undertaken. The basis on which I was then employed
is the one I have just described to you.

Q377 Lord King of Bridgwater: One of the things we
are going to come on to is the relationship with the
press department and special advisers, and obviously
it is very important that there is a harmonious
relationship even though they have diVerent agendas.
I make no allegation here, but it rather gives the
impression you are more of a political appointment if
you are on a short-term assignment that might not
last after a change of government.
Mr Hargreaves: Short-term assignments, if two years
is short, are not unusual in the Foreign and
Commonwealth OYce. Two years is a normal tour of
duty for a London-based job in the Foreign OYce.
That is not the system that I am part of, but I make
that as a contextual observation. The question of why
those responsible for the appointment judged me to
be a suitable candidate I think is a question that they
would have to answer.

Q378 Lord King of Bridgwater: I recall one chap,
Andrew Burns, who would have been one of your
predecessors in that job, who became our
Ambassador to Israel and then came back. Some of
these jobs have been done by ex-ambassadors, people
coming through the service in that way. Who was
your predecessor?
Mr Hargreaves: My predecessor was Lucien Hudson
who had done a similar job in another government
department prior to doing it at the Foreign and
Commonwealth OYce, although he, too, was
somebody who had come into government service
after having done many years working in journalism.
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Q379 Lord King of Bridgwater: The point that
interests me is that you are in a very challenging and
important job. We have heard enough already of the
extraordinary pressures that are on news
communication press oYcers and all that is going on
and this issue of changing people as frequently as that
seems to me an absolute nonsense. What you need is a
measure of continuity and experience if you are really
going to discharge the role that is expected of you.
Mr Hargreaves: That is a point of view I share, but I
think the correct answer to the point of view is that
the right balance needs to be achieved. If you look at
the team of senior people who report directly to me,
the Head of News at the Foreign OYce, Carl Newns,
is a career Foreign OYce man with deep experience
in the way that the service works and he is clearly in
a very important job; he is the Foreign Secretary’s
Press Secretary. You could say he and I oVer some
kind of balance in that regard. Likewise, one of my
other direct reports, a man who runs our web
operation, is also a career Foreign OYce person.
There is somebody I brought in from the Cabinet
OYce who is balanced in experience in cross-
Whitehall working, and then there is somebody else
who has come in from the private sector. We have a
balanced team. One of the biggest problems that one
is dealing with in government communications is
trying to get this balance between expertise and
professional competence which needs to be well-
informed from contact with the outside world but
also not to violate the standards and the principles
and indeed the continuities that are also
indispensable to doing the job well.

Q380 Lord King of Bridgwater: Ms Jarvis, you have
come in from outside and been appointed.
Historically that was unusual. I certainly do not
resent it at all. Were you appointed by the minister?
Ms Jarvis: No. I was appointed by the Civil Service
Commissioners. I applied through an ad in The
Guardian.

Q381 Lord King of Bridgwater: But that was to come
in as Head of News, was it not?
Ms Jarvis: Yes.

Q382 Lord King of Bridgwater: So that was at a
lower level, was it not?
Ms Jarvis: Yes.

Q383 Lord King of Bridgwater: Your promotion to
the position you have now was an appointment by
the Minister, was it not?
Ms Jarvis: No. Of course it was not an appointment
by the Minister.

Q384 Lord King of Bridgwater: The Government has
just made quite clear that the ultimate responsibility
is with Ministers for senior appointments.
Ms Jarvis: I see what you mean. They would have had
to have approved—I am slightly rusty on this. At the
time I think they would have put forward a single
recommendation and that would then either be
accepted or refused and in my case it was accepted.

Q385 Lord King of Bridgwater: The point which
interests us also is this issue about access to people in
your department. We get a tick for the MoD and the
FCO, the oYcials who are dealing with the issues
know what they are talking about, feel more
confident about it perhaps and it is more diYcult for
the Department of Health. Can we just hear Mr
Gurr’s view on this? You are dealing with some jolly
sensitive issues. You have got it at the moment with
the sort of reports coming out from the frontline and
retiring brigadiers and other people who say things
are not going in the right direction. Would you like to
comment on that, about letting people get access?
Mr Gurr: I certainly would. The nature of the work
that we do in Defence does mean that there some
things that we cannot talk about, and I know that can
be a frustration at times to journalists, but I hope that
they understand why those issues are there; they are
often there because of the safety and security of our
forces or for operational considerations. We are very
much of the view that our own people are our best
advocates and therefore we want to give as much
access to them as we can. There are practical
constraints associated with that, particularly when
those people are serving in operational theatres and,
at the moment, that is the area that the media really
want to go and see them at work in. We think that
they are doing an outstanding job—I echo what Sian
said earlier on –we are very proud of what we do in
Defence, and we want to show what our people are
up to and give them the opportunity to talk about it.
We do facilitate a large number of visits by people
from the media to operational theatres—the numbers
have doubled over the last couple of years both for
the national media and media across the board—but
demand does still outstrip the supply. The other sorts
of things that we have been trying to do is to
encourage commanding oYcers to talk about what
they do to local and regional media, arranging
background briefings to Defence correspondents, to
the top decision makers in Defence, as well as the
more general press conferences that we have for
everybody. There are risks in this and sometimes we
do find that somebody will say something from a
perspective that perhaps does not see the overall
picture. Sometimes someone will say something on
an issue that perhaps they individually do not
actually know that much about, what the Americans
call the strategic corporal, commenting on the big
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picture when he is only seeing a part of it. We do
sometimes get criticism in the media as a consequence
of those sorts of remarks and we have to deal with it,
but I think that overall the benefit of allowing the
media access to our people, particularly in
operational theatres, does outweigh the potential
risk.

Q386 Lord King of Bridgwater: Do you have
specifically assigned people who are approved for
talking to the press? We do have the sad memory of
Dr Kelly who I think was one of those. Do you
continue that process of having people, oYcials,
serving oYcers or whatever they may be, who
actually are designated as media participants?
Mr Gurr: Not in quite that way. What we do have is
a process of authorisation, if you like. If somebody
wants to engage with the media, they will seek
authorisation. If it is regional media, usually through
their own local public relations people in the brigade,
command or whatever. If it is national media, usually
they will come to us. An important part of that is
making sure that people do get the support they need
to deal with the national media and the training that
is required. In operational theatres in particular, we
do delegate a lot of this authority down the line. So,
again an individual visit from a particular part of the
country talking to their regional media who might be
visiting Afghanistan, which is another thing that we
try to encourage, support and facilitate, we will apply
a pretty light touch about that.

Q387 Lord King of Bridgwater: Accompanied?
Mr Gurr: It depends. Again, there are diVerent types
of visit. We have a duty to look after these people and
it would not be right to allow them to be roaming
around in dangerous areas like Afghanistan and they
would not be able to get around themselves. What we
sometimes do is embed people in a local unit or a unit
where they essentially live with that bunch of soldiers,
marines, airmen or whatever for a period of days
without any hands-on minding from our media
people.

Q388 Lord King of Bridgwater: What about the
Foreign OYce?
Mr Hargreaves: We, as I think Tim Marshall told the
Committee, make it a habit to try to put journalists
in touch with the person most eVectively able to help
them. I think that there is not a good alternative to
doing that, precisely because we are living in the
world that has been much discussed this morning
where the idea that you can command and control
two or three information channels and shape the
outcomes in a directive manner is a fantasy. You
cannot do that, nor can journalists these days exercise
the amount of control that they used to be able to
exercise about the competitive framework in which

they are working. The most dangerous thing in the
world is an uneducated and uninformed journalist
from everybody’s point of view. From my
perspective, it is a one-way bet. You make sure that
you inform and open up to journalists to the
maximum extent that you possibly can. Obviously
there are sometimes circumstances where that is not,
for some good reason, possible.

Q389 Lord King of Bridgwater: Poor old
Department of Health, but actually what you have
already given us evidence about suggests that the
criticism made that the Department of Health
discourages journalists from developing
relationships with individual press oYcers and
channels all media communication through one
central phone number is not right, is it?
Ms Jarvis: For reactive. If you want a story on the
day, yes, but people are able to develop relationships
with press oYcers on particular topic areas, so we try
to do both. We try to be responsive with the news
desk, but we also try to allow people to develop close
relationships and develop stories in a pro-active way.

Q390 Chairman: Who are your press oYcers? You
were saying in Defence that there are a number of
people with actual hands-on experience and is it the
same in the Foreign OYce?
Mr Hargreaves: Yes. The ideal person joining the
Foreign OYce Press OYce is somebody who has a
combination of good knowledge of the Foreign
OYce by having done a number of postings in the
OYce combined with some hands-on experience of
doing communications work, perhaps in an overseas
mission working on the press side or whatever. That
is the ideal balance. So long as in the team as a whole
you have the balance, you can make it work.

Q391 Chairman: In the Department of Health, do
you have bright, young people getting up to Assistant
Secretary and beyond? Do you have them working in
the press oYce or are they all professional press
oYcers?
Ms Jarvis: They are mostly professional press
oYcers. We have some fast-streamers who are policy
oYcials and they like to do a stint in
communications.

Q392 Chairman: But not in the press oYce?
Ms Jarvis: Yes, in the press oYce.

Q393 Chairman: How long do they spend there?
Ms Jarvis: Usually around six months but in fact the
last one, who is in fact sitting behind me, has decided
that he wants to stay.
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Q394 Bishop of Manchester: We have an impression
from some of the evidence given to us earlier that the
level of competence in communications in the
diVerent departments was actually very varied. Since
the recommendations from Phillis and maybe
particularly since 2004, are there particular things
that can be identified briefly from each of the three
departments that have been a significant
improvement in the way that you are dealing with
communications?
Mr Gurr: I think that the biggest improvement I
would point to is that we have moved very much
away from a culture of reacting to stories and issuing
press notices to one where we are looking to engage
with journalists and build relationships with them,
not only about individual stories but about the way
that they want us to do business. Sometimes we can
meet the requirements. As I said earlier, we have real
practical constraints in some cases and we cannot.
We have put greater emphasis, as I said before, on
giving access to our people, our top decision makers,
through background briefings and a lot more
emphasis on dealing with the regional media as well,
but not instead of national media because, if
anything over the last four or five years, the demands
of the national media have increased. There are more
broadcast channels, more magazines, more features,
books, et cetera interested in what we do. We have
tried to build up our regional presence and
engagement, so that we have a much stronger
engagement now with, for example, regional radio
and regional television, and of course the web as well.
Three or four years ago, we would have had a
traditional website where we put information on
there and expected people to come to us to seek that
information out. We still have that through the
Defence website and the individual service sites but
we are engaging much more now on other parts of the
web. We have put information on YouTube, we
engage with the internet channels that are used, we
know, a lot by service personnel and ex-service
personnel, so we are engaging outside our area and,
rather than expecting people to come to us, we are
pushing information to them. I would say that the
main changes are much more pro-active eVorts
focused much more on delivery and on priorities, and
the big priorities for us at the moment are operations
obviously in Iraq and Afghanistan, personnel issues
and equipment issues. That is what we are trying to
explain above everything else.

Q395 Bishop of Manchester: Thank you and I think
that there may be one or two things in there that
colleagues later wish to take up, but may I ask Ms
Jarvis to comment.
Ms Jarvis: I think that communications is really
central in health and the health challenges that we
face, particularly in that we are now trying to deal

with lifestyle diseases and not just infectious disease,
so obesity, tobacco and diabetes, and we are involved
in behaviour change programmes and, in order to do
those eVectively, you really have to understand what
it is that drives people’s attitudes and what helps
people to change behaviour, so that real focus on
getting insight on people. I think also engaging. I
talked about the Next Stage Review, the Lord Darzi
Review, how we engage citizens in what is sometimes
called co-creation of policy. Direct information more
directly with the public—I have mentioned Netmums
and Mumsnet—and we have also tried to be very
creative about how we use the new digital media in
our public health campaigns. We have a campaign
running on Habbo at the moment, which is the
largest virtual online world for teenagers, and we
have been promoting our HPV vaccination to
prevent cervical cancer through that. There are two
others. One is local communications. We know that
communications is most eVective when it is felt
locally or in a personal context because people trust
it and believe it. Finally, I think how we have been
working together with policy oYcials; it has almost
become joint working rather than just close working
and that is moving into a sphere across government
as well.

Q396 Bishop of Manchester: Thank you and again I
think maybe there will be things to follow up there.
Mr Hargreaves?
Mr Hargreaves: Coming into all of this just four
months ago, I am struck powerfully by the extent to
which what was set out in the Phillis Report has been
taken on board and acted on. In the Foreign OYce,
the evidence of that is that we do now have a fully co-
ordinated communications operation which
embraces not only press but internal
communications, the web, public diplomacy and
marketing. There is a much more limited role to play
in the Foreign OYce than in the Health Department,
but there are examples of that, for example in
consular work, helping people to prepare better for
going on their trips and so on. I think that that co-
ordination and strategic perspective is new; it has
followed Phillis and I think can by those who were
responsible for Phillis be judged to be a result of
Phillis. Even the Foreign OYce is trying to be more
local and regional. This week, the Foreign Secretary
is making a visit to South Wales as part of a series of
outreach visits. Senior oYcials in the Foreign OYce
are quite regularly visiting diVerent communities in
the UK. I think this is not what has always happened
in the Foreign OYce. On the web front, the Foreign
OYce web operation is extremely ambitious. This is
a 40 language operation across 240 missions; it is now
all on a single web platform; it was done on time to
budget—not by me but by others; I am the lucky
inheritor of the good work that others have done—
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and that enables us to be in a very strong position to
do the kind of web-based work that you need on the
one hand to provide online visa application services
through UKBA or to engage in blogging and wiki-
based discussion fora and we are doing all of those
kinds of things. So, this is not backward.

Q397 Lord Maxton: I would love to go further down
into that area. As you have been speaking, it is clear
that there is a major diVerence between Defence, the
Foreign OYce and the Health Department and that
is this. Basically, you are responsible for all the
employees in the Ministry of Defence, what they do
and what they say. You are the same with the Foreign
OYce. However, I do not know what the percentage
is, but I would think well over 90% of employees in
the Health Service are not employed by the
Department of Health and the controversies that
might arise come from the other part. If you take the
latest one which is this issue of certain people paying
to top up their drug regime, that is not a policy. It has
not been done by the Department itself, it has been
done by individual health authorities, has it not?
Ms Jarvis: Yes.

Q398 Lord Maxton: And that creates diVerent
problems for you.
Ms Jarvis: Yes, although we see ourselves as one. No,
we do not have any direct control over staV in the
NHS, so the 1.3 million people who work in the NHS
are employed separately. We have 2,245 civil servants
in the Department of Health and obviously we try to
be co-ordinated, but there will be a number of stories
this morning where our line will be that it is entirely
a matter for the PCT involved. I can think of two
particular stories; the one that you have mentioned is
also part of that. A great deal of what we try and do is
having good co-ordination, making sure that we are
sharing information, making sure that there is a kind
of “no surprises” rule but, certainly not just in
communications terms but in the management of the
NHS, the principle has been about devolution and
that local organisations are the people who are best
placed to understand the needs and wants of their
community and priorities and therefore they design
services accordingly.

Q399 Lord Maxton: If you produce a leaflet on
obesity, a GP has no direct obligation to have that on
display and on a hand-out basis within his surgery or
can you instruct them?
Ms Jarvis: No, we cannot instruct them.

Q400 Lord Maxton: I think that makes a big
diVerence between you.
Ms Jarvis: Yes, exactly and that is why you have
serving oYcers and diplomats in the press oYce. We
do not have any who we directly employ, so ours are

professional communicators but we try to use
doctors/clinicians to present issues and policies
wherever possible.

Q401 Chairman: But it has always been thus.
Ms Jarvis: Yes.

Q402 Chairman: It has never prevented, from my bit
of experience, Government Ministers being blamed
for anything which takes place around the country.
Ms Jarvis: That is entirely true and ultimately they
are accountable too.

Q403 Lord Grocott: Could you send us a paper on
this issue giving us an idea of the scale involved? I
think that would be very helpful, because I think that
it is important for us all to understand the scale of the
demand that you are trying to accommodate. I would
be very interested to know the number of requests
you get during the year from whatever source—the
numbers that come from journalists, obviously, but I
also understand that there is a massive increase in
communication from the public by letter or phone
call; the demands that came clearly in relation to 24-
hour media, which has had a massive increase in
demand as I understand it; the demands that come
through web-based work and all of that sort; and the
demands that come from the implementation of the
Freedom of Information legislation. I imagine,
though perhaps you can help us on this, a very large
proportion of those requests will be requests from the
media as opposed to requests from the public. If you
could send us a paper giving us an idea of the scale, I
think that would be very helpful. My reason for
asking that—and this is not a criticism of you, it is a
sense of empathy really—is that I get the sense of
operating the system where the water is just barely
beneath the nose all the time. These unremitting
requests are coming in—they have grown certainly
through the web and simply through the public
knowing that they have more access to politicians,
Ministers and to everyone else. I wonder whether
there comes a point at which you say, “Look, we
can’t keep going on expanding and expanding and
developing in order to meet all this. It is just not
deliverable. We cannot go any further”. One specific
example is that it always mildly amuses me that it is
now normal that broadcast radio, for example, will
quite frequently say at 6.30 a.m., particularly on
health matters, “We asked for a Minister but none
was put up”, accusatory almost in tone, and likewise
at 11.30 or 11.15 p.m. when Newsnight does it, again,
“We asked for a Minister . . .” as though it is the job
of all Government Departments and all Ministers
and all oYcials at all times and in all places to be
available to do that rather than doing the job. I would
like some sense of the scale of that.
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Ms Jarvis: I would like to make a couple of quick
comments. I know for example that we have 1,000
calls through our media centre every week, and we
have 120 FOI requests every year. You are right: it
would require a paradigm shift in a way because the
more information out there and the more desire there
is for more information, actually the more there is a
need for having trusted voices and trusted brands
who can help interpret that. In the NHS for example,
the NHS Choices website is almost becoming an
accredited source whereby people can come to the
doctor with so much information that they really
need people to be able to take them through it. So,
while there is so much information out there, it is
even more important that we are in the place where
we can help people work out what all that
information means.
Lord Grocott: However, still inevitably the
impression is given that if a journalist, particularly
like a prominent journalist, rings up the Department
and says, “I need an answer to this within the next 30
seconds”, that is the one extreme. If, at the other
extreme, someone writes from the Midlands or the
North because they have not had their hip operation,
which I know is not your direct and immediate
responsibility, in my judgment that person has equal
entitlement to a reply to that of the important
journalist. I think I am right in assuming that it is the
important journalist who would get preference in the
case being dealt with. That is not a criticism, it is more
an observation.

Q404 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: Could we now
return to the relationship between civil servants and
special advisers? This has been touched on already in
the discussion so far. We have heard more about it
from Ms Jarvis, who has told us that there is a weekly
meeting which the Secretary of State’s Private OYce
attends, and the special advisers, and that you have
two, and it sounds as if it all works pretty well. Mr
Hargreaves has briefly referred to the relationship by
saying that the Civil Service code governs, but maybe
we could hear a little more from the FCO about that,
and I do not know that we have had very much so far
from the Ministry of Defence regarding the
relationship between the two. Perhaps we could start
with the FCO, move on to the MoD and then, if there
was anything that the Department of Health would
like to add, although we have already heard quite a
bit about it, and take it in that order, please.
Mr Hargreaves: Let me begin for the FCO. The facts
are that, in the Foreign OYce, there are two1 special
advisers who job share. We have already discussed
the scale of the communications operation that is
going on in the Foreign OYce, which is vast, and, as
1 In the recent ministerial re-shuZe, the new Minister for Europe

brought with her a special adviser, taking the numbers from two
to three, of which two jobs are part-time.

Lord Grocott says, is not likely to get less vast, and is
something which is a very complicated and large
thing to manage. So, it would be unwise to overstate
the scale of the special advisory role within the
context of that overall communications operation.
How does it work in practice? On most issues, it is
absolutely clear: special advisers deal with the
political activities of the Minister; nobody is any
doubt about that; there is a firm line there. In terms
of working together so that we do not fall over each
other and schedule events and activities at times that
do not make sense, like Sian, I work and my
colleagues in the Foreign OYce press team work to
ensure that we are well co-ordinated with the special
advisers. Really, I think that there is a great deal of
mystique about all of this which deserves to be
dispelled. No doubt the role of the press oYcer and
the role of the special adviser can be done well or
badly but it is pretty clear what the diVerence is. You
can have a debate about the numbers of them. The
numbers in the Foreign OYce do not seem to me to
be excessive as an observation.

Q405 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: So, there are not
really any tensions within your Department between
those two groups of people? The impression that has
been given generally to the public, maybe not
connected with either the FCO or the MoD, is that
increasingly over the last few years there has been an
encroachment on the Civil Service role by the special
advisers who have been playing too much part in
what should be reserved for the press oYcers, but
maybe this is simply not the case.
Mr Hargreaves: Before joining the Foreign OYce, I,
like others in the room probably, enjoyed The Thick
of It. The Foreign OYce is not like that.

Q406 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: And the MoD?
Mr Gurr: We too have two special advisers in the
Ministry of Defence. We do engage with them on
major announcements. I think it is important that
they contribute to the discussion on those issues.
They have a responsibility for ensuring that the party
political aspects are properly managed and taken into
account. I have a responsibility for making sure that
departmental aspects are properly looked after and,
like my colleagues, I have never felt any tension or
pressure or problems in terms of the relationship. I
have always been very clear, as have they to be fair to
them, as to where the lines are drawn. What I think is
important to understand is that both they and I, if
you like, and all of us in Defence have a shared
interest in the reputation of Defence in the armed
forces. They want it to be maximised for their
reasons, and I want it to be maximised for mine. So,
there is as much commonality in what we are doing
as there is tension. I know that it does not necessarily
always look like that when you are looking from the
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outside in, but I have never found it a diYculty or a
problem.

Q407 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: You find it an
entirely positive relationship and, if there were not
specialist advisers in your Department, that would be
a loss?
Mr Gurr: I think that it would, yes.

Q408 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: Is there anything
that you would like to add to what you have already
told us, Ms Jarvis?
Ms Jarvis: No. I think that I probably became caught
up on the word “defend”. I have asked for the specific
wording of the code and that was probably the wrong
word to use. We do have a duty to promote policies
and to explain policies, and we also have to carry the
ministerial line. I think for shorthand I probably got
into a bit of trouble there.

Q409 Chairman: Perhaps you revealed your
attitude.
Ms Jarvis: No, I did not reveal my attitude. I could
have chosen a better word to use.

Q410 Lord King of Bridgwater: My memory going
right back is that when special advisers started, they
were actually special advisers and some of those who
were brought in were particularly learned on
particular subjects and were thought to be useful to
the Department and to Ministers. Gradually—and
this certainly started in the Conservative
Government—they then became a little more
political and then some of them just turned into PR
spokesmen for their Minister. Do you see that trend?
Do you see that as part of their role?
Mr Gurr: I think that some of them do take a very
close interest in the way that the media operate. It
seems to me that that is not surprising given the world
we live in now and the amount of interest that there
is certainly in what we do in Defence and I am sure in
the other departments as well. Whether or not that is
more the case than it was before, your experience
clearly is much greater and longer standing than
mine, but I seem to recall that they always took a
close interest in presentational issues during the time
that I have dealt with them. Some of them have a
particular interest in the media because some of them
do have media backgrounds and we have had
examples of this in the past where an individual has
come into a special adviser role having worked in
broadcasting or the media and clearly that is an area
in which they then take a particularly focused
interest.

Q411 Lord King of Bridgwater: Funnily enough,
Howell James, who was one of the first to come in,
had that sort of PR background and worked very

closely with David Young at that time. Actually, the
interesting thing is that I think Francis Maude, who
was dealing with the Cabinet OYce, said that the
numbers had trebled since 1996/97. In the old days, it
used to be just Secretaries of State who might have
had a special adviser in his oYce attached really to the
Private OYce who had a perfectly legitimate role and
I think that the Department found it an asset because
you could make sure that you were plugged into what
the likely party-political issues were and whether the
propositions put up were likely to be chucked out by
a Minister on party-political ground. Now, if the
numbers have trebled, do lots of other Ministers,
more junior Ministers, also have special advisers?
Mr Gurr: In Defence, we have just the two, as I said,
and they are both part of the Secretary of State’s
Private OYce.

Q412 Lord King of Bridgwater: What about the
Foreign OYce?
Mr Hargreaves: No.

Q413 Lord King of Bridgwater: Health?
Ms Jarvis: We do not have special advisers.

Q414 Lord King of Bridgwater: How many?
Ms Jarvis: Two.

Q415 Lord King of Bridgwater: And they are in the
Secretary of State’s OYce?
Ms Jarvis: Yes.
Lord King of Bridgwater: I wonder where all the
others have gone then!
Chairman: We will find out!

Q416 Lord Maxton: Just to make it quite clear, one
of the key roles of the special adviser is political. They
are the link to the party. The party is an organisation
that gets the Government elected and therefore they
have a responsibility to tell the Minister, having
spoken to you presumably and other civil servants,
“This is what the party will think about this”, and
that is one of their key roles, is it not?
Ms Jarvis: Yes.
Chairman: Lord King raises an interesting question,
because, according to the Cabinet OYce, there were
74 special advisers in Government but only six in
these three massive departments. So, we will have to
dig and find out where all the others are stored.

Q417 Lord Inglewood: I would like to move on to
something a little diVerent—and I should declare an
interest as chairman of a regional newspaper group—
and talk about regional communications. When
Phillis reported, he stated that he felt that much could
be done to improve the relevance and appeal of
communication from Government to the diVerent
communities in the country. You probably will not
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have seen but the evidence that we received last week
from three representatives from what I might call the
regional media was pretty excoriating about the
quality and relevance of much of the information
that they receive. I am not going to ask you to
comment on that now because I do not think it is
appropriate. The two questions I would like to put
are, first of all, what changes have you been making
to your regional activities, and, secondly, are you
satisfied with what is currently happening, and, if not,
what particular ideas do you have about improving
it?
Mr Gurr: Perhaps I can begin. We have had a
Defence presence across the regions for many years,
individual brigades and commands and other defence
organisations have often had a press oYce or
somebody who deals with local media. What we did
a few years ago was to try and ensure that that was
more co-ordinated and coherent and we established
a number of defence regional press oYcers. What we
have done over the last year is what we call “upgun”.
We have improved and enhanced that structure and
we now have a structure across the country of eight
regional press oYcers; they are out there in the
regions or in Wales and Scotland, and their job is
twofold: it is to deal with the regional media across
the whole range—broadcast, press, local and
regional—on major defence issues, but it is also to try
and get a bit more coherence in all of the other
Defence activity that goes on in those individual
regions. We have made a considerable investment in
this, as I have said, over the last year. Why have we
done that? One of the reasons why we have done it is
because it is clear to us that there is a big appetite for
information about Defence out in the regions
through the regional media, albeit from a diVerent
direction than you might get from the national
media. The regional media are obviously very
interested in the units who come from their particular
part of the country, the people from their part of the
country and the jobs that are created in their areas of
the country by Defence activity. So, we have put a lot
of eVort into this. It has led to a significant increase
in the number of stories that are getting into the
regional media; the figures that have been given to me
suggest that there has been an increase of about
100%.

Q418 Lord Inglewood: Over what period?
Mr Gurr: Over the period since this new process was
established back in September last year. But it is still
new, and it is still in the process of finding its feet in
terms of binding together all the Defence activity that
is out there. So, it is something that we are putting
more eVort into and certainly recognise the
importance of it. I think that it has proved its worth
on things like home-coming parades for units coming
back from operational theatres. The way we dealt

with the media on those could be a little sporadic at
times in the past. Some people found out about them,
some did not; it was sometimes at the last minute and
all that sort of thing. We have a much more
systematic approach to that type of thing now and I
think that it is bearing fruit.

Q419 Chairman: Do you have more or less the
same reply?
Ms Jarvis: Yes. We have to work with our NHS
communicators to get the messages out, but we are
very committed at a regional level because we know
that those messages are better: people trust local and
regional papers, and so we, wherever possible, try to
tailor stories. If it is a national story, we try to tailor
a package of stories for the regions, whether it is
making sure that we have good case studies from
their particular area or good quotes from local people
or local stakeholders, and also making sure that we
regionalise facts and stats so that they have a good
angle for their particular story.

Q420 Bishop of Manchester: This is the area taking
up in a little way the public relation side of things and
I just want to clarify, so that we really do have it on
record, if any of your departments deploy any
external PR companies to assist you in your media
work and, if that is the case, how many are employed
and at what cost to the taxpayer. That may require
some written evidence coming in if the answer to the
initial question is “yes”.
Ms Jarvis: I do have some figures for you. For 2006/
07—for 2007/08 we are going to give you the updated
figures—as we have run all these public health
campaigns around obesity and we need to have PR
support to get the messages out and also to engage
with stakeholders, we spent £1.85 million on six
particular PR agencies.

Q421 Bishop of Manchester: Are you happy that
those people obviously are covered by the code of
neutrality that the Civil Service normally would
have?
Ms Jarvis: Yes, we are.

Q422 Bishop of Manchester: That is not a problem?
Ms Jarvis: They tend not to be in very contentious
areas but, yes, the code is explained to them and they
are managed properly by COI usually in our case, but
they are usually working in very non-contentious
areas. We would not have them doing ministerial
announcements for example. They would be perhaps
doing some of the work that we are doing around
HPV virus for example.

Q423 Bishop of Manchester: Just before I turn to
your colleagues, may I remind you that you very
kindly suggested that you would give us some written
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information about the flu pandemic in terms of its
budget and the kind of strategy that you have
developed for communications, both to diVerent
departments of Government and to the public,
because my guess is that that is the big one on the
horizon for your Department. May I turn to Mr Gurr
and ask you about public relations companies.
Mr Gurr: My organisation does spend a little bit
generally in support of major events that we organise
such as the Territorial Army 100 celebrations and the
90th Anniversary of the Royal Air Force. I can
certainly let the Committee have a note on precise
spend. The recruiting organisations spend rather
more and they have marketing budgets which are
substantially greater. Again, I can include those in a
note.
Chairman: That would be very useful.

Q424 Bishop of Manchester: It does not worry you
about the non-observance of the code of neutrality by
requirement of people—?
Mr Gurr: I have never had any reason for concern
on that.

Q425 Bishop of Manchester: And Mr Hargreaves?
Mr Hargreaves: We are lighter users of agencies of
this kind than the very individual public facing
operation like Sian’s Department. An example,
however, where we do is in the consular know before
you go, get your insurance, be prepared campaign,
which is a long-running campaign. That spends
about £700,000 a year in support of one kind or
another. I simply make one other point which is that,
in getting the balance right between the right culture
inside the organisation and the right availability of
external expertise, I think that it is very easy to knock
the idea of using PR agencies or marketing agencies
or whatever but they do, well chosen and well
managed, make an absolutely invaluable
contribution to a lot of the Government’s work and,
in the area of diplomacy, which is obviously my
concern, the days when deals were cut primarily by
diplomats in private circumstances have been much
altered by the open media atmosphere in which we
operate and therefore we do need, as a Foreign OYce,
to be influencing the context of debate around for
example climate change globally, and to do that
requires very significant skills and resource and some
of those resources are best purchased externally.

Q426 Bishop of Manchester: And it does not worry
you that they are not covered by the code of
neutrality?

Mr Hargreaves: They are in eVect covered by it
because they work for us or in some cases, as Sian
said, through the COI. Those controls are very much
in place. The key art actually is in being a good client
and knowing how to get the most out of the service
that you are buying and that is a problem that faces
Government, business and anybody else who buys
such services.

Q427 Lord Maxton: Mr Gurr, do you have any
specific problems, coming back to the regional point
in a sense, except that I am dealing with the national
point of Scotland, in Scotland, because of course the
political atmosphere, the administration in Scotland,
is very largely opposed to a large amount of the
defence policy of the British Government? Does that
cause you specific problems when dealing with the
Scottish press in terms of keeping your neutrality for
a start?
Mr Gurr: No, it does not. There is greater interest
often in the Scottish media, and sometimes they will
take a close interest in stories that are just not picked
up in the national media south of the border, but, in
terms of maintaining neutrality, there is never a
diYculty. We have the lines that come out of the
departmental oYcials and those are the lines that we
use. We have found that we have had to work
extremely hard in Scotland in particular because
there is a huge range of Defence activity up there and
a huge amount of interest in what we do, everything
obviously from the familiar nuclear issues around
Faslane to Scottish units on deployment to Iraq and
Afghanistan. There is a huge appetite up there. What
I would say is that we see that as an opportunity
really. It is good that there is that degree of interest
up there because we find it more fertile ground to
engage. In terms of neutrality, it has never been a
problem.
Lord Inglewood: In my earlier remark, I mentioned
the criticism that had been levied at central
Government communications in respect of region
coverage and I was wondering whether, once the
evidence is available, if you have any comments, you
would let us have them, please, in writing as it seems
only fair.
Chairman: I think that we have given you quite a lot
of things to come back on and apologies for that in a
sense, but this area is so important and it is so
important to understand all its current wide variety
and range. Thank you very much, indeed. We have
kept you far beyond what you have a right to actually
expect, you have been very patient, and I would like
to thank you very much for coming.
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Supplementary letter from the Department of Health

I write in response to my recent appearance before the Lords Communications Committee. I agreed to provide
answers to a number of supplementary questions that you and your colleagues posed on the communication
activities at the Department of Health.

I do hope that the information below provides you with the information you need.

I would also like to correct an error I made during my evidence and apologise for doing so. You asked me
about Tony Collins being refused entry to a press briefing. I said that I was on maternity leave at the time,
which in fact was not the case. I apologise for this error.

Enquiry Statistics

Lord Grocott asked me to supply information about the increase in the number of enquiries made to the
department either from journalists via our press oYce, or from the public via freedom of information requests,
calls to our public enquiry line or via our websites.

In terms of visits to our website, the table below shows both the number of individuals who have accessed the
departments own website (URL: www.dh.gov.uk) and the total number of times the site has been accessed.

www.dh.gov.uk Unique visitors

February 2004 to December 2004 7,199,130
January 2005 to December 2005 10,457,960
January 2006 to December 2006 11,333,314
January 2007 to December 2007 10,634,788
2008 To September 7,481,054

Unique Visitors means visitors who download pages from a website during a specified timescale, in this case,
one month. A unique visitor is only counted once within the specified timescale.

You may also be interested to note that the NHS website, NHS Choices (URL: www.NHS.uk) is currently
the most used health information website in the UK. The site has recently incorporated the website of NHS
direct and has since received over 1 million visits per week.

www.NHS.uk Unique visitors

January 2007 to December 2007 10,634,009
January 2008 to August 2008 11,434,982
January 2008 to September 2008 13,217,888

The Freedom of Information Act fully came into force in 2005, since then we have received the following
number of requests under the Act:

Year Number of FoI requests

2005 1,203
2006 1,450
2007 1,287
2008 To date 1,020

Currently, 91% of all FoIs are answered within the 21 day target.

The department’s customer service centre sits within Finance and Operations Directorate rather than within
my directorate and deals with all enquiries from the public other than the media. The public can contact us
via the public enquiries telephone line, via email and the departmental website or by writing, or asking their
MP to write to ministers.
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The table below shows the number of enquiries the centre has dealt with over the previous five years:

Telephone calls to our Enquiry Line
2004 102,196
2005 110,132
2006 162,170
2007 138,285
2008 (to date) 99,347

Emails to our Service Centre
2004 23,116
2005 19,209
2006 23,901
2007 23,485
2008 (to date) 18,783

Letters to Ministers from members of the public
2004 21,407
2005 39,167
2006 46,053
2007 24,880
2008 (to date) 25,296

Journalists who wish to contact the department, have, since 2007, had a dedicated Newsdesk telephone system
which allows them to contact a press oYcer from 8.00 am to 7.00 pm, five days a week. Outside of those core
hours an out of hours duty press oYce service operates. The desk is extremely busy and on average the
Newsdesk team of nine staV handle 5,158 calls a month (giving a weekly average of 1,290 and a daily average
per press oYcer of 29 calls).

Data on the number of calls by journalists to press oYces is held by the Department for 12–14 months. This
means we are unable to provide information centrally on incoming calls for the last 10 years.

The following table shows the total number of calls received by press oYcers in the Media Centre, broken
down by month, for the period October 2007 to October 2008.

PRESS OFFICE CALLS RECEIVED 2007–08

Newsdesk 9 staV Specialist desks 21 staV Press OYce Total

October 2007 6,288 5,601 11,889
November 2007 5,958 5,709 11,667
December 2007 4,139 4,047 8,186
January 2008 5,812 5,476 11,288
February 2008 4,969 4,964 9,933
March 2008 4,395 4,202 8,597
April 2008 4,527 4,269 8,796
May 2008 5,235 4,953 10,188
June 2008 6,365 6,060 12,425
July 2008 5,218 5,087 10,305
August 2008 4,042 2,632 6,674
September 2008 4,868 3,810 8,678
October 2008 5,234 5,368 10,602

Average/Month 5,158 4,783 9,941

However, we have very limited data on the number of calls to the press oYce in one previous year which was
collected in 2007 as part of the business proposal to establish a newsdesk. It is provided alongside the 2008
data for each month between April and October.
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PRESS OFFICE CALLS RECEIVED 2006
AND 2008 COMPARISON

2006 2008

April 11,905 8,796
May 16,981 10,188
June 14,092 12,425
July 13,211 10,305
August 10,730 6,674
September 8,633 8,678
October 13,105 10,602

We believe, the fall in the number of phone calls taken per month in 2008 compared with 2006 to be the result
of calls being dealt with more eYciently following the establishment of the Newsdesk in 2007, leading to less
repeat and duplicate calls from journalists to diVerent press desks. The Newsdesk now handles most telephone
calls from journalists on running or breaking news stories.

We also believe it is likely that the improved website and the service it oVers to journalists may account for
this fall in calls to the press oYce.

Pandemic Flu Communications

The Bishop of Manchester asked me to supply information related to the budgets in place to manage the
communications related activity required in the event of a flu pandemic.

Experts say an influenza pandemic—or global epidemic—is likely but cannot predict when it will happen. A
pandemic flu strain could infect billions of people worldwide, so Governments are making preparations to
limit the impact.

The National Pandemic Flu Framework outlines the UK’s response to a pandemic and its strategy on
preparedness. The Framework and the accompanying communications strategy uses the World Health
Organisation (WHO) pandemic stages as their structure.

The current alert phase is Phase 3.

WHO
level Phase

1 No new influenza virus subtypes detected in humans.
2 Animal influenza virus subtype poses substantial risk
3 Rare human cases, no human to human transfer.
4 Small outbreaks, limited human to human transfer (world wide but not UK)
5 Larger Outbreaks human to human transfer established (world wide but not UK)
6 Pandemic confirmed

6.1 UK alert level 1 no cases in the UK
6.2 UK alert level 2 virus isolated in the UK
6.3 UK alert level 3 outbreak(s) in the UK
6.4 UK alert level 4 widespread activity in the UK

During any period of increased alert and throughout the response phase (WHO Phases 5 and 6) the objectives
are to promote and reinforce individual and collective actions, particularly around respiratory and hand
hygiene, that reduce the spread of influenza and minimise its health and wider impact on the UK.

The role for communications will inevitably change according to how imminent a pandemic is. The key
challenge for the communications strategy is to find the most eYcient and reliable way of delivering this
information to the general public to ensure widespread understanding of the situation and drive appropriate
behaviour changes without stimulating widespread panic—in other words, to deliver “measured
engagement”.

The communications budget for 2008–09 is £3.5 million, which includes the preparation of materials to be used
at later WHO pandemic alert phases, and a small scale campaign running imminently “Catch it, Bin it, Kill
it” aimed at improving respiratory health and hand hygiene.
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There is a substantial budget to be drawn down to cover additional costs in the event of the WHO announcing
an escalation of alert level.

The OGC Gateway Review of the Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Programme was carried out 28 July 2008
to 31 July 2008. The reviewers marked out communications planning as one of the areas of the programme
that was exemplary and worthy of sharing more widely.

Communications Budgets

For the financial year 2007–08: The total budget allocated to the communications division to cover its
operation and work was

£52,203,620.

This amount is made up of:

Administration spend, including staV costs and the day-to-day operation of the directorate
£7,100,437

Programme costs—the cost of the work undertaken by the directorate, including all promotional, campaign
activity, and public health communications.

£45,103,183
Programme costs includes spending on the following public health campaigns:

Obesity £1 million

Alcohol £4.5 million

This funding was provided jointly by the Department of Health and the Home OYce.

Tobacco £27.7 million

Sexual health £3.56 million

Substance abuse (FRANK drugs campaign) £2 million (DH contribution)

For the financial year 2008–09: The total budget allocated to the communications division to cover its
operation and work was

£ 107,193,900

This amount is made up of:

Administration spend, including staV costs and the day to day operation of the directorate
£7,568,900

Programme costs—the cost of the work undertaken by the directorate, including all promotional, campaign
activity, and public health communications.

£99,625,000

There are two key reasons for this increase in programme costs, principally the introduction of obesity into
our behaviour change portfolio with substantial marketing funds behind it, reflecting the importance of
tackling this issue, and a significant increase on expenditure against tobacco control.

Obesity is the biggest public health challenge the country faces, it already costs the NHS £4.2 billion and the
economy £16 billion per year. A failure to address the issue now we will condemn our children to reduced life
expectancy and cost the NHS and the nation many billions of pounds. The Foresight report predicted that by
2050 if the increasing trend in obesity continues unchecked the cost to the UK will be £50 billion.

That is why we are aiming to create a lifestyle revolution that will help families to eat well, move more and
live longer, bringing in contributions from grassroots community clubs to multinational companies to join us.

We have also instigated a new three-year tobacco control marketing communications strategy beginning in
2008, because of the proven eVectiveness of our marketing campaigns.
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Programme costs include spending on the following public health campaigns:

Obesity (including Change4life) £24.2 million

Tobacco £43 million

Stroke £6 million

Alcohol £6 million

Sexual health £5.2 million

Substance Abuse (FRANK drug campaign) £2.3 million
(DH contribution)

Communications Staff Grades

Lord Grocott asked me to supply details of the grades of all staV reporting to me, these are listed below.

COMMUNICATIONS STAFF NUMBERS
AND GRADES

Total

AO 2
EO 11
HEO 33
SEO 31
Grade 7 27
Grade 6 11
SCS 7
Total 122

I do hope that this provides all of the information you requested. If it does not, or if there is more information
you require in order to fully complete your investigation please do not hesitate to contact me.

May I also thank you for the opportunity to come and give evidence to the committee. My department
operates one of the busiest press oYces and communications functions in government and my staV work
tirelessly to communicate, actively and eVectively, with the public, patients, NHS staV and stakeholders and
the media.

My Newsdesk alone takes over 1000 calls per week and on any given day is dealing with upwards of 20 stories.
Press oYcers frequently handle complex enquiries from journalists often responding to extremely short
deadlines. I think it is important that I should stress to the committee that our fundamental principle is to give
journalists as much information as we possibly can as clearly and eYciently as possible.

However, as the Phillis enquiry concluded, we no longer live in an age where the established press is the sole
medium for communicating with the public—newspaper circulations are going down and fewer people watch
or listen to the news. It is for this reason that I recognise that we must also build compelling communications
strategies, based on high quality insight, if we are going to succeed in changing the way individuals behave
towards their health and in tackling the health challenges we as a society face.

I think the fact that trust in the NHS as an organisation is at its highest level since 2000, and the recent
announcements that 13% more people quit smoking last year demonstrate that our work is having a positive
impact on tackling these challenges successfully.

I look forward to reading the conclusions of your investigation with great interest.

Again, if I can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.

28 November 2008
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Supplementary memorandum by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office

It is only possible to make a rough estimate of the number of people working in communications across the
FCO global network because all Heads of Mission, and, in a sense, all diplomats and many of our local staV
are professional communicators. The FCO has 16,000 staV in total. It is also the case that the FCO has
traditionally deployed diplomats into specialist communications roles, though there is increasingly a trend in
favour of hiring locally communications specialists for certain roles.

An internal FCO evaluation in 2008 estimated the number of people engaged in communications around the
world at around 390, using 2006–7 data. Given that there are roughly 250 overseas missions, some of which
have no full time dedicated communications staV, others of which have a team, this is probably a fair
judgment.These numbers are in addition to the roughly 100 staV employed directly in London on
communications-related activities. The responsibilities of the London team include: press oYce, all web-
related work, internal communications, stakeholder relations, events, publications and public diplomacy
(including managing the FCO relationship with British Council, BBC World Service, Wilton Park, British
Satellite News and the FCO’s scholarship programmes).

14 November 2008

Supplementary memorandum by the Ministry of Defence

Q403—What are the numbers of visits and hits to the MOD websites?

The most recent information we have regarding website statistics is as follows:

2007–08
Unique

Website URL Page Views Visits Visitors

MOD Corporate website www.mod.uk 25,879,449 6,875,139 4,336,104
Royal Navy www.royal-navy.mod.uk 39,856,043 4,800,481 4,369,726
British Army www.army.mod.uk 71,028,217 21,053,139 8,472,991
Royal Air Force www.raf.mod.uk 56,607,751 9,893,569 6,216,030

These figures are for the financial year 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008.

Q403—How many Media enquiries does the central press office receive? How many FOI requests are received by the
MOD per annum? How many of these are from the Press? How many general enquiries are received?

Media Enquiries

The MoD central press oYce receives between 200–500 calls a day and on average work on 12 national and
12 regional stories daily.

Non-FOI Public Enquiries

Queries from the public are received by the MOD website on a regular basis, those that are not classed as FOI
requests are displayed beneath:

Business as Usual—1,760
Genealogical (family history enquiries)—264
Subject Access requests—96
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Overall FOI Numbers and Appeals

The MOD receives a significant number of FOI requests, details as below:

Information Information Public Appeals against
Number Refused being request Internal Reviews
of MOD (includes Processed for to the Information

FOI Resolvable Fully Partially for cost at Year- Internal Commissioner’s
Year Requests Requests* Answered Answered purposes) End Review OYce

2005 4,604 4,094 71% 10% 16% 3% 2% 6 0.13%
2006 3,300 2,784 73% 11% 12% 4% 2% 18 0.55%
2007 3,026 2,618 73% 9% 13% 5% 3% 12 0.40%

*“Resolvable requests” are those where it is possible to make a substantive decision on whether to release the requested
information. They exclude requests which are lapsed or “on-hold”, where the information was not held, and where it was
necessary to provide advice and assistance, ie it would not have been possible to resolve the request in the form it was asked.

Data is taken from Freedom of Information Act 2000 Third Annual Report on the Operation of the FOI Act in Central
Government 2007.

FOI from Media

A number of FOI requests are received from the media, however these can only be identified where the
individual making the request declares who they are/where they work or if their contact details reveal the place
of employment (eg johnsmithwthetimes.co.uk). 1 January 2007 to 10 October 2008 we received 944 FOI
requests which were identifiably from media sources, there may have been more overall.

Q423—How much is spent per annum on using agencies/external PR companies including for recruitment?

It is not possible to accurately compile every item of PR expenditure across the Department as Brigades,
regiments or local civilian teams may use PR agencies which are locally contracted or where expenditure is
accounted for under wider programme expenditure. As such these figures would not be held centrally.

What is shown beneath is the major spend from the three services and the MOD central Media and
Communications organisation. It represents spend on national and/or centrally organised campaigns/events
including Armed Forces Recruitment campaigns.

Contracts are placed either via existing Central OYce of Information (COI) arrangements or are directly
contracted by the MOD.

Expenditure for Financial Year 2007–08 (1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008) that has been reported to us is as
follows (all figures are excluding VAT):

Via COI Directly Contracted Total
Unit (£M) (£M) (£M)

Army 18.9 5.415 24.315
Royal Navy 5.5 0.851 6.351
RAF 13.257 0.491 13.748
DGMC 0.120 0.243 0.363

November 2008
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Supplementary memorandum by the Ministry of Defence

Additional Questions

Q. What is the breakdown of grades of communication staff managed by Nick Gurr?

Nick Gurr as of October 2008 had direct responsibility for 184 individuals working within DGMC (Director
General Media & Communications). These individuals will include communications staV, support personnel,
temporary postings, media trainers, graphic designers and photographers. The break down of grades is as
follows:

SCS ML2 1
SCS ML1 2
B1/Grade 6 1
B2/Grade 7 17
C1/SEO 22
C2/HEO 36
D/EO 14
E1/AO 18
E2/AA 1

Commodore 1
Captain RN 1
Colonel 3
Group Captain 1
Commander 2
Lieutenant Colonel 8
Wing Commander 3
Lieutenant Commander 6
Major 8
Squadron Leader 7
Captain 4
Lieutenant (RN) 1
Flight Lieutenant 3
Warrant OYcer 2nd Class 1
Sergeant 4
Chief Petty OYcer 2
StaV Sergeant 1
Petty OYcer 3
Leading Hand 3
Corporal 7
Lance Corporal 1
Senior Aircraftsman 2

Grand Total 184

Exact numbers and grade split of the organisation will alter regularly as people join and leave.
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Q. What is the breakdown of communications costs and budgets within MoD?

We are only able to provide exact figures for Director General Media & Communications (DGMC) as we have
no central read of other Departmental or Service budgets. These costs are as follow for DGMC over the last
three financial years:

DGMC HISTORICAL EXPENDITURE (NET OF OPS)

Commodity £M 2005–06 2006–07 2007–08

Service Pay & Allowances 5.160 5.676 5.228
Civilian Pay & Allowances 4.889 4.709 5.123
Personnel 10.049 10.385 10.351
Property Management Minor Works 0.044 0.011 0.047
IT & Comms 0.606 0.408 0.975
Other Infrastructure Costs 0.011 0.028 0.006
Infrastructure Costs 0.661 0.447 1.028
Stock Consumed 0.046 0.043 0.050
Food/Clothing 0.007 0.005 0.003
Fuel 0.022 0.038 0.027
Other Materiel Consumed 0.129 0.165 0.126
Stock/Other Consumption 0.204 0.251 0.206
Equipment Support Costs 0.046 0.005 0.076
Transportation & Movement 0.751 0.803 0.686
Fees for other Professional Services 0.076 0.117 0.358
External Education and Training 0.042 0.167 0.157
Other Costs and Services (inc Programme Costs) 3.818 2.908 2.912
Other Costs—RDEL Direct 4.687 3.995 4.113
Income "0.179 "0.160 "0.189
Receipts and Other Income "0.179 "0.160 "0.189

TOTAL OCS DIRECT RESOURCE DEL 15.468 14.923 15.585

Complete figures for spend across the department are not available; however, we believe the expenditure to
be approximately £30 million a year (excluding recruitment expenditure and manpower).

The figures previously provided for PR consultancy spend include expenditure on recruitment and as such
would not fall into the £30 million estimate.

18 November 2008
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WEDNESDAY 22 OCTOBER 2008

Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Howe of Idlicote, B
Corbett of Castle Vale, L King of Bridgwater, L (Chairman)
Eccles of Moulton, B McIntosh of Hudnall, B

Memorandum by Citizens Advice

Introduction

1. Citizens Advice welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Lords Committee on Communications
in its inquiry into government communications. Our evidence addresses a number of areas within the terms
of reference of the inquiry, particularly the ease with which citizens can find specific government information
about entitlements and services. Our evidence covers the following areas:

(a) the extent of the role of the Citizens Advice service in England and Wales in providing information
and advice to the public about government services;

(b) an overview of our services, the types of problems we deal with and the characteristics of our
service users;

(c) written information from government available in printed and web based formats;

(d) developments in government helplines;

(e) suggestions for possible improvements in government information production from our
perspective; and

(f) general comments on the eVectiveness of government communications for citizens and areas we
would like to see improved.

We have significant engagement with government in responding to consultation exercises and would be happy
to provide the Committee with further evidence on our experiences of consultation and engagement of the
public in policy formation.

The Role of the Citizens Advice Service

2. The Citizens Advice service is a charity which provides free, confidential information and advice to
everybody on their rights and responsibilities regardless of race, gender, disability, sexual orientation, age or
nationality. A network of 426 Citizens Advice Bureaux give advice from more than 3,200 outlets in England,
Wales and Northern Ireland including high street oYces and outreach sessions in GP surgeries, colleges,
workplaces and community centres, in clients’ homes, on the phone and by email. Over, 6,000 paid staV and
more than 20,000 trained volunteers deliver advice to help clients deal with 5.5 million new problems a year,
on issues such as debt, benefits, housing, employment and consumer matters. CAB advisers can help fill out
forms, write letters, negotiate with creditors and represent clients at court or tribunal. To back up this local
service Citizens Advice produces and maintains a public information website called www.adviceguide.org.uk
which currently has 7.3 million visitors a year using information on 9.4 million problems.

3. In 2007–08 local Citizens Advice Bureaux helped 1.9 million people to solve 5.5 million new problems.
Service users come from a variety of backgrounds, though face-to-face users are most likely to be within the
C2DE social classes, have a long term illness or live in social housing. In a year 15% of all people in groups
DE use a CAB, 19% of all disabled people do so. And 70% of our debt clients are tenants.

4. Public awareness of the service is very high. According to a BMRB poll taken in August 2008, 96% of
people have heard of the Citizens Advice service and 42% say they have used a Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB)
at some point in their lives. Over 80% of the public would consider going to a CAB in the next 12 months if
they needed information or advice on an issue we could help them with. Whilst many of our clients come to
us because they feel they have nowhere else to turn or don’t know where to start, many are also signposted to
us by government and public and private sector service providers. For example, leaflets and letters about where
to get advice on debt produced by the banking and credit sectors and the Financial Services Authority all refer
to Citizens Advice Bureaux as do many other publications.
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Types of Problems Dealt with by the Citizens Advice Service

5. Many of the problems we deal with concern government services—particularly welfare benefits and tax
credits, which totaled 1.5 million issues brought to local bureaux last year and account for over 27% of all
new problems handled by bureaux last year. 2.5 million of visitor problems to our Adviceguide site concerned
information on benefits, tax credits or tax. Table 1 below provides a high level summary of the number of
enquiries we received on diVerent issues in 2007–08.

Table 1

NUMBER AND TYPE OF PROBLEMS 2007–08

2007–08
CAB client problems 2007–08

England and Wales Adviceguide visitor problems
Problem area 000s 000s

Debt 1,737 644
Benefits 1,516 1,533
Consumer and financial services 286 451
Employment 476 1,857
Housing 399 943
Legal 275 531
Relationships and family 295 974
Tax 48 1,146
Utilities 95 1,092
Other 413 233

Total 5,540 9,404

6. A more detailed breakdown of the volumes of enquiries received on diVerent benefits issues by CABx in
2007–08 is at Annex 1. Benefits is the major area where we are providing information and advice on
government services and relying extensively on government produced information to be able to deliver our
services. As can be seen from that table a significant proportion of our 1.5 million benefits related enquiries
last year were from people asking about disability and incapacity benefits or benefits for pensioners.

CAB Telephone Services

7. The Citizens Advice service does not currently deliver services via a national call centre service. Around
20% of advice given by bureaux is given over the telephone and some bureax and groups of bureaux have mini-
call centres and dedicated helplines operating at a local level. We do however recognise and wish to address
the fact that there is considerable unmet demand for our services and many consumers have diYculty getting
through to their local CAB.

8. The fact that we do not have a national call centre type service is due to a combination of factors over time.
First, there has not been suYcient funds at national level to commission and run such a service. Second, at
present local bureaux are funded predominantly from local authorities and other funding sources such as
PCTs or the Legal Services Commission, which are commissioning and supporting a local or geographically
specific service. Notwithstanding this, our strategy is to move to create a single telephone number for the
service by 2010 as we believe this will make it easier and simpler for potential clients to gain access to the help
available from the CAB service and for the CAB service to collectively manage demand better. Pilots for this
service at a local level have focussed on either establishing a virtual call centre (where a number of local
bureaux share the same number and route calls between the diVerent outlets) and/or working in partnership
with another organisation which has a bulk call handling facility to provide a telephone “reception” service
under our brand. These pilots continue.
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Our Information Systems

9. To ensure the information and advice we give is accurate we provide training to all new CAB volunteers
and provide all CABx with a bespoke information system known as AdviserNet. This is updated constantly
for changes in law and must be consulted and referred to by all our advisers when they advising clients. Daily
supervision and checking of case records and regular quality of advice audits establish that advisers have used
the system appropriately. AdviserNet is available on subscription to other advice giving organizations.
Currently it is used daily by CAB advisers in 423 local bureaux. Over 600 other organizations also subscribe
to it including libraries, solicitors, trade unions, MPs oYces, charities, colleges and community organisations.

10. In order to produce our information systems, and give advice in local bureax, the Citizens Advice service
is a major user of government information about legal rights and responsibilities and government services,
especially welfare benefits and tax but also covering a wide range of other areas.

11. Our practice in producing information for advisers or the public is not to duplicate content unless it is
necessary to do so—our information professionals therefore routinely identify government (and other)
produced information which is both hard copy and web based to integrate into our system or to link to for
those users and advisers using our web based information. Whilst we are selecting government and externally
produced information which is going to be relevant and useful this also means we are dependent on the
continued existence and eVectiveness of that material. To illustrate the range of our “dependence” on
government produced information AdviserNet contains a total of 283 government produced information
items and leaflets, a full list of which can be found at Annex 2.

Access To, and the Quality Of, Government Information Materials

12. In AdviserNet, our information source for advisers, we include many links to specific government website
pages and other documents (such as codes of practice). In Adviceguide, our internet-based site for the public,
we have a number of links to government sites, most particularly to Directgov for public information. Our
own written advice documents within AdviserNet and Adviceguide are our interpretations of current
legislation and case law, written to best meet the needs of our advisers and clients as we understand them. As
such our material often translates a body of legislation and regulation into a simplified, structured and logical
form which addresses the problems people are presented with.

13. To keep our information up to date we need to keep abreast of changes in government information. We
use the daily e-mail alert service from info4local.gov.uk for government news and updates on policy and
legislation. This is a service that central government provides for local government but is freely available to
other subscribers.

14. As noted above Citizens Advice is a major user of government information online, most notably
Directgov, designed to provide a single point of access to public sector information and services. Directgov
is, on the whole, a very good source of government information for the public and we admire its plain English
style and its ease of use. It is an improvement on the previous arrangement of multiple sites—though as we
highlight below there is scope to improve. We often refer members of the public to this website from our
website.

15. In recent years the Government has switched from providing public information in the form of leaflets,
letters and other written communications to providing information on the internet or by electronic
communication. In short, information that used to be contained in a leaflet is now generally only to be found
on a website—or alternatively by telephoning a government helpline or contact centre.

16. We recognize the cost savings and eYciencies that can be achieved by moving from printed materials to
electronic publications. Hard copy publications giving information about legal rights and entitlements,
particularly on welfare benefits, can become out of date quickly as things change frequently and once in
widespread circulation it can be costly and time consuming to ensure that all copies of information in use are
up to date.

17. The internet is clearly a fast and eYcient method of imparting information to the public. But not everyone
has access to it, or knows how to use it. Many of our bureau clients do not have internet access (particularly
the over 60s or those from the poorest families) or are prevented from making use of it by lack of literacy, by
physical and mental health problems, or because their first language is not English.

18. People who are excluded in these ways will need advice services more to help them make sense of
government information and to act on it. In this context it is not evident to us that government departments
are recognizing in their delivery plans that switching information to web channels may have the eVect of
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increasing the need for voluntary sector information and advice providers to act as a bridge to reach the most
excluded members of our society.

19. Clearly the Government is right to want to utilize modern communication methods, as well as wishing to
keep public sector costs down. But the increasing use of “one size fits all” solutions is simply not suitable for
all service users. If certain groups in society need to turn to advice agencies and intermediaries simply to help
them locate and “translate” government information, then the government’s methods of delivery are not
working eVectively for those expected to benefit. What is more, such actions eVectively displace the
responsibility to deliver services equally well to all government service users away from government. The
strategy may also inadvertently create a new and potentially disempowering dependency or barrier to
information. Individuals who previously might have been able to pick up a leaflet in a public place may now
need to go to an agency who will look something up on the internet for them and potentially print it out. For
this group of individuals the move to internet only publication may be more excluding and disempowering.

20. Finally, as many CAB clients do not have access to the internet—or may not know where to start in
locating complete information on their problem—CABx often report they feel the costs of enabling people to
get access to government information are being displaced onto them in printing out leaflets and booklets for
clients. We would do this so that the individual can read the information themselves and refer to it later. Some
government information items are small booklets detailing legal procedures which our client may need to
study at their leisure or be able to refer to as they seek to resolve their problem. Clients who could manage to
resolve problems themselves, without representation, are assisted by having public information on paper. But
it seems that the costs of bringing this about are now located outside government in a substantial number
of cases.

Developments in Government Helplines

21. The Varney report (Service Transformation: a Better Service for Citizens and Businesses, a Better Deal for
Taxpayers, December 2006) made a number of recommendations for government to change the way services
are delivered to the public. The report identified the multiplicity of contact points an individual might have to
have with government and has led to a significant number of programmes aimed at transforming services to
reduce the extent of duplication in contacts. Citizens Advice is represented on the Delivery Council and
supports the goals of this programme in improving the experience of service users. One area of focus has been
with government helplines where Sir David’s report highlighted the multiplicity of diVerent helplines,
suggesting that these could be simplified into possibly one single telephone number for government. The
Delivery Council is also overseeing a programme of work to develop standards for contact centres run by
government.

22. For most individual consumers contact centres can often work well. They enable people to make contact
from the comfort of their own home, at a time that suits them and many problems can be resolved quickly and
easily. For people with mobility problems or limited access to transport, being able to make contact from
home is a great advantage.

23. However, there are other people for whom the phone is simply not the most suitable or appropriate
method that they would choose to deal with government, or any service provider. This is true of many people
with mental health problems, people with physical and in particular hearing and speaking disabilities.
Telephones may often be inappropriate for people in hospital or for prisoners who may face very high call
costs and for other people who have no access to landlines or have to rely on expensive pay as you go mobiles.

24. Citizens Advice has reported regularly on the shortcomings of call centres for consumers, including in its
July 2007 report “Not getting through—evidence on the new system for claiming benefits from Jobcentre Plus”
which highlighted that 93% of bureaux were experiencing, at that time, significant delays in contacting some
parts of Jobcentre plus and more than half of bureaux had reported that their clients had been refused
alternatives to the telephone as a method of dealing with Jobcentre Plus. We hope to see improvements in a
repeat survey.

25. More widely, our research on call centres covering the utility and government sectors (Are you being
served?—evidence on contacting utilities companies, January 2008) has found that levels of dissatisfaction with
call centres is high—25% of those people who had contacted a government agency by telephone were
dissatisfied with the way their call was handled. This was a higher level of dissatisfaction than found for those
contacting retailers or banks and building societies and almost on a par with the 27% of consumers dissatisfied
with their utility company’s call handling. Reasons for dissatisfaction were most commonly about the time
taken to get through, including the use of menus and queues, costs of calls and lack of competence of call
handlers in actually being able to address problems.
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Challenges for Us of Working with Government Information

26. The key challenges we have faced in working with and needing to rely on government information include
the following issues:

Limited or no notice of statutory publications and codes

Recent examples include:

— The Communities and Local Government Department (CLG) issued a consultation on choice based
lettings in January 2007 and responses were due by April 2007. It is normal to expect the document
(in this case a Code) to be published soon after the consultation response deadline. However this
particular Code was not published until the end of August 2008 and with no notice. We had been in
contact with the author of the code at the CLG and requested that we at least have sight of a draft
so that we could prepare information for CABx in good time for the start of this Code. But this was
not provided.

— The legislation and Code of Practice for identity cards to be introduced on the 25 November 2008
is still only in draft form.

— Regulations made under the Consumers, Estates Agents and Redress Act 2007 (CEAR) presented
diYculties for us with the timing of The Postal (Consumer Complaints Handling Standards)
Regulations 2008 made on 3 September and due to come into force on 1 October, and the timing of
the approval of the redress scheme. Briefing packs were sent out about two weeks before the CEAR
Act was due to come in to force by which time it was too almost too late to include the helpful
practical information in our information system due to the lead in times for our publishing and
distribution process.

— Currently we still have no date for implementation of Tiers 2 and 5 of the points based system. The
only date published on the UKBA website is November 2008—no actual day.

Last minute changes

— A recent example is the Social Security (Miscellaneous Amendments) (No. 5) Regulations 2008 (SI
No. 2667), which were laid before parliament on 9 October 2008 and come into force on 30 October
2008. This often happens with miscellaneous changes to social security law.

Government departments not being responsive to our requests for them to check our material

Departments are quite inconsistent in their approaches to working with our information needs.
Some are very helpful and responsive to requests for support to enable us to get accurate information
out to bureaux in time. But this is not universal. For example:

— Employment and Support Allowance (ESA). This is a major new welfare benefit being introduced
this autumn eVectively replacing incapacity benefit for new applicants. To enable bureaux to be
prepared for enquiries at the end of October we would ideally have wanted a programme of
information and training to them over the summer of 2008. The Department for Work and Pensions
agreed to check our document entitled “ESA: advising clients now” in the middle of May 2008, but
did not agree to check our full advice documents for AdviserNet till the start of August 2008. We
had several meetings and contacts with them during the spring asking for their support for our needs
relating to the introduction of this new benefit. Getting their agreement took four months of emails,
phone calls, and meetings. This is in spite of a longstanding and established relationship with the
DWP.

— Since the beginning of September we have been trying to find out a timeline for when the various
provisions of the Housing & Regeneration Act come into force from the CLG but with no response
to date.

Possible Improvements in Government Information Production

27. From the perspective of Citizens Advice, producing the national AdviserNet and Adviceguide
information systems, there are a number of ways in which government departments’ management of
information production could improve so as to help us do our job. These range from simple operational issues
to strategic issues.
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Information on Changes to Government Leaflets and Sites

28. It would be helpful to be advised when all/any government leaflets are revised and reissued. Without this
information, we are dependent on constantly searching government websites for new editions and this is a time
consuming and potentially unreliable way of obtaining this information. The Inland Revenue and the Benefits
Agency used to send regular updates, but apparently this service is no longer available from HM Revenue and
Customs or the Department for Work and Pensions. It would also be useful to know, possibly by an e-mail
alerter service, when government websites have been amended or had new content added. It would also be very
helpful to know in advance when government leaflets are due to be reviewed. Amendments to leaflets
sometimes appear on government websites and we would like to know when these changes will be incorporated
into the primary leaflets.

Ensuring Government Information is Up to Date

29. The UK Statute Law Data Base from the Ministry of Justice (http://www.statutelaw.gov.uk/) needs to be
brought fully up-to-date with revised legislation. It would be an invaluable resource, both for ourselves and
for the public, if it could be relied on to display fully updated legislation, but we are unable to use it as a reliable
source at present.

Better Advance Information to Help us to Plan

30. We frequently have insuYcient or extremely short notice of changes to legislation and government
communications campaigns aimed at the public where there is a desire for the CAB service to be engaged as
a distribution channel. In the latter type of situation it often feels as though the voluntary sector role is an
afterthought—we are not brought into the conversation and planning at an early stage to advise on whether
the campaign makes sense, and when it might be best to run it. And, as in the examples above, statutory
instruments are often published at the last minute and with insuYcient time for us to publish amendments to
our information, both for advisers and for the public, before the law is in force. We would be happy to provide
the Committee with some specific examples drawn over the past year.

Languages and Needs

31. We are often asked for written information (both web based and hard copy) in languages (such as Polish)
which do not seem to be widely available or easy to find within government information. Whilst there may be
an argument that those resident in and working in the UK should be able to deal with matters in English the
practical reality is that many residents today do not have English as their first language and we are an
increasingly diverse society. Relying on only one language is unlikely to be eVective in reaching all who
potentially need to not only know information but to understand it properly. There is also limited information
available which has been produced and designed specifically for people with learning disabilities.

Information Produced Remains Siloised

32. Individual departmental information products and websites vary greatly in ease of use and their lay-outs
are not consistent. It can be diYcult to find things within government sites as a result, for example equality
policies. A greater consistency of approach would be a boon here for organizations that need to hunt for
information regularly on the internet. In our case this is not just a “nice to have” since we are trying to locate
information and “translate it” for almost 10 million users a year.

Transforming Service Delivery

33. Moving government information for the public into one website portal (Directgov) will make the starting
point for individuals needing to find information about all government services simpler—just one web address
as a starting point rather than multiple sites with diVerent designs and organization approach. But ensuring
that the information contained in Directgov, and the back oYce processes supporting any applications and
contacts from the public is presented to the individual in a “joined up” way remains a challenge. To give a
straightforward example for benefits information, Directgov does not cover some important areas. For
housing benefit—a major welfare benefit which covers the housing costs of people on low incomes— the site
visitor is asked to refer to his/her to local authorities for more information. The quality of local authority sites
also varies greatly. On a more significant level despite the laudable aims of Sir David Varney’s report of
December 2006, Service Transformation: a Better Service for Citizens and Businesses, a Better Deal for
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Taxpayers, there is a long way to go before an individual contacting the Tax Credits Helpline is given accurate
and complete information and advice about all their benefit entitlements.

34. Until and unless government welfare benefits services are integrated it will continue to be the case that
many people who move from benefits into work, supported by Tax Credits, will fail to claim benefits like
housing benefit and council tax benefit even though the HMRC has information about their income to enable
them to advise on potential eligibility.

Conclusions—Are Government Communications Effective?

35. The key test of the eVectiveness of government communications should be that they reach people expected
to benefit and that as a result they are better informed about their rights and responsibilities, and act
appropriately. Often government communications are calling individuals to act—to apply for benefits and
help in particular, to complete forms, make payments or receive payments. One measure of the eVectiveness
of such communications might therefore be whether the groups those communications are trying to reach do
actually respond to communications which promote services and products. In the private sector a measure of
consumer take up or sales would certainly be a measure of the eVectiveness of advertising and marketing
spend.

36. Whilst there are many examples of low take up of government initiatives the most significant evidence of
failure of communications can be found in the fact that there are persistently high levels of underclaiming of
benefits and tax credits. For example a DWP press release date 19 March 2008 made it clear that an estimated
£1.8 billion of Council Tax Benefit is going unclaimed each year and that people “could be owed as much as
£600”. The total non-take up of means tested benefits is estimated to be up to £10 billion. Specifically this
means only a 50% take up of housing benefit amongst households in work and only 22% take up for working
tax credit for households without children.

37. Whilst there are cultural and experiential barriers to people claiming welfare benefits, it is puzzling why
£3 billion of unclaimed pension credit is still sitting there unclaimed at a time when the inflation rate
experienced by people on low incomes is high as the costs of basic essentials such as fuel and food have risen
dramatically. When Citizens Advice Bureaux undertake community based benefit take up campaigns we are
highly successful in reaching the people who are missing out on significant amounts of incomes. We put this
down to the trust and personalised approach we are able to provide. The communications being used by
Government (content and methods) are clearly not reaching all those that welfare benefits are intended to
reach.

38. So we think the government has a significant way to go in improving the reach of its communications and
prompting take up of benefits and tax credits. The key to improving its eVectiveness in this area may be how
well it works with the trusted intermediaries, such as Citizens Advice bureaux in getting information across
to the public and particularly those sections of the public who most need the information. The need for advice
agencies is heightened by the “one size fits all” approach and more remote and impersonal service delivery
methods such as Directgov and contact centres.

39. However, there is a widespread failure of government information providers to plan properly for
distribution of their communications with and through the voluntary advice sector. Voluntary advice agencies
should be seen as integral to all departmental information and communications plans—but too often “can we
get it out through CABx” is an afterthought rather than built in at the beginning of a plan—and as we have
mentioned in our evidence above we are often needing to lobby oYcials to get assistance from them to check
our information content and training materials when major pieces of new legislation are introduced.

40. As we have noted above, the move to establish Directgov as a single web based portal for government
information and the potential move to a establish a single number for all government “helplines” has potential
to improve access to government services at the starting point. We believe there is a genuine desire at senior
levels in government departments to not only reduce costs but to transform the experiences of citizens trying
to use government services. However there remain challenges to achieving this for all.

41. First, these initiatives may not help some members of our community get access to services because the
methods of delivery used will not be eVective for all service users. [See Reaching Out: An Action Plan on Social
Exclusion—Social Exclusion Taskforce September 2006]. As well as working better with the voluntary sector,
complementary communications services addressing language and capability barriers will be needed. It is not
clear how in moving to single points of access the Government is working as hard to maintain adequate reach
to those in our society who will find it most diYcult to deal with matters on the internet or over the telephone.
As a result, certain groups in society will need advice agencies and other intermediaries more in future to help
them locate and “translate” or get through to simple government information and services because the
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methods and manner of delivery is just not reaching them. This could be viewed as displacing the responsibility
to deliver services equally well to all services users away from Government.

42. The second challenge is that whilst presented to the public in a single site, or on a single phone line the
actual services oVered by government, and back oYce systems, are far from integrated—particularly in the
area of benefits and tax credits. Young parents moving from benefits into work still face a chase around of
more than one national government claim handling service and local government services to gain access to all
the income supplements they are entitled to as the processes are administered separately in government and
as yet no single government service provider gives information and advice on all these entitlements to the same
extent that the Citizens Advice bureau is able to do.

October 2008

Annex 1

VOLUMES OF ENQUIRIES RELATING TO BENEFITS
AND TAX CREDITS (2007–08)

Type of Benefit Number of enquiries

Income Support 144,228
Pension Credit 68,376
Social Fund Loans—Crisis Loans 16,749
Social Fund Loans—Budgeting Loans 9,082
Housing Benefit 169,682
Child Benefit 38,017
Council Tax Benefit 153,305
Working & Child Tax Credits 144,605
Jobseekers Allowance 68,052
National Insurance 10,400
State Retirement Pension 24,129
Incapacity Benefit 120,100
DLA—Care Component 169,222
DLA—Mobility Component 146,959
Attendance Allowance 48,712
Carers Allowance 38,881
Other benefits issues 123,082

All Benefits and Tax Credits 1,515,483

Annex 2

GOVERNMENT PRODUCED INFORMATION ITEMS AND LEAFLETS
CONTAINED IN ADVISENET

BERR

The Employment Equality (Religion or Belief) Regulations 2003: The Questionnaire (URN 04/1011)

The Employment Equality (Age) Regulations 2006: The Questionnaire (URN 06/1403)

Individual rights and responsibilities of employees (URN 06/1833)

The Employment Agencies Act 1973

Contracts of employment (PL810 Rev 6)

Written statement of employment particulars (PL700 (Rev 6))—URN 05/1671

Example of a written statement of employment particulars (PL 700A (rev1))

Continuous employment and a week’s pay (URN 06/531)

Employment Rights on the Transfer of an Undertaking (URN 06/1795)

Guarantee payments (URN 06/536)
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Disclosures in the public interest: protections for workers who “blow the whistle” guidance (URN 06/533)

Pregnancy and work—What you need to know as an employee (URN 08/752) 2008–09

Working fathers (PL517)

Extending the rights to request flexible working to carers of adults

Pay statements: what they must itemise (PL704 Rev 5)

Equal Pay Act 1970: The Questionnaire

National Minimum Wage—A short guide for workers

Suspension from work on medical or maternity grounds under health and safety regulations (PL 705)

Union membership and non-membership rights (PL 871)

Industrial action and the law—a guide for employees, trade union members and others (PL 869)

Code of practice—industrial action ballots and notice to employers

Industrial action and the law: Citizen’s right to prevent disruption (URN 06/553)

Payment of union subscriptions through the check-oV (PL 944)

The trading schemes guide

Unfairly dismissed? (PL712)

Dismissal—Fair and unfair: A guide for employers (PL714)

Rights to notice and reasons for dismissal (PL707)

Redundancy consultation and notification (PL833)

Sex discrimination Act 1975—the questions procedure (URN 05/1348)

Land compensation: your rights explained (Your home and nuisance from public development (booklet 2))

Pricing Practices Guide (URN 08/918)

The Trading Schemes Guide (URN 05/908)

Business Link

Business rates in England

Charity Commisson

Registering as a charity (CC21) (2008)

Child Support Agency

How can I appeal against a child maintenance decision

Application for child maintenance (CSF001)

Child maintenance enquiry (CSF002)

Criminal Justice System

The Code of Practice for Victims of Crime—A guide for victims

Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority

Guide to the 2001 Compensation Scheme

Child abuse and the criminal injuries compensation scheme (TS10)

Criminal Records Bureau

Disclosure application form

An applicant’s guide to completing the disclosure application form

Code of practice and explanatory guide for registered persons and other recipients of disclosure information
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Defra

Agricultural Wages Order 2008

Bothered by noise in England?

A guide to the Agricultural Tenancies Act 1995

Department for Communities and Local Government

Notice claiming the right to buy (RTB1)

Your right to buy your home (06 HC 04357)

Initial notice of delay (form RTB6)

Operative notice of delay (form RTB8)

Assured and assured shorthold tenancies—a guide for landlords

Residential Long Leaseholders: A guide to your rights and responsibilities (07 HC 04707)

Thinking of taking on Business Premises? Renting Business Premises—A short guide

A better deal for tenants—your new right to manage (HUG 352)

A better deal for tenants—your new right to repair

Housing Health and Safety Rating System—Guidance for landlords and property related professionals

A better deal for tenants—your new right to compensation for improvements (HUG 354)

The Party Wall etc Act 1996—explanatory booklet

Over the garden hedge

High hedges: complaining to the Council

Protected trees—A guide to tree preservation procedures

Building regulations explanatory booklet

Compulsory Purchase and Compensation—Compulsory Purchase Procedure (Booklet 1)

Compulsory Purchase and Compensation—Compensation to Residential Owners and Occupiers (Booklet 4)

Compulsory Purchase and Compensation—Compensation to Agricultural Owners and Occupiers (Booklet 3)

Compulsory Purchase and Compensation—Compensation to Business Owners and Occupiers (Booklet 2)

Department of Health

Health advice for travellers (T7)

NHS dentistry in England: information for patients (April 2008)

A quick guide to help with health costs including charges and optical voucher values in England (HC12)
April 2008

Healthy Start: free milk, fruit, vegetables and vitamins for you and your family (HS01)

Department for Innovation Universities and Skills

Money to learn

A guide to financial support for higher education students in England in 2008–09

Higher Education Student Finance—How you are assessed and paid

Bridging the Gap—A guide to the disabled students’ alllowances (DSAs) in higher education in England—
Guide for 2008–09

Childcare grant and other support for full-time student parents in higher education in England in 2007–08

Student loans: A guide to terms and conditions 2008–09

The European choice—a guide to opportunities for higher education in Europe

Time oV for study or training (TfST/EL1)
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Department of Transport

Child car seats: the new law (T/INF1101)

Public local inquiries into road proposals

Department for Works and Pensions

Pregnancy related illness (NI200)

SMP statutory maternity pay (SMP1)

Statutory sick pay and incapacity benefit (SSP1) claim pack

What to do after a death in England and Wales (D49)

Income Support Claim Pack (A1)

Your guide to Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments 2008–2009 (Aug 2008)

Community Care Grants from the Social Fund (SF 300)

Budgeting Loans from the Social Fund (SF 500)

Crisis Loans from the Social Fund (SF401)

A claim form for Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit for pensioners (HCTB1(PCA))

Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit Claim Pack (HCTB1)

Jobseeker’s allowance claim form (JSA1)

Jobseeker’s allowance hardship application (JSA 10)

Claim Pack for Incapacity Benefit (SC1)

Incapacity for work questionnaire (IB50)

A guide to State Pensions (NP46)

Your guide to State Pension Deferral

Maternity allowance claim pack (MA1)

Attendance allowance claim pack (A1AA)

Disability living allowance claim pack—for a person aged 16 or over (DLA1A Adult)

Carer’s Allowance claim pack (DS700)

Carer’s Allowance claim pack (DS700(SP))

Industrial Injuries Disablement Benefit (Diseases) (IIDBAA5JP)

Industrial Injuries Disablement Benefit—Accidents (IIDBAA5JP)

Help with getting benefits for people with a disability or illness (HHBA5JP)

DVLA

UK Registration Certificates and Guidance Notes (INS 160)

Employment Tribunals

Making a Claim to an employment tribunal (URN 06/936—/Form ET1 v02)

Responding to a claim to an Employment Tribunal

Your claim—What happens next? (URN 05/870)

The hearing—Guidance for claimants and respondents (URN 05/871)

The judgment (URN 05/872)
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Financial Services Authority

FSA Factsheet—Endowment mortgage complaints

Just the facts about the Financial Service Authority

FSA Factsheet—Stakeholder Pensions and Decision Trees

The State Second Pension—should you be contracted out?

Forestry Commission

Tree felling—getting permission

General Register Office

Access to birth records: UK (ACR 100)

The Adoption Contact Register (ACR 110)

Health & Safety Executive

Working with VDUs

Health and safety regulation . . . a short guide (HSC13)

COSHH A brief guide to the regulations (INDG136)

Manage buildings? You must manage asbestos (01/08)

RIDDOR Explained—Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrencies Regulations (HSE3)

The Employment Medical Advisory Service and You (HSE5)

Her Majesty’s Court Service

Her Majesty’s Courts Service Welsh Language Service (EX501)

Guide to Jury Summons and Specimen Jury Summons

Court fees—do you have to pay them? (EX160A)

County Court fees—Including fees for family cases—From 1 October 2007 (EX50)

Making a claim? Some questions to ask yourself (EX301)

How to make a claim (EX302)

A claim has been made against me—What should I do? (EX303)

No reply to my claim form—What should I do? (EX304)

The defendant disputes all or part of my claim (EX306)

The defendant admits my claim—I did not claim a fixed amount of money (EX308)

The defendant admits my claim—I claimed a fixed amount of money (EX309)

The small claims track (EX307)

The fast track and the multi-track (EX305)

Criminal Cases Review Commission: Who we are

Attachment of earnings—How do I ask for an attachment of earnings order? (EX323)

Warrant of execution—How do I ask for a warrant of execution? (EX322)

Petition of dissolution (civil partnerships) and notes (D508)

About divorce (D183)

I want to get a divorce—What do I do? (D184)

Children and divorce (D185)

The respondent has replied to my petition—What must I do next? (D186)

I have a decree nisi—What must I do next? (D187)
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Divorce petition—Notes for guidance (D8 notes)

Example of divorce petition (D8)

Statement of arrangements for children (D8A)

Example of acknowledgement of service for 5 years separation (D8(4))

Example of aYdavit by petitioner (D80D)

Application for directions for trial (special procedure) (D84)

Notice of application for decree nisi to be made absolute (D36)

Supplement for an application for financial provision for a child or variation of financial provision for a
child (C10)

Statement of means (C10A)

HM Prison Service

Assisted Prison Visits Scheme

HM Revenue & Customs

PAYE and NICs rates and limits (E12)

Day-to-day payroll (E13)

Pay and time oV work for parents (E16)

Pay and time oV work for adoptive parents (E16)

Employer’s further guide to PAYE and NICs (CWG2(2008))

Statutory Maternity Pay ready reckoner (Appendix)

Leaver’s statement of SSP (SSP1(L) Sept 04)

Return of estate information (IHT205) and notes (IHT206)

Inland Revenue account for inheritance (IHT 200)

How to fill in form IHT 200 (IHT 210)

Supplementary pages (SP1)

Notes for supplementary pages (SP2)

Check your tax credits award notice (TC602(SN))

A simple guide to working out your tax credit entitlement (2007–08)

Example of tax credit claim form and notes (TC600) April 2008

What happens if we have paid you too much tax credit? (COP26) Jan 08

Tax credits overpayment (TC846) (03/08)

Benefits and Credits: Authority for an intermediary to act on your behalf (TC689) (06/08)

Social security abroad (NI38) March 2008

Pensions: the basics—A guide from the Government (PTB1)

PAYE coding notice (2008–09)

Understanding your tax code

Using your own vehicle for work—A factsheet for employees

A Factsheet for Employers Setting up Green Travel Plans

Giving to charity by individuals (IR 65)

Approaching retirement—A guide to tax and National Insurance contributions (IR121)

Quick guide to the new Construction Industry Scheme (CIS341)

Registering for the new CIS—advice for subcontractors (CIS342)

Applying to be paid gross—advice for subcontractors (CIS343)

Getting paid by a contractor—advice for subcontractors (CIS344)
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Residents and non-residents (IR 20)

Bank and building society interest—Are you paying tax when you don’t need to (IR111)

Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs)

Complaints and putting things right

Special Compliance OYce Investigations (COP8)

Repayment of post-war credit (DC 351 (NEW))

An Introduction to Capital Gains Tax

A quick guide to buying a property

Stamp Duty Land Tax : A guide to leases

Tax return for the year ended 5 April 2007 (SA100)

Tax return guide for the year ended 5 April 2007 (SA150)

Self Assessment—A general guide to keeping records (SA/BK4)

Should I be registered for VAT (Notice 700/1)

Cancelling your registration (Notice 700/11)

VAT—Reliefs for disabled people (Notice 701/7)

VAT—Motor vehicles for disabled (Notice 701/59)

Home Office

United Kingdom passport application form

How to fill in your passport application form

If things go wrong

Passport photographs

Rights and responsibilities of nationals from the new member states from 1 May 2004 (WRS)

Rights and Responsibilities of Nationals from Bulgaria and Romania from 1 January 2007

The Employment Equality (Sexual Orientation) Regulations 2003: The Questionnaire

Comprehensive guidance for UK employers on changes to the law on preventing illegal working (February
2008)

Preventions of illegal working—Summary guidance for employers (February 2008)

Race Relations Act 1976—the questions procedure

Identity Theft—Don’t become a victim

House of Commons Information Service

House of Commons—Public Petitions (Revised November 2007)

Housing Corporation

Guide to the Right to Acquire

Have you heard about shared ownership?

Have you heard about New Build HomeBuy?

Independent Police Complaint Commission

Independent Police Complaints Commission: How to make a complaint against the police

Independent Police Complaints Commission: Appealing against a complaint not being recorded (COM/18)

Independent Police Complaints Commission: Appealing against the police investigation into your complaint
(COM/19)

Appealing against the Local Resolution process
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Insolvency Service

How to make a complaint against an insolvency practioner (URN 06/1070)

Bankruptcy: what will happen to my home? (URN 06/1442)

Bankruptcy: what will happen to my bank account? (URN 06/1443)

Bankruptcy: what will happen to my pension? (URN 07/542)

Bankruptcy Restrictions Orders (URN 06/2205)

When will my bankruptcy end? (URN 06/2205)

What happens when you are interviewed by the OYcial Receiver (URN 06/1009)

Can my bankruptcy be cancelled? (URN 06/1440)

Fast-track Voluntary Arrangements (URN 07/671)

Complaints Procedure (URN 06/1125)

How to make someone bankrupt (URN 06/1068)

How to wind up a company that owes you money (URN 06-1057)

Land Registry

What to do when a land owner dies (Public Guide 9)

Land Registry Public Guide 1: A guide to the information we keep and how you can obtain it (April 2008)

Land Registry Public Guide 8: Registering title to land—the characteristics and advantages

Land Registry Public Guide 13: Applications for first registration made by the owner in person (April 2008)

Land Registry Public Guide 4: Protecting home rights under the Family Law Act 1996 (December 2005)

Title plans and boundaries (Land Registry Public Guide 19) October 2007

Learning and Skills Council

Adult Learning Grant—Get paid to improve your qualifications

Financial Help for Young People

Get in the know—Students’ guide to Education Maintenance Allowance in England

Legal Services Commission

Application for Legal Help and Help at Court

Community Legal Service: Keycard No 44 (April 08)

Alternatives to Court—Dealing with problems without going to court (LSC023E)

Local Government Ombudsman

Local Government Ombudsman in England

Office of Fair Trading

Using an estate agent to buy or sell your home

Scambuster: Your guide to beating the scammers (OFT831)

Do you need a credit licence? (OFT147) April 2008

Consumer credit licence fees (CC18)

Extortionate credit (OFT14)
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Office of the Information Commissioner

Data Protection Act: Incorrect information—What can I do?

Data Protection Act: Help! How can I stop them processing my personal information?

Data Protection Act: Preventing decisions based on automatic processing of my personal information

Data Protection Act14/10/2004 Stopping Unwanted Marketing Materials (DP/LRO/05/050/20K)

Credit explained

Office of the Public Guardian

Lasting Power of Attorney—Personal Welfare (LPA PW)

Lasting Power of Attorney—Property and AVairs (LPA PA)

Ofsted

Information for parents and carers using childcare services (August 2008)

Residential Property Tribunal Service

Residential Property Tribunals—Determinations by Residential Property Tribunals as to whether a dwelling-
house is particularly suitable for occupation by elderly persons

Leasehold Valuation Tribunals

Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal (SENDIST)

Special educational needs: how to appeal

UK Intellectual Property Office

Patents—Basic Facts

Designs—Basic Facts

Trade Marks—Basic Facts

Valuation Tribunal Service

Advice on appealing against your Council Tax or Non-Domestic Rates

Veterans UK

Rates of war pensions and allowances 2008–09 (Leaflet 9)

Notes about war disablement and war widows pension (Leaflet 1)

Notes for perople getting a war pension living in the United Kingdom (Leaflet 2)

Notes for war pensioners and war widows going abroad (Leaflet 6)

Welsh Assembly Government

UK study choices 2006—financial information for students who live in Wales

Special educational needs: how to appeal

Guide to funding: Making learning work for you in Wales

A guide to financial support for higher education students in Wales in 2008–09

Bridging the Gap—A guide to the disabled students’ alllowances (DSAs) in higher education in Wales—Guide
for 2008–09

Childcare grant and other support for student parents in higher education in Wales in 2008–09
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Public Services Ombudsman for Wales

Charges and optical voucher values in Wales (HC12W)

The Guarantee for Housing Association Residents

Homebuy a guide for applicants in Wales

The Right to Acquire—a guide for tenants

Sound advice on noise in Wales—Don’t suVer in silence

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Ms Teresa Perchard, Public Policy Director and Ms Fiona Monroe, Information Officer,
Citizens Advice, examined.

Q428 Chairman: Good morning. I am not Lord
Fowler; I am afraid, sadly, he is ill and is not able to
be here today, so I am standing in. I am a normal
member of the Committee promoted to this very
elevated position for just this day. At any rate, can we
welcome you very much? Thank you very much for
coming and for helping us in our inquiry into
Government communications. Obviously, you, your
colleagues and all your volunteers in the Citizens
Advice Bureaux throughout the country have very
keen and pretty clear knowledge and thoughts on the
quality, or lack of it in other cases, of Government
communication. Is there anything you want to say by
way of opening, or can we go straight into questions?
Ms Perchard: Just briefly, if I may introduce us. I am
Teresa Perchard, Director of Policy at Citizens
Advice. My colleague, Fiona Monroe, is a member of
our information department at Citizens Advice and
has also worked as a CAB adviser, so she has been on
the frontline and producing information for our
advisers to use. Our written evidence focuses very
much on our role as an information provider for the
public and our reliance on government information
to help us do our job. We are a national charity
providing support services to a network of local
charities throughout England and Wales, and
bureaux in Scotland and Northern Ireland also use
the information that we produce. We are helped to do
our job better by having timely, accurate and
complete information from government about
individuals’ rights and responsibilities and, in
advance of changes to those, good notice so that we
can prepare not just information but, also, training
for our thousands of volunteers. We have 16,000
volunteer advisers in England and Wales alone. Our
evidence aims to summarise the channels we use to
produce information for our advisers for them to use
with their clients and for the public directly through
our own website, and, in an annex, highlights a
number of government leaflets that we are reliant on
in our information system. We then go on to discuss
government trends in producing information via the
internet, developments in government help-lines and
challenges we face working with government, and I
am afraid it is a list of things we would like to see
improved. We do not want it to come across as a

whinge but this is an important opportunity,
perhaps, to say there are areas where these things
could be done better and suggest improvements in
working methods. We have not provided you with
any evidence on the question you are looking at of—
let us call it—“spin” in government communications,
and we have not provided any evidence on citizen
engagement in policy making, but we do have a lot of
experience because we respond to a lot of government
consultations and we would be happy, if you wanted
more evidence on that, to provide it at a later date. I
just thought I would mention that as an introduction.

Q429 Chairman: As it is an opportunity just to put a
few things on the record, you have confirmed—and I
think we all know—the tremendous work that all the
volunteers do, and the 16,000 you just referred to
who work in this field. What is the sort of central
organisation that you have that enables these
volunteers to actually operate?
Ms Perchard: Citizens Advice is a national charity but
it is one largely supported by public funding, in
particular a core grant from the Department for
Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform. The
national organisation provides a range of support
services, membership services for member bureaux.
We specify our membership scheme and we audit
bureaux; so we audit how they are organised and
managed, and we audit quality of advice. So we have
resources going into safeguarding the quality and
eVective operation of the CAB network. We have
been in business now for nearly 70 years, so we must
be doing something right in terms of having a stable
network which has 96% public awareness. We have
teams of people working in the regions, and in Wales,
who work with bureaux to help them with their local
funding, governance and management requirements.
Bureaux are reliant on local government funding;
some of them have annual funding, funding that can
go up or down, which makes service levels sometimes
quite volatile, and we provide management support
services to 426 member bureaux, each of which is an
independent organisation responsible for its own
finances. We have a training team which designs and
organises the delivery of training for 4,000 new
volunteers every year. We have many volunteers who
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stay for a long time but 4,000 new ones join us every
year. We run a volunteer recruitment line nationally,
which had 12,000 new applications last year. These
are all the sorts of services that Citizens Advice
provide. We have a team in our information
department who write all of the information that our
trained advisers need to refer to in order to provide
accurate, up-to-date legal advice. We insure all of the
advice given by the CAB services; we have a group
insurance policy for giving wrong advice. So we are
trying to ensure that the advice is right, where
possible, and if not there is an insurance against that.
So it is about protecting the public from bad advice.
Our information system, AdviserNet, which is used
by advisers when they are working with clients, is
incredibly comprehensive: it covers the entire welfare
benefit and tax credit system, and then issues like high
hedges and what to do about them, electoral issues—
everything you can think about that a citizen today
might come to us for advice about you will find in our
AdviserNet system. Then, to back up that, in
providing information to the public, we have a
website called “Adviceguide”, which is currently
being used by over 7 million people a year who look
at it for information on about 9.5 million problems.
People who come to the CAB service often have more
than one problem; particularly because our clients
are, predominantly, people on low incomes and
reliant perhaps on welfare benefits, a combination of
problems is very common of welfare benefits, debt,
housing or employment. Those are our big, big
problem areas in volume terms.

Q430 Chairman: If you are right at the frontline, you
say you never know what the next problem is that is
going to come through your door, but would I be
right in thinking that a very substantial number are
either debt issues or benefit issues?
Ms Perchard: Yes, those are our big two areas.

Q431 Chairman: You will get, if we are moving into
quite a diYcult economic time, a very early
indication—one of the earliest indications—as to
whether there are really serious problems arising over
debts, repossessions and all that sort of stuV. Does
government draw on your information, as well as you
wanting information and communication from
government? Do you have good statistics that can
help the Government as to what is really happening?
Ms Perchard: Yes. Yes, we do, and they have got
better. Actually, our debt boom was about five years
ago. That is when the number of consumer credit
debts coming to the CAB was sky-rocketing, and we
were the first organisation going into government
and saying: “There are big problems with debt”, and
everyone was saying: “No, no, no, no; the economy
is very benign”. We were saying: “How come we have
had a 40% increase in consumer credit debt

problems?” “Oh, it is just a small number of
irresponsible borrowers and lenders, and not a sign of
anything bigger”. Actually, we have seen, thankfully,
a reduction in consumer credit debt problems, and
certainly some of the bigger lenders changed their
lending policies a couple of years ago due to higher
levels of bad debt provision. The big lenders, like the
Barclaycards of this world, make more of an impact
on scale when they change their policies than a small
lender. What we have been reporting over the last
year, though, is a step up in the number of mortgage
arrears that we have been dealing with and we have
been reporting that for the last year—the
Government is well aware of that. There are a lot of
other data about mortgage arrears—and fuel debts as
well. I think what we are often able to do is to describe
the type of people who are coming to us with
problems about fuel debt. Particularly on fuel, people
who are not pensioners but who are living on
benefits, who are not getting a winter fuel allowance,
are finding that very hard to deal with at the moment.
So that leads to a conversation about other groups
that might need extra help. Just in the last quarter we
have seen a significant increase in some employment
problems—redundancy and dismissals. JobCentre
Plus is, clearly, well aware of that issue because the
applications for Jobseeker’s Allowance have also
increased significantly. So we have regular
conversations, but we also publish our statistics, and
our latest highlights were published on 10 October—
our figures for last year and the first six months of
this year.

Q432 Chairman: That is extremely interesting. If we
could, perhaps, just come back to the key part, you
depend on government: an awful lot of the
information that people come to you about, you, in
turn, have to get from government in one form or
another.
Ms Perchard: Yes.

Q433 Chairman: We have been looking at the Phillis
report, which talked about direct, unmediated
communication with the public. How well do you
think that is going?
Ms Perchard: I cannot pretend we followed the Phillis
report, but the area of unmediated communication
that we are most closely involved with is the
development of Directgov, although that has come
out of a diVerent place in government—the Varney
report, particularly—in looking to simplify the
public’s access to information about government
services by bringing it together in one website, so that
things are easier to find. We would not particularly
have any comments on what has been going on in
government to address the Phillis report specifically
on unmediated communication.
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Q434 Chairman: Does the government
communicate directly with you? Does it see you as a
specific outlet for its information and
communication? Does it train you at all?
Ms Perchard: Does it train us?

Q435 Chairman: Any of your people. When you get
into significant changes in benefit or other issues that
you have to pass on, do you get any help on that from
the Government?
Ms Perchard: Variable. In our written evidence we
highlighted a number of examples where we have,
perhaps, had very late information from government
about how something new was going to work. A
particular, current example is the introduction of
Employment Support Allowance, which comes in
next week, I think—27 October. It replaces
Incapacity Benefit for new applications, initially, so
the number of people who would be claiming
Employment Support Allowance might be quite
small at the start, but it will eventually replace
Incapacity Benefit. As our written evidence
documents, for about four months, through repeated
emails, telephone calls and meetings at ever-higher
levels, we were trying to get DWP to do exactly
that—to share with us their training, which they were
rolling out for their employees, to our advisers—but,
also, to really help us get our information for our
advisers and the public straight, because a lot of
people come to Citizens Advice Bureaux about
benefits issues. This is a complex change. There has
also been an issue whereby if people did not claim
Incapacity Benefit before 27 October this year they
would actually have a lower level of benefit by
claiming Employment Support Allowance. That is
something we have been concerned about as well. I
do not want to paint government oYcials as not
trying to be helpful, but they are often in a managed
programme and plan of activity with a budget, which
is very departmentally focused and very delivery
focused within the department. As we suggest in our
evidence, one way of getting out of this is to, at the
beginning of a plan of introducing something new,
build in plans for working with the voluntary advice
sector, not just CAB. That would improve things
substantially, because when oYcials are midway
through implementing their project and we are
saying: “Could we please come on some of your
training? Could you please check this material that
we have written to give to our advisers?” it is not in
their plan, and we are lobbying after the delivery plan
is already in train to try and get help. They say: “We
haven’t got any budget to train you lot; that wasn’t in
our plan”. So we would like to be in at the beginning
much more and to be less of an after-thought, where
we are running to catch up, and more integrated into
plans for distribution of information, particularly
with big legislative changes.

Q436 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Can I just
unpack that a little bit? With certain kinds of
information, presumably, particularly in relation to
benefits—anything that the Government is directly
involved in administering—the Government has its
own ways of communicating with the people who
might need to know about it, for example, through
JobCentres or whatever. With the people who come
to see you, do you have a sort of impression, or
indeed do you have any statistics, to tell you whether
those who eventually wind up coming to you for
advice do so after they have tried to get advice from
the relevant government department, or in parallel
with it, or not having attempted to get it from that
source?
Ms Perchard: All three. I hope we can bring in Fiona
on this with some examples, but it is quite common
that people will find that they have been rebuVed.
There is a long history about the practice of
JobCentres sending people round to the CAB simply
to get an application form for the Social Fund. The
displacement of people on to the CAB service is not
a new phenomenon. A lot of the people who come to
us for help with dealing with Tax Credits have done
so because they have not been able to get a successful
outcome from repeated telephone conversations with
the Tax Credit helpline or the debt recovery unit
about recovery of overpayments; they are still
confused and perplexed and being asked to repay
thousands of pounds very quickly, and they cannot
aVord it, they do not know where to go for help, and
the CAB is often mentioned as a source of help and
advice in government information. So, of course,
they will come to us and we are better informed to be
able to try and get to the root of the issue and, also,
have a conversation with the government oYcials
concerned to try and resolve the problem. It would be
much better if the front line in government services
was handling inquiries from their customers much
better than they are, on two levels: firstly, just
competence and knowledge of the products that they
are dealing with, but, secondly, knowledge of other
products and services that the individual might be
entitled to. So a lot of people who may be eligible for
Tax Credits are also eligible for help from the Council
Tax Benefit system or Housing Benefit, but are not
advised to claim. I think Fiona has some examples
from a bureau in Kilburn which illustrate that.
Somebody has come to us, having been to a
government department and come away not having
been told about all of their entitlements.
Ms Monroe: Yes. If I could add then, the
administration of benefits is so fragmented between
departments, and even between sections within
departments, that I think that adds to the diYculty of
training staV or having staV who are experienced—or
they have no knowledge, possibly—in the other
benefits that somebody might be able to claim. I have
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several examples here. The Pensions Service failed to
advise a pensioner couple that they were entitled to
Child Tax Credit as well as Child Benefit, as a result
of which they went without that money for three
years. It is, possibly, relatively unusual for a
pensioner couple to have a dependent child but,
nevertheless, that is the kind of information that is
being missed between the Pension Service and the
Revenue, basically. Frequently, the inter-
relationship between benefit claims can be very
complicated. They have what we call “passporting
benefits” (which you may be familiar with) where, in
order to qualify for a benefit, you need to be in receipt
of another benefit. For example, to get disability
premium with your Tax Credit you need to be in
receipt of Disability Living Allowance. It is
absolutely critical that you make your claim on time,
that is, when you enter a claim for Disability Living
Allowance. At that point, you have no change of
circumstance to report (all you have done is fill in a
form and send it oV; you do not know whether you
are going to get it or not) but, as a result, if your claim
is successful, then you might be entitled to an
additional premium with another benefit. However,
you may well miss out on the backdating if you do
not fill in those two claim forms at the same time.
That is so frequently missed that people lose out on
the money that they are entitled to because they have
not made that claim on time.

Q437 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: But, just in
terms of the communications issues, what I would
gather from what you have said is that it is an inter-
departmental failure in the sense that information
that is coming from one Department is not properly
tied up with information that is available from
another and, therefore, it has this impact.
Ms Monroe: Yes.

Q438 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: So that leads
into questions about the integration of government
information, yes?
Ms Monroe: Yes.
Ms Perchard: Absolutely, and, more importantly, the
integration of services, because the information is
just the sort of front end of it. The Directgov site is
admirable in bringing everything together in one
place, but what is going on behind it is not and, if you
start there, you end up where you could be shooting
oV to four or five diVerent places and a local council
to try and get all of the income that you are entitled
to from diVerent parts of government.

Q439 Chairman: Obviously, it is a very important
part of your work and one that is enormously
important to your clients who come, and it may be a
problem that the actual person in the benefit oYce, or
whatever it may be, is busy and the rules are changed

and all that. Are there any other illustrations outside
the benefit field, where people are coming to you
because they do not know what is going on, where
you think government communication should be
better?
Ms Perchard: I do not know if we have got any
suggestions here, but I think at any one time, the sort
of current issues we have highlighted in our written
evidence are things that are about to come into eVect
where there is still no detail about how this is
supposed to work. There is the points system for
immigration and migrant workers due to come in in
November, next month, but there is no more
information about the scheme, to the best of our
knowledge, so it is quite possible that people might be
coming into CAB asking about this, uncertain about
it, and they might go to an independent organisation
before going to the Government to ask, if you see
what I mean. I think it is where something is known
about and it is going to happen, but actually the
detail is not available suYciently in advance for
people who are aVected to have any warning, and
that could be in many diVerent areas. I think choice-
based lettings was another issue we highlighted.
There was a consultation in 2007 and a code of
practice dealing with this, applying to social
landlords, only came out a year later, so in the interim
period we might have had some people asking,
“What’s going on with this?”
Chairman: I think we see where we are having
problems. I think we ought to move on.

Q440 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I want
to talk specifically about communications and the
way in which the Government uses the media to
communicate through, and I just wonder if you agree
with what was in the Phillis Report, which is that the
Government spends a disproportionate amount of its
time and money communicating with the media and
should be concentrating more on communicating
directly with the public.
Ms Perchard: We have not undertaken a review of
how government departments are allocating their
spend. The view I take really on this is that the media
is a channel to the public, and I think the
Government needs the media more to reach the
public than it might be able to do itself, unless it
started its own news channel and set up its own daily
newspaper. Marginally, the media is trusted more
than the Government.

Q441 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: That
was going to be my next question actually. Do you
find that people do believe what they read in the
media about the Government?
Ms Perchard: Well, I have had a quick look at some
of the research on trust. There was a very good BBC
survey about media and government trust in 2006,
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which you have probably had a look at, and people
around the world vary in their level of trust of their
governments and the media. In Nigeria, 88% trust
journalists compared to 34% trusting the
Government, and it is slightly the other way round in
the UK, but people are really using the media and
hunting for news much more than they are looking
on government websites for information about what
is going on. I think in the current environment the
media have been the primary source of information
for people about their savings, the economy, what
they should do, so the media has a lot of
responsibility in the hot economic situation that there
is currently to be informing the public and people
making decisions about what to do with their savings
as a result of what they are learning through the
media.

Q442 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: So you
would think that the Government’s strategy in its use
of the media is one that you understand?
Ms Perchard: I did not say that! I am not sure what
the Government’s strategy in its use of the media is.
No one can ignore the media. If you are a charity
trying to raise funds, get support, if you are an
information provider, like us, trying to tell people
about things they are entitled to or responsibilities
they have, you will not be able to reach people
quickly and in volume unless you work with, and
through, the media. It is a fact of life in today’s
communications. People are less trusting of internet
blogs and things like that because they do not know
where they came from, but the BBC, a big, trusted
brand worldwide, and national newspapers, they
carry a lot of trust, though not as much trust as the
charities, so maybe we should start a news channel!

Q443 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: On this point of
trust, do the numbers you gave us on the way people
trust the printed media distinguish between editorial
content and advertising?
Ms Perchard: No, I do not think so.

Q444 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: So, if I remind
you that the Government has been running an
extensive advertising campaign on these new rules for
migrant workers, you will have seen all the hurdles?
Have you seen the adverts for the hurdles which
succinctly tell you what is on and where to get more
information on it?
Ms Perchard: Yes.

Q445 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Why should that
not be trusted? You are oVering information. This is
why I asked the point about editorial and advertising.
Ms Perchard: I did not say that advertising taken by
the Government or anybody should not be trusted.
An advert is drawing somebody’s attention to

something and asking them to act, to ring a number,
to stop doing something, to stop throwing litter, and
buying space in print or on the web is a legitimate
standard of public communication; I am not
criticising it.

Q446 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: I want to wrap
up several questions really around the question of the
use of the internet and websites as a means of
communication and to give you a chance to amplify
the information in your written evidence, which does
suggest that, although the development of internet
sites that the Government and indeed other people
have put a lot of eVort into over the last few years is
a useful development, it actually has some significant
shortcomings. In particular, therefore, can you talk a
bit about your own use of the Internet, your
perception of how the Government’s use is
developing and particularly talk a bit more than you
do in your evidence about the exclusion of certain
groups through either, as you say, language
diYculties or technological challenges. There is a
further bit I also want to get on to about
departmental variances, but we will perhaps come to
that in a minute.
Ms Perchard: I will just kick oV on our use and then
perhaps Fiona can come in on what we think of
Directgov, which is the principal portal, and then on
to the exclusion issue. We have been running a public
information website called ‘Adviceguide’ for some
years now, probably about eight or nine years, and it
is a really important part of our information strategy
to reach the public. Through that, we note that many,
many more people use us for information on tax than
come in to local bureaux and many more people use
that information on employment rights than come in
to local bureaux. We know we are reaching people
through that website that would not necessarily come
to a CAB or, on the tax front, they are probably
finding our information much, much simpler than
anything else they have been able to find. But we take
the view that we are not trying to duplicate, we have
not got the resources to duplicate the Government
and others, and our site is also a portal, so we have
lots of links to other things. We have fact sheets, top
tips and a slightly sort of current edge to it, so, if there
is something very current and new, that is on the
front page and that changes, so we use the internet
towards the public as part of our strategy for helping
more people and in diVerent ways. Then our other
system, AdviserNet, is web-based, but it is private to
our advisers and those who subscribe. Fiona, would
you like to talk about Directgov a bit?
Ms Monroe: Yes, and, before I talk about Directgov,
just to say that in the production process of
AdviserNet, which is our primary product for
advisers and is very large, and our oVspring product,
which is Adviceguide, we rely very heavily on using
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government websites, including both the
departmental websites and the Directgov website.
Not only do we use them in the production process to
find out the information that we need to write—I
should say that mainly we write from statute and
regulations, from original sources, but we also use
codes of guidance and so on—but we frequently link
from our information for advisers in order to amplify
the information that we give them, and we send them
to government websites. When we do that, we always
send them straight to the document that they might
need, for example, the Code of Practice on
Homelessness. If they are challenging a local
authority decision, then they might need to refer to
that Code of Practice or find it useful, so we will give
them a link straight to that, but in the context of the
information that we are providing about
homelessness law and its entitlements. On Directgov,
personally I am impressed with its presentation and
its use of plain English, and I think it is well-written
in accessible language. It contains lots of links to
relevant information, and I find it quite easy to
search. When you use the search facility, unlike some
government department websites, Directgov comes
up with quite a meaningful list of documents with
headings that actually tell you what the document is
about in a brief document summary, whereas you can
search on some government websites for a term and
you will get a completely meaningless list of
document titles or numbers with extracts from the
document reproduced and it does not really tell you
where to go. Directgov has some shortcomings
inevitably and not everybody finds it easy to get to
where they want to go. To take benefits again, it is
quite fragmented, but this is possibly a reflection of
the benefits system rather than the website itself. One
of my colleagues wanted me particularly to
emphasise that it does not deal with extent issues well,
that is to say, it says that it provides some
information about services from the UK
Government, but it does not tell you where the
diVerences are between England, Wales, Northern
Ireland and Scotland, which is something that we are
very particular about on our own websites, both of
them. Its greatest shortcoming of course is for those
people who do not have access to the Internet.
Ms Perchard: As we understand it from the ONS,
65% of households now have internet access, so it has
increased enormously. We do not think the focus on
providing information through the Internet is wrong;
for the future, that has to be right and the use of the
Internet will only grow, but, as we stand now, 35% of
households do not have internet access.

Q447 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Can I stop you
for one moment there because one of the more
interesting elements of the statistics that you supplied
was about who the people are who come to you.

Would you anticipate, or do you know, that those
people are disproportionately represented in that
35%?
Ms Perchard: Yes, and the last data we have, but they
have probably improved, was that 70% of our clients
did not have internet access, so it is much less likely
for our clients to have internet access.

Q448 Chairman: The one point though is that,
although they may have internet access, it does not
mean they know how to use it.
Ms Perchard: Yes, because there are lots of barriers to
people using flat information on a screen or a piece of
paper. We highlighted the language barrier and
whether people can read printed English is diVerent
from whether they can speak it.

Q449 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: I am sorry to
keep interrupting you, but I just want to focus for a
second specifically on the issue of access and then
there are other issues about what you do when you
have accessed it. There are ways of accessing the
Internet which do not necessitate your actually
having a computer physically in your own home.
Ms Perchard: Yes.

Q450 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: When people
come to you who do not have internet access, what
advice do you give them about access to, for instance,
public libraries, and to what extent is that a useful
part of the network of information?
Ms Perchard: It is certainly a useful part of the
network, but, if we are talking about people needing
to get access to some government information, and
we have provided you with a list of all the
government leaflets, the texts of which form part of
our information system, very few of the leaflets from
the Government on employment rights, for example,
are available in hard copy. I think most of us in this
room would find it impossible to read and retain the
information in the booklet on maternity rights by just
skimming through it on a screen and, if I wanted to
go and have a conversation with my employer about
what my rights were because I am pregnant and I
show them what my rights are in a government-
produced information item, I would have to print out
96 pages of material because this is not available in
hard copy. Public libraries might charge 15p a page,
so this is like buying War and Peace really if you go
down the library to print out your PL958 maternity
rights. These are things where really the CAB adviser
would be saying, “Here is the information you need.
I’m giving you the information that the Government
has produced about your rights in this situation”,
and people will want to go away and study it. One of
the things that we discuss in our evidence is that this
reliance on the Internet as opposed to hard copy has
perhaps created a new dependency amongst some
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people or a disempowering eVect in that they have
got to go to see someone and get them to get the
information which they can take away and study,
which they might just have been able to pick up
themselves in a public place, so it is more than just a
‘who has got internet access’ exclusionary eVect, but
it is about ease of access for people to what really are
quite large pieces of information and complex
because the law is complex and individuals’ rights in
a situation may be complex. We found particularly
on the employment leaflets, but many others, that it
is very helpful to give to an employer, “This is what
the Government has produced about this” because it
has then got that oYcial backing, and to turn up with
a photocopied piece of printout that you got down
the library has less of a sort of oYcial feel to it. I know
it is a bit vague to talk about it in that way, but the
drive to Internet only, get rid of paper, which is
totally understandable in cost terms, reaches some
people who were not being reached and everything is
up-to-date all the time, but it does have the eVect that
there are some groups, who may indeed be the ones
who need it the most, who find it the most diYcult to
get hold of the information they need at the right
time.

Q451 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: You have already
covered quite a lot about the government
information campaigns and the diYculties you have
with getting information in time and that it is
impossible for you to join in with the discussion, as it
were, while the departments are doing their plans.
Are there any other changes to legislation in
communication campaigns where you think the
Government could involve you earlier and generally
make the service you can then provide to your public
better and to an improved standard?
Ms Perchard: I was thinking about this and in our
written evidence what I suggest, particularly for
benefits and tax credits where Parliament has
decided, on the initiative of the Government, that
there is going to be some financial help available to
particular groups in society, the measure of how
eVective the communication operation is should be
how many people actually use it, how many people
step forward and claim these benefits, how much
money is going into the pockets of people who are
intended to be helped. Rather than us just simply
being a channel for comms that government
departments have come up with, and rather late in
the day, what would be really nice is if, every year
when the benefit take-up figures were being analysed
in DWP, we had a conversation with them about
what could be done to get the £3 billion of pension
credit, which is going unclaimed at an average of £25
per week, into the pockets of pensioners, and we
could craft a shared strategy for getting more people
that money. I am afraid that just does not happen. It

would be a diVerent way of working, it would require
more openness and a partnership between the
Government and those who are more trusted and
able to approach those who are not responding to
other methods to get them the help that they are
entitled to, and that could work in many other areas,
but, unless the Government is really, really trying to
improve take-up and really has a target to improve
take-up, that is unlikely to happen, but that is really
the sort of thing we would want to be involved with
because that is good stuV, that is government services
making a diVerence.

Q452 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: Would you say
that statistics of take-up have altered over the last 10
years, that there are fewer people able to take up
the oVers?
Ms Perchard: I would have to have a look at the last
10 years. I think the pension credit figures seem to be
pretty static over the last couple of years, the take-up
is not increasing, and in fact I think on some things
there were some slight reductions on last year, but I
would need to have a look over 10 years. Obviously,
there have been a lot of changed products since then.

Q453 Chairman: On that, has any government
department ever approached you in advance of some
initiative they were taking to ask you for your
comments and advice on the way they were going to
go about presenting the information?
Ms Perchard: Only very occasionally and in small
scale really.

Q454 Chairman: It seems to me you would have
quite a contribution to make.
Ms Perchard: Yes.

Q455 Chairman: You must deal with all the
misunderstandings and all the problems of people
who have not quite understood what it was that was
being said to them before, so you could be a very
valuable source of advice, as you are already at the
sharp end on that and without an axe to grind.
Ms Perchard: We have had some good experiences of
working with HMRC in a small area of their business
where they support the voluntary sector. They
sponsored a variety of innovative, small-scale
initiatives on tax credit take-up, working with
migrant workers and ethnic minorities.

Q456 Chairman: But it is something where you
definitely have a role you can play.
Ms Perchard: Yes.

Q457 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: If I can pick
that up and take it further, you have mentioned
HMRC as having had at least one good initiative
where you were pleased with how they developed
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their communication. Are there other departments
where the provision of information is particularly
good, to concentrate on the positive, and, as between
the departments where there is good information
coming to you, what are the features that they have
in common and what are the elements that make it
work?
Ms Monroe: I consulted my colleagues about whether
they had any favourite government websites, and
actually we were at a loss to come up with any: we
could not identify outstanding ones. Our comments
are largely limited to websites because, as
information producers, that is what we are primarily
using, so I am not representing the public or the
clients of Citizens Advice in that comment really.
However, I can identify some things that are better
on some websites than others. HMRC, for example,
for the purposes of the Information Department, has
a very useful list of discontinued leaflets, and that list
includes information about what those leaflets have
been replaced with, although I absolutely support
Teresa’s previous comments about our complete
dismay at the reduction in hard-copy leaflets.
However, one of the things that we do need to know
is when leaflets are withdrawn, and it is very diYcult
to find out that information. HMRC, for example,
has a running list, and that information is easy to
find. It also has, I think, a better search engine than
some websites. It is more user-friendly and, when you
search for a term, it comes up with a recommended
document. The search on some websites, as I
mentioned before, is quite unfathomable.
Ms Perchard: I was thinking about things that have
been successful and things that could have been more
successful in terms of initiatives which have an
element of communication and, on the success ones,
where there has been a strong sort of local, on-the-
ground involvement, particularly CAB involvement,
they seem to be more successful. There was the
Partnership Challenge Fund, I think it was called,
which DWP ran, funding lots of local initiatives by
bureaux, other advice agencies, Age Concern and
local councils, trying to improve pension credit take-
up, but it only ran for about 18 months to two years
because it was a project. It was feeding into national
goals to improve pension credit take-up, but
devolving the delivery to local initiatives where
councils and charities work together to go out and
talk to people to get them to claim. The initiative to
tackle illegal money-lenders led by the Department
for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform is
giving resources to local Trading Standards who are
setting up confidential helplines for people to report
illegal money-lenders, and it is reaching people who
are hard-to-reach in a way that is local and using
trusted sources and people who know the geography
and know the local area. Those sorts of campaigns,
which are communication and action, seem to me to
be the ones that work the best.

Q458 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I will pursue the
same line because I think you have already gone over
quite a lot of the evidence. You have pointed out a
number of successful campaigns with localism and so
on which are very good, but what about campaigns
that you have identified as having failed? Can you
give some examples of those and any indication of
why you think they failed?
Ms Perchard: OV the top of my head, there are three
that I have had some involvement with. On the child
trust funds, there is still quite a way to go, I think, in
getting everyone to utilise their vouchers. I think that
really needs to be sustained, it needs to be sustained
initiatives, but also it needs to make use of local
agencies as well. We did a very small-scale project
with HMRC to go out in the community and talk to
people about whether they had used their child trust
fund voucher and it was highly successful, but it has
not been mainstreamed as an activity, so the comms
on CTF are really sort of large-scale splurges every
now and again of advertising and financial firms also
doing marketing and promotion, but there are still
quite a lot of people who have not used the vouchers.
There are a variety of helplines in government,
particularly one called ‘Keep Warm, Keep Well’,
which I think might bear some looking at about the
actual take-up versus the costs, and I think it is
remoteness often which means that those people who
are the hardest-to-reach and have very busy lives just
do not engage.

Q459 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Do you in fact
think that the Government have learnt any lessons
and have actually studied why they are failing
themselves?
Ms Perchard: On the communications, helplines and
websites, the Varney Report, Service Transformation,
is really the key text on learning lessons about how to
reach the public better. It identifies how many
separate contacts individuals need to have with parts
of government to do things like report a death. As we
said in our evidence, we sincerely believe that at the
senior level in government they really want to do
something to simplify this, to make it better for the
citizen, but it is enormously challenging to make all
government services work as though they are one
system facing the individual.

Q460 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Are you really
advocating one template that would work across all
departments?
Ms Perchard: I do not want to sound too jargony, but
there are sorts of clusters of an individual’s
engagement with government services which, if they
were brought together more, would make sure people
got what they were entitled to if they were simpler and
better, and the benefits and tax credits piece would
be good.
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Q461 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I want to come on
again to the tax credits scenario, but it is very
interesting that the Government itself has given three
examples of what it thinks of as a successful
campaign: car crime reduction; smoking cessation;
and road safety. They are there in their evidence,
which arrived rather late. That aside, it is perhaps
interesting, you have mentioned already the various
benefits, but is it to your knowledge that they have
tried to communicate the rights in any way
successfully because there are, as you point out in
your evidence, huge percentages of claims that have
just not been claimed? Surely, that is a massive
failure, so what have you tried to do about it and how
have they reacted?
Ms Perchard: On things like smoking cessation, there
was a major change in law when pubs and restaurants
were going to be breaking the law if they allowed
people to smoke, so there were a lot of other actors in
this area on smoking in public places having a
pressure on people, and, with car crime, presumably
insurers are providing some market messages and it
is not just the Government that is bringing about
change in these areas. I think on the benefit take-up
piece, what we tend to see is small initiatives which
then are not sustained and followed through. This
month, there are changes introduced to housing
benefit and council tax benefit to reduce the period of
time over which a previously unmade claim can be
backdated. We come across people who have failed
to make a claim, have housing arrears and council tax
arrears as a result, and actually the backdating
provision enables us to get the debt cleared, the local
authority is very happy as well and people have a
fresh start. It is often elderly people, people who need
their aVairs managed for them, who miss out on
claiming. The period for backdating was coming
down to three months for everybody, but the
Government did not do anything to alert people to
the need to get in claims before this date came in.
There was one piece of news initiative from the
Minister in The Sun, “Older people, please claim”,
which went out earlier in the summer, but it was not
followed through with anything on the ground
locally or from a trusted source, it was just one piece
of media communication. It is something we have
been campaigning on all over the summer, to get
people to claim these benefits, and it is about lack of
sustainment often as to why a government campaign
may not be eVective because it is all round a moment
in time or the point of introduction of something and
the energy to keep on working at it seems to dissipate.

Q462 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: But, pressing you a
little bit further, the work that the CAB does is
exceptional and I am certainly not being critical in

any way of what they are doing, but the very fact that
there is only a 50% take-up of housing benefit for
households who work and only a 22% take-up of
working tax credits for households without children,
that is an appalling, an appalling figure.
Ms Perchard: Yes, it is.

Q463 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Under those
circumstances, have you been trying to press the
Government to do better? Are they following
through and seeing how inadequate their attempts
have been and have they learnt from their mistakes,
if you like?
Ms Perchard: Yes, we have. I think about three years
ago we developed a tax credits take-up campaign to
be delivered by us and other local charities, and we
worked with one-parent families on that. We were
supported financially in the costs of producing that
campaign by HMRC, and were very pleased to do so,
but it has never got up to the scale to really reach the
hundreds of thousands of people that need to be
reached, so by taking these initiatives of coming up
with proposals, going to HMRC, saying, “Can we do
something about take-up?” at a time when actually
people are saying, “There isn’t a problem with take-
up because look at how many million people are on
the system”, we do try to take the responsibility to get
a solution. We are not just passively sitting back; we
want to get out there and get people claiming these
things as well.
Chairman: We shall have to draw this to a close, but
perhaps I can ask one last question, and this is your
chance, on behalf of all of your volunteers. There
must be one government department that drives you
mad, there must be one government department that
is a big mire, so this is an opportunity for you to do
something for your volunteers to say, “Why didn’t
somebody say something about the problems of
getting information and communication about that
issue?”
Baroness Howe of Idlicote: And which is the best.

Q464 Chairman: We have had some good examples,
but there are people sitting here, saying, “Why didn’t
she tell them about the problems we have in getting
information in this or that area?” Which one?
Ms Perchard: Well, setting on one side the utilities,
because they are not part of government, but they
give us a lot of gyp actually, the utility call centres, I
think it is probably the tax credits system, the helpline
and everything else that goes with it.

Q465 Chairman: Which comes under HMRC, who
otherwise have a pretty good crit from you?
Ms Perchard: Yes, at the policy engagement level,
actually they are the most sophisticated in terms of
their relationship with us. Some of their support for
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the voluntary sector and how they do that is really
good compared to others, and we often hold that up
as an example. We have a much smaller volume of tax
credit enquiries to other benefit enquiries, but they
take a very long time. They have improved, it has got
a bit better and it has improved over time, it is not as
bad as it used to be, but it is incredibly complex, it is
the complexity of it.

Memorandum by the Cabinet Office

1. This memorandum outlines: a history of government communication; the Government Communication
Network; the role of the Central OYce of Information (COI); special advisers; and how the recommendations
of the Phillis review have been implemented through raising professional standards, supporting delivery,
communicating directly to the citizen and at a regional level and changes to the release of statistical
information.

2. Attached is Annex prepared by the Ministry of Justice covering the implementation of the Phillis review’s
recommendations on Freedom of Information.

Introduction

3. All government communications activity is subject to strict propriety guidance, which, along with the Civil
Service Code, defines how civil servants can properly and eVectively present government policies and
programmes.

4. The following basic criteria have been applied to government communications by successive
administrations. The communication:

— should be relevant to government responsibilities;

— should be objective and explanatory, not biased or polemical;

— should not be—or liable to be—misrepresented as being party political; and

— should be conducted in an economic and appropriate way and should be able to justify the costs as
expenditure of public funds.

History of Government Communication

5. The first government publicity unit was set up in the 1850s by the Post OYce (then a government
department). Its first wide-scale publicity campaign was carried out in 1876. A million handbills were issued
to alert the public to the virtues of government savings scheme, life insurance and annuities. During the Great
War, 1914–18, the Government invited Fleet Street editors to join its Information Advisory Committee and
the Home oYce opened an Information Bureau. In 1918 Whitehall’s various units were consolidated into the
first Ministry of Information, the responsibilities of which were dispersed around Whitehall soon after the
war ended.

6. In 1919 the Air Ministry was the first department of state to be set up with its own press oYce. In the 1930s
and 40s departmental press oYces moved from answering queries to a more proactive information policy with
the first Chief Press Secretary being appointed to Downing Street in 1932. The second Ministry of Information
was set up in 1939 to mobilise opinion and help the war eVort. By 1944 the Ministry had 7,600 staV and a
further 1,700 staV with similar duties were employed by other departments elsewhere.

7. After the war the Government decided that there was no further need for the Ministry. In 1946 the Central
OYce of Information (COI) was set up as a non-ministerial department—the status it has today. The
Information OYcer class was set up in the 1940s and the Director-General of the COI took on the role of Head
of Profession as part of his duties. Up to the mid 1980s the COI was funded by the Allied Vote. Departments
wishing to run publicity campaigns sought the help of COI where the expertise lay. In the 1980s the funds were
devolved to departments and the COI became a trading fund under the Next Steps initiative. Also during this
period the Information OYcer Management Unit was set up to support the recruitment and assessment of

Q466 Chairman: Well, that will be noted and
hopefully that will help to lead to an improvement.
We are only here to help! Thank you very much
indeed for coming. If we have other points that come
up, perhaps we could write to you.
Ms Perchard: Please do.
Chairman: Thank you very much for the trouble you
have taken and for being with us today.
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government communicators and the Head of Profession role moved away from COI and was appointed by
the Cabinet Secretary with the approval of the Prime Minister.

8. In 1997 the Mountfield report recommended improvement in the co-ordination and consistency of
communications across government and enhance its capacity to operate in a 24 hour world. It recommended
that the Government Information Service should be renamed the Government Information and
Communication Service—to reflect the proactive exposition and justification of policy rather than the reactive
answering of questions.

9. The Phillis review was commissioned in 2003. It called for a redefinition of government communication
into a more customer-focused dialogue with the public based on a strategic pan-media approach. Among its
recommendations was the recruitment of a Permanent Secretary for Government Communication and a new
network for all government communicators—the Government Communication Network (GCN).

The Government Communication Network (GCN)

10. The GCN was established in January 2005. It is a virtual network linking all professional communicators
within the UK civil service. It supports them in gaining the skills and knowledge they need to carry out
their duties.

11. The GCN is open to all civil servants whose role includes communication. These individuals participate
in a broad range of activities to help build dialogue with government audiences—not just media relations.
Individuals are based in mainstream Whitehall departments as well as the Scottish Government and the Welsh
Assembly Government and in a variety of government agencies such as the Health and Safety Executive and
the Food Standards Agency.

12. The network is supported by a small team working for the Permanent Secretary, Government
Communication. They provide the network’s members with a best practice framework for communicators
called Engage, a programme of events, courses, support to professional and regional network groups, advice
and guidance on best practice, propriety, professional development and recruitment.

13. There are 22 professional networks within GCN whose purpose is to discuss and share best practice on a
specific discipline or subject. The GCN also supports seven regional networks. These have been good
platforms for sharing best practice and helping to embed the Engage programme.

Numbers of Government Communicators

14. Each government department, agency and NDPB is responsible for setting its own communications
division’s structure and staYng levels, priorities and outputs—and the Secretary of State is responsible to
Parliament in the normal way.

15. In its original report Phillis said that there were around 2,600 people working in communication
directorates but that only 850 were GICs, (GCN’s predecessor) members.

16. Civil servants are proactively encouraged to register with GCN website if they consider all or part of their
job to include communication. This is dependent on individuals updating their own details; therefore the
current registration figures do not give an accurate picture of the community. In order to build an accurate
picture of government communicators the team that supports the GCN is currently reviewing the criteria for
full registration with the network.

17. Individual departments and organisations provide details of their communications contacts for the COI’s
White Book. The figures provide a snapshot in time, and do not always include a Department’s entire
communications directorate.

18. The White Book is a directory of communications staV working in a wide variety of disciplines from
internal communications to media relations, digital media and stakeholder engagement, as well as
administrative support staV. It covers a range of government departments and agencies, including those of the
London, Scottish, Welsh and Northern Ireland Assemblies, and regulators. StaV in public sector
organisations such as the TUC, CBI, Metropolitan Police, Association of Chief Police OYcers and the BBC
are also included in the book.

19. The most recent edition of the edition of the White Book (September 2008) contains around 3,158 entries
for government and its NDPBs. The January 2004 edition of the IPO Directory contained around 2,942
entries.
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20. There were approximately 373 press oYcers in central Whitehall departments in September 2008. In 2004,
there were 330 press oYcers. These figures do not include support/admin staV and vacant posts or the
Government News Network (GNN).

Permanent Secretary, Government Communication

21. Howell James was appointed as the first Permanent Secretary, Government Communication in July 2004.
He stepped down in June 2008. The role is the head of profession for government communicators and as such
has to lead government communicators; improve the co-ordination of cross-departmental issues; and build
the abilities and capabilities of communicators within every government department.

22. The acting Head of Profession for government communication is Alan Bishop, Chief Executive of the
Central OYce of Information. An open competition for the recruitment of the new Permanent Secretary is
currently underway.

The Role of the Central Office of Information (COI)

23. The COI is the Government’s centre of excellence for marketing and communications. It’s Chief
Executive, Alan Bishop, reports to the Minister for the Cabinet OYce who sets COI’s annual objectives for
eYciency, quality and financial performance.

24. COI provides consultancy, procurement and project management in every area of communications and
strives to achieve best value for government in each of its service groups. COI continues to leverage their strong
centralised buying position for advertising, enabling them to secure significant savings for government
departments. In 2007/8 they secured 47.7% reduction in media costs measured using recognised industry
benchmarks (average price paid for TV airtime and rate card costs elsewhere). These results were
independently audited.

25. COI as a trading fund recovers all of its running costs from “clients” across government. Government
bodies are not mandated to use COI which gives COI additional incentive to produce first class service. It
employs approx 630 permanent staV on a full time basis. StaV numbers vary from year to year according to
which services it is required to support eg the regional news network was transferred from Cabinet OYce to
COI in 2005.

Maintaining and Raising Professional Standards

26. The key focus for GCN and the Permanent Secretary, Government Communication is on raising
professional standards in government communications. It does this through a number of routes:

Our People

27. All vacancies for communications posts are advertised—either through an internal or external
competition, unless there is an internal managed move. There are strict rules of appointment, which are
adhered to across Government. The Permanent Secretary, Government Communication is involved in all
senior communications appointments and where relevant the Civil Service Commissioners.

28. Since Phillis the structures that underpin the recruitment and skills development of communication staV
in government have been overhauled and enhanced.

29. In March 2007 a professional skills framework was launched for government communicators. This
identified the specialist skills needed in our people to bring the Engage programme to life across government,
as well as reflecting the latest developments in the wider communication industry. The framework is used for
recruitment into roles for professional communicators and their personal development.

30. Individuals working in government communications are also supported with Evolve—an online personal
development tool, drawn up in line with the professional skills framework. Evolve supports staV and managers
to agree development priorities helping to raise standards.

31. The GCN works in partnership with a number of professional bodies, leading communication specialists
and the National School for Government to deliver a range of communication skills training products. These
range from an introduction to communication in government to the development and use of behavioural
insight when communicating with the public. These products have been invaluable in developing the
communities understanding and application of the Engage framework.
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Engage

32. Engage is the best practice strategic communications framework for government communicators. The
programme was launched in April 2006 and was designed to help government communicators put the public
at the heart of their communication—in line with the recommendations from the Phillis Review.

33. Engage is a framework to help government communicators understand and apply a range of advanced
strategic communication techniques and tools, seeking more eVective ways of shifting attitudes and changing
behaviours. It has four key elements:

— Consistent planning process—best practice communications planning model and guide.

— Eight key principles including a primary focus on developing audience insight, audience
segmentation and media neutral planning.

— Enablers—the key skills required for continuous improvement.

— Glossary—establishing a common language and understanding of terminology.

34. The GCN team promote understanding of the programme through a number of channels: the GCN
website (featuring best practice guides, case studies, tools and templates); professional development courses;
seminars and GCN regional and professional networks.

35. The GCN team is developing the programme to support policy colleagues in developing behaviour change
policy initiatives and further products to support the communications disciplines.

36. In 2007–08 research of the GCN members showed:

— 89% awareness of the Engage programme, 61% unprompted; and

— a significant increase in adoption of the principles of Engage personally (57%) and by working
group (48%).

37. Work continues to embed this best practice model within the community and it forms the backbone of all
the network’s training and development products. The Engage programme was a finalist in the 2008
Marketing Society, Marketing EVectiveness Awards.

The Government Strategic Marketing Advisory Board

38. The eVectiveness of Government marketing is monitored by the Government Strategic Marketing Board
(GSMAB) whose aim is to ensure that the taxpayer gets value for money.

39. The Government Strategic Marketing Advisory Board replaces the Advisory Committee on Advertising
(ACA), following its recommendation that its role needed to evolve to better reflect the changing way in which
government communicates with the public. Government now uses a much broader range of marketing tools
and advertising is not the sole channel of paid-for communication.

40. John Mayhead, a senior marketing professional, chairs the board which met for the first time in February
2008 and meets on a quarterly basis.

41. GSMAB monitors all government marketing activity. Its objectives are to:

— provide independent validation that strategic marketing across government departments, including
COI’s contribution, is eVective, transparent and eYcient;

— help government ensure best value for the taxpayer in its development and purchase of
communication products and services; and

— serve as an independent body and formal mechanism for the exchange of ideas and discussion of
issues related to:

— improving the eYciency and eVectiveness of strategic marketing across government; and

— creating a partnership between key stakeholders to improve the eVectiveness of marketing
across government.

Behaviour Change and Strategic Marketing

42. To develop further best practice in marketing and communications delivery we are considering the role
of communications in eVective behaviour change programmes. The behavioural issues government has to
address consist of multiple underlying factors, which are often very diVerent and significantly more complex
than those encountered in the commercial sector. Successful behaviour change programmes (see car crime
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example from the Home OYce, paragraph 47) require integrated input from a range of disciplines including
communications.

43. The Government Communication Network through the Engage Programme and Central OYce of
Information through its Common Good research programme are developing robust techniques and tools that
can be used across disciplines and the Engage model will be adapted to reflect the relevant outputs of this
project. GCN and COI are working together to ensure there is no duplication in this field.

Expenditure on Marketing

44. Over the years the level of marketing spend has varied significantly according to changing public
expectation and to how active the government is. Phillis recommended “more direct, immediate
communication to the public” using skills which will include “paid for advertising”. The government’s
expenditure through COI is published in COI’s annual report and a copy of the report for 2007–08 is enclosed
for the committee.

45. The Phillis Review observed that they were not able to assess the total expenditure across government on
web communication. The Public Accounts Committee Report 16: Government on the Internet recommended
that the Chief Information OYcer (CIO) Council should agree a methodology for identifying the costs of
websites. In the government’s response July 2008, the Cabinet OYce accepted this recommendation and COI
is working with departmental representatives and the CIO Council on the consistent identification of website
costs. Departments will start to measure them in April 2009 and report annually thereafter to COI. They will
be published in the Transformational Government Annual Report.

Supporting Delivery

46. Government communicators and the campaigns they work on play a crucial role in supporting policy and
operational colleagues in the delivery of important policies. Three examples are outlined below.

Home Office—Car crime reduction

47. This highly successful campaign was developed on Engage principles. It used regional broadcast media
and communication at point of risk (petrol forecourt point of sale and parking ticket machines) to convert
awareness to action. The campaign evaluation results are impressive. Agreement that “most vehicle crime is
opportunistic” and “there are things I can do to reduce my own risks” increased by 19% and 24% respectively.
Independent econometric analysis estimated that, after the changes in modelling crime were taken into
account, thefts from vehicles fell by 14% over the period and theft of vehicles fell by 23%. They estimated that
half of this decline was due to the campaign and that the campaign resulted in £110 million saving in
vehicle crime.

Department of Health—Smoking Cessation

48. The Department of Health is adopting a strategic marketing approach based around audience insight and
modelling to contribute towards the PSA target relating to smoking amongst routine and manual smokers,
which is to reduce prevalence rates to 26% or less by 2010. The strategy is grounded in behaviour change theory
and best practice social marketing principles. The marketing programme draws from a wide range of
initiatives (including direct marketing, customer relationship marketing, face to face marketing, stakeholder
engagement and partnerships), rather than just relying on mass market advertising-driven approaches, and
plans are based on newly uncovered insights about routine and manual smokers. The advertising eVect has
been significant with 25% of smokers saying that advertising prompted their most recent quit (February 2008).

Department for Transport—THINK!

49. The Department for Transport’s THINK! road safety campaign puts out important messages on drink
driving, speed, seatbelt usage and motorcycle safety. The department is on course to meet the 10 year casualty
reduction targets by 2010 (targets are 40% reduction in number of people killed and seriously injured, and 50%
for children). The annual campaign spend for 2007–08 was £17 million. In 2002 when DfT was formed
campaign spend was £11.7 million.
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Communicating Directly to the Citizen

50. The drive behind the Engage programme is to focus on the needs of citizens in order to deliver policies
and services that meet them more fully. Innovative tools such as insight generation and journey mapping are
now being used widely to inform policy development and improve the total citizen experience.

51. Phillis was clear on the need for the government to embrace new ways to connect with the public, and
recommended that the government explore the opportunities oVered by the internet.

52. One of the suggestions was for a single point of access online for citizens. Launched in 2004, Directgov
(direct.gov.uk) oVers information and online transactions (such as renewing your car tax) from 18
departments in one accessible website. The website is designed from the user’s perspective, rather than being
set out departmentally, and is one of the best examples of a cross government service. As the site is structured
from the point of reference of the user, people no longer need to know the structure of government to know
how to find information that might have previously been found on several diVerent government websites. For
example, Directgov allows parents to find up-to-date information about having a baby, preschool, adoption
and fostering, money and work—everything they need to know all in one place. In 2007, over 9 million people
renewed their car tax online, one of the most successful online public services in the world.

53. The principle of focussing communications on the needs and behaviours of the audience is a key element
of the government’s online strategy. Ministers approved the principle of having only three main “public”
websites—Directgov, Businesslink.gov.uk for businesses, and NHS.uk for access to NHS services. Only core
Departments will retain a smaller, more focussed website for online interaction with their stakeholders.

54. This approach is now a fundamental principle for government online. COI is leading a cross government
drive to reduce the overall number of government websites and to drive up the quality and consistency of
information and services on government websites. A reduction of half of all central government websites, some
1500 at least, was made in 2007 and further progress will be announced this year.

55. Investment has been made in improving the skills and experience of the government e-communications
community, who now oVer highly specialised advice and support to their Departments in areas as diverse as
consulting with the public and the reduction of infrastructure costs. It has been critical to ensure that the
government does not lag behind the private sector by staying abreast of developments in web technology.

56. However, it is often more eVective to communicate with our audiences in their own online communities.
Department’s campaigns now regularly use social networks to connect with audiences, especially the young.
One example is the FRANK instant messenger service which allows young people to get instant online answers
to questions about drugs, whenever they need them. The MSN bot has been downloaded 160,000 times since
March 2007. As part of its life without limits recruitment campaign, the Royal Navy created a profile page of
Lt Brendon Spoors, a pilot, on Bebo.com to engage 16–24 year olds by describe daily life in the Navy and
answering their questions.

57. The No 10 e-petitions site has encouraged citizens to raise their concerns directly with Government. Over
29,000 petitions have been submitted with 5.8 million signatures in total.

58. Another method of involving the public more closely is through deliberative consultation. Departments
have conducted several major deliberative consultations, where people have an opportunity to comment
directly on future government policy. These have covered issues such as pensions and the future of the NHS.
The Department of Health’s “Your health, your care, your say” was the largest deliberative consultation of
its kind, engaging over 100,000 people in future health policy.

Regional Communication

59. The Government News Network (GNN) which provided a regional press oYce service to government
departments was moved to COI in 2005 to ensure regional activity was integrated into the broader
communication mix and was not solely focusing on news. The service was significantly restructured within
COI in the early part of 2008 to reduce financial losses and to provide a more integrated service with public
relations to support Government campaigns, enabling COI to provide a full mix of marketing
communications required by departments. This has also seen a move away from the “pay as you use” model
towards a subscription model.

60. The regional network of COI oYces is wholly financially dependent on commissions from individual
government departments and that determines the nature and scope of the work undertaken. COI News
regional oYces have extensive networks with the regional media and stakeholders. This is utilised for cross-
government working through the regional resilience.
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61. In addition, the way that departments deal with the regional media is changing. Many departments now
have dedicated regional press oYcers who work closely with regional media on issues of importance to the
local area. They are responsible for working with national colleagues to deliver key information around rights
and responsibilities. One example is at HMRC where a team of 45 members of staV volunteer to be Local
Radio Broadcasters acting as spokespeople on local radio answering questions on all aspects of HMRC
operations from filling in a self assessment to paying the national minimum wage. Last year they delivered
over 1200 broadcasts on 200 diVerent radio stations obtaining 300 hours of very valuable free airtime to huge
audiences.

Briefing the Media

62. There is a twice daily lobby briefing hosted by Downing Street in the mornings and the lobby in the House
of Commons each afternoon, apart from Fridays. In keeping with the Phillis report these No 10 hosted lobbies
are open to any media and have been moved out of Downing Street to a neutral location. The Prime Minister’s
spokesman is a permanent civil servant.

63. All lobby briefings are oV camera, but on the record, and a record of the briefings is published on the Prime
Minister’s website the same day. This includes briefings given on foreign visits.

64. The Prime Minister’s monthly press conference in Downing Street is open to lobby and foreign
correspondents. These are televised and last around one hour. Recently this has included joint briefings with
Ministers including the Chancellor and Hilary Benn. A full transcript is published on the PM’s website.

65. Digital communication direct to the public is constantly being strengthened. Recent innovations include:
“Ask the PM” with Google, where members of the public are able to post films for PM to answer; Twitter
(where we are the first Government to have a presence); over 30 webchats direct with Cabinet Ministers over
the last two years and we are increasingly looking to use social networking sites too.

The Office for National Statistics and Official Statistics more Generally

66. Since the publication of the Phillis review significant improvements to the way statistics are released are
now in the pipeline. The Government has introduced far-reaching statistical legislation in the form of the
Statistics and Registration Service Act 2007 which came into operation on 1 April 2008. The Act created the
United Kingdom Statistics Authority (known, legally, as the Statistics Board) which is a non-ministerial
department with responsibility for promoting and safeguarding the production and publication of oYcial
statistics that serve the public good, wherever produced. Under the Statistics Act, the OYce for National
Statistics has now become the Authority’s executive oYce.

67. One of the Authority’s main statutory duties is to publish a Code of Practice for Statistics; assess whether
oYcial statistics comply with this Code; and, if so, designate them as “National Statistics”.

68. The UK Statistics Authority’s new Code of Practice for Statistics—which is currently subject to pubic
consultation—will reinforce the existing requirement that the release of all oYcial statistics should be pre-
announced one year ahead, with the exact date of release announced either six months ahead (in the case of
market-sensitive statistics), or one month ahead (in the case of other oYcial statistics). These requirements are
already met through the “Pre-Release Calendar” which can be accessed via either the Authority’s website, or
the OYce for National Statistics’ website.

69. As part of its statistical reforms, the Government has now placed the Pre-Release Access to OYcial
Statistics Order 2008 before Parliament. Assuming parliamentary consent, this Order will introduce tighter
rules governing pre-release access to statistics in their final form. One of the key reforms in this Order involves
a reduction in the period of pre-release access given to UK Government Ministers from the current limits (40.5
hours for market sensitive statistics, or five days for non market-sensitive statistics) to a common maximum
of 24 hours. (The Scottish Government, however, intends to implement a separate Order which is likely to
retain the existing limits).

70. As with the primary legislation, both Orders will apply to all oYcial statistics produced by each
administration but the UK Statistics Authority will only assess compliance in relation to statistics which are
either, already designated as “National Statistics”, or which have been proposed by Ministers as candidates
for such status.

71. Both Orders specifically prevent Ministers from disclosing statistics before they are published. If,
however, Ministers need to employ the statistics in public before they are due to be published, Heads of
Profession for Statistics have the option of bringing forward a pre-announced release date, but with the
proviso that users are given suYcient notice of any change.
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Special Advisers

72. At 17 September, there were 74 special advisers in post of whom 13 were employed primarily in the area of
communications, including in No 10. Successive administrations have used special advisers to brief the media.

73. Special advisers are required to conduct themselves in accordance with the Civil Service Code except for
those provisions relating to impartiality and objectivity.

74. The Code of Conduct for Special Advisers includes a section on contacts with the media. The Code makes
clear that special advisers are able to represent Ministers’ views on Government policy to the media with a
degree of political commitment that would not be possible for the permanent civil service. The Code also
makes clear that special advisers’ contacts with the media should be conducted in accordance with the
Guidance on Government Communications.

14 October 2008

Annex A

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE: FOIA EVIDENCE

This document gives an overview of the implementation of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) since it
came into force in January 2005 and responds to the FOIA recommendations outlined in the Phillis Review
of government communications 2004.

Introduction

The Freedom of Information Act is a landmark piece of legislation, which enshrines for the first time in law
the right of access to oYcial information.

The Act gives any person the legal right to ask a public authority subject to it for recorded information that
they hold. Subject to the application of any of the appropriate exemptions, this information must be provided
to the requester.

The Act applies to over 100,000 public authorities, including government departments and local assemblies;
local authorities and councils; health trusts, hospitals, schools, colleges and universities; publicly funded
museums, the police and many Non-Departmental Public Bodies, committees and advisory councils. The
volume and diversity of the information requested from these public authorities reflects the issues that aVect
people’s lives and is evidence that genuine access to information matters to those who use public services.

Since the Act came into force on 1 January 2005, central government monitored bodies have received more
than 30,000 requests each year and requests to public authorities in the wider public sector exceed 87,000
per year.

The Act has provided unprecedented access to information held by government and a diverse array of
information not previously disclosed has entered the public domain. This has included information on
communications and campaign research, departmental board and senior management meeting minutes, some
ministerial meetings, funding schemes and agreements, staV salaries and expenses, gifts and hospitality
received by departments and procurement strategies. For monitored central government bodies, each year the
percentage of resolvable requests in response to which the information sought is released in full has
consistently remained around 60% and in a further 10–15% of cases, some of the information sought is
released.

The Government shares the Phillis Review’s view of the importance of FOI in making government at every
level more accountable and supporting active citizenship. That is why in October 2007, the Prime Minister
announced that the FOI fees regime would remain unchanged, citing “the risk that such proposals might have
placed unacceptable barriers between the people and public information”. At the same time, the Prime
Minister announced that the government would consult on extending the Act to cover not just public
authorities, but those organisations carrying out functions of a public nature too. The MoJ has also begun a
programme of work, “Better FOI”, to improve how FOI is delivered across central government.
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Recommendation 8.1: Announce publicly that Ministers will not use the right of veto.

The government’s own FOI White Paper stated that a governmental veto would undermine the authority of the
Information Commissioner and erode public confidence in the Act.

Under section 53 of the Freedom of Information Act, in certain circumstances, a Cabinet Minister (or the
Attorney General) can “veto” a Decision Notice or an Enforcement Notice issued by the Information
Commissioner or the Information Tribunal, meaning that the notice ceases to have eVect.

To use the section 53 veto, a Cabinet Minister (or the Attorney General) must issue a certificate to the
Information Commissioner, certifying that on reasonable grounds he or she has formed the opinion that the
balance of the public interest favours non-disclosure of the information covered by the notice, or part thereof.
The Minister must then lay a copy of the certificate before each House of Parliament. By using the veto, the
Minister eVectively substitutes his view of the public interest for that of the Information Commissioner or
Information Tribunal. Any use of the veto could be challenged by way of judicial review.

The veto power was introduced in the House of Commons during the passage of the Bill in 2000, and was a
counterbalance to an amendment allowing the Information Commissioner to order—rather than
recommend—the disclosure of information in the public interest.

At the time, the Government gave commitments that use of the veto would be exceptional and that any
decision to exercise it would be taken with the benefit of a collective decision from Cabinet. Parliament judged
it right to provide such a power in the Act, for use as a last resort. In doing so, Parliament acknowledged that
there would be exceptional circumstances in which only a Cabinet minister, who is ultimately accountable to
the public, should make the final decision on the balance of the public interest.

Recommendation 8.2: As far as possible replace the class exemptions, including the exemption which restricts
disclosure of the analyses on which policy is built, with a harm test.

Actual policy advice, we accept, needs to remain confidential, at least for a time, to allow free debate within government.
But the information and analysis on which policy is built should be in the public domain.

There are 23 exemptions in the Freedom of Information Act, under which public authorities can withhold
information if they are deemed to apply. Information that could jeopardise, for example, the country’s security
interests, defence, commercial interests, law enforcement and health and safety, is exempt from release. In
some cases such exemption is subject to a public interest test.

The exemptions perform the vital function of protecting legitimate interests and ensuring a proper balance is
achieved between the right to know, the right to personal privacy and the delivery of eVective government. It
was never intended that the Freedom of Information Act would be a vehicle for unlimited access to
information held by government. It is vitally important to enable the continued eVectiveness of government
that some information is protected.

Safeguards in the Act ensure that the class exemptions cannot be used to arbitrarily withhold information.
Many of them—for example section 35 (formulation and development of government policy) and section 42
(information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be maintained) are subject to the
public interest test. Accordingly, information covered by such class-based exemptions can, and has been,
released where the public interest falls in favour of disclosure.

Those class-based exemptions which are absolute—ie not subject to a public interest test—represent types of
information in respect of which Parliament has decided that there is an overriding interest in remaining
confidential, such as information supplied by, or relating to, bodies dealing with security matters.

However, the Information Commissioner and the Information Tribunal have the power to rule on whether
public authorities have applied exemptions correctly.

Experience has shown that the exemptions have not inhibited the eVectiveness of the Act in enabling greater
openness. In 2007, 63% of resolvable requests were granted in full, 13% were withheld in part and 20%
withheld in full. This means that all the information requested was provided in response to more than three
out of every five resolvable requests.

As was stated by the government during the passage of the Bill through Parliament, a general harm test would
not work properly in relation to the entirety of the range of potentially exempt information. For example, its
application was considered to be impractical in relation to some categories of information: the disclosure of
personal information is governed by obligations to comply with European Community data protection
Directive and the European Convention on Human Rights.
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The Government is pleased that the Phillis Report accepts the case for actual policy advice normally needing
to remain confidential, at least for a time, to allow free debate within government. For its part, the
Government has sympathy with the report’s contention that the information and analysis on which policy is
built should be in the public domain. It believes that statistical and other factual information on which policy
is based can generally be released in response to requests, although there may be certain cases in which
exemptions do apply to this material.

Recommendation 8.3: In practice, apply the same level of harm test that features within the Scottish FOI Act and
the Open Government Code of the Welsh Assembly.

This will permit disclosure of information to be withheld only when it is likely to cause “substantial harm”.

Under the Freedom of Information Act, a number of the exemptions are subject to a “prejudice test”. To
establish whether these exemptions are engaged, a public authority must show that disclosure “would or would
be likely to prejudice” the interests which the exemption is designed to protect. The first Information Tribunal
case to consider the phrase “would or would be likely to prejudice” was John Connor Press Associates Limited
v Information Commissioner (EA/2005/0005). The Tribunal held that: “We interpret the expression ‘likely to
prejudice’ as meaning that the chance of prejudice being suVered should be more than a hypothetical or remote
possibility; there must have been a real and significant risk”. While this is a diVerent test to a harm-based test,
this interpretation sets the threshold quite high.

Furthermore, once it is established that an exemption is engaged, public authorities are then required to judge
whether the public interest in all the circumstances of the case falls in favour of maintaining an exemption, or
disclosing the information. At this point the degree of harm likely to be suVered will often be a highly relevant
consideration, one which has to be balanced against the benefit to the public. Public authorities, the ICO and
the Tribunal are all used to applying and interpreting this test, which allows for objective consideration of
where the public interest lies. The Government sees no case for changing it and has no plans to do so.

Recommendation 8.4: Adopt an all-purpose limit that replies to requests for information under the Act should be
met within 20 days.

Section 10 of the Freedom of Information Act requires public authorities to respond to requests for
information promptly and in any event no later than the 20th working day following receipt of the request.
Ministry of Justice guidance advises that responses should not be delayed until the end of this period if a
response can be provided earlier.

The Act contains provisions to extend this deadline under certain, limited circumstances. Under section 10(3),
where a public authority needs further time to consider the respective public interest arguments, it may extend
its deadline for responding until such time as is reasonable in all the circumstances. However, it must tell the
applicant within the initial 20-day period which exemption or exemptions it believes apply to the information
requested, and give an estimate of the date by which the decision will have been made. This provision reflects
the fact that Parliament recognised there would be exceptional circumstances in which public authorities
would need extra time to reach a decision on the balance of the public interest. This might include cases in
which a number of qualified exemptions are under consideration, or those involving complex public interest
considerations.

In 2007, 84% of requests to all monitored bodies received a substantive response within the 20 working day
limit, while 7% of requests were subject to a public interest test extension.

Ministry of Justice guidance to central government departments advises that public interest test time
extensions should generally avoid exceeding 20 working days. In 2007, for those requests where a public
interest test extension to the standard 20 working day response deadline was applied, 48% were extended for
20 working days or less, while 26% were extended for longer than 40 working days. As part of the Better FOI
work programme, the Ministry of Justice is currently working to promote best practice in the use of public
interest test time extensions across Whitehall.

Section 10(4) of the Act also provides for an extension to the 20 working days timescale, up to 60 working
days, to be made by statutory instrument. This power has been used to address special cases, such as school
holidays where schools will not be staVed at that time and when frontline units of the armed forces cannot be
reached for operational reasons.
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Recommendation 8.5: In complex cases involving significant issues of public interest, remove the £600 limit on the
cost of providing information.

The Information Commissioner could act as the judge of whether an application involves a significant issue of public
interest.

The cost limit—which establishes the limit of the work a public authority need do in order to satisfy a
request—is an important part of maintaining the right balance between handling FOI properly, and carrying
on the business of government. The system is in place to ensure that, while the right of access to information
is maintained, public authorities are able to deal appropriately with those requests which would impose a
disproportionate resource burden, potentially constituting a waste of oYcials’ time and taxpayers’ money. The
cost limit is currently set at a level that achieves this, and accordingly, government sees no reason to change it.

In 2007, in just under 1,400 cases monitored bodies cited the cost limit as the reason for fully withholding
information, this was just 5.6% of nearly 25,000 resolvable requests received.

Under the Act, public authorities also have a duty to provide “advice and assistance” to requesters. This can
include assisting requesters to refine requests so that information can be provided under the cost limit.
Furthermore, public authorities often provide information outside the framework of FOI where they believe
this to be in the public interest.

Supplementary letter from the Cabinet Office

HOUSE OF LORDS SELECT COMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS

Thank you for your letter of 16 October and I look forward to seeing you and your Committee colleagues
tomorrow.

I will answer each of the questions in turn as best as I can. But one of the points I think that will come up
tomorrow is the fact that Government communications should be an integral part of civil service work. It is
therefore very diYcult to specify, in the way the Committee has asked, what constitutes “communications”
civil servants. It is just as diYcult to do this as it would be were the Commons’ Public Administration
Committee to ask for the number of “policy” and “operational” civil servants, given our aim is to integrate
those two functions as far as possible.

There is also the question of departmental autonomy: diVerent departments will organise their business in
diVerent ways. Not all the communications functions in a department will be part of a single communications
directorate with a single budget for communications. Howell James has already made these points in his earlier
evidence to you.

Finally, very few of the figures were recorded in a similar format in 1988, which restricts our ability to compare
over time. However, we have been able to give the relevant information for 1998 in most cases.

The attached tables set out the information in more detail in the best available format, with the information
most relevant to the request.

21 October 2008

1. The Number of Communications Staff Employed by each Government Department

This is not collected centrally but one guide to the figures is the White Book of Contacts in Government
Departments and Agencies, intended as a helpful guide for the press and other bodies. The table below
contains the total number of communications staV by central Whitehall departments based on the number of
entries in the December 1998 IPO directory and the September 2008 White Book. Figures are not available
for 1988.

The White Book figures are only ever a snapshot in time and are not intended to be a comprehensive guide to
“communication staV” in the Civil Service.

Department December 1998 September 2008

Cabinet OYce 23 38
Ministry of Justice — 77
Lord Chancellor’s Department 16 —
Department for Culture, Media and Sport 13 21
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Department December 1998 September 2008

HM Customs and Excise 10 —
HM Revenue and Customs — 58
Board of Inland Revenue 17 —
Ministry of Defence 109 255
Department for Communities and Local Government — 77
Department for Education & Employment 100 —
Department for Children, Schools and Families — 68
Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills — 42
Department for Environment, Food and Rural AVairs — 106
Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions
(including agencies) 87 —
Ministry for Agriculture, Fisheries & Food 42 —
Foreign and Commonwealth OYce 40 46
Department of Health 101 122*
Home OYce 46 98
Department for International Development 17 24
Prime Minister’s OYce 14 31
Department of Trade and Industry 82 —
Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform — London only: 67
Department for Transport (including agencies) — 105
HM Treasury 18 28
Department for Social Security 60 —
Department for Work and Pensions — 113

TOTAL 795 1,376

TOTAL ENTRIES 1,628 3,158

2. Press Officers

The table below contains the total number of press oYcers in central Whitehall departments based on the
number of entries in the December 1998 IPO Directory and the September 2008 White Book.

The White Book figures are only ever a snapshot in time—thus numbers may diVer to PQ answers provided
by individual departments at various points in a given year. These figures do not include support staV,
vacancies, or special advisers.

Department December 1998 September 2008

Cabinet OYce 14 11
Lord Chancellor’s Department 3 —
Ministry of Justice — 34
Department for Culture, Media and Sport 8 11
HM Customs and Excise 3 —
HM Revenue and Customs — 34
Board of Inland Revenue 7 —
Ministry of Defence (Central press oYce staV only) 12 33
Department for Communities and Local Government — 21
Department for Education and Employment 27 —
Department for Children, Schools and Families — 20
Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills — 13
Department for Environment, Food and Rural AVairs — 19
Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions 32* —
(Central staV only)
Ministry for Agriculture, Fisheries & Food 9 —
Foreign and Commonwealth OYce (Not including overseas 17 20
posts)
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Department December 1998 September 2008

Department of Health 13 26
Home OYce 18 37
Department for International Development 6 8
Prime Minister’s OYce 8 9
Department of Trade and Industry 22 —
Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform — 16
Department for Transport (Central staV only) — 13*
HM Treasury 7 8
Department for Social Security 10 —
Department for Work and Pensions — 40

TOTAL 216 373

3. Spending on Government Advertising by the Central Office of Information

Information on individual spending by department on communications is not available for the reasons given
by the former Permanent Secretary, Government Communications, and reiterated in the Cabinet Secretary’s
letter covering these tables.

However, spending over time on Government advertising provides some basis for historical comparison of
this aspect of Government activity. This is compiled by the Central OYce of Information (COI), and reflects
only advertising spending on Government campaigns by the COI. The figures are given in cash prices on the
right hand column, and adjusted for published prices for the main units for buying media outlets (abbreviated
here as media inflation). The diVerence between this table and other information supplied to the Committee
elsewhere is that the other information refers to the total spending by the COI on all its functions—digital
communications investment, regional news oYces, direct marketing, an increase in the publication of oYcial
inquiries for example—whereas this table compares like for like advertising on Government campaigns.

Spend Adjusted for
Year Media Inflation Cash Spend

£000s £000s

1986–87 183,361 95,800
1987–88 151,945 90,500
1988–89 136,353 86,200
1989–90 147,139 98,400
1990–91 146,592 98,800
1991–92 122,349 83,100
1992–93 67,638 47,000
1993–94 86,403 63,200
1994–95 71,387 55,200
1995–96 77,166 63,700
1996–97 78,599 69,400
1997–98 63,800 59,000
1998–99 108,563 105,500
1999–2000 112,559 113,500
2000–01 184,127 192,400
2001–02 148,187 150,200
2002–03 140,328 145,900
2003–04 173,134 178,200
2004–05 177,482 184,900
2005–06 164,547 167,900
2006–07 155,024 154,700
2007–08 167,600 167,600
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4. Number of Special Advisers

Below are two tables:

— number of special advisers by department for as far back as available data allow;

— number of special advisers by Department.

Year Numbers Total Paybill
(£m)

1995–96 38 1.5
1996–97 38 1.8
1997–98 70 2.6
1998–99 74 3.5
1999–2000 78 4.0
2000–01 79 4.4
2001–02 81 5.1
2002–03 73 5.4
2003–04 84 5.3
2004–05 77 5.5
2005–06 82 5.9
2006–07 68 5.9
2007–08 73 5.9

BREAKDOWN OF SPECIAL ADVISORS BY
APPOINTMENT AS AT SEPTEMBER 2007

Number of
Department Advisors

10 Downing Street 24
Cabinet OYce 3
Chief Whip (Commons) 2
Chief Whip (Lords) 1
BERR 2
DCSF 2
DCLG 3
DCMS 2
MoD 2
DEFRA 2
FCO 2
Health 2
Home OYce 2
Leader of the House of Commons 2
Leader of the House of Lords 2
DIUS 2
DFID 1
Justice 2
Northern Ireland OYce 2
Scotland 1
Transport 2
Work and Pensions 3
Wales 1
HM Treasury 4
Council of Economic Advisers 2

Total 73
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Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Sir Gus O’Donnell KCB, Cabinet Secretary and Head of the Home Civil Service, and Mr Michael

Ellam, Prime Minister’s Spokesman, examined.

Q467 Chairman: Good morning, Sir Gus and Mr
Ellam, thank you very much for coming. You will
notice immediately that we have a substitute
Chairman. Unfortunately, Lord Fowler is ill, so I am
standing in for him this morning, but thank you very
much indeed for coming and for helping, from your
important position, to contribute to this inquiry we
are doing into the quality of government
communications. Can I get it out of the way at the
start by making a pretty quick complaint about the
quality of communications from the Cabinet OYce.
We asked three months ago for background
information on this and the information, which we
got last week which was over a month late, three
months after it was asked for, did not include the
statistics we required and we just received those last
night. Those are certainly more helpful than we
feared they would be, but, as I know you would want
to set an example in the area of your own
responsibility, you will, I know, take it in the spirit in
which it is oVered, that it is not a very happy start for
you, my having to make this complaint at the start. I
hope you would feel able to endorse, from your
position, the message to all government departments
that, in dealing with select committees, promptness
and sticking to deadlines that have been agreed by
departments for the provision of information is not
something to be treated as a passing event where it
does not matter if the dates are missed because it does
actually undermine very much the eVectiveness of the
work that we can do.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: First of all, I would just like to put
on record my wishes for a speedy recovery of your
Chairman.

Q468 Chairman: I hope that is no criticism of his
substitute!
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Not at all, no. I am very pleased
to say I have worked with both of you and very
successfully, I hope. Secondly, yes, regrets about not
getting as much information as you would want to
you as quickly as possible and, you are absolutely
right, it is very important that we do try our very best.
I have been, it is fair to say, concentrating on the
economy and the banking system for the last few
months, but we do need to get these statistics to you.
The information that we have provided just this
week, when I looked at it, I tried to fill in where I can
the parts there are, but I would stress that there is a
very strong health warning that comes with the sorts
of numbers we have provided to you, and we may get
into that, in terms of interpretation of these numbers,
but I think that will come up hopefully in answer to
your questions.

Q469 Chairman: Well, thank you very much because
that is the next question and I hope it is not just a
question of false interpretation. It would appear in
the last ten years, in terms of the number of press
oYcers in government, that they have gone up from
216 to 373, and then the more loosely described
“communications staV”, staV working in the
communications field, would appear to have gone up
from 1,628 to 3,158, the first one being an increase of
about 70% and the next one an increase of 100%.
Would you like to comment on that? Would you say
we got value for money on that? What is the
justification for that?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: This does get to the heart where,
I would say, you know how, when you get those
financial ads, at the bottom it says, “Be very, very
careful about what these numbers mean”, and there
are many aspects to that. It is certainly true, the
numbers that were provided have gone from 216 to
373, and there are White Book numbers. I just warn
you about the White Book. When I looked at the
White Book, it was very interesting, it talked about
the Government and agencies and then you have the
CBI in there, and I am not sure the BBC would quite
like to be put within the range of the Government and
agencies, but they are in there in the White Book. The
numbers have gone up, no question about that. In
terms of why the numbers have gone up, well, the
demands placed upon press oYces have gone up. If
you look at that number of 373, just to give you, I
think, the most telling statistic to my mind, there are
more than 373 journalists newly accredited to these
two Houses, so merely in the House of Lords and the
House of Commons there are more than 373
journalists accredited. There are 3,000 journalists in
the BBC alone and that is just one institution. If you
look at TV broadcasters in terms of the licences over
the last 10 years the number of licences for TV
broadcasters has gone up by a factor of 15; the
number of local radio stations has gone up during the
same period by 220%. I do not actually have any data
on what the number of political blogs was 10 years
ago but there are now over 1,600. These are
happening in real time—that is just political blogs
and there are far more things going on in the
blogosphere; there are thousands of new blogs every
single day. So the demands for us to actually service
that—have they gone up, has the number of press
oYcers gone up by a factor of 15? No. You could
easily turn it round and say, therefore, why have they
gone up so little rather than so much, so in terms of
the demands they have increased dramatically more
than the number of press oYcers. Secondly I would
say that in terms of advertising spend, those numbers
I have given you, if you look at volume terms which
are in the table I have given you it is actually lower
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than it was in real terms in 1986/87. These things vary
quite a lot but it is in fact the Major period when it
goes down quite a lot. In terms of definitions you
mentioned the broader definition of
communications, and I think this is the point I would
like to stress, that actually when you think about
what we are doing the press oYce side of it is in some
ways the constant—dealing with ministers, and a lot
of the things that Michael does, press and media.
Actually it has grown beyond that quite
considerably; when I think of communications now I
think of a much broader series of issues we are trying
to do. Your Chairman, Lord Fowler, did something
very memorable when he did his AIDS awareness
campaign—it was one of the really successful
campaigns. That is communications. It is interesting
who works on that and how many of those people
would have been classified as communicators or not.
Michael and I both questioned whether we would
actually be classified in any of these numbers you
have got as communicators—probably when I was
head of the press oYce—because we both come from
the civil service end, we were not members of
government information, probably not in those
figures. In general I would say that when it comes to
what are the big issues we are dealing with now in
terms of communications, for me it is that area of
customer insight. When I think about public services
and getting public services that actually deliver things
for the customer—I remember going back to
Citizens’ Charter days when we were trying to get the
public to feed back, all of these things require
interchange and communication with the public.
Precisely how you classify the people involved in that
is a really interesting question; diVerent departments
do it in diVerent ways. When we are trying to get
communications going with the public we now use
the new media a lot, we have a two-way interchange,
we use the internet. I do not know how those people
are classified in diVerent departments, again there are
no constant rules, and as policy-makers when I think
of all the really important policy things such as
climate change, obesity and those sorts of areas, what
we are trying to do is influence people’s behaviour
and in those cases the line between policy and
communications is completely blurred. Like I say, I
would not have much faith in any distinction which
takes communicators as a separate role; virtually
every policy person in the civil service now has a role
in terms of thinking about communications in its
broadest sense, in the sense of getting customer
feedback, working on that, working on how to do
those two-way feedbacks and how to work on the big
new area of behaviour change and all of the
behavioural economics which is now the big new area
which I know to be an interest of all parties in terms
of getting into that area of how do we influence
people’s behaviour, for example in terms of their

attitudes to recycling, their attitudes to smoking,
alcohol and obesity. That is where the really big
issues are in terms of communications.

Q470 Chairman: Just as an aside, are you the first
person who has ever been both press secretary and
permanent secretary of the department? I cannot
think of anybody else and you have done it twice; it
is just a curiosity of your situation which, it seems to
me, makes your contribution particularly valuable
here today.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: My colleague Sir John Gieve was
press secretary to Nigel Lawson and went on to
become permanent secretary at the Home OYce.

Q471 Chairman: The other issue we have touched on
a bit is to what extent does this increase in numbers
reflect the fact that you are really running two
entirely diVerent systems? One is what I call the
modern way of internet communication; to what
extent do you recognise that you cannot leave behind
all that quite significant section of the population
who have no access to that at all, no understanding
of it?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I absolutely agree. We are dealing
with a world that is becoming an increasing user of
the internet. There are something like 30 million
broadband connections but indeed it is true that
when we think about communications we have to
think about multiple channels. It is as true when we
are trying to communicate what the Government is
trying to do as it is when we think of the services we
provide. The flagship I would point to is if you think
about renewing your car tax, you can do it incredibly
quickly on the phone or on-line, completely
automated, whereas if you are not doing that you
have to actually—as we all did in the past—collect
together your insurance, your MOT certificate, your
registration document, a cheque, go to the post oYce,
queue up and finally get your disc. So we are
improving customer service but we all the time need
to be aware that it is a question of some people have
access and are comfortable with broadband, which is
why the Government is really pushing very hard on
getting the whole population as far as possible to
have access to broadband and on-line services and
there are some very innovative ways of getting
relatively older groups involved in that.

Q472 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Forgive me, I just
wanted to go back to the numbers because you
slightly puzzled me. I totally accept the case for the
need for more communication in today’s world, but
if everybody in the civil service is involved in this area
where do you draw the line of those who are doing
their job? You have produced some figures so where
did you put the cut-oV point?
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Sir Gus O’Donnell: What I am saying to you, and why
I wanted to provide the health warning, is that those
lines are relatively arbitrary. As Cabinet Secretary I
spend a lot of my time thinking about public service
reform and the delivery of new ways of getting
customer services to people and getting more
feedback from people, so I am spending a proportion
of my time on that—do you count me in or not in?
The people in the Department of Health who are
working on obesity, it is a cross-departmental public
service agreement, so it is not just health, it is
education, it is all sorts of people working on the anti-
obesity strategies. A lot of those involve
communicating, educating—are they in or not?

Q473 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: If I may interrupt,
that did not happen before at all you are saying;
nobody gave thought to how these areas were going
to be communicated. There was the press around,
there was the media around.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: In the past I would say the main
areas of implementing policies were legislation,
regulation and tax subsidies, so those sorts of
incentive eVects. There was relatively little on
behaviour change. If you look back there is a bit in
our memorandum about the first sorts of campaigns.
There were some about savings in the First World
War for example but it has become something that is
much more important as people wish for the state to
get more involved in these sorts of issues. The obesity
one is a classic where if you ask people who is to
blame for obesity, they say either their parents or the
food and drink manufacturers, the individual comes
quite a long way down this. If you ask them who
should have the responsibility for putting it right
69%say it is the Government’s job, so there has been
a big shift in terms of expectations of the public that
this is something that the Government will get
involved in, whether that is right or not.

Q474 Chairman: We will give you a break and get
Mr Ellam to sing for his lunch or whatever. You have
taken over this new responsibility or role which was
previously done, as I understand it, by two diVerent
people, one who was a civil servant and the latter who
was a political appointment, David Hill. These roles
have now been combined. How do you handle the
political impartiality aspects of your job?
Mr Ellam: Just to be clear, as well as being the Prime
Minister’s spokesman I am the Director of
Communications in Downing Street and that means
I have responsibility for managing the civil service
staV in Downing Street who deal with
communications. Previously, as you say, the Director
of Communications was a political appointee and he
had power to instruct and direct civil servants. That
power was removed when Mr Brown became Prime
Minister, so the power of special advisers to direct

civil servants was taken away. He decided that he
wanted to appoint a civil servant as Director of
Communications as well as being his principal
spokesman on Government business, and that is the
job that I perform. That said, of course the Prime
Minister does need somebody to speak on his behalf
on political matters that I cannot deal with, so I have
working alongside me special advisers who deal with
party political matters that relate to the Prime
Minister in his capacity as head of the Labour Party
or any other party political matters that relate to the
Government that I cannot deal with. The way in
which I am able to do my job while not getting
involved in party political matters is that I have
working alongside me somebody who is able to deal
with the party political matters that I cannot deal
with. They do not instruct me—I do not report to
them, I report to the permanent secretary at Number
10 who is Jeremy Haywood and through him to the
Cabinet Secretary.

Q475 Chairman: Is he on the Cabinet OYce books
or is he on the Number 10 books or is he paid for by
the Labour Party?
Mr Ellam: These are Number 10 special advisers who
deal with political questions relating to the media, as
has been the case for some time—there are lots of
precedents for that—and they deal with party
political matters that I cannot deal with.

Q476 Chairman: I thought David Hill was paid by
the Labour Party?
Mr Ellam: No, he was paid for by the Government.

Q477 Chairman: I was misinformed on that. You are
ultimately accountable to the permanent secretary of
Number 10.
Mr Ellam: The permanent secretary at Number 10,
who is the senior civil servant in Number 10, Jeremy
Haywood. He is my boss and through Jeremy I am
accountable and report to the Cabinet Secretary.

Q478 Chairman: So we have a permanent secretary
at Number 10, a permanent secretary in the Cabinet
OYce and a Cabinet Secretary, is that right?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: No, I am the permanent secretary
of the Cabinet OYce. Remember, people distinguish
between the Cabinet OYce and Number 10 and it is
worth remembering that Number 10 is a part of the
Cabinet OYce. When Michael gets his payslip it says
it comes from the Cabinet OYce, not Number 10.
Jeremy is, as I say, a permanent secretary within
Number 10 who reports to me. There are others, Jon
CunliVe for example who works on the international
side, and they report to me. What Michael has been
describing is very much a return to the way it was in
my day when I was press spokesman. I would report
to the Cabinet Secretary and I had charge of all of the
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civil servants on the communications side when I was
press secretary to the Prime Minister.

Q479 Chairman: How does that staV compare with
your time?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: It is very similar in terms of the
press oYce operation; what is new and additional is
all of the communications side—for example, we did
not have a Number 10 web presence in my day, none
of those sorts of things were there.
Mr Ellam: As Gus was saying, one of the big areas
where we have expanded in recent years has been
what we call digital communications, so how we
communicate with the public through the internet.
That is not just one-way, that is two-way, so we have
recently introduced a facility whereby the public can
ask questions via a webcast direct to the Prime
Minister—it is an on-line version of Prime Minister’s
Questions if you like.

Q480 Chairman: Who is answering them?
Mr Ellam: The Prime Minister.

Q481 Chairman: You are not seriously telling me he
is answering every question that comes on his web?
Mr Ellam: What would happen is that we would ask
for questions to come in via a YouTube format, so in
a webcast format, by a particular date.

Q482 Chairman: On a particular subject do you
mean?
Mr Ellam: They could be on a range of subjects. He
would then answer a selection of those questions on
a regular basis. This is something we started a couple
of months ago.

Q483 Chairman: On film.
Mr Ellam: On film. That is just an example of the way
we are communicating at Number 10.

Q484 Chairman: So you are having to get together—
it is a completely new system—with people who are
having to put it out to departments, what is the
answer to this question, and then feed it back and the
Prime Minister can read it out on a film.
Mr Ellam: Correct, and also to ensure that we have
the technology and systems in place to enable us to
broadcast the Prime Minister’s response and the
questions on the Number 10 website.

Q485 Chairman: Do you think that is worth doing?
It obviously adds to his burden and adds to the cost.
Mr Ellam: If anything improves the direct
communication between the Prime Minister,
Ministers and the public it has to be a good thing. For
example, we have hosted on the Number 10 website
in the last two years about 30 web chats direct
between Ministers and the public, again as a way of

enhancing two-way communication via the internet
direct between the public and Ministers.

Q486 Chairman: Do you have audience research
figures on that?
Mr Ellam: I am sure we can get you the audience
research figures on that.

Q487 Chairman: It would be quite interesting to
see them.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: This is a general point that I am
sure your Committee would be interested in, as to
how you counter this. We have seen declining
participation rates in elections and the like and it is
one of those areas where it would be good for society
as a whole if we could increase engagement in the
political process, particularly amongst the young,
and the form of communication that the young like
to use is very much this form of communication. In
terms of the burden on the Prime Minister, the Prime
Minister is answering Prime Minister’s Questions
every week in which he needs to be briefed up for
virtually everything, so I do not think it is a great
burden in that sense, an extra burden that is imposed,
it is just a question of the public being able to put their
questions directly to the Prime Minister.

Q488 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Can you just
make clear, who does the selection of the questions
which are put to the Prime Minister? Mr Ellam
cannot touch the political ones, should there be any,
so is it the special advisers who do the political ones
and, Mr Ellam, you do the non-political ones?
Mr Ellam: I am sure we can get you a note on the
exact process but there is some external independent
input into the selection of the questions. We are
trying as much as possible to select a cross-section of
the questions that we get in.
Chairman: Thank you; we will move on.

Q489 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Can we move
on to the question of how the relationship between
Parliament, the Government and indeed the media is
managed? We have heard evidence from directors of
communication in various government departments
and also from journalists about various aspects of
briefing in advance of oV-the-record attribution of
information and so forth. Can you first of all tell us
how common it is to brief in advance about
ministerial statements, whether that be on or oV-the-
record, and if the content of a statement has been
briefed in advance how do you see that aVecting the
accountability between government departments?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I am very clear that Ministers
should announce new policy announcements first of
all to Parliament; that is very clear, that is the way it
should be. Of course we live in an age where the
media wants to look forward, they are not interested
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in reporting what has been said, they want to report
what is about to be said, so they are looking to write
a report on something that is to come. It is not
diYcult if they know, as we will have put down on the
Parliamentary paper that there is going to be a
statement on X the next day, and it is very rare
nowadays that it is not quite predictable in the sense
of there has generally been some consultation, there
has generally been some open discussion. We live in
a much more open period where policies are debated
at great length before Ministers come to final
decisions, so we are in that world where, whilst I
emphasise it is really important that Ministers go first
to Parliament to make those decisions there, the
media want to jump the gun as it were and be always
one step ahead of the game. That is a challenge for all
of us.

Q490 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: It is not just
that the media want to be one step ahead of the game.
We certainly have formed the impression from what
has been said to us that Government would like to be
one step ahead of the game on occasion as well and
that the practice of briefing is not simply in order, as
it were, to feed the media desire for information, it is
to secure an advantage for the Government or a
particular department. Since that seems to be the case
what is the purpose of preserving this mantra of
accountability to Parliament when it is clear that it
does not really amount to more than a formality?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I do not think that is true in the
sense that at the end of the day ministers come to the
House, they make their statements in both Houses
and they are there to be questioned by Members of
both Houses who can ask them any questions they
want, including why is it we have heard about this in
the media first? In that sense there is direct
accountability and it is really important that that
accountability exists and it is for MPs to ask
whatever questions they like of a Minister appearing
at the House, and indeed they have the opportunity
to do that. That sense of accountability is very
important and we need to keep that.

Q491 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: How can we
square that with the question of oV-the-record or
unattributed briefing that has been a very constant
theme through a lot of the evidence that we have
heard, and the question of how information is
managed—I am not going to use the word “spin”
because it is over-used and redundant, but managing
information so that it arrives in the right place at the
right time and in the right form is a very
sophisticated process.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: It is a very sophisticated process
and it is a very important process in many ways—for
example in the area of market-sensitive information
it is actually crucial that information is provided in

the right way at the right time and in accordance with
the law. I am a strong believer in all of that, therefore,
but on the other hand I noted the evidence that you
had from people like Nick Robinson, Adam Boulton
and Tom Bradby about briefings. OV-the-record
briefings with journalists have been going on since
time immemorial; this is not new, this is something
that Ministers have been doing for a long while, that
politicians both in government and out of
government do a lot of the time.

Q492 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: I do not think
anybody is under any illusion that it is new or even
that it is significantly more in evidence now than it
was, but what certainly I am struggling to understand
is the relationship between the formal processes in
which, for the purposes of the argument, we might
include lobby briefings as a formal way of
communicating and the informal ways in terms of
how we interpret and understand the information
that government wants us to get.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: What we are trying to do is
actually give as many formal open possibilities as we
can and indeed the balance, if anything, has shifted
towards the formal open part. If you look back on it,
when I was press secretary I was doing two lobbies a
day; they were not on the record, they were in some
sort of grey area and I became the first person to be
happy to be quoted as Prime Minister’s spokesman.
The Prime Minister certainly did not do monthly
press conferences; the Prime Minister did not appear
before the Liaison Committee. The degree of
openness has increased quite a lot and Michael might
want to pass on what actually happens now—he
probably knows more than I do.

Q493 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Before he does
that can I just add in one specific example which you
will no doubt be aware we wanted to ask about which
is the Prime Minister’s visit to Basra last autumn,
which was no doubt an important visit and had
important announcements attaching to it, but the
timing of it gave rise to a considerable amount of
comment, shall we say, if not anger, and it did directly
cut against the determination that that sort of
information should be provided first to Parliament.
Taking that as an example, can you explain how
that works?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Michael was there so it is probably
best to get him to start.
Mr Ellam: The Prime Minister himself has answered
questions on this particular issue. What he said when
he was in Baghdad was that previously troop levels
had been at around 5,500 and as soon as we moved to
provisional Iraqi control of Basra province we would
expect troop numbers to fall to around 4,500. That
was something that was due to happen imminently at
that time; in fact the Prime Minister of Iraq,
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following a meeting with the Prime Minister, went
out that day and gave a press conference saying that
we anticipate provisional Iraqi control of Basra by
the end of October, which was in just a few weeks
time. If you look at what the Prime Minister then
actually said in his statement to the House, it was a
much, much more significant statement and a much
more significant set of announcements, of which this
was only a relatively small part talking about what
was likely to happen in the very short term. What the
Prime Minister said in the House was that he would
expect troop numbers actually to fall to 4,000 within
a few months and then fall to around 2,500 by the
following spring. It was in that statement that he was
setting out the Government’s medium term strategy
with regard to Iraq. The issue of what might happen
over the next couple of weeks when we moved to
provisional Iraqi control was a fairly small element.

Q494 Baroness Bonham Carter of Yarnbury: Going
back to oV-the-record briefing, you are Director of
Communications, Mr Ellam, does this oV-the-record
briefing not get in the way of your ability to
communicate in the way that you wish to
communicate?
Mr Ellam: As Sir Gus was saying, this has been a
feature of Westminster life for many years—it is not
unheard of or particularly new for Ministers or
others to have conversations with journalists; that
happens all the time. What I would say though, just
to reinforce what Sir Gus said, is that you can
certainly make a credible argument that the balance
of on-the-record to oV-the-record briefing has shifted
towards more on-the-record briefings and statements
in recent years. For example, because of 24-hour
news channels now quite often if there is a big story
running Ministers are giving three interviews a day
on the same subject because the story will move
during the course of the day, and that certainly would
not have been the case 10 years ago let alone 20 years
ago. Lobby briefings are now fully on the record with
transcripts on the Number 10 website. The Prime
Minister gives monthly press conferences; in
addition, in the last year he has given 18 press
conferences with foreign leaders, and he has given 16
press conferences while overseas, so he has given
about 46 press conferences—almost one a week—
over the last year. There is plenty of opportunity,
therefore, to ask the Prime Minister direct on the
record about the issues of the day. He appears before
the Liaison Committee twice a year; we have web
chats, for example, 30 in the last two years, to ask the
PM what he was talking about, and FOI. We have
not looked at this in a scientific way but we could
certainly mount quite a credible argument that the
balance of on to oV-the-record briefing has shifted, if
anything, towards more on-the-record briefing and
statements in recent years.

Q495 Baroness Bonham Carter of Yarnbury: In a
sense it is not so much about the balance, it is about
the eVect. With the huge story of recent weeks there
was certainly a feeling that Mr Robert Peston was
getting information for others, and indeed one of the
witnesses who appeared before us, Jackie Ashley,
actually referred to him seeming to be the
Government’s spokesman of the moment. That
cannot really be the right way to communicate.
Mr Ellam: As Sir Gus was saying, in a world where
the Government is speaking regularly to people
outside of government about what we intend to do
and we are consulting with people, it is inevitable that
information is going to get out and therefore, of
course, that is going to aVect how stories are
reported. In relation specifically to the Robert Peston
story that you refer to—I know this did come up in
one of your previous evidence sessions—the story
that was being referred to was a story that he reported
on 7 October about a meeting between the
Chancellor and the banks, and if you look for
example at Robert Peston’s blog he says explicitly
this has come from the bankers. He says according to
bankers these three were disappointed at a private
meeting last night with Alistair Darling that he did
not present them with a fully elaborated banking
rescue plan. One banker told me that what he called
the “Gang of Three” of Barclays, RBS and Lloyds
told Darling to “pull his finger out”, so I do not think
we would accept in a sense the premise that for
example in this case this story had come from the
Government, because Robert Peston himself is
saying explicitly that he is sourcing it from the
bankers. Of course, in a world where the Government
is out there speaking to people and those people are
then communicating to the press, it is inevitable that
some of this is going to get out into the public
domain. You could conclude from that that the
Government therefore should not speak to anybody
before it makes any announcements, but we do not
think that would be a particularly sensible way of
conducting policy.
Baroness Bonham Carter of Yarnbury: The fact is that
other journalists believe that he has some special link.
Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Perhaps he is just a very
good journalist.

Q496 Chairman: This is a slippery slope because you
have rightly referred to the fact that ministers from
time immemorial have spoken to journalists and
cannot refuse to talk to them. There is some inspired
guessing and sometimes in the interests of getting
clear public information out there is a need for often
not very well-informed journalists to be taken
through the detail of a policy, sometimes in advance
of Parliament, under a strict embargo so that when
they actually do write about it, they get it right. In the
present financial situation it is quite important that
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statements that come out are right, I understand that.
There is then a further slippery slope when advance
briefing might appear more like a leak. Can I ask you,
Sir Gus, how many leak inquiries have you
conducted and have any of them actually produced
any successful outcome?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: We certainly have a number of
leak inquiries. It is rare that you will be able to, in a
leak inquiry, actually finally pinpoint something to
one individual because, for example, journalists will
not disclose their sources so it is hard for us to get an
answer to those. I do not have a figure for you for
how many we have actually been able to take to a
conclusion, but when we have found things we have
certainly taken them forward as far as we can. There
was a recent case where, in the end, it became an
OYcial Secrets Act issue, where there had been a leak
and those people—two individuals I think—were
taken to court and there were successful
prosecutions.

Q497 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: May I go back a bit
to Phillis and ask Mr Ellam one or two questions
there because of course the main thing in that report
was the comment that “The lobby system was no
longer working eVectively for either the government
or indeed the media” and that all media briefings
should be on the record. You are the leading light in
the lobby briefings; are you actually yourself held
publicly accountable for what you say?
Mr Ellam: I am publicly accountable in the sense that
what I say is on the record and therefore is
immediately reported; therefore, if I say something
that is incorrect or untrue then that becomes
apparent very quickly. In that sense I am accountable
because it is open—obviously I am also accountable
to the Cabinet Secretary and ultimately Cabinet
Ministers for ensuring that what I say is an accurate
reflection of government policy at the time.

Q498 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Returning to the
two daily lobby briefings that go on, are they
regarded as really putting a lot of pressure on
Number 10 so that there is a feeling that you have to
keep on making announcements to keep them having
something to say? Does that come into it and really
are two briefings necessary?
Mr Ellam: I do not think they put pressure on
Number 10 to have something new to say, because
the purpose of lobby briefings is not really to generate
news stories—it is quite unusual, it might happen
once a week or maybe once a fortnight, that
something I say at lobby briefings becomes a news
story in its own right. It is much more often the case
that it becomes a line, a paragraph or two, in a
broader news story, or it might move the story on a
bit during the course of the day for the wires and for
the 24-hour news channels, but by the time the papers

get to the end of the day and summarise the day’s
events and look ahead to the next day, it is often that
what I said at lobby does not necessarily feature at all
or if it does it might just be a few lines. In that sense
I do not think it does put any pressure on us to keep
coming up with new announcements because we
would not use lobby briefings necessarily to generate
news or make an announcement. In terms of two
lobbies a day, it probably does work, that probably is
about right. There are always arguments for change
that you can make—you clearly need a morning
lobby briefing in order to mop up what is in the
papers that morning and what has been running on
the morning news programmes ahead of the
lunchtime news, and quite often diVerent things will
happen during the course of the afternoon which
require further comment from us during the course of
the afternoon. Certainly before I started this job I
consulted quite widely with members of the lobby
and the general consensus was that it was probably
best to stick to the arrangements as they then were.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: This is a longstanding
arrangement and I would stress that when I was press
secretary in 1990 it was two a day; it is exactly the
same.

Q499 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: If I might take it a
little further and refer to the comment you made, the
number of journalists accredited to attend these
briefings are equivalent to the number of those who
are working on the subject inside government as it
were. With that in mind and very much bearing in
mind complaints we have had from regional
representatives who regard themselves very much as
second-class citizens in terms of briefing and not
being brought up to date, would it not in fact be
sensible to open to them as well the chance to attend
these lobby briefings?
Mr Ellam: For the benefit of the Committee maybe I
could just explain how the briefings are structured.
There are nine briefings a week, two a day and one on
Friday. Number 10 hosts three of those, which are
Monday morning, Tuesday morning and Thursday
morning, and the lobby host the rest. In terms of the
briefings that we host any journalist can come to that,
it does not make any diVerence to us who comes, so
anybody can come. In terms of the briefings that the
lobby hosts, my understanding is that the vast
majority of regional newspapers are members of the
lobby anyway so they also should be able to come.

Q500 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You are saying that
any of them could come, they could be accredited and
come to any of those briefings.
Mr Ellam: Any journalist could come to the three
lobby briefings a week that we host: we impose no
restrictions on who can come. In terms of who can
come to the briefings that take place here in the
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Houses of Parliament, hosted by the lobby, they need
to have a lobby pass. My understanding is that the
vast majority of regional newspapers will have
journalists in the lobby so they can come to the lobby
briefings if they wish.

Q501 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Thank you for that.
I have one last point in this whole area: Phillis also
recommended that “Ministers should deliver
announcements and briefings relevant to their
department at the daily lobby briefings” yet there has
not been any increase in the numbers of those sorts of
briefings. Can you give an explanation for that?
Mr Ellam: Of course if Ministers want to hold press
conferences they can hold press conferences and if
they want to hold their own press conferences they
can invite whatever journalists they like to a press
conference, including specialist journalists, so if the
Treasury has an announcement to make they will
want to invite economics correspondents as well as
political correspondents, so it probably makes more
sense for the departments themselves to organise
their own press conferences. The second point is that
one thing that is not entirely clear from the Phillis
review is how would a Minister’s attending a lobby
briefing on the day they were making a big
announcement relate to their relationship with
Parliament? They could not attend the morning
lobby briefing and brief the lobby because that would
be before the announcement had been made to
Parliament and if they attend the afternoon lobby
briefing the announcement has already been made
and they already will have taken up to an hour’s
worth of questions in Parliament anyway, so in a
sense it is not clear what value would be added by
having an additional lobby briefing after they had
already made the announcement to Parliament and
taken all the questions. If they want to have a press
conference, they can do that anyway.

Q502 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: It is interesting that
the numbers have not gone up; is there a need to
encourage them to do it at a time more convenient to
themselves?
Mr Ellam: As I say, if Ministers want to hold press
conferences they can do that, they can invite just the
lobby, they can invite specialist correspondents, they
can invite whoever they like. If they are out giving
interviews on news channels there are lots of ways in
which Ministers are communicating with the media.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I should stress that the numbers of
press conferences Ministers are having have almost
certainly gone up and not down. It is that the number
of Ministers doing it via the lobby has gone down a
lot, I think for the very sensible reasons that Michael
has said. I actually think it is much better for
Ministers to be delivering those statements to
Parliament and then doing those statements and

press conferences—for example, if it is on the
criminal justice system—when the crime
correspondents are there. The crime correspondents
will not always be accredited to the lobby and
therefore you need to do it not within the lobby, so it
is a recommendation that was not quite right.
Chairman: That is a very good point, pretty well
made there. Lady Eccles.

Q503 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: Could we please
turn now to civil service impartiality which obviously
will involve discussing the relationship between press
oYcers and special advisers. Phillis said that the role
for press oYcers is to talk about achievements and
facts and declare policy but not to be involved in
political advocacy—this will be absolutely crystal
clear to you. A question that arises is how easy or
diYcult is it for a civil service press oYcer to remain
impartial when one of their key roles is to promote
government policy? When we have dealt with that, I
would just like to move on to the current procedure
for settling the inevitable disputes which must
occasionally arise between civil servants and special
advisers.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: On the question of impartiality,
absolutely, civil servants have to be impartial. There
are four key values that are in the civil service
proposals that a joint committee of both Houses is
currently considering: honesty, objectivity, integrity
and impartiality. Impartiality is absolutely crucial:
civil servants must have that. You have before you
two people who have attempted to manage that line
of being there and doing what government civil
servants must do and, quoting from the civil service
code, our job is to “support the government of the
day in developing and implementing its policies”, so
it is for us to explain and part of that is very
important. You will have to decide how well we do
that, all I can say is that the evidence you had from
the likes of Nick Robinson and Adam Boulton made
references to the way Mr Ellam has managed that
process and I wish I had had credits as positive as that
in terms of the way I was managing the impartiality,
but I think it is hugely important and it does require
civil servants to understand those distinctions. It is
enormously to Michael’s credit that we have got to a
situation that I very much wanted to achieve when I
was press secretary, of understanding that we deal
with the civil service side and that sometimes we will
disappoint journalists who will want us to cover more
than that. If we get journalists saying they would like
to have got more from us because they are trying to
push us into that party political domain which we will
not go into, then that is a frustration that I think it is
right for us to create if you like.
Chairman: Many of the comments were worryingly
complimentary; I was trying to work out what Mr
Ellam does.
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Q504 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: The journalists
then have the special advisers to fill that gap,
presumably, so why are they so concerned when civil
servants are not prepared to stray across the
boundary?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: It is just simpler for them to have
one person who can answer all the questions, that is
all.

Q505 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: I see; easy life.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: An easy life.

Q506 Chairman: Do you want to deal with the issue
of special advisers while we are talking about them?
The thing that I recall about special advisers is that
they used to be special advisers, a number of them,
when they first came in, and then a bit more
recently—it started I think with the Conservative
Government—some of them became really PR
oYcers for their Ministers. Would you like to
comment on that trend?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: There has been, as I say, an
enormous growth in the media, and there has been an
enormous growth in the demands on Ministers to
make statements, state their wishes—you know, the
24/7 media and the vast increase in the number of
journalists. It has certainly been the case that special
advisers have been asked for their views because a
number of these issues that come up are of a party
political nature which we, quite rightly, as civil
servants will not get into. There are issues going on at
the moment.

Q507 Chairman: Some of the special advisers,
professors and other people were extremely
knowledgeable in their subjects and were brought in
by Ministers to bring an outside view to certain policy
issues within their department. Then you moved on
to the special adviser who was the guide to the civil
servants on how Ministers might react to things from
their party political background, but then there is
another development it seems to me where these
people have become individual, personal PR men for
the Ministers themselves. Would you like to
comment on that development?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: It is very interesting that there is
that second tier. Yes, you have got the specialist
special advisers if you like, and in my Treasury days
I remember under all sorts of administrations people
coming in with a strong economics background; then
there were some other people who came in who were
very political and indeed in many examples have gone
on to be MPs. What has happened there is that set of
people who are very political and want to go into the
MP line, as the media have changed they have
become more involved in the media side of things and
that is an inevitable consequence—there is something
in the Tony Blair speech about this, backbench MPs

learning to give a press release before they learn
about a Parliamentary statement nowadays, that
actually modern politics is pushing people more to be
in the stage of you have to be involved with the media
much more. That is the trend that is happening.

Q508 Chairman: You are talking about being
involved in it, I am talking about the sort of chap who
you find briefing against some other Minister and
saying my chap is doing a splendid job and he should
move into the Cabinet or should get promoted, all
that sort of stuV. Do you regard that as part of the
special adviser’s job?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Absolutely not, and there is a
special advisers code that would be very clear that
that is not what they should be doing, briefing against
other Ministers.

Q509 Chairman: Or promoting an individual.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: They are promoting government
policies and if you are promoting, for example, the
work that the Chancellor has just been doing on the
banking policy and explaining how that has been
leading the world, it is diYcult in that not to be
promoting the person that is fronting it up, i.e. the
Chancellor. It is quite hard to disentangle those two
things.

Q510 Chairman: He should not exaggerate the
latter.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: He or she should be very clear
about promoting the policies of the Government.

Q511 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: I just wanted to
know whether there were ever disputes actually
between civil servants and special advisers that have
to be resolved, with some of them getting up to the
highest level or whether this is something that does
not exist any more.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: When you asked Howell that
question he said during his four years he had not had
any that had come up to that level. It is certainly clear
again in the code for the civil service and in the code
for special advisers precisely what they should do and
should not do, and we are very clear about making
those cases. Certainly, no, I have not had to deal with
any cases of that kind—it is very important that we
get the message through to Ministers because that is
the responsibility line for special advisers and for civil
servants to make available the possibility that if
something is happening that they know they can put
their hands up. In general the fact that we have not
had those and the fact that we have strengthened the
code which allows civil servants not just to go to line
managers or permanent secretaries, they can actually
now go to civil service commissioners, is a good sign.
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Q512 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: There might be a
few ructions within departments but they would not
be serious enough to receive much attention.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I have certainly not been made
aware of any.
Chairman: Can we just have that question on regional
media? Lord Corbett.

Q513 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Sir Gus, if you
have not done so can I recommend that you read
through the evidence we took from representatives of
the regional press? Many of the comments were
complimentary, two of them were not. They
complained about being treated like second class
citizens and having worked in both the regional press
and dailies I understand that comment, but
nonetheless it was said with some force and there
were some good examples given about that. Phillis,
by the way, you will recall, recommended a greater
emphasis on regional communications and there was
a review carried out by the Regional Co-ordination
Unit of the Government OYce Network; can you just
say whether you are aware of these complaints? I put
to one of the representatives, on the back of the
complaints they were making that the Government
never do this, that or the other, have you ever gone to
them and asked why: have you put the proposition to
them? He said no.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: To be honest this is familiar
territory. When I became press secretary in 1990 I
had requests to get briefings for the Prime Minister
with regional editors, which we did, and I went out
and visited diVerent parts of the regions and talked to
them. If anything people would say the
Government—and this has been true throughout the
last 20 years—would like to engage more with the
regional media because they feel it is a more direct
line of communication. We are certainly trying to
establish that by getting the Government out of
Westminster so much and we did have the first
Cabinet outside London, we had it in Birmingham.

Q514 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Well picked.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: We will go outside London again,
but it will not be Birmingham again I am afraid.

Q515 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: You would be
made very welcome.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: It will be somewhere else. This
Government has appointed regional Ministers, and
there is now a regional council, so there is a strong
feeling that there does need to be greater engagement.
Your question about the review, there has been work
from the Government OYce Network to renegotiate
the service level agreements with COI in terms of how
they interact with the regional media, and the COI
has taken over some of these regional roles. I spend a
lot of time in my head of civil service role going

around the regions and I always look in at the
Government OYce Network and try and get involved
in the regional media, in the sense of asking them how
they are doing it with Ministers. I think it is a hugely
important thing and I know the Prime Minister does
as well. Do you want to add anything?
Mr Ellam: Whenever the Prime Minister goes on a
regional visit he always makes a point of ensuring
that he factors in time to speak to the regional media
for the area that he is visiting, so it is something that
he attaches personal importance to. As Sir Gus is
saying, there is more that we could do and there is
more that we would like to do in this area; certainly
within Number 10 we would encourage departments
always to think about the regional dimension of any
particular announcement or news story that they
have.

Q516 Baroness Bonham Carter of Yarnbury: One of
the things that they mentioned was the concept of
regional and local in that there is not a very good
understanding of what a region is. I do not know if
you have anything to say about that.
Mr Ellam: Not particularly.

Q517 Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: Forgive me it was
the eastern region which is a very ugly beast. If you
start in Hertfordshire and Essex and go into the
depths of the wildernesses of Lincolnshire, SuVolk
and Norfolk, they were feeling very much out on a
limb there. It is not just distance, I think there is a
state of mind there.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I have been to visit them out there.
There is a very active government oYce in the east of
England so we will do our very best, we will redouble
our eVorts.

Q518 Chairman: Taking it even further down the
line, our previous witnesses today were from Citizens
Advice, which is a very good sounding board for how
well your overall information systems work. The
verdict was pretty mixed. They are of course the
people who get all the people who cannot understand
or find it diYcult and Lady Howe drew attention to
some of the very poor results coming out of some of
the benefit side. We talked a bit about tax credits but
we also talked about other benefits for which there is
a very low take-up. Do you consult at all with people
like Citizens Advice? They seemed to me to be an
excellent sounding board for how well basic
information for the citizen is actually conveyed and
how well it is understood.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: This is a hugely important topic
and I am very pleased that you are talking to people
about it. The Government’s job is to deliver for the
citizens and it is really important that we get that
feedback. We are trying to get it in all sorts of ways
and certainly the OYce of the Third Sector, which is
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based within the Cabinet OYce, is a relatively new
creation working on these various groups to get their
feedback as to how we can work with them.
Sometimes it is about using the third sector groups to
actually deliver the services directly, and there are
lots of examples of that, other times it is about
allowing them to give us feedback on what is working
and what is not and the channels through which it is
working. If you talk to the Citizens Advice Bureau
they will say there is an enormous amount of
information out there, we can now put a lot more on
the internet, we have improved contact services, and
it is a lot easier now than it was before. Certainly, part
of that means that we try to do rather more
complicated policies to actually get at specific groups,
so we are trying to learn and get this feedback; it is a
really important part of improving services to
customers and a lot of the developments that there
have been have been along those lines. If you wanted
us to do more, this would involve us spending more,
having more people involved in communications,
not less.

Q519 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: If I might just
follow up on that, they had a lot of good things to say
about improvements but just taking some of your
successful campaigns that you have referred to in this
document, what they were drawing attention to is
those who could well and truly have done with the
money that has not been claimed. Something like
only 20% of people who are entitled to housing
benefit have actually got it and there they do feel that
a rather closer analysis and working together with
organisations like them and analysing why that
particular campaign has not worked could produce
better results.

Supplementary letter from the Cabinet Office

Thank you for your letter of 19 November in which you request information about the number of letters,
emails and telephone calls received from the public in each year since 1998.

We have a complete record of written correspondence received since 2000:

2000 449,322
2001 409,920
2002 668,445
2003 445,855
2004 248,813
2005 1,818,410
2006 228,892
2007 509,652
2008 up to 25/11/08 425,387

The Prime Ministers oYce is currently redesigning its email system with a view to providing a more eVective
service, however, through the previous system we were receiving on average 5–7 thousand emails a week.

Sir Gus O’Donnell: I am completely with you, and
that is a session we had. I get together the top 200 civil
servants now every six months and we had a session
on precisely that issue about customer insight and
understanding as we go through things that we are
getting through to the relatively easy to reach groups.
The example we were working on was smoking where
you have managed to get to a large number of groups,
you have managed to reduce smoking prevalence but
you have actually got that really hardcore group left.
You need quite a lot of insight into why is it that they
are not deterred, for example by higher taxes or the
advertising is not right. We have had a lot of feedback
which has allowed us to change the nature of the
advertising campaigns to get at the remaining group
and I think that is at the heart of it, it is knowing who
are the really hard to reach groups. Unfortunately,
they are by definition hard to reach and you are going
to have lower success rates as you get into that really
diYcult group.

Q520 Chairman: You have done us the courtesy of
looking at some of the previous evidence that we had
to this Committee and you may like, when it comes
out, to just flick through the CAB evidence as well.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Indeed—that was this morning.

Q521 Chairman: That was this morning. You are
obviously very familiar with many of the arguments
but it might be interesting just to flick through it. We
have covered everything; Sir Gus and Mr Ellam,
thank you very much indeed for coming and for
answering our questions. If by the time we have had
a chance to digest the further information you have
just given us there are other points that emerge,
maybe Lord Fowler, revived and restored, will write
to you. Thank you very much indeed.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Thank you very much.
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Unfortunately telephone calls from members of the public are not separately recorded.

As you may be aware, we have recently re-launched the 10 Downing Street website, and have integrated into it
a range of communications measures, including more video content. You Tube videos, the Flickr and Twitter
messaging service.

During the period April to September this year, there had been 18,197,000 page views of the website,
approximately 800,000 film views on YouTube, 212,000 views of 600 photos placed on Flickr and we have
over 4,700 followers on Twitter.

There have also been over 6,000 e-petitions processed containing 9,107,835 confirmed signatories.

I hope this information is useful.

3 December 2008
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WEDNESDAY 5 NOVEMBER 2008

Present Corbett of Castle Vale, L Manchester, Bp
Eccles of Moulton, B Maxton, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) McIntosh of Hudnall, B
Howe of Idlicote, B Scott of Needham Market, B

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Rt Hon Liam Byrne, a Member of the House of Commons, Minister for the Cabinet Office and
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, and Mr Alan Bishop, Chief Executive, Central Office of Information

(COI), examined.

Q522 Chairman: Welcome and thank you very
much. I think, Minister, you want to make an initial
statement.
Mr Byrne: With permission, Chairman, that is very
kind. I am with Alan Bishop, who is Chief Executive
of COI, in case your questions take me on to territory
with which I am less familiar, but I did just want to
say by way of introduction that I am very grateful to
the Committee for focusing on this. As a new
Minister at the Cabinet OYce beginning to find my
way around, it is enormously useful to have the
Committee focusing on this at this time and I am very
much looking forward to the recommendations, and
I hope that you will see in my comments a sort of
openness to what the Committee has to say this
morning. I think I would just start really by sharing
three initial observations which have struck me over
the last month, my first month. The first is that it does
appear that there has been a good degree of progress
since Phillis and I look forward to the Committee’s
observations on that point. I think a number of your
witnesses, Chairman, have talked about a very
diVerent atmosphere in government communications
now, and I thought it was interesting that both the
Cabinet Secretary and the former Permanent
Secretary of COI observed that no real problems had
crossed their desks. There have obviously been a
number of other changes too. I think the changes that
Howell James initiated around professionalising the
government communication service were important,
and obviously there has been a complete change in
the way the government communicators use digital
media, not just the Number 10 website, but Directgov
itself now, I think, gets something like 10 million
visitors a month, which is, I think, extraordinary
progress. The second observation though is that it
does strike me that there is still some unfinished
business from Phillis and what Phillis highlighted in
particular, the role of regional media, and I think that
this is a terrifically important area where I am not
completely convinced that the Government has made
the progress that it might have, so one of the steps I
have taken is to commission an audit of government
communications activity in the regions just to see

whether actually we are doing everything that we can
to implement the agenda that Phillis, I think
correctly, pointed out was pretty important now.
Then, my final reflection really is that it is quite clear
that the world that is coming is going to pose some
substantial new challenges for government
communicators. Gus, I know, underlined this point
about the way in which government communicators
can help, and should be thinking about how they
help, to change behaviour. Now, that obviously is
important for the future of public policy in a whole
range of policy areas. Prevention is always cheaper
than cure and, if there are behavioural changes that
government communicators can help address, then I
think that will be all to the good, not least because I
think it will save taxpayers’ money. The second thing
that is obviously going to unfold in the future with
greater pace and velocity is the proliferation of media
channels, and again this is a big opportunity because
it allows government communicators to begin
addressing an audience of one, as it were, but we have
obviously got to guard against the advent of new
inequalities. We have obviously got to seize the new
possibilities which are available, but actually all
kinds of change like that create new risks of new
inequalities, and that is why the Committee’s focus
on questions about the digital divide, which is
amongst your questions, I think, is terrifically
important, so, Chairman, for me, this is a very
welcome opportunity to talk with you, but it is even
more important for me to listen to what you have got
to say when your Report is tabled in the not too
distant future, I hope.

Q523 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for
that, and we will come to one or two of those points
as we go through. I suppose politically we are in the
morning after the night before, are we not, and I am
tempted to ask you when you went to bed!
Mr Byrne: Five to 12.
Chairman: That is very good, very modest.
Lord Maxton: With the radio on, I bet!

Q524 Chairman: Just having started on this political
theme, can I just stay on it for a moment. We now
have all the excitement on the other side of the
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Atlantic, but I guess we are now in the pre-election
period here; the election must take place in the next,
roughly, 18 months. The Government have a very
substantial army of press oYcers. How do you ensure
that they are not party-political?
Mr Byrne: Well, I think the Prime Minister started oV
on the right foot with regards to this question. It was
obviously very significant that one of Gordon
Brown’s first acts as Prime Minister was to withdraw
executive powers from Number 10 special advisers so
that we restored the position of civil service
communicators and reporting to civil servants. I
think that was significant and I think it did set a tone.
Obviously, what that now means is that civil service
communicators, if they were in any doubt, have now
had that doubt lifted and they are governed in their
behaviour by the Civil Service Code, and that, I
think, is pretty clear about the kind of behaviour that
is expected of civil servants in their relationships with
the media. I think possibly most important of all is
the emphasis that the new Code, which I think was
updated in 2006, now puts on a number of core values
around integrity, honesty, objectivity and
impartiality. My eye was drawn to one particular
sentence in the 2006 edition of the Civil Service Code
which says that civil servants must always act in a
way that is professional and that deserves, and
retains, the confidence of all those with whom they
have dealings. I think that has helped underpin the
observation that Howell James made to the
Committee when he said that we have had calm for
four years. I think he said that he was not aware of
disputes that had crossed his desk, and I think that is
a good reflection of the health we are in.

Q525 Chairman: So, going back to when the
Government took power in 1997 when Alastair
Campbell was head and he, talking to the
Government Information OYce, said, “We’ve had a
very successful operation in opposition and we intend
to use the same techniques to ensure we get good
coverage for government events and the Government
generally”, that is not your stance at the moment?
Mr Byrne: I think towards the end of Tony Blair’s
administration, there were increasing debates about
the communicators and I think that is always an
unhealthy situation because it will always provoke
questions about the objectivity of information which
is disseminated and communicated to the public, so,
if there are steps that the Government can take in
order to underline the integrity and the objectivity of
information that is disseminated to the public, then I
think that is all to the good. I am not a great analyst
of these matters, so I could not really speculate as to
why we have ended up in that situation, but I would
just observe that by the end of Tony Blair’s
administration, we were having, it felt to me at times,
more and more debates about the communicators

rather than what was being communicated, so over
the last year to year and a half with the changes that
Gordon Brown has put in place, I think in some of
those debates, the volume level appears to be a little
bit quieter. I merely observe rather than analyse.

Q526 Chairman: In other words, you have moved
on?
Mr Byrne: Have we moved on? Well, I think the
atmosphere does feel diVerent now to me in that I do
not think we are having great big debates about
communicators rather than what is being
communicated, and in the last month I think I have
observed that people are comfortable with the new
arrangements. I am not sort of massively well-
qualified to comment on the arrangements that were
in place before because I obviously was not at the
Cabinet OYce then, but I think the changes that
Gordon Brown has made are for the good.

Q527 Chairman: You are happy, are you? In your
memorandum to us, submitted by the Cabinet OYce,
you say that government communications should
never have been misrepresented as being party-
political, and you are happy with that?
Mr Byrne: I think that is absolutely right, yes.

Q528 Chairman: How do you distinguish between
what is party-political and what is government?
Mr Byrne: Well, I think that party-political
communications stress, and emphasise, the role of a
particular political party, and government
communications stress the role of Her Majesty’s
Government. I think that is an important division, so
it is not, and would not be, appropriate ever to have
government press releases or civil servants talking
about Labour Ministers doing X, Y and Z. I think
Her Majesty’s Ministers doing X, Y and Z, is of
course fine, but injecting into discussion and
communication a sense of which political party is
leading the charge on any one particular front, I
think, would be unwise and completely
inappropriate.

Q529 Chairman: It seems to me quite a diYcult line.
Mr Byrne: I think it is a diYcult line, but I think it is
a line that the Civil Service has managed pretty
successfully for several decades, and I do not see—

Q530 Chairman: Well, several decades initially. I
think we have just established that Alastair Campbell
had a very diVerent view of things and it does not
seem to me that it was very successfully handled then.
Mr Byrne: I am not sure I could comment on that
because perhaps I was not close enough to the centre
of government at the time, but I think that during
Tony Blair’s administration there were a number of
government communicators at work; they performed
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their job very successfully and I think they
maintained their balance and objectivity very
successfully, but, under the forensic gaze of a much
bigger and more aggressive media, my observation is
that we had an increasing number of debates about
the communicators rather than the message, and I
think that is not a healthy development.

Q531 Chairman: If a press oYcer or a chief press
oYcer felt that he was being asked to put over a party
message, to whom would he complain?
Mr Byrne: Well, I think there would be a couple of
diVerent routes. I think the first route would be up
through the Permanent Secretary of that
Department, and obviously the Permanent Secretary
of the particular Department could refer it to Sir Gus
O’Donnell, as Cabinet Secretary, but, as head of
profession, the Permanent Secretary in charge of
COI, I think, could also play a role and I think a
complaint would be pretty straightforward. If a press
oYcer felt that they were being asked to do
something which appeared to be in contravention of
the Civil Service Code and the core values set out in
the Civil Service Code, then they would have good
reason for complaint, I would have thought.

Q532 Chairman: Mr Bishop, do you have any
observations on this?
Mr Bishop: As I think I said before when I appeared
before you last time, I have been in post for six years
and certainly when I started Alastair Campbell was
still at Number 10 and I have not personally ever
experienced any party-political pressure.

Q533 Chairman: You joined in 2002?
Mr Bishop: At the end of 2002, yes.

Q534 Chairman: Although you do not deny, do you,
that in 1997, I think I am right in saying, 17 of the 19
directors of information, the top of the oYce, in a
two-year period were moved out?
Mr Bishop: No, I do not. As you have pointed out, I
was not there myself at that time, but I think part of
the issue then was that there was a confusion of
concerns about politicisation also with attempts to
improve and professionalise government
communications. Phillis was still emphasising that
point when the Phillis Review was published and said
that there was still a further need to increase that
professionalisation, so, as I say, I do not know
exactly what happened in 1997 to 1998, but what I
have observed has been a constant attempt to
improve, and upgrade, the professional standards of
government communications, and I have tried my
very best to play my part in that.

Q535 Chairman: How do you check? You obviously
look at the press every day, but do you ever check
whether government departments are putting over a
party view and, if you do not, who would?
Mr Bishop: Yes, the simple division of responsibilities
now is this: that the Permanent Secretary would take
the overall view on the propriety of press messages
and the Chief Executive of COI is responsible for the
propriety of all messages in paid-for advertising,
obviously ultimately doing that in conjunction with
the Permanent Secretary.

Q536 Chairman: So the Permanent Secretary might
see a story or see a release or something of that kind
and say, “Hey, you shouldn’t be doing that”?
Mr Bishop: That could happen. I do not actually
know myself of instances of that. On the other side of
the fence where, as I say, I have been responsible for
propriety for paid-for communications of all sorts,
not just advertising, I can say that there have been no
instances of party-political pressure at all and
actually no mistakes of any seriousness, I do not
think.

Q537 Lord Maxton: I am slightly confused here,
because it does seem to me that it puts the
government party almost at a disadvantage in terms
of the media, because obviously the Cabinet
Ministers are the party spokesmen as well as being
Cabinet Ministers. If they go and do a party piece, it
cannot be diVerent, or, without there being a major
controversy, it cannot be diVerent from what the
Government is saying, can it?
Mr Byrne: You would hope not!

Q538 Lord Maxton: Exactly, whereas the
Government and obviously the opposition parties
are clearly there presenting their party point of view,
and it is much more diYcult for the government
party, therefore, to diVerentiate between what the
Government is doing and what the party is saying
about something, is it not?
Mr Byrne: Possibly, but I do not think that is
anything new; I think that is just part and parcel of
our constitutional arrangements.

Q539 Lord Maxton: That leads to my next question
and that is that, since 1997, has government not been
opened up in a way that was not the case before? We
have gone away from the culture of secrecy around
government which was very much part of previous
administrations of all sorts, and one of the great
things about this Government is that it has opened up
government to public scrutiny in a way that was not
there before?
Mr Byrne: I think there is an enormous amount in
what you say, and, if you look at a number of
diVerent examples, for example, freedom of
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information requests now mean that there are a great
number of enquiries from the media, much greater
flexibility in the media to seek information on a very
wide range of matters, and, even if we look at what is
often at the heart of some of these debates, even if you
look at the Lobby, you can see how great changes
have been made. Those lobby briefings are now
obviously not on camera, but I think it is a great step
forward that the transcript of lobby briefings is put
on the website on the same day and anybody can
actually have a look at questions that were asked of
the Prime Minister.

Q540 Lord Maxton: And the Prime Minister’s
monthly press conference.
Mr Byrne: The Prime Minister’s monthly press
conference again has a transcript of that press
conference put on the website pretty much on the
same day, I understand, so there is an expectation of
course on behalf of taxpayers and the public, in
today’s media environment when media channels are
proliferating and people just expect a far greater
degree of transparency, that the Government joins in
the act and becomes more transparent itself. New
technology does give us enormous opportunities to
make sure that that transparency is delivered, so,
although these initiatives might be small about
putting transcripts on websites and so on and
monthly press conferences, actually they do
contribute, I think, to a culture of openness.
Chairman: Let us come to the Lobby in a moment.

Q541 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: I was just
listening to what you were saying and thinking that
one of the diYculties here is that the use of the word
“information” implies something which can be
accurate or inaccurate, but it is fixed, it is factual, it is
comprehensible, and part of the business of
government communication is indeed to inform in
that sense, but it is also part of government
communication business to persuade, is it not? Part
of the diYculty, I think, that we are struggling with,
and I am looking at Mr Bishop here because I know
he has a background in advertising, is that the
business of persuasion is a very sophisticated one and
it is the Government’s business to persuade a public,
for example, to change its behaviour. Now, that
could be a relatively uncontentious area, like
drinking less or not smoking, or it could be in a
slightly more politicised area, and the question for
me, therefore, which is emerging is: to what extent are
civil servants in the business of persuading as
opposed to informing?
Mr Byrne: A very interesting question. I think you
are quite right to say that government
communicators will have to think about this question
harder in future. One of the key things which Sir Gus
O’Donnell mentioned, I think, to this Committee,

but he has talked about it quite widely, is the role of
government communicators in helping redesign
services in the future—the example that you give of
smoking cessation, and actually you could go back
also to earlier campaigns at the Home OYce around
anti-social behaviour, for example, where you are
trying to deal with people’s behaviour. Again, I think
ultimately there is no better substitute for coming
back to the Ministerial Code and to the Civil Service
Code and the emphasis that it puts on the principles
of participation in public life and the expectations
that it puts on civil servants to behave in an objective
manner with integrity and, yes, to do the work of the
Government, but not for a single second to veer into
the business of trying to deliver some kind of party
advantage. I think it is an important area for the
Committee to highlight, but ultimately it is going to
be values that are the best way through this. There is
that sort of traditional example of how you keep a
nuclear power station safe. Do you sort of require
people, looking at the nuclear power station on a
day-to-day basis, to go through 50,000 diVerent sort
of checks every day or do you actually just embed in
them a culture of safety in absolutely everything?
Now, if truth be told, it is probably the cultural
predisposition that is your best guarantor of a certain
outcome rather than lots and lots of checks, and that
is why the Civil Service Code is absolutely at the heart
of this debate.

Q542 Chairman: Would it be fair to say, therefore,
as we come to the election that the precautions, using
your nuclear example, should be emphasised as far as
all government information service departments are
concerned?
Mr Byrne: Absolutely right. I think there probably is
a need to emphasise it as you approach an election,
whenever the Prime Minister chooses to hold it, but
I think it is a message that bears repeating at times
when there is not an election looming either. Frankly,
it is something that you have got to endlessly repeat;
it is extremely important.

Q543 Chairman: The number of civil service press
oYcers has grown from 216 since 1998 to something
like 373. That is quite a big increase. Why has that
increase taken place?
Mr Byrne: I think there are a couple of reasons. There
has obviously been a communication revolution over
the last decade and that means that there are now
many, many more channels and there are many,
many more media organisations and they are pretty
hungry organisations, and the Government, I do not
think, could put itself in a position where it was
having to say to such media organisations, “Well, it’s
all very well that you have these demands on us for
information and news about what we’re doing, but,
I’m sorry, we’re not resourced to provide that service
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to you”; that would be an intolerable situation. I was
looking at this last night and the number of press
oYcers, as you point out, has grown by about 72%
and the number of radio stations over the equivalent
period has gone from 204 to 453, which is, by my
maths, up by about 126%, and the number of
broadcast stations licensed to broadcast TV has
grown from 57 to 940, which is a 16-fold increase, and
the result of those changes means that the
Government now faces out on 3,000 journalists at the
BBC alone—

Q544 Lord Maxton: They are all in America!
Mr Byrne: —and 374 people in the press gallery,
1,500 foreign journalists and nearly 3,500 consumer
magazines. They all make demands on the
Government, and that is absolutely right. In this new
world, people’s expectations are that the
Government responds to those organisations
because those are the channels that people use to
access their news and information about what the
Government is doing with their hard-earned taxes, so
the public appetite for information is exploding. I do
not think it is going to diminish any time soon, and I
think it is quite right that the Government does gear
up to make sure that information about what the
Government is up to—

Q545 Chairman: As we showed in our last Report,
the fact that there are quite a lot of new outlets does
not necessarily mean to say that there are a lot of
people banging at your door asking for more
information, radio stations being a prime example
where, if they are music stations, they are not liable
to be asking you much about the intricacies of health
policy or nuclear policy.
Mr Byrne: I think that is true to an extent, but,
nonetheless, what I found, for example, as Minister
for the West Midlands over the last year, was that I
was talking to, for example, a huge number of radio
stations on a day-to-day basis. Many of them were
music stations. They were not looking for terribly
long contributions from me; they were looking for
short and punchy sentences, but nonetheless, the
demand and appetite is there.

Q546 Chairman: How many short and punchy
sentences did you have to reply?
Mr Byrne: Well, I rarely got the chance to actually
listen to what they broadcast.

Q547 Chairman: So really what you are saying is
that the increase in numbers is because of increase in
demand?
Mr Byrne: Absolutely, and the change in public
expectations.

Q548 Lord Maxton: Do 24-hour news services, of
which we now have several, mean that basically,
whereas in the past presumably press oYcers worked
from nine to five or put out the press stuV and then
went home, now, with 24-hour news services, they
have to be manned 24 hours, there have to be people
on duty 24 hours a day?
Mr Byrne: That is absolutely right.
Chairman: There was never this wonderful world that
Lord Maxton talks about of press oYcers being there
nine to five, even in my day! They were there up until
midnight.
Lord Maxton: All right, they are now there from
midnight until six.

Q549 Bishop of Manchester: I want to ask you a
question about budgeting, but, before I get to that,
can we just explore this issue of staYng a little bit
further because I want to narrow it down now to the
communications staV in the Cabinet OYce itself.
Again, there has been really quite a significant
increase there in the last 10 years from 23 to 38, as I
understand it. Taking on board the points that you
have just been making more generally about the civil
service press oYcers, I wonder if you can define for us
the range of responsibilities for those who are
employed in this way in the Cabinet OYce and give
rather more specific reasons, if you are able to, as to
why there has been that increase within this
particular area.
Mr Byrne: Well, about one-third, I think it is about
29%, of the Cabinet OYce’s communications budget
is devoted to media-handling, and there are three
general reasons and three specific reasons for the
growth. The general reasons are not enormously
diVerent from the conversation that we have just had,
but they would include the new needs to publish
electronic media, both the websites and other
electronic media channels. Secondly, those staV are
now serving a 24/7 media environment, and of course
it is not just stories that might emerge in our own
media any time of day or night, but the global
interconnectedness of today’s media organisations
means that stories can surface anywhere in the world
at any point in a 24/7 news cycle, so that is sort of the
second general reason. The third general reason goes
back to the arrangements for increased transparency
which are now placed, particularly, around freedom
of information requests, and which lead to a much
greater number of demands made by the media,
rightly—and not just about business at the Cabinet
OYce, but also at Number 10 as well. Those are the
three general reasons. The three specific reasons
merely relate to the increased scope and
responsibilities that the Cabinet OYce has taken on
over the last while. The creation of the OYce of the
Third Sector at the Cabinet OYce brought with it
new demands for communications with a very wide
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variety of stakeholders. It is perfectly right that they
expect news and information about what the Cabinet
OYce is doing in that field. The second is that the
establishment of the Social Exclusion Task Force in
June 2006 also led to an increase in the appetite
amongst national news organisations and also
specialist news organisations in what was going on.
The third specific reason is the shift of cross-
government media co-ordination of security
intelligence and resilience into Cabinet OYce
communications as well. There is not one single thing
that I could point to and say, “It’s that reason”, but
I think that actually there are some general reasons
and there are some quite specific reasons as well.

Q550 Bishop of Manchester: Obviously, there are
some very cogent points about an increase in staV,
but where does this end? What is your current
mathematical projection for the number of increases
in staV between now and, say, 18 months’ time when
there may be a general election, or have we come to
a point where now there are no more staV increases
imminent?
Mr Byrne: It is a great question and one that I am not
ready to answer yet because we are going into the
process of business planning for the year ahead now,
which will probably take two or three months and,
like every other part of government, I will be looking
for eYciencies, so I have already commissioned
advice on what eYciencies it is possible to deliver in
the communications area.

Q551 Bishop of Manchester: So we could, I think,
face a decrease in the number of staV?
Mr Byrne: It is perfectly possible. I would not want
to prejudge the development of the business plan of
course, but I think it is incumbent in current
economic conditions on every part of government to
make sure that value for money is really emphasised
with some degree of force behind Prime Ministers.

Q552 Bishop of Manchester: Earlier on, you
mentioned the percentage within the budget for
media-handling, and I know that all of this is public
information, but it would just help as a shortcut if
you were able to tell us the figures which are available
for the budget of the Communications Department
of the Cabinet OYce and, although you have given a
percentage figure, what the actual figure within that
is for the media-handling.
Mr Byrne: Sure. It is £1.176 million.

Q553 Bishop of Manchester: That is overall or for
the media bit?
Mr Byrne: That is for the media-handling
component, so that is 29% of the Cabinet OYce’s
communications budget, which is £4.069 million.

Q554 Chairman: Every time we ask this question of
a government department, we get a reply which tells
us what the cost is, but yet there does not seem to be
an overall cost that anyone can give.
Mr Byrne: An overall cost of?

Q555 Chairman: An overall cost from government
generally of all the departments.
Mr Byrne: Let me ask that question and see what I
can furnish the Committee with.

Q556 Lord Maxton: Could I just suggest one
possible explanation to you and that is that there are
of course some other things press oYcers do which
relate across several departments. We got that from
the Department of Health, in particular, where they
will do, say, a campaign on obesity which of course
covers the Education Department and in fact I think
they said it was five diVerent departments. Does that
blur it, if you like?
Mr Byrne: It certainly does, and there are also
centrally managed communications channels.
Directgov is a good example: Directgov, I think, has
something like 274 diVerent services on it at the
moment and there will be services that contribute to
Directgov from all parts of government, so it will
often be diYcult in terms of slicing and dicing up the
numbers.

Q557 Chairman: But it does seem odd, because we
have had the Ministry of Defence come in and they
have given us their budget and they have given us the
number of people they employ in the
communications area, and the Department of Health
and the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce have
done the same, three of the biggest departments in
government, and now you have done the same. It
should be possible. One is not asking for it down to
the nearest pound, but it should be possible to get
some rough estimate of how much the Government is
spending on communications.
Mr Byrne: Absolutely, it is an extremely reasonable
question, so let me see what I can put together for
you.

Q558 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Again, I am finding
this fascinating as the figures are coming out, but
what does slightly concern me is how you decide what
is an appropriate percentage of the entire budget for
your Department for communications, because, let
us face it, you have got a lot of competing issues there
that need the resources, and we all know we are going
into a pretty tight time for any extra resources the
other way. Could you give a little more guidance on
that?
Mr Byrne: As the Committee will know, I have not
been in this business very long, my background is in
business, and budget-setting for these kinds of
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overhead costs is always diYcult, and you have got to
look at the demand out in front of you. It is
important that the Government satisfies media
organisations by making sure that information and
news is available. because they too have customers
and those customers happen to be the people who
elect the Government and pay our wages, so those
demands are not unreasonable, they do need to be
met, but obviously Ministers have to balance
budgets, so I do not think there is a science to it. I
think it is ultimately a question of ministerial
judgment, but you are absolutely right to emphasise
that at the moment and for the year ahead there is a
new importance attached to people like me looking
very hard at these cost bases and asking searching
questions about how eYciencies can be delivered, but
it will always be a balance: what portion of the
demand that is out there do we satisfy. We do not
want to be a closed, insular government that just sort
of says, “Well, we’d love to tell you, but actually
we’re sort of retrenching communications staV and
we just haven’t got the resources to tell you the
answer”.

Q559 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You do not think it
might be fair to think that a rather higher proportion
for communications could be interpreted as a better
way of getting the party message, not just the
government message, over to the country?
Mr Byrne: I am sure it could be interpreted like that
in some quarters, and this is why the argument that
Sir Gus O’Donnell began to advance is enormously
important to build on. This is a very new argument,
but, if you talk to front-line professionals in health,
education and in teaching, all will say that prevention
is better than cure and that, if we are to drive, for
example, the public health agenda that Alan Johnson
has set out, we are just not going to deliver on that
agenda successfully unless we change people’s
behaviour, so winning an argument that says,
“Communications budgets are actually now part and
parcel of service-delivery” is really important, but I
do think that it is quite a new argument and it is going
to take some development and articulation, if truth
be told.

Q560 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: It is obviously
interesting, the whole business of special advisers,
which of course started under previous governments
and so on, but they have grown quite considerably, I
think, from 38 at a cost of £1.8 million to 73 at a cost
of £5.9 million. Now, can you give any sort of
indication as to why you think that side of it has
happened?
Mr Byrne: I think this is extremely interesting and I
think there are three points that are important for me
when I was thinking about this over the last week. I
think the first point is to reiterate that the presence of

special advisers, as many of the Committee will have
had personal experience of, actually makes the Civil
Service’s job of staying impartial and objective much
easier, because, if questions from the news and media
organisations do begin to veer into the political,
actually they have got a pretty clear signpost that
they can point to: “That’s not my job, as a civil
servant, to answer that question, that’s the special
adviser’s job to answer”. I think that point was
underlined well by Michael Ellam in the evidence that
he gave to the Committee. I think the second point is
that a key factor in the growth in the number of civil
servants, I would observe, is through the creation of a
bigger special adviser team at Number 10. Both Tony
Blair and Gordon Brown were absolutely clear that
they wanted to ensure that there was a strong centre
in government, that the centre of government was
setting the agenda for the whole of government and
public service change and delivery, and that has been
a key factor in the rise of the number of civil servants.
The third point though is that my own experience of
working with special advisers, particularly the team
of special advisers at Number 10 that have been put
together over the years, is that many of these
individuals are quite extraordinary people in that the
depth of specialist knowledge that they bring to their
work in many cases is internationally recognised.
They are all people who treasure public service and
who believe in the ideals of public service, but have
managed to combine that with extraordinary
intellectual depth and presence as well. They are an
impressive bunch of people, and actually I think
having a strong centre is quite important in 21st-
Century government, so growth there has been, but I
think the prize of a strong centre has been worth it.

Q561 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You have moved
on to my second question too, but, even looking at
the increase generally, you have mentioned the point
about the specialism, but what proportion of their
time would be spent primarily on the media and
communications work?
Mr Byrne: This is an important question as well. At
Number 10, of the special advisers that are at
Number 10, only two are employed to deal primarily
with the media and, of the special advisers employed
across government, only 13 are employed primarily
to deal with the media, so very much the balance of
special advisers in government is skewed towards the
development and articulation of public policy which,
to me, feels right. I can understand from civil servants
the argument that the presence of a special adviser to
deal with the media is very helpful because it helps
protect the integrity and impartiality of the Civil
Service, but, on closer inspection, it would appear
that the lion’s share of special advisers in government
are working on policy questions rather than
answering phone calls from the fourth estate.
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Q562 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Sorry, I need to
follow this up a bit more because 24 out of the 73
special advisers today are in fact working at Number
10, working on policy at really quite considerable
cost overall of everybody we have got of £1.8 million.
How much of that really is justified rather than
should be paid by the party itself if they are special
advisers?
Mr Byrne: I think the costs are right, and, if you ask
members of the media what fraction of Number 10
people they thought were devoted to the media, I
doubt they would guess actually that only two of
those 24 are employed primarily to deal with the
media, but those are the facts. Again, I think a strong
centre in government is a prize worth having and I
think, if you can bring together the range of
specialists that Gordon Brown has brought together,
that is a prize worth having because I think public
policy is better for it.

Q563 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You are not
concerned about the amount of public money as
opposed to party money? Is all the work they are
doing governmental as opposed to party? One is
assuming that special advisers have got a rather
diVerent role.
Mr Byrne: No, I am pretty convinced that the prize
of a strong centre is a prize worth having. Obviously,
it is important not to go mad with the budgets, and
the number of special advisers at Number 10 and
indeed across government is now lower under
Gordon Brown than it was under Tony Blair, so it is
important that these costs are not allowed to run out
of control, but I think the balances in the budgets that
we have got at the moment are right.

Q564 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: One of
the topics we have discussed at several sessions and
taken evidence on is the question of selective briefings
and particularly the sort of examples where the
Minister has a chat with a journalist and trails some
new policy, and a number of journalists from whom
we have heard were quite sanguine about that. They
said, “Well, it’s inevitable, it’s just part of the
system”, but we have also heard a less sanguine view
which says, “Well, actually, how can you square this
approach with the Phillis recommendations of
openness?”, so what are your thoughts on this
question of selective trailing?
Mr Byrne: Three thoughts really. The first is that the
number of journalists in the Lobby is high, so there
are 374 members of the press gallery, for example, on
top of foreign journalists, which number about 1,500,
and that is quite a lot of people. If truth be told, not
all of them are interested in everything and there will
be specialists within their number, and you have
heard from a few of them, so selective briefing, I
think, is inevitable because some of them will just be

more interested in certain subjects than others. Many
of them have got extraordinary depths of knowledge,
expertise and experience on some of the policy
questions that they write about, so sometimes it will
make sense for government communicators to spend
a bit of time with a handful of people who actually
know their subject inside out and are genuinely
interested in it than banging out a press release for
374 people in a sort of blanket kind of fashion. Some
of the questions that the Government needs to
explain are complicated. If we want to avoid a
situation where we are dumbing down explanations
of government policy, then often it will make more
sense for government communicators to spend a
limited time with a select number of people who
really know their stuV and, frankly, who are pretty-
well-qualified to ask more searching and more
demanding questions and who will hear messages
and listen to them and have plenty of salt to pinch
when they are listening to what they are being told.

Q565 Chairman: I think what we are trying to get at
is trailing announcements. Obviously, we understand
that the health correspondents might be more
interested in health, but it is the trailing of
announcements to one or two newspapers or to one
newspaper or before it is made in Parliament, that is
what we are trying to get to.
Mr Byrne: I think trailing is probably always going to
go on, but I think concern about trailing sometimes
can be a bit overdone. If truth be told, the way that
policy is made now is pretty open and pretty
collaborative. There are in this business very few
bolts from the blue, and very often policy
announcements, even when they are made to
everybody, are not going to win prizes for originality
because actually there would normally have been an
open consultation process. It is typically in the
Cabinet OYce’s guidelines that the Government has
to publish a response to consultations, and actually
that is a perfectly sensible way of making policy in the
21st Century, but it does diminish the originality of
policy announcements when they are made. The
question that you get stuck in is: when is a trail a trail?
Is a trail when you launch a policy consultation? Is a
trail when it closes? Is a trail when you publish the
Government’s response? Is a trail when you
announce the direction of government policy? When
is a trail a trail, because a lot of these things will be
conducted in such an open way? Increasingly, we see
diVerent parts of government asking civil servants to
speak about operational matters in the media, but
also to a much wider range of stakeholders, and very
often you will have media in those organisations. I
remember having these kinds of conversations when
I was at the UK Border Agency. The general culture
of transparency now, I think, does sort of pose
questions about when a trail is a trail. I know the
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question that you are driving at, but I just think,
having thought about it, that it is probably never
really going to go away, because policy is just not
made in dark rooms any more: policy is made in an
open and collaborative way, and policy is stronger
for that.

Q566 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: The
journalists from whom we took evidence are very
clear that trails, however defined, take place and that
it is a perfectly accepted piece of practice that
Ministers will talk to a journalist whom they regard
as understanding or receptive.
Mr Byrne: Or both.

Q567 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: Or both,
yes, and it may mean politically or it may mean
technically, but the fact is that they accept that it goes
on, so the question I am asking, and I think you have
answered, is that actually it can be justified. I think
that is what you have just said, so perhaps you could
confirm that.
Mr Byrne: I think it can be justified. I think, to a
degree, it is inevitable, and actually I do not think it
is necessarily a bad thing. Just the sheer complexity of
today’s media environment poses new questions
about how government communicators get their
messages through to taxpayers. There are now
significant groups of taxpayers who just do not buy
national newspapers and who do just listen to the
radio or who do just access information through
websites, so sometimes government communicators
have to make quite diYcult judgments about how
you best connect with the audience that you are
trying to reach, so I suspect it is going to remain quite
a complicated story.

Q568 Baroness Scott of Needham Market: Just to
follow on then, if you have, I do not know, 20 health
specialists on your books and your Health Minister
decides to talk to one of them above the others,
would a briefing to one health specialist only be
appropriate from a special adviser or a Minister, or
would it be appropriate for a civil servant to give that
sort of briefing?
Mr Byrne: Interesting. I think that, if it is a
substantial announcement, then it should not be
selectively briefed at all, it should be brought to the
House first and foremost. The number of oral
statements is increasing now, and I think both the
Prime Minister and the Speaker have been pretty
clear about their expectation of Ministers, and they
are absolutely right to set out that expectation, but, if
an announcement is of less substance and less import,
then sometimes there will be selective briefings, and
actually I think sometimes it is justifiable for civil
servants to undertake selective briefings, so, if you are
dealing with a particularly complicated piece of

policy or, for example, you are publishing an
evidence paper, then sometimes the civil servants will
be just best-qualified to provide members of the
media with an explanation of what the Government
is doing or what the Government is trying to get
across.

Q569 Chairman: Should the same information not
be available to everybody? That is really the point.
Why should you actually choose one person? Should
it not be a general principle that, when information is
published, it should actually be published for
everyone?
Mr Byrne: Absolutely, and I think that is the general
principle that governments should operate by.

Q570 Bishop of Manchester: As we get nearer to an
election, the trailing of information to particular
newspapers, for example, begins to take on not
merely government information aspects, but
potentially party-political propaganda. Now, do
you, at the Cabinet OYce, keep a close eye on the
balance between the particular newspapers or
whatever in the way in which that information is
delivered because, as we approach these 18 months,
if certain newspapers are beginning to get more
information trailed to them than others, that is
actually rather a serious issue?
Mr Byrne: Interesting. That is something that I
possibly do need to reflect on because I can see the
argument that you are making and it is an important
argument. Sometimes though, political selective
briefing can be about ambitions for policy rather than
the reality of policy, and that is why it is quite a
diYcult line to tread, is it not, because sometimes you
will have Ministers who might want to take policy in
a certain direction, but actually what they are doing
is they are having a political argument, so, if you
take, for example, an important part of my party’s
policy-making process, which reaches a sort of
climax every couple of years with a conference at
Warwick, very often you will see in the newspapers
politicians, trade unions and party activists talking to
the media about the debates that they are having.
Now, very often people are having an argument
about politics and our civic life is healthier for it, so
sometimes it is just quite diYcult to separate what is a
policy and political ambition from, “This is what the
Government is going to do next week”.

Q571 Lord Maxton: But is not some of this selective
trailing actually down to the journalists rather than
to the civil servants or Ministers or press oYcers? In
other words, if a journalist discovers or thinks that
there is something about to happen, so he phones up
the press oYce and says, “Is this about to happen?”,
what do they do? Do they say, “No”, and then two
hours later it is announced, or do they say, “Yes, this
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is what’s happening”? Why should that, if you like,
better journalist be prejudiced against those if you
then give it to everybody?
Mr Byrne: You draw attention to quite a point,
which is that members of the media are very
competitive individuals, and I have personally been
on the receiving end of phone calls from journalists
who have said, “Well, are you going to do this?” and
actually the right position at that stage, because there
might not be cross-government policy agreed, is that
you might say, “Well, I’m not in a position to
comment on that”, so the story is then, “Minister
refuses to deny”, and that is then your headline. You
would not call that media-fabricated news, would
you, but it is certainly media-driven headlines.

Q572 Chairman: That is simply what actually
happens in the relationship, and your response seems
to me to be the correct response. Let me give you an
example of October 24. There was a debate, which I
think Lady Scott and others will remember, in the
House of Lords about change of policy and allowing
women to buy back contributions to get a full
pension, and that was debated in the House of Lords
at the committee stage and then, lo and behold, on
October 24, although no amendment had gone down
in the House of Lords, it was announced on the front
page of the Daily Mail with the Secretary of State
actually being quoted in some detail. Now, that is
actually pre-announcing something, by definition.
Do you defend that kind of thing as well?
Mr Byrne: I am not familiar with that story, although
I will have a look at it now you have drawn it to my
attention. I think I would just underline what I said a
moment or two ago about the importance of
significant policy announcements being made to the
House first rather than to the media.
Chairman: Well, let us come on to that point in
particular, the primacy of Parliament.

Q573 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: It has been very
interesting to listen to the discussion so far, Minister,
but it seems that the direction that it is going in means
that transparency really makes confidentiality a very
diYcult principle to maintain. Quite often documents
are embargoed, but, if, as you say, so much of the
information that is in that document is already
common knowledge because of the degree of
consultation, transparency, openness, et cetera, it
then brings us to the point of wondering really
whether the primacy of Parliament can continue to be
respected and what is a new policy announcement
that has remained so confidential that it does not
need an embargo and Parliament hears about it first?
How can you construct a principle which actually
preserves what, I suppose, is still considered in many
people’s eyes as a very important factor in the way the
country is governed?

Mr Byrne: That is a fantastic question. I think it is
always going to be a matter of judgment, but I have
found, in my very short career as a Minister, that I do
find myself thinking about accountability to
Parliament every single day. It is something that
infuses the way that you work. You are constantly
asking yourself, “Am I being presented with
something or am I making a decision that Parliament
needs to know about and where Parliament needs to
be informed?” I think what you have also seen good
Ministers do over the years, and no one
administration can take credit for this, but what good
Ministers do is they use the House in order to debate
questions that are not fully formed. An example from
my own experience is with the big changes that we
were making to the immigration system on which I
asked for a topical debate in the House about the
advent of the points system, and actually our policy
was far more sophisticated and richer for the debate
that we had in the House, so the House authorities
making time for Members of the House to debate
these things is very important and something that
Ministers should exploit, I think, because I think
policy is better for the experience that is brought to
bear in both Houses. This question though of
transparency is an interesting one because you
suggested that a trend was in a certain direction and
I was sort of fascinated by this question to do a little
bit of research. This is not necessarily a sort of all-
encompassing answer, but I do think that prime
ministerial statements to the House do give us an
indication of the direction of travel. I looked back
over the last four Prime Ministers and just looked at
the number of oral statements they made to the
House. Lady Thatcher made one oral statement
every 24 days on average, Sir John Major made one
statement every 23 days on average, Tony Blair made
one statement every 19 days on average and, in his
short tenure as Prime Minister, Gordon Brown has
made one statement, on average, every 11 days, so I
think you can see that the trend is actually towards
greater accountability towards Parliament and I
think that is very welcome.

Q574 Chairman: You are just using the prime
ministerial statements, are you not?
Mr Byrne: Absolutely, which, as I say, is but one
base point.

Q575 Chairman: You are missing out every
government department in the land.
Mr Byrne: Well, there have been 114 oral statements
since the end of June 2007, so, if you count the total
of oral statements, you can see that we are not, in the
House, short of oral statements at the moment, but
this question, I do think, requires constant invention
on the part of the House authorities. I think the
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advent of Westminster Hall debates has been an
important contribution and I think the advent of
topical debates and topical questions on the floor of
the House is an important innovation, but this is not
something that is going to stand still. I am constantly
struck by my limited knowledge of policy questions
in relation to Members of the House, and the more
that Ministers can use the House in order to thrash
through diYcult questions, in my view, the better.

Q576 Baroness Eccles of Moulton: That does give
rise to a question which is not actually part of what
we have written down to talk about, but it is strictly
relevant to what you have just said, using the House
in order to help to form policy, and that is the fact
that in the next session we are told that we are going
to be sitting for fewer days than we have since the
Second World War, apart from the years when there
is a general election. Does that not rather run counter
to having enough time to openly and productively
discuss policy proposals in the House?
Mr Byrne: Not necessarily, because this is always a
question of supply and demand. We have now been
given our supply in terms of the number of days
available, but what we have not yet been given is our
demand in terms of the Government’s legislative
programme, so the Queen’s Speech, I think, will be an
important opportunity to answer that question in
the round.

Q577 Lord Maxton: Is some of this whole question
about Parliament and making statements to
Parliament not in part due to the increase in the
media? If we take the statement yesterday by the
Health Secretary on the provision of drugs being paid
for by individuals, that has been an ongoing debate
for several weeks in the media and the public, and
quite rightly so. It would have been absurd for Alan
Johnson not to have said anything. I am sure
journalists were pestering the Department of Health
yesterday before the statement to find out what it was
about. It obviously was going to be about that. What
else was it going to be about? Do you see what I
mean? It just opens up the whole area of thinking. At
one level governments are accountable to the
electorate as well as to Parliament.
Mr Byrne: Your point underlines the importance of
making major policy amendments to the House first.
In the spirit of the way in which policy should be
made in the twenty-first century, I do think there are
new ways in which you can pool expertise and
analyse it, chew it over, think about it and reflect on
it. Obviously the advent of digital media presents all
sorts of new opportunities to do that. The House is a
pretty good place to do that in as well in my
experience.

Q578 Chairman: So you defend the traditional view
that important announcements—and I agree that
there is always some debate about what is important
and what is not—should be made in the House first?
Mr Byrne: Yes. I did not expect to come to this
Committee and admit I was a traditionalist, but you
seem to have boxed me into that corner!

Q579 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Minister, I am
going to try and wrap up the last few questions into
one portmanteau question which you can pick the
bones out of as best you can. You spoke in your
opening statement about the importance of what you
called the digital divide and we have referred to it in
that way too. I think you mentioned 10 million users
of government information via websites. What
proportion of the total amount of information that
the Government is putting out is going through
websites and is not available by any other means?
What view do you take of the people who are not at
the moment, for various reasons, able to access
information in that way? You will have read the
evidence that we had from the Citizens Advice
Bureau on that subject. Are you monitoring whether
or not your information is getting through by other
means to people who do not have access to digital
forms? The Citizens Advice Bureau is an example of
a voluntary sector organisation that is extremely
important in delivering information which, if not
directly coming from Government, is connected to
government services. They are very concerned that
the relationship between government departments
and them as providers of a service is not particularly
well integrated. I wonder whether you have any
reflections on how the third sector, which is now an
important part of your brief, can be better integrated
and involved in the business of delivering
government information eVectively. Finally,
connected to that is the question of cross-
departmental issues such as the availability of
benefits. This is an issue which the Citizens Advice
Bureau pointed out was very important, that people
who are trying to access one kind of benefit or a tax
credit are not necessarily being informed through
another department that they might be eligible for
something else. That is just an example of where
government information may fall down into the
cracks between diVerent kinds of departmental
communication.
Mr Byrne: This is an area where I personally would
very much welcome the Committee’s observations
because, as I said in my opening statement, this is a
question that is going to become more significant
over the next 10 years rather than less significant. I
spent most of my business career in the technology
sector. The advent of new technology does allow us
to create diVerent kinds of packages of services and
diVerent kinds of packages of information that are
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much better customised and tailored around the
individual or indeed an individual community. If we
are to do that as eVectively as we might it will very
often require working with third sector organisations
who have just got a much better insight and a much
better connection with the communities or
individuals that we are trying to reach. My colleague
Tom Watson has led what is an absolutely pioneering
field of policy development at the Cabinet OYce over
the last year around the power of information, which
is a demand on government really. It is about how the
Government makes sure that it is releasing
information that it might have in one form or another
out there into the atmosphere so that intermediary
organisations can package it, put it together with
other things, bundle it with other services, in order to
provide a certain kind of service to certain
individuals. Netmums is a good example of an
organisation that brings together a whole range of
government information, with some government
services, with a whole range of advice and
information too into a service that is pretty well
tailored to the audience that it is trying to serve. That
is quite a complicated question, but if you have got
people who are sitting outside those opportunities,
for example, who do not have access to the internet
or electronic media, then you are going to get a new
inequality in service delivery. That is a very long way
of saying that this is an important area on which I
would welcome the Committee’s observations. It is
important not to lose sight of the fact that there are
32 million people online, that is 67% of the UK
population and so the internet will remain an
important service delivery channel for public
services. If you are asking what monitoring we do of
how government is delivering these services to
diVerent people in diVerent ways, well, that is
ultimately down to individual departments to answer
because they have to be held accountable for whether
their services are being delivered in the right way. In
David Varney’s proposals around modernising
government that were published a while ago there
were a set of principles in this field, the most
important of which was that when you are thinking
about service delivery mechanisms your key test is
whether the people you are trying to serve can
actually get access to it. Sometimes that will mean
help-lines, sometimes it will mean the internet,
sometimes it will mean physical service delivery
channels, sometimes it will mean retaining the good
old fashioned stuV called paper, and sometimes it will
mean working with third sector organisations in a
new way. For example, if you look at the way in
which the Eaga Partnership worked on the
Government’s warm front programme, there is a
third sector organisation which works in
constituencies like mine which has much better
marketing techniques than diVerent parts of

government. It can tell me on a day-to-day basis what
warm front grants have been delivered in my
constituency, and they are also now working with the
fire and rescue service in installing fire alarms to
prevent fires. There will be a whole range of ways in
which these services can be put together in diVerent
channels. The key test for departments, Ministers
and civil servants is who is it that you are trying to
reach, tailor the way you are trying to deliver services
to your audience—

Q580 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: The number
that you gave, which is 67% of people have access to
the internet, is pretty much exactly what the Citizens
Advice Bureau told us in a diVerent way, that is, they
said 35% of people do not. They also confirmed that
a very significant proportion of the people they deal
with, that is to say, people who are generally speaking
in need of help and support, fall within that 35%. In
your view is it the business of government, because of
the way internet and digital technology is developing,
simply to press the remaining 35% of people who
cannot at the moment access that kind of
information to do so by some means or another? One
mechanism for doing that would be to withdraw
other forms of information so they have got to
somehow. I am not suggesting that is what you do but
that would be one way. Or do you take the view, for
example, that there will always be a quantum of
people for whom that kind of accessing of
information is not going to be appropriate for one
reason or another?
Mr Byrne: I take very much the latter view. Part of
the answer obviously is increasing the penetration of
internet services. That is why we have got three
Ministers who are working on digital issues; Paul
Murphy is the Minister for Digital Inclusion. There
are important programmes, for example, the Home
Access Programme that DCSF is running, which are
driving up the penetration rates for internet services,
but that is never going to be 100% of the answer. So in
a constituency like mine, for example, which has the
fourth highest unemployment in the country—two
wards out of four are amongst the most deprived
wards in the country—rates of internet penetration
are very low. That means I might be able to deliver
certain kinds of advice through liambyrne.co.uk, but
it also means I need to do monthly surgeries, it means
I need to do school gate surgeries once a week, it
means I need to do resident meetings twice a month
and, of course, I have to knock on doors and ring
people up. There is a whole range of diVerent ways in
which modern service deliverers have to go to the
people they are seeking to serve. For some services
for sure the internet is a good way of doing it.
Directgov provides 240 services from eight
departments; it serves 11 million people and it is very
good at providing a range of diVerent services all in
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one place. At your other extreme are initiatives like
third sector organisations like Eaga Partnership,
which are delivering information and guidance about
warm fronts or fire alarms. What they do is go and
knock on people’s doors in target areas.

Q581 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall: Are they able
to access government information eVectively to do
what you need them to do, because that is part of the
same issue?
Mr Byrne: There is always going to be enormous
room for improvement in these areas, but they will be
able to access services. One of the most exciting new
areas where government and public sector reform
will be able to support third sector organisations in
helping deliver government services is by actually
studying harder what tools third sector organisations
would find useful in delivering those services.
Sometimes those tools will be online. For example, if
you are a travel agent you will have access to the
Sabre booking system. That is a system that is
provided by a consortium of airlines; it is on travel
agents’ desks. That is the sort of tool that they can
then brand and customise and use how they see fit. In
the future there will be electronic tools of that nature
which will help third sector organisations or indeed
other organisations deliver services more eVectively.
This is very much a spectrum. The overriding
principle has got to be who is it you are trying to
reach and how do you deliver services in an
integrated way, which was another point you made.

Q582 Lord Maxton: There is a debate about top-
slicing the BBC licence or whether when we get to
digital switch-oV there will be part of the licence
there. I would argue that rather than using that to
subsidise other broadcasters, it should be used to
ensure the provision of broadband to every
household in the country, which would then allow
everybody to have internet access. Secondly, internet
access is available in public libraries, in CAB rooms,
but there is the question of personal security in all of
those. Does not the Government’s policy of
providing ID cards come close to overcoming that
particular problem?
Mr Byrne: I think it does. When I was the Minister
with oversight strategically for ID cards one of the
things that I was very anxious to do was make sure
that the Government’s policy for identity and
identity management embraced online services like
Directgov, the Government gateway, because it will
be increasingly important that people have a secure
way of locking down their identity, but the way that
you want to use that proof of identity for government
services needs to be as flexible as possible. If you have
got the ability to interoperate ID cards and the
Government gateway then you are providing a

service to potentially 11 million people. That is quite
a significant prize, particularly with the new security
features that it is possible to bundle into that service.

Q583 Chairman: Would it be within the remit of the
communications network to publish guidance on
working with the voluntary sector to improve
communication with the public and getting clear
advice available to the public on government
initiatives?
Mr Byrne: I think it would. I think this is something
that I will ask the OYce of the Third Sector in the
Cabinet OYce to work with COI in thinking through,
because I think that suggestion from the Committee
would be positive.

Q584 Chairman: I want to ask about the lobby
system. You referred to the greater openness that
there is now, but you did say that the lobby meeting,
which is open virtually to everybody, is not televised.
Why is it not televised?
Mr Byrne: I am not enormously well qualified to
comment on this so I will defer to the professional
judgement of others. I think that this is a
conversation that the Prime Minister’s OYcial
Spokesman Michael Ellam has had with members of
the lobby. I think the conclusion that they reached
was that they would all feel more comfortable if they
were able to conduct their business in a way that was
transparent but not necessarily televised. On that
question I would defer to their judgement. What is
important is that you do not get yourself into a
situation where you have got members of the lobby
not feeling comfortable in their working environment
and therefore not coming along to—

Q585 Chairman: These are journalists we are talking
about, not old age pensioners!
Mr Byrne: You know, like me, they are pretty
sensitive individuals.

Q586 Chairman: Mr Bishop, it is unfair to ask you,
but you are not staying in the government service
forever, are you?
Mr Bishop: No. I am moving on at the end of
January. I have got the great honour of becoming
Chief Executive of the Southbank Centre.

Q587 Chairman: So you can give a frank answer
before you go.
Mr Bishop: I hope I have always been giving you
frank answers.

Q588 Chairman: And what is it, about televising
the lobby?
Mr Bishop: I must admit, you saw a smile on my face
because the thought crossed my mind that these days
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television channels, all of them, including the BBC,
do chase ratings and I was wondering what sort of
audience that might get.

Q589 Chairman: Assume you get extracts. You do
not have to cover the whole thing. Even in Parliament
you get extracts of it. I think I am getting the message
that as the lobby does not really want it you are not
really prepared to push it.

Supplementary letter from the Cabinet Office

Government Communications

At the committee hearing on Wednesday 5 November, I promised to look into giving you an overall figure on
the cost of government communications.

As you know, individual departments are responsible for determining their own budgets, resourcing and
structure. As such, the communications function in each department does not always fit into a single
directorate with a single budget.

Comparing the cost of government communications across diVerent departments is therefore complicated and
likely to result in a distorted overall figure—what some departments include as communications activity,
others do not.

For accurate information that highlights general trends in government communications spend, I kindly refer
you to the information previously provided to the committee from the Central OYce of Information.

I understand that you may find this response disappointing but I do hope that the data provided thus far will
be suYcient for the committee to complete its much anticipated report.

26 November 2008

Mr Byrne: I do not think so. I would be extremely
nervous about damaging the lobby’s comfort level in
their interactions with government.

Q590 Chairman: I think that is exactly what I just
said. Thank you very much for coming. We have
enjoyed our conversation with you. Perhaps if we
have got any other questions we could come back
to you.
Mr Byrne: Thank you very much.
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Written Evidence

Memorandum by the Chartered Institute of Public Relations

Introduction

1. The Chartered Institute of Public Relations (CIPR) is the UK’s leading public relations industry
professional body and oVers international leadership on issues of best practice and ethics. Founded in
February 1948, it today has over 9,000 members representing the public, private and voluntary sectors.

2. We are a member of the European PR federation CERP (Confédération Européenne des Relations
Publiques) and a founding member of the Global Alliance for Public Relations and Communications
Management, representing over 60 national public relations associations, of which our Director General Colin
Farrington is currently Chairman.

3. The Institute represents and serves the interests of people working in public relations in the UK and abroad.
We oVer access to information, advice and support, and provide networking and training opportunities
through a wide variety of events, conferences and workshops.

4. We are about developing skills, raising awareness, rewarding excellence, supporting our members and
giving public relations a voice at the highest levels. Our staV is dedicated to providing support for our members
and enhancing the professional reputation of the industry.

5. We frequently speak at national and international conferences, provide comments to the press and take an
active part in influencing new regulation concerning the industry, both nationally and internationally.

6. We are specialists in PR training and experts on conference management and seminars. Each semester we
oVer an extensive programme of training and events covering the most relevant topics of the PR profession.

7. In addition we oVer the post-graduate vocational CIPR Diploma and the Advanced Certificate courses in
public relations, and approve PR courses at undergraduate and postgraduate level at universities throughout
the UK.

8. Our aims are:

— to provide a professional structure for the practice of public relations;

— to enhance the ability and status of our members as professional practitioners;

— to represent and serve the professional interests of our members;

— to provide opportunities for members to meet and exchange views and ideas; and

— to raise standards within the profession through the promotion of best practice—including the
production of best practice guides, case studies, training events and our continuous professional
development scheme “Developing Excellence”.

9. Our evidence is based on consultation and discussions with a wide range of our diverse membership,
including serving members of the Government service, under the supervision of our Professional Practices
Committee and carried out by our Policy department.

Our Main Findings are

10. The professionalism of communication within the Government service has improved since the Phillis
report. There are some outstanding examples of excellent work. But performance is patchy, due largely to a de-
centralised professional structure, disparities in budgets and the commitment of senior oYcials and Ministers.
Training and professional development schemes are there in structure but not always implemented with
vigour. Departments have also varied greatly in understanding and grasping the implications of social media.
There remains an attachment to established ways of doing things, including the out-dated and unaccountable
lobby system.

11. If necessary we would be happy to provide oral evidence to assist the inquiry. We hope however that the
following responses to the specific questions are helpful.
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A Redefinition of the Role and Scope of Government Communications

“Our central recommendation is that communications should be redefined across government to mean
a continuous dialogue with all interested parties, encompassing a broader range of skills and techniques
than those associated with media relations. The focus of attention should be the general public”
(page 12).

12. Our experience is that there has been a re-balancing of the communications portfolio within Government
to a certain extent. Communicators are now using a broader raft of communications channels and techniques,
including direct contact with the public. However the focus of some senior oYcials and Ministers still seems
to be on “telling” the public and getting their name or policy in the media rather than engaging with them and
using other channels to engage in debate.

13. It also needs to be understood more fully that public relations can be properly evaluated and should not
be seen simply as an add-on to advertising, which can be wastefully expensive and ill-targeted. Government
communications should strive always to be transparent, ethical and professional and much of it is. But there
is still a long way to go before the notion of “spin” or “burying bad news” is forgotten. In the past the worst
culprits were former journalists who were catapulted into public relations positions without a grounding in
the profession; or special advisors with no communications background or skills. We feel that good training
could go a long way towards addressing these shortcomings.

A Strong Central Communications Structure

“We have recommended, and the government has already accepted, a new structure, led by a new
Permanent Secretary, Government Communications who will be Head of Profession, provide strategic
leadership for communications across government and build a new and authoritative communications
service within government. The Prime Minister’s Senior OYcial Spokesperson will report to the
Permanent Secretary, Government Communications, and will work alongside the Prime Minister’s
Director of Communication” (page 12).

14. The appointment of a Permanent Secretary was certainly a positive and necessary step and has helped to
assert the neutrality of the civil service role in communications. It has also ensured that communications has
been recognised as a strategic asset and activity within government requiring representation at the highest
level.

15. The formation of the Government Communications Network (GCN) has also enhanced the position of
professional communicators in the civil service by providing leadership, access to training and support to
departments which has improved capability. However there have been signs of departmental resistance and
the protection of departmental ‘fiefdoms’. Communicators need to have a professional status equivalent to
accountants, statisticians, lawyers etc, including standard and compulsory training and education, recognition
of professional structures etc, within the Government service. Unfortunately, despite the best eVorts of Howell
James, this has not to date been achieved.

Strong, Integrated Departmental Communications Structures

“We found inconsistencies between departments on the significance attached to the communications
function. We recommend that, led by the Director of Communication, each department’s
communications activity must clearly contribute to the achievement of the department’s overall policy
aims and objectives” (page 15).

16. There has been a significant improvement in the structure of communications within Departments;
inconsistencies remain with some departments performing better than others.

17. In some, particularly the outward-facing and delivery departments, communications has been re-
positioned and resourced as an important function with an increasing number of Communications Directors
taking on more senior roles. However, there are still a number of departments that neither position and
resource communications appropriately nor do they appreciate the contribution that communications can
make. In this respect the civil service has fallen behind best practice in industry, where the director of
communications almost invariably has a seat at the top table.

18. Likewise, there has been a notable improvement in communications practice across government
departments: practitioners are more skilled and more responsive. However, the picture is not uniform. While
there are many instances of departments displaying consistently good practice, there are still some
departments that do not.
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19. An example of successful co-ordination of communications between departments is the handling of the
recent foot and mouth outbreak. In addition we have appended with their agreement two current government
communications case studies taken from the CIPR Excellence Awards 2008—each of these has been short
listed in an open competition and represents best practice in their field. They show what Government
departments can achieve by winning awards in an open competition.

Greater Emphasis on Regional Communication

“Research told us the public want information that is more relevant to them and where they live. We
recommend that more investment should be made in communicating at a local and regional level and
more communication activity should be devolved into relevant regional government or public service
units” (page 18).

20. There is in the view of our advisors still work to be done to improve regional communications to connect
local people to national agenda issues. Generally communications are initiated, driven and controlled by the
centre. The Central OYce of Information (COI), with its strong regional network, should play an enhanced
role in devolving communication activity.

21. Equally there are some exceptions which deserve praise for the work they have done. There is evidence of
best practice from the Environment Agency, which has been short listed in a number of categories and across
a number of regions in the 2008 CIPR Pride Awards which recognise public relations success and achievement
in the nations and regions.

Recruitment and Training to Raise Professional Standards and Maintain Civil Service Impartiality

“We found inconsistency in recruitment and inequality in training opportunities. We recommend that
all communication specialists should be recruited to the same high standards. All those involved in
communications should have training that allows them to perform in a professional and eVective manner.
Ministers should not be involved in the selection process for communications professionals during open,
external competitions” (page 19).

22. We regard this as a key issue. The GCN has approached the CIPR to explore the opportunity to oVer
government communicators membership of the CIPR as a way of encouraging them to engage with their
professional body. This coincides with the launch of GCN Evolve, an online personal development framework
that helps government communicators assess their PR and communications skills. Launched in July 2008, this
initiative provides government communicators who have assessed their professional skills through completion
of their Evolve profile, the opportunity to join the CIPR at an attractive rate, and take advantage of all the
membership benefits aVorded to its members.

23. Discussions are in hand with the CIPR’s membership and education teams to explore how the CIPR’s
Continuous Professional Development (CPD) programme can be mapped directly with the Evolve
framework. There are also joint initiatives to promote Evolve at workshops running throughout July, August
and September 2008. This is a clear indication that GCN recognises the value of the CIPR, and we see it as
the start of a much closer working relationship with Government communicators across a broad range of
departments.

24. The CIPR welcomes the establishment of this initiative. Membership of the relevant professional bodies
is a key element in raising professional standards. Although government communicators are members of
GCN, being a member of a professional body provides many other training and development opportunities
and also gives communicators the opportunity to meet and share best practice with practitioners from diverse
sectors. They are learning about and from PR practice in other fields and in other contexts—which also
provides opportunities to benchmark practice and experience with what’s happening in the rest of the PR
world. Otherwise it’s easy for government communicators to live in a “gov comms bubble”, with no outside
references.

25. Membership of the CIPR means signing up to its Code of Conduct which is broadly consistent with the
Civil Service Code. http://www.cipr.co.uk/Membership/conduct/index.htm. The Code emphasises that honest
and proper regard for the public interest; reliable and accurate information; and never misleading clients,
employers and other professionals about the nature of representation or what can be competently delivered
or achieved, are vital components of robust professional practice.

26. There is now greater consistency in training with the GCN playing a key role here. This is an area that
deserves positive recognition and indeed is being used internationally as a model of good practice.
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27. The CIPR has worked with government departments to provide bespoke in-house training including:

— providing the Foreign OYce with the “International Communications Skills Training” programme
around nine times a year (six in the UK and three overseas). Each of these courses comprises five
modules and lasts for a week. As well as FCO staV, these courses have also attracted candidates from
the Home OYce and Department for International Development;

— a bespoke course for the OYce of Criminal Justice Reform on low budget PR;

— training for the Health and Safety Executive on Social Media and Evaluating PR; and

— a PR strategy workshop for the Home OYce in 2007.

New Rules Governing the Conduct of Special Advisers and defining more clearly the Boundaries

with the Civil Service

“We accept the role of special advisers but found a lack of clarity in their relationship with civil servants.
We recommend that new propriety guidelines and induction training should be developed by the
Permanent Secretary, Government Communications to cover all those involved in communication,
including special advisers. The principle of Civil Service impartiality must underpin these guidelines”
(page 21).

28. In spite of attempts to categorise and regulate the roles of special advisers there is still confusion and
friction about their relationship to the civil service. The notion that special advisers are civil servants (albeit
temporary ones) should be scrapped, and it should be made clear to civil servants and the general public that
their appointments are purely political. Their new status should be made transparent to the public, and to
other stakeholders with whom they have regular dealings. They should never be given posts that enable them
to direct civil servants nor should they supplant professionally qualified communication staV.

Effective Implementation of the Freedom of Information Act 2000

“We found a culture of secrecy and partial disclosure of information which is at the root of many of the
problems we have examined. We recommend that, when implementing the main provisions of the
Freedom of Information Act, the overriding presumption should be to disclose” (page 23).

29. It is still not clear whether there is a consistent position on disclosing information so this needs to remain
under close scrutiny.

Clearer Rules for the Release of Statistical Information

“We found cases of selective release of information and lack of clear timetables as to when information
was to be released. We recommend that core central government statistical information should be
automatically, routinely and systematically made available, with schedules published in advance and
strictly observed. There should be a new statute to define a clear remit for the National Statistician and
the Statistics Commission” (page 24).

30. Improvements have been made with genuine attempts to regularise the situation; however again there is
a need for ongoing monitoring to ensure these are sustained.

A New Approach to Briefing the Media

“We found that the lobby system is no longer working eVectively for either the government or the media.
We recommend that all major government media briefings should be on the record live on television and
radio and with full transcripts available promptly online. Ministers should deliver announcements and
briefings relevant to their department at the daily lobby briefings, which should also be televised, and
respond to questions of the day on behalf of the government” (page 25).

31. The original recommendations have not been implemented.

32. We believe that the current lobby system should be disbanded. Recent reforms to the lobby system have
been useful, but have not addressed the central issue—which is the concept that there is some kind of “magic
circle” of privileged journalists who are granted special access to the thinking of ministers. The current system
encourages an unhealthy closeness between government and a small elite group of journalists, and the kind
of anonymous briefing which exacerbates the cynicism with which the general public views the political system
and politicians themselves. Briefings should be open and transmitted live along similar lines to White House
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press conferences, where the spokesperson (a professional communicator) can choose to respond to questions.
If individual ministers still wish to brief individual journalists oV the record that is a matter for them—but the
institutionalisation of mass anonymous briefings is anomalous.

Customer-driven Online Communication

“We found that, although significant resources are being devoted to government websites, the impact
has been diluted by a lack of integration within departments and across government. We recommend
that the central government website should be redesigned to meet the needs and perceptions of users,
with individual departments only becoming “visible” when this makes sense to the users. Information on
local public services should be prominent and easily found. There should be increased investment in
websites to reflect the increasing importance of this method of communication” (page 26).

33. Significant progress has been made and on the whole some government websites have become an eVective
tool to engage and inform stakeholders and the public. Directgov and Business Link are good examples of
single points of access to government information and services for individuals and businesses.

A Reappraisal of the Relationship between Politicians and the Media

“We found a three-way breakdown of trust between politicians, the media and the general public. We
recommend that politicians and the media should consider the extent to which their behaviour might
support or undermine the objective of these recommendations—to help restore public trust in legitimate
government communication” (page 26).

34. Public relations should be interactive and not simply involve one-way communication. There is a need
to establish a critical relationship of healthy scepticism between politicians and the media as well as between
journalists and PR practitioners.

35. It may well be the case that public respect for politicians and journalists is at a low ebb. However, we are
not convinced that it is permanently at an historically low ebb—such things tend to be cyclical as the public
become disillusioned with governments over time. And the general public is more highly resistant to the
urgings—and opinions—of newspapers than some journalists and editors would like to think. For hard news
they rely on radio/TV (older generation) and online (younger generation). Scrapping closed lobby briefings
might however go some way towards restoring public trust in politicians and the media, if the Committee
believe that this is more than a cyclical and temporary issue.

18 September 2008

Memorandum by Professor Anne Gregory

Additional Information

I submitted evidence to the original Phillis Review in 2003.

I was seconded to and led the Cabinet OYce Project Group which developed Evolve—the Government
Communicator’s Capability Framework in 2004–05.

I served on the Project Management Board, set up and Chaired by the Permanent Secretary Government
Communications to oversee the development of Engage, the Government’s Strategic Communications
Planning methodology from 2005–08.

I now train Government Communicators in Strategic Communications Planning, Stakeholder Engagement
and Leadership.

Evidence

As you can see from the above, I have been heavily involved in developing the framework for improving the
capabilities of government communicators and in overseeing the development of the strategic
communications planning approach for all Government Departments. I also train Government
Communicators on a regular basis, so I have a deep insight into how communications in approached and
implemented within Government.
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In my Judgement

1. The appointment of a Permanent Secretary was a positive and necessary step and has helped to assert the
neutrality of the Civil Servants role. It has also ensured that communications has been recognised as a strategic
asset and activity within government requiring representation at the highest level. This appointment should
be retained. The formation of the GCN has improved access to training and support for departments which
has improved capability.

2. There has been a significant improvement in the structure of communications within Departments and it
is clear that in a number (especially the outward-facing and delivery departments) it is being re-positioned and
resourced as an important function with an increasing number of Communications Directors taking on more
senior roles. However, the picture is patchy, there are still a number of departments that do not position and
resource communications appropriately neither do they appreciate the contribution that communications
can make.

3. Likewise, there has been a notable improvement in communications practice across Government
Departments: practitioners are more skilled and more responsive. However, the picture in not uniform. While
there are many instances of departments displaying consistently good practice, there are still some
departments that do not.

4. There has been a re-balancing of the communications portfolio within government to a certain extent.
Communicators are now using a broader raft of communications channels and techniques, including direct
contact with the public. However, it is very clear to me that there is still a Ministerial obsession with the media
and I have no doubt that this skews this balance. The focus is still “telling” the public rather than engaging
with them.

5. From my observations I believe that pressure is still exerted on Civil Servant Communicators to “spin”
stories and that comes from personal Ministerial agendas.

6. There is still much room for improving regional communications to connect local people to national
agenda issues. Some regional consultations have been good (for example those on health and pensions), but
these are the exceptions rather than the rule. Generally communications are initiated, driven and controlled
by the Centre.

7. There is now greater consistency in training with the GCN playing a key role here. Indeed, this is an area
than deserves positive recognition and indeed is being used internationally as a model of good practice.

8. I continue to have some concerns with some of the principles behind the Government’s Strategic
Communications Planning methodology which I have voiced from the beginning. It is based very much on a
traditional marketing, customer exchange model aimed at “driving customer behaviours” to quote the oft used
phrase. There are quite profound issues surrounding the notion of informed consent within a democracy here.
The engagement with the public espoused in the model is to gain “customer insight” which is then used not
only to inform policy (which Phillis proposed, but in reality appears to do only rarely) but to lever behaviour
to gain public acceptance of policy. In other words, the model is instrumental—aimed traditionally at driving
purchasing behaviour. While there is much to commend this model it has to be used with care and moderated
for the democratic context. I have yet to hear a proper debate or recognition of this issue. Without a
recognition of its importance, the principles of Phillis will not be achieved.

9. There appears to be closer co-operation and co ordination of communications between departments, for
example the recent foot and mouth outbreak was handled well.

10. Overall I agree that the capability of communicators and the communications systems now in place have
helped to move government communications towards the position recommended by Phillis. However, in
summary I still have concerns about a number of areas:

— the philosophy underpinning the Government’s preferred communications model;

— the persistent emphasis by Ministers on traditional media;

— the London-centric concentration of Communications expertise and resources;

— the fact that some departments appear not to position and resource communications at an
appropriately high level; and

— the patchiness of good practice,

5 September 2008
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Memorandum by Mr William Horsley

Journalist and broadcaster, Chairman of the Association of European Journalists (UK) since 2001 and former
BBC News correspondent (to 2007). My comments draw on some 25 years’ experience as a BBC foreign aVairs
correspondent, including 17 years of reporting closely from and about Europe, from 1991–2007. I worked for
BBC TV and Radio as the BBC’s Germany Correspondent from 1991–97, and then from 1997–2007 as BBC
European AVairs correspondent working out of London, writing regularly for BBC News Online and
presenting the World TV and News 24 magazine programme Europe Direct.

(NB The Association of European Journalists is an independent, non-partisan group of professional
journalists and media practitioners concerned broadly with European aVairs. It holds regular members
meetings in London with public figures and promotes media freedom and standards. The AEJ has branches
in more than 20 European countries, and was this year granted Observer status on media policy issues with
the Council of Europe, the main watchdog for civil and media rights across Europe. I am also the AEJ’s
international Media Freedom Representative, and edited and co-wrote the two Surveys of Media Freedom in
Europe published by the AEJ over the past year. They are available on www.aej-uk.org.)

1. This Submission

I am submitting these comments in response to your Call for Evidence, addressed to me by letter in July. It is
an individual submission, but I include a few brief additional comments, with their permission, from two
colleagues who have taken part in AEJ events.

2. Barriers to Openness: A Critical Assessment

I applaud the principles and main reforms proposed in the Phillis Report of 2004, but assess the
implementation of the recommendations as inadequate in key respects. The government still tends to cling to
a culture of secrecy, based on restricted and carefully rationed media access to information about policies. It
is a self-defeating approach which also negates some good eVorts to implement Phillis—for example by using
government websites, e-mail shots and interactive services.

3. The “three-way breakdown of trust” among politicians, media and the public which Sir Robert Phillis and
his team identified can not be said to have improved since 2004. On the contrary, a growing disconnect is
apparent between the government’s major declarations of purpose, and its assessments of life in Britain, and
the realities and concerns in the mind of the British public. Entrenched, old-fashioned practices and attitudes
of secrecy on the part of government ministers and oYcials represent a structural barrier to the dialogue the
government says it wants. Importantly, the task of government communicators has been made harder, and
sometimes perhaps impossible, by an obvious and much debated lack of political coherence in the
government’s presentation of its strategic priorities and policies, on issues ranging from taxation to energy
policy. As a result the public largely feels excluded, not consulted, and has repeatedly shown in recent months
that it feels baZed about the government’s intentions and policies.

4. Public trust in the media has also declined further, from a rather low starting-point in 2004. The British
public often sees the mainstream media as part of the same problem, of a privileged elite operating in a separate
world, rubbing shoulders with those in power. Government and media are suspected of colluding in secret
places and secret ways for their mutual advantage, despite the fierce attacks often traded between government
and media (notably Tony Blair’s “feral beasts” speech of 2007). A large part of the public is dissatisfied with
the way the national media have reported and presented the changing picture of government activity. The
remedy must lie in real government moves to ensure more openness and directness. One obvious step in that
direction would be more live Internet broadcasts and transcripts of ministerial press conferences and other
policy presentations.

5. The UK’s mainstream media have themselves committed serious breaches of professional ethics, including
phone-in scams, and they stand accused collectively of “dumbing-down” the coverage of serious issues in the
nation’s life in the pursuit of ratings, popularity and mindless glorifying of celebrity. Together, these failures
on the part of government and media have led to popular disillusionment and alienation, which risks
developing into a real sense of disenfranchisement among significant parts of the population.

6. How real is the government’s commitment to more openness? Its recent policy decisions seem to cast doubt
on it. The enactment of new anti-terrorism laws on pre-trial detention have disturbed much of public opinion
as well as the media, and restrictions on court reporting of some security-related cases have placed extra
barriers in the way of public understanding of matters of high public interest. Critics say the legislation not
only only removes age-old freedoms but also hampers the media’s freedom to inquire and report potential
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abuses of executive power. Journalists including Shiv Malik have also faced new pressures, under threats of
prosecution, to reveal their confidential sources. The Freedom of Information Act has proved to be a valuable
tool for countering Whitehall’s culture of secrecy. But the government has done its best to stop the Act from
being used successfully in crucial cases, such as the request for disclosure of the early drafts of the intelligence
dossier on Iraq’s WMD capabilities.

7. The heart of the matter is that government ministers and oYcials too often persist in treating information
about government policies and decisions as privileged information, instead of public property. The recent
attempts to de-politicise the government’s communications work does appear to have largely succeeded. But
the system of government communications has often failed to deliver coherent messages in the face of
contradictory policy formulations, U-turns and administrative failings, including the loss of sensitive data
about sections of the population, among numerous other unsettling issues for the public.

8. Omissions and Weaknesses in Presentation of Foreign Policy

The Foreign OYce has some great strengths in terms of press relations. In particular, the quality of briefings
and policy presentations by senior oYcials compares well with other UK departments (as some of your other
commentators have observed). Still, the intended messages of British diplomacy are not getting through to the
UK media or to the general public, largely because the means of delivery are too narrow and old-fashioned.

9. I see particular diYculties in the government’s presentation of its policies on foreign aVairs in fast-changing
times. In recent years the parameters of British interests internationally have shifted dramatically, for example
in Iraq but also, I would argue, across the board. Yet the government has failed to explain the changing
political winds of the world to the population at large. It sets the prevailing tone of public debate, in which
big issues like Iran’s nuclear programme or Russia’s political and economic bullying of its western neighbours
have remained the preserve of very small foreign policy elite. The roaring success of new initiatives such as the
Intelligence Squared debates in London, which allow the public to debate big international issues with
influential public figures directly, is evidence of the hunger for ways of opening up the debate and de-
mystifying issues of foreign aVairs.

10. One of the most serious failures of government communications is thus that the public has not been alerted
to new threats to British security and interests such as the re-emergence of Russia as an aggressive power, nor
to the sweeping change brought about by the UK’s steady incorporation into a continent-wide system of
governance through the European Union. One might surmise that the Foreign OYce feels it has its hands full
with communicating and seeking public support for controversial policies in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the
emergency of combatting terrorist threats. But the failure to flag up and explain other drastic changes in the
landscape has left the public bemused, fearful and reluctant to believe the government’s appeals and
explanations when crises erupt.

11. The point applies to issues as divergent as Russia’s illegal invasion and occupation of much of Georgia
and the need for the EU’s Lisbon Treaty. In both cases the Foreign OYce appears caught on the back foot in
terms of public opinion. It now has an uphill struggle in the face of a suspicious public to prove what is self-
evident and accepted by every reputable international body—that Russia has acted in flagrant violation of
international norms and laws by its actions in Georgia and the crisis represents a grave test for the whole
international community. As for the Lisbon Treaty, British diplomacy achieved many of its goals in the
conduct of negotiations, but in the febrile climate of the UK the government made little eVort to sell the merits
of the package, or to explain how it might be good for Britain.

12. Indeed British oYcials sometimes appear to discourage discussion on that rather important point. As an
example, when I asked a very senior oYcial in a public forum to say how the UK would be approaching the
formulation of a common foreign policy with other European states under the new rules foreseen in the Lisbon
Treaty my question was dismissed without an answer on the spurious grounds that it must be motivated by
“euro-scepticism”. Answers must be given if the public is to have any confidence.

13. The need for more Openness on European Policy

The government has failed to make a cogent case either to the national media or to the general public for its
approach towards the UK’s part in the European Union. This represents an extraordinary failure, considering
that the progressive steps towards political integration of the UK with its EU partners, through a series of
binding treaties, represents a very profound change in the UK’s actual system of government, aVecting both
domestic and foreign aVairs in far-reaching ways. The British media are often blamed for hostile or inadequate
coverage of Europe, and the BBC acknowledged in a recent review that it was not telling the story clearly
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enough. But I judge that the government’s failure to even try to explain the often complex workings of the EU
is the root cause of this disconnect.

14. In opinion polls British people describe themselves as among the least informed as well as the most hostile
to the doings of the European Union.

15. Britain’s independent room for manoevre in foreign policy has become very obviously constrained by the
need to act in concert with its main European partners in areas where key national interests are involved,
including the Middle East and Russia. Events in Iran, Iraq, Georgia and Russia have highlighted that
constraint, especially since other European states have shown that they hold very diVerent priorities and goals.
Britain’s uncertain role within Europe appears to be undermining the government’s overall sense of purpose
in foreign policy. This, combined with popular dissent over some policy areas, has made the presentation of
foreign policy appear less convincing in the eyes of the public.

16. The UK’s relationship with Europe appears to be the government’s biggest blind spot. Supporters and
opponents of the EU integration process disagree fiercely about the merits of setting up a more formal, legally-
grounded and elaborate EU structure of governmental power by means of a new treaty among all EU member
states. But both sides are broadly agreed that the latest version, the Lisbon Treaty, (the successor to the failed
“EU Constitution”) means that the UK and other national governments would cede very significant powers
over both home and foreign policy-making to a collective EU decision-making system through “shared
sovereignty”. Yet the government has held fast to the argument that the treaty will not aVect the fundamental
relationship between the UK government and the EU. Michael Connarty, the Labour chair of the European
Scrutiny Committee, seemed to make a mockery of the government’s stance by stating that the EU’s Lisbon
Treaty would involve a “massive” transfer of powers from Westminster to EU institutions. My own
knowledge of the process over many years tells me that Mr Connarty’s assessment is correct.

17. In my evidence below I draw special attention to the government’s perceived failure to be truthful about
the significance of the EU’s Lisbon Treaty. The dominant focus on domestic policy of this House of Lords
Inquiry should not, I submit, be at the expense of grasping the high risk of an explosion of public disquiet or
dissatisfaction over this issue. The media barrage against the government policies on Europe, including the
ratification of the Lisbon Treaty, is an omen of what may follow. British oYcials and ministers would be well
advised to take in the lesson from Ireland, where an aggressive campaign to blacken the name of all opponents
of the Lisbon Treaty as “extremists” before this year’s referendum backfired spectacularly. The Irish voted No
by a large margin and in unexpectedly large numbers.

18. Legacy of the Past

Although this Inquiry is looking into what changes have occurred in the past four years it is important to
establish that the Hutton Inquiry into the death of David Kelly has left a toxic legacy in terms of the
government’s record for trustworthiness, as well as trust in the BBC. It is enough to note that in opinion polls
the British public believed by a clear margin that the government was more at fault than the BBC in the aVair.
The government’s own probity has come sharply into question again recently over the decision on national
security grounds to halt a Serious Fraud OYce investigation into BAe System’s arms contracts with Saudi
Arabia, described as the biggest arms deal in the UK’s history. Without taking this point any further, I want
to note that public doubts about the well-aired allegations of corruption are bound to colour the ongoing
eVorts to improve government communications and re-build the three-way trust with the media and public.

19. Media Access

The promises set out in the Phillis Report about open media access to press conferences and briefings have not
been fulfilled. That failure continues to damage the relations between government and media and the public’s
right to know about a range of policies and decisions. In earlier hearings to this Inquiry senior government
oYcials responsible for press relations stated that press conferences and briefings should be open to
“everyone”, adding that action should be taken to correct the mistake if they were not. But in practice the daily
on-the-record briefing by the prime minister’s spokesman inside the Commons is limited to those journalists
with a parliamentary pass, while the one held inside the Treasury is also limited because of rules governing
access to the building. Similar rules limiting journalistic access apply in other ministries, at Number Ten and
at the Foreign OYce.

20. The restrictive policy needs to be changed, both to avoid favouritism and to serve the much wider range
of media outlets now working to provide information and articles to new outlets, new media and the Internet.
If the government accepts the Phillis recommendations, ministers should take responsibility for ensuring that
press oYcers allow open access to press conferences, and wherever possible to background briefings as well.
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Press oYcers often assume the authority to be gatekeepers for their seniors and political masters.
That discretion may sometimes be necessary but it is often misused and should be curtailed or stopped.

21. The privileged circle of political correspondents for leading media covering the Prime Minister naturally
enjoy special access to top government figures and sensitive information. But this inner circle also displays
some of the weaknesses of any “closed shop” group, and there is a serious down side to the creation of such
an exclusive group: when foreign leaders attend press conferences in London with the British prime minister
and the right to ask questions is (as usual) granted to members of that tiny group, important international
issues often go unmentioned or unquestioned. There is no space to pursue such points here, although I believe
they are important and the current arrangements sometimes act as a barrier to understanding—and therefore
also to the government’s own goals.

22. The system of employing a civil servant, Mr Ellam, to speak on the record but not on camera is another
important failure to deliver on the pledges of Phillis in 2004. Jon Devitt, who was political correspondent for
BBC World TV and BBC World Service radio until May this year comments as follows: “By devising this
system the government has constructed a new bureaucratic skin to protect itself from diYcult questions. Mr
Ellam, as a civil servant, only gives a few lines of oYcial comment which he often repeats in answer to every
question. It would obviously be better, as Phillis suggested, if these briefings were televised.”

23. Jon Devitt observes, in tune with Nick Robinson’s observations to the Inquiry, that the best arrangement
is for the prime minister to have a powerful, authoritative figure as his spokesman, such as Bernard Ingham for
Mrs Thatcher or Alistair Campbell for Tony Blair, because they can be properly interrogated by journalists. I
personally agree with that.

24. The UK’s Image Damaged by Media Policy at Summits

In a rare display of media shyness, UK government ministers have for some years refused to give press
conferences when attending the regular quarterly European Union summits, usually held in Brussels. For
some years they were the only national delegation to act in that way. Tony Blair began the practice, instead,
of making short “doorstep”-style appearances at the VIP entrance, where leading British media
representatives would gather by arrangement in a small group, excluding most other journalists covering the
summits. This custom seems to have begun in about 2001 as a way for the prime minister to avoid the risk of
persistent questioning by British political correspondents on awkward domestic issues in a venue where the
PM wanted to stick to current business, or at least to European issues.

25. This practice is much resented by journalists from other parts of Europe and it appears after some years
to be damaging to the image of Britain in indirect but perhaps important ways. Another sign of the UK
government’s lack of proper concern for its wider press responsibilities is the troublesome and long-drawn-
out system of handling the accreditation of foreign correspondents who settle in London. I have been told by
individual correspondents, such as a national TV correspondent of a fellow-EU state, of his annoyance at
being humiliated by the unnecessarily curt and thoughtless treatment of UK oYcials.

It goes without saying that British media workers would regard such behaviour as quite unacceptable if meted
out to them in a foreign country. However, I welcome the commitment of the Foreign OYce to revive and
refurbish the Foreign Press Association as a worthy venue for a range of press events in London.

26. Conclusions

Government leaders and ministers need to take active responsibility for eVecting a major opening up of
government to achieve a more open provision of information to the media as a whole. Press conferences should
be made open to all bona fide journalists, within the limits of space. They should be televised on the Internet
and made available as recordings as a matter of course. The prime minister and cabinet themselves set the tone
for government communication and relations with the media.

27. Martyn Bond, a member of the AEJ and deputy director of the London Press Club, adds this
recommendation: “The Phillis Report stresses the need for two-way traYc between journalists and the
government’s press operations to overcome the assumptions of “them and us”. I would urge the adoption of
the Phillis recommendation of short-term contracts for professionals who could work in government
communications for a time as part of a career which would continue outside the civil service. This could
involve an extensive scheme of internships at an early stage of journalists’ and civil servants’ careers.
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28. “Further, formal training courses for civil servants and media employees should include comprehensive
information about the other, including emphasis on the importance of mutual understanding, both for
eYcient government and for the media to fulfill its role of accurately informing the public. In particular, more
training would be helpful to ensure journalists’ clear knowledge of relevant parts of the law.”

29. Britain is fortunate in having robust and diverse national media. The open questioning of those in power,
especially as carried out among others by respected national institutions like the BBC and leading newspapers,
is essential to Britain’s democratic life. But the country’s laws governing the media have grown unreasonably
restrictive and should be reviewed in order for a more open regime of government communications to work.
A cultural revolution in favour of openness is overdue.

15 September 2008

Memorandum by Mr Nicholas Jones

Written evidence from Nicholas Jones, political journalist and author. Council member of the Campaign for
Press and Broadcasting Freedom. Contributor to www.spinwatch.org.uk Archive of articles and speeches:
www.nicholasjones.org.uk (In 2003 Jones gave evidence to the Phillis Review team and participated in its
seminars)

There could hardly be a more opportune moment to consider an overhaul of the government communications
system and to chart a new sense of direction for civil servants working in the information service. The
forthcoming general election and the installation of a new administration will provide an ideal opportunity
for a fresh start. What is needed is a change of culture and a new presumption that the flow of information
from the state to the media should be de-politicised and that all news providers outlets should have equal
access.

The practice of trailing government announcements in advance—almost invariably on an oV-the-record
basis—has now become institutionalised within Whitehall departments. To all intents and purposes it has
become the state-sanctioned leaking of oYcial information and it is the widespread distribution of confidential
data on an un-attributable basis which has done so much to weaken the neutrality of civil service information
oYcers and undermine the credibility of what is being said by the government of the day.

As a first step Downing Street lobby briefings should be given in public by an upfront spokesperson and the
proceedings should be available for live broadcast on television, radio and via the internet. A lead has to be
given from the top: if daily briefings on behalf of the Prime Minister were given on the record, by a publicly-
identified spokesperson, it would set a new standard for attribution for the rest of the government.

The Phillis review recommended that lobby briefings should be “on the record, live on television and radio
and with full transcripts available promptly on line.” (Phillis Review 2004). Despite its acceptance of the Phillis
recommendations, the government made only a half-hearted attempt to persuade lobby correspondents to
accept on-camera briefings and it was no surprise that the lobby voted to maintain the status quo, anxious to
defend at all cost the un-attributable and anonymous briefings which have become the lifeblood of modern
political journalism.

Nonetheless if the leading Downing Street spokesperson had the necessary confidence and authority to speak
publicly, that individual would inevitably be accountable for what was being said on behalf of the government
and if there was a greater degree of accountability it would help curb the uncontrolled activities of the much-
enlarged cadre of special advisers. It is these political aides who are responsible for many of the anonymous
briefings which in recent years have caused so much mischief for ministers and civil servants and undermined
the credibility of oYcial information.

On-camera briefings would introduce a sense of discipline and reinforce the repeated recommendations by the
Civil Service Commissioners that special advisers should be required to speak on the record. Greater certainty
about the government line would also assist departments and agencies. Senior civil servants in the UK, like
their counterparts in the USA, would then come to realise that if needs be, the practice of speaking on the
record does have many advantages.

Political correspondents prefer to be briefed un-attributably because it gives them a greater degree of
journalistic licence. They maintain that being able to get information from politicians and oYcials on an oV-
the-record basis results in more exposure and serves the public interest. But the growth in the number of
anonymous sources in Whitehall and Westminster—and the freedom this has given journalists to embellish
and even fabricate stories—has become a cancer, eating away at the authority of the government of the day
and eroding trust in the political system.
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The rapid expansion in online journalism and the growing impact of alternative news providers has opened
up an opportunity for the Whitehall machine to re-think its strategy. Significant political stories are now being
researched and delivered by journalists outside the Westminster lobby system. Websites, bloggers and
reporters using the Freedom of Information Act are increasingly challenging—and beating—the established
political correspondents and the government of should encourage this trend, not least because of the greater
openness of on-line journalism.

The aim of the state should be to be even handed in the supply of information and in view of the immediacy
and commendable transparency of most on-line journalism, there is nothing to be gained by perpetuating the
divisive practice of continuing to give exclusive access and information to favoured political journalists.

Trading exclusive stories with selected national newspapers, television and radio programmes is seen by the
administration as the only way to influence the news agenda and gain favourable publicity. But this practice
has always been divisive and the House of Lords Communications Committee could give a lead by reviewing
the evidence since the Phillis Review and by recognising that a new approach is needed.

Perhaps the clearest exposition of the mentality which persists across Whitehall was given by Tony Blair’s
former director of communications, Alastair Campbell. In his diaries, The Blair Years (2007), Campbell said
that his policy when it came to the news media was to “divide and rule”. (see 31 January, 200, page 441).

Campbell’s first act on becoming Blair’s Downing Street press secretary was to rewrite the rule book for
government press oYcers to ensure that the Whitehall publicity machine raised “its game”. (See report of
Mountfield working group, November 1997). Press OYce Best Practice was revised and civil servants were
instructed to “grab the agenda” by promoting government announcements by means of a selective “ring
round” of newsrooms in order to start “trailing the announcement during the previous weekend”.

Campbell’s edict of “divide and rule” became the norm and is deeply ingrained in civil service psyche as
illustrated by the text of confidential government media plans. (See Trading Information: Leaks, Lies and Tip-
OVs by Nicholas Jones, Politico’s 2006)

For example, the lead up to the announcement that the government had purchased the London Heart Hospital
for £27.5 million in 2001 was a textbook example from the pages of Press OYce Best Practice. A leaked copy
of the Department of Health’s media plan indicated the importance of advance, oV-the-record briefings when
implementing a media policy of “divide and rule”:

“We are trailing the story with David Charter at The Times. In addition we will brief the Today programme . . .
Once the story breaks in The Times this evening, the duty press oYcer will ring round all broadcasters and
picture desks to let them know of the morning photo call . . . A press notice will be issued at 9.30 am
(Department of Health media plan, 8 August, 2001)

The unedifying spectacle of the state competing in the media market place—rather than serving the public
interest by supplying all media outlets with information at the same time—reached its nadir in April 2007 when
two members of a Royal Navy crew captured by the Iranians were allowed (encouraged?) to sell their stories
exclusively to the national press (Faye Turney was paid £100,000 by the Sun and Arthur Batchelor received
£20,000 from the Daily Mirror).

There was a public outcry over what happened and considerable criticism of the failure of the Ministry of
Defence to deal fairly with the news media as a whole by failing to present the released crew members at a press
conference open to all news outlets.

Tony Hall, who conducted an inquiry for the government, found there had been a “collective failure of
judgement” over the aVair and oYcials within the department “simply didn’t understand how it had been
allowed to happen”.

Perhaps Hall should have done more to acquaint himself with media practice within Whitehall and he would
have understood that the strategy of supplying exclusives to two of the biggest-selling popular newspapers—
Sun and Daily Mirror—is precisely the kind of strategy which has become the norm within the civil service.

Sir Richard Dannatt, Chief of the General StaV, was so appalled by what had happened that he made sure
that all media outlets were dealt with even handedly when Prince Harry served in Afghanistan. A news black
was arranged with the Society of Editors and equal access for newspapers, television and radio was assured
when the story finally broke in February 2008.
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Another illustration of what can be achieved is the success of the Crown Prosecution Service in providing a
legal spokesperson to give on camera reaction at the end of controversial court cases. Sir Ken MacDonald,
the DPP, deserves credit for this initiative. At the conclusion of trials which have a significant public interest,
the Crown Prosecution Service provides a spokesperson outside the court. Here we have a demonstration of
the openness which can be achieved.

I have long argued that journalists are unlikely to put their own house in order and it is the state which should
make the first move. I do hope Lord Fowler, chairman of the Lords Communication Committee, will look at
the transcripts of the Westminster Media Forum which he chaired earlier this summer (1 July 2008).

One of the contributors to the discussion was David Hill, who succeeded Alastair Campbell as Blair’s director
of communications. Hill told the forum he believed the twice-daily Downing Street briefings should be
televised. This would open up the lobby system to wider scrutiny and force political correspondents to ask
their questions in public. Hill believed the lobby briefings as presently constituted were counter productive and
if they were on camera he hoped that whenever possible a senior minister would attend to answer questions.

In conclusion I would argue televised briefings would not be a mere cosmetic but could become an important
constitutional safeguard. American news services keep their recordings of White House briefings and if a story
suddenly changes, or there are suggestions subsequently of a cover-up, radio and television stations can replay
the original answers and draw attention to any alterations or discrepancies in the oYcial guidance.

Televised extracts from White House briefings during the lengthy proceedings involving President Clinton and
Monica Lewinsky became part of the montage of material which was shown as pressure mounted for
impeachment. Mike McCurry, Clinton’s press secretary, resigned in October 1998 in protest at the way he felt
he had been used unfairly to perpetuate a deception about Clinton’s sexual relations.

My point is that televised briefings would not only help the government of the day by allowing ministers to
get oV the back foot and explain their policies but would also herald a new era in openness which might help
restore trust in the process of government and also make life harder for the journalists who make it up. There
are far fewer hiding places for on-line journalists. They can get challenged within an instant and do have to
adjust and correct their reports. Not only might there be more transparency in government, but also a greater
level of attribution by reporters and less reliance on the use of anonymous sources.

18 August 2008

Letter from the Rt Hon Francis Maude, MP

Inquiry into Government Communications

I am responding to your invitation to submit evidence to the Select Committee’s inquiry into Government
Communications on behalf of the Conservative Party. We very much welcome the recommendations of the
Philips Review. Rather than repeating its content, I have sought to focus on additional points of note.

Reversing the Politicisation of the Civil Service

1. Any review of government communications needs to be taken in the broader context of the need to undo
the politicisation of the Civil Service that has occurred under the current administration.

2. Under Labour, the number and cost of special advisers has trebled from the 38 that existed in 1996–97.1

This uplift has come about through an increase in special advisers who have a communications/press role,
rather than policy/research advice. A series of controversial incidents involving special advisers (eg Jo Moore,
Charlie Whelan, Dan Corry, Alastair Campbell) has exposed how the changes in their number and role has
had a seriously adverse influence on the workings of government, especially in the context of communications.

3. We believe there should be a statutory cap on the number of special advisers, as part of a wider Civil Service
Act to strengthen the independence of the Civil Service. Special advisers have a key role to play as advisers to
Ministers, but their role should be more tightly defined.

4. We should recognise the role that political party headquarters have to play in enabling Ministers to make
partisan responses to political events. Rather than undermining the Civil Service machine, it helps protect its
impartiality.
1 Hansard, 25 November 1997, col 472W.
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Greater discipline in use of government advertising

5. Central OYce of Information spending on public relations, marketing and advertising now costs £391
million a year, more than three times the rate that Labour inherited.2

COI Spending £

1997–98 £111 million
1998–99 £173 million
1999–2000 £200 million
2000–01 £295 million
2001–02 £273 million
2002–03 £267 million
2003–04 £317 million
2004–05 £343 million
2005–06 £322 million
2006–07 £338 million
2007–08 £391 million

6. Despite the Government supposedly having to make “Gershon” eYciency savings, the first year of the
current Prime Minister has coincided with a 16% rise in the cost of Government advertising, marketing and
publicity.

7. Government advertising has also attracted particular controversy this year, when the Home OYce abused
the marketing funds by funding newspapers advertisements on police during the local elections “purdah”
period, mirroring the Labour Party’s own campaigning. There has also been an historic trend of COI
advertising strangely rising just before an expected general election.

8. At a time when the public finances are under so much pressure, it is clear that greater discipline is needed
in the use of government advertising. Advertising should focus on areas when there is a clear public benefit
(such as safety or public health campaigns), and the letter and spirit of purdah guidance should be more strictly
adhered to.

Opinion polling is no substitute for democratic accountability

9. The latest COI annual report justifies the growing expenditure as necessary to engage the public:
“Consulting the public has always been key to intelligent government, and the Prime Minister is hugely in
favour of engaging with the citizen”.3

10. Yet the Department for Communities and Local Government’s latest citizenship survey has found that
only 38% of people in England agreed that they could influence decisions aVecting their local area, and just
20% on decisions aVecting Great Britain. This is down from 44% and 25% respectively in 2001.4 The increase
in government advertising spend has coincided with greater political disillusionment, not greater engagement.

11. In this context, the Government’s planned expansion in the use of citizens’ juries—glorified focus groups
and opinion polling—should be questioned. For example, in the last 24 months, £33 million of taxpayers’
money has been spent on Ipsos-MORI polling alone by central government.5 The Government’s plans for
new local government Place Surveys will entail a further £55 million spend on opinion polling.6

12. Throwing millions at such pollsters will do nothing to address political detachment by the electorate.
Public engagement is better promoted through responsive local government, a vibrant Parliamentary
democracy, greater use of direct democracy and improved Ministerial accountability.

More efficient Whitehall press operation

13. Twice a year, the Central OYce of Information publishes an internal directory listing information and
press oYcers in government departments and public bodies (called the “White Book”, previously the
“Information and Press OYce directory”). I would recommend that the Select Committee may wish to
examine this publication to get a detailed picture of the Whitehall press operation.
2 Central OYce of Information, assorted Annual Report and Accounts.
3 COI, Annual Report and Accounts for 2007–08, July 2008, p 14.
4 DCLG, Citizenship Survey 2007–08, 26 June 2008.
5 Answers to a series of Parliamentary Questions, March—May 2008.
6 DCLG, The New Place Survey: Consultation, December 2007.
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14. Analysis of the July 2006 and September 2007 editions of the White Book illustrates the scope and size of
the Whitehall communications operation under both the current and previous Prime Ministers.7

15. Despite the Gershon plans to reduce the administration costs and the head count of Whitehall, the total
number of press and communications staV has not fallen. Comparing like with like, there were 3,252 in 2007
compared to 3,238 staV in 2006.

Communications staV in Whitehall and quangos, according to directory 2006 2007

Total 3,238 3,252

Communications staV in central Whitehall departments 2006 2007
Central OYce of Information (including Media Monitoring Unit) 249 243
Ministry of Defence 229 229
Department for Work and Pensions 181 180
Home OYce 145 157
Department of Health 117 102
Department for Transport (including certain agencies) 103 95
Department for Communities and Local Government (including 13 staV from 82 90
Government OYces for Regions)
Department for Environment, Food and Rural AVairs 107 87
Northern Ireland Executive, NI Assembly and NI Information Service 67 85
Scottish Executive and Scottish Parliament 72 77
Department for Education and Skills 75 –
Department for Children, Schools and Families – 71
Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform – 70
Ministry of Justice – 62
Department of Trade and Industry 62 –
Foreign and Commonwealth OYce 42 53
Department for Constitutional AVairs 51 –
Cabinet OYce (including “Government Communication” group) 54 52
Department for International Development 27 48
Welsh Assembly Government 80 42
HM Treasury 29 34

Communications staV in central Whitehall departments 2006 2007
Department for Culture, Media and Sport 27 26
Prime Minister’s Press OYce 24 23
Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills – 9
Attorney General’s OYce 3 3
Wales OYce 3 3
OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister 3 –
Scotland OYce 2 2
Total 1,834 1,843

16. I can provide a similar chart for Whitehall quangos on request, although the White Book understates the
total number, as for many quangos only the most senior staV are listed.

17. There has clearly been a significant increase in communications staYng under the Labour administration,
which cannot be explained away purely due to the “demands of the 24/7 media”. As an illustration, the Home
OYce—always a busy brief—had 19 press oYcers in 1996–97.8 Today, it has a total of 157 communications
staV, despite the transfer of responsibilities to the Ministry of Justice (who have a further 62). The Home OYce
includes 50 in the press oYce, a director of communications, 23 staV in marketing communications, five in
communication strategy, 49 in corporate communications, three PR staV in science posts, and a further 26
communications staV in the Border and Immigration Agency division.

18. The sheer number of staV in some departments raises questions over their eYciency and purpose. The
Government has given communications staV a myriad of diVerent titles, such as “strategic media planner”,
“strategic communication team leader”, “communications manager: change agenda”, “communications
development manager”, “integrated communications oYcer”, “face to face communications”, “internal
7 Obtained via Hansard, 17 October 2007, col 1133W and Hansard, 6 July 2006, col 1359W.
8 Select Committee on Public Administration, The Government Information and Communication Service, HC 770, July 1998,

Appendix 11.
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strategy communications adviser”, “regional image PR specialist adviser”, “communications standards senior
executive oYcer” and “marcomms team leader”.

19. As an example, the Department of Work and Pensions has in its 180-strong communications department:
a Director of Communications, a Head of Strategy & Planning, a Head of Strategic Communications, a Head
of Communication Operations, a Head of Internal Communications, a Head of Network Services, a Head of
Communications (Child Support Agency), a Head of Marketing (Job Centre Plus), a Head of
Communications (Job Centre Plus), a Head of Customer Relations, and even a “Head of Customer
Acquisition” for its benefits team.

20. The following conclusions can be drawn:

(a) Some government departments have an excessive number of communications staV that bears no
relation to their eVectiveness. The smaller government department press oYces tend to be more
eVective, by avoiding duplication of functions, discouraging the creation of work for its own sake
and ensuring a tighter co-ordination of media response.

(b) The number of quangos with their own communications staV is wasteful. In particular, more
executive agencies could have their communications handled in-house by their parent department;
this is already a practice of the Department for Transport, for example.

(c) The White Book should list the communications staV in full across all non-departmental public
bodies, to allow greater scrutiny of the true number across Whitehall.

(d) There is significant Whitehall expenditure on external public relations agencies.9 Whilst there may
be cases for out-sourcing, such expenditure cannot be justified in addition to having massive in-house
communications operations.

Changing the communication of information in a digital age

21. The internet is changing traditional business models, boundaries of authority and concepts of government
control. In a digital age, access to information and the ability to communicate it should no longer be controlled
by a few. Central to any strategy of government communications should be the changing the relationship
between citizen and state in access to information.

22. Shadow Chancellor, George Osborne, has outlined proposals to allow the public to see how and where
their money is being spent, by placing financial details of government expenditure online. Such an approach
is already being implemented by the US federal government, in a programme informally termed “googling
your tax dollars”.

23. More local government information should be made available to the public, in formats that allow
innovative and creative uses. We have proposed that there should be a standardised formats10 for local
authorities to publish information online, which can then be collected and “mashed up” by the public.

24. Uses could include creating the town hall equivalent of “theyworkforyou”, Bebo widgets for information
on youth services, Google Maps telling you what day your rubbish is collected or what planning applications
are being submitted, or allowing a common recruitment website for local government jobs. This would be
accompanied by relaxing controls which force councils to pay to publish little-read statutory notices in local
papers. The net result will be to reduce local government costs, by allowing them to spend less money on
advertising, while increasing accessibility, communication and accountability.

Broadcasting the decision-making process

25. Rather than paying for advertising to communicate “policies”, greater eVorts should be made to give the
public direct access to politicians and the decision-making process. This does not have to incur great expense.

26. The frequency of televised debates in US politics helps engage the public and hold politicians to account.
There should be an annual set-piece televised debate between the Prime Minister and the Leader of the
Opposition, and individually, between the Home Secretary, Foreign Secretary and Chancellor and their
opposite numbers.
9 This is an area that my Shadow team is currently investigating in more detail, but I note, as examples, the DCLG spending £1.2 million

in external public relations in the last 24 months (Hansard, 19 October 2007, col 1326W), the DfT and agencies has spent £5.5 million
in the last 72 months (Hansard, 24 April 2008, col 2210W).

10 The technical term is XML Schema—common standards to share information in XML formats, which can then be syndicated, and
the data incorporated into third-party applications.
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27. The infrequent televised questioning of the Prime Minister by the core Select Committee chairmen should
be extended. The frequency should be increased, and new formats introduced—such as the questioning of the
Prime Minister by opposition leaders in a Committee format.

28. More and more key decisions about public policy are taken by those who are appointed by Ministers
without reference to Parliament. These quango chiefs are “operationally independent” and absent from proper
political accountability. Select Committees should have the right to approve or reject major public
appointments (and re-appointments), including the chairmen of executive agencies and non-departmental
public bodies. Televised confirmation hearings should hold to account the heads of quangos who make
decisions that aVect our lives.

Conclusion

Any changes to government communications must be in the context of giving people more power and making
politics more accountable. The current top-down approach involving a massive expansion of communication
by the state, which has not succeeded in influencing public opinion, is no longer sustainable.

I am happy to provide more detailed information on any issue on request.

15 September 2008

Letter and memorandum by Sir Christopher Meyer

Thank you for your letter of 15 July, inviting me to give evidence to the Lords Select Committee on
Communications.

I previously sent a written submission to the Commons Select Committee on Public Administration on 25
March 2004, in which I raised a number of objections to the Phillis Review’s recommendations. I see no reason
to change my views and I am therefore re-submitting my brief paper. I am sure, given his ability and energy,
Mr Howell James, as Permanent Secretary for Government Communications has made significant
improvements to the government communications machinery. But, seen from the outside, there are no
discernible changes for the better in the quality or flow of public information.

The views expressed are personal and individual.

1. I disagree with most of the recommendations in this report.

2. It begins with some large assumptions about an alleged three-way breakdown in trust between politicians,
media and the public; and the consequences of this for public interest and engagement in the political process.

3. These assumptions are open to challenge. Even if true, the remedies proposed in the report—to the
“conduct, process and style” of government communications—are not the answer.

4. The report’s recommendations are based on several misconceptions.

Briefing the Media

5. The report calls for the replacement of the lobby system by on-the-record briefings, broadcast live on TV
and radio and often given by Ministers.

6. It is unlikely that these briefings will normally be interesting enough to justify the cost to television and
radio networks or live or recorded broadcasting. In the United States, television cameras are present at the
daily White House, State and Defence Department briefings. But very little, if any, footage survives to the
main news bulletins.

7. On-the-record briefings, either by ministers or civil servants, are imperfect vehicles for communicating with
the public. Precisely because they are on-the-record, spokesmen will tend to put caution before candour.
“Lines to take” and blandness will likely predominate. Government spokesmen will not wish to go into all the
background and details of a policy, unless they can do a large part of this on an unattributable basis.

8. The USA is again instructive. A vast panoply of televised, broadcast, and on-the-record briefings has done
nothing to eliminate an equally vast market in unattributable briefings. (There is a major controversy in the
US today whether, in return for access to senior members of the Administration, speaking unattributably, US
media reflected too uncritically the views of the Administration on Iraq.)

9. In other words, call it “lobby” or what you like, there will always be a market in the worlds of policy and
politics for information conveyed in ways other than on-the-record. Indeed, without this market the public
will never be fully informed. The Phillis Report does not demonstrate why its recommendation for a “new
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approach to briefing the media” will be an improvement on the current system: a robust combination of press
conferences, ministerial speeches, parliamentary debates, lobby briefings and interrogation on the Today
programme.

Government Communications

10. The report unrealistically tries to dissolve the sharp distinction between media handling and government
communications more widely. “Integrated communications” has a nice ring to it, but it will not work. The
requirements of media handling, and the skills needed to meet those requirements, are highly specialised. They
are quite diVerent from those needed to maintain a “continuous dialogue with all interested parties”, with the
focus of attention on the general public.

11. Indeed, in its emphasis on “unmediated” government communication with the public, the report
underlines by default the gulf between press handling and other forms of communication. This undermines
the credibility of the report’s major recommendation: “Strong Central Communications Structure”.

A Central Communications Structure

12. This is a flawed recommendation. The best that can be said about it is that, as immediate concerns about
the relationship between press, politics and the public fade, as they will, the Permanent Secretary, Government
Communications, will be left running a souped-up version of the GICS, and not much more.

13. The main flaws are:

(i) As mentioned above, the subsuming of media-handling skills into a “wider definition of
communications professionals”. This is to mix chalk and cheese.

(ii) The unleashing of a permanent turf war between the new Permanent Secretary and Whitehall
Departments, including No. 10, who will consider that they know better then he/she.

(iii) The tension between a “strong central communications structure” and the need to ensure that
Departments closely integrate “policy development, service delivery and communications.”

Centre versus Departments

14. The report rightly argues that presentation issues should be taken into account at an early stage of policy
development. The new Permanent Secretary, Government Communications, may be able to help this process
at the margins in individual departments; but it will not happen eVectively unless generated from within
departments, with leadership coming from the departmental ministers and permanent secretary.

15. It will not happen either unless those who are responsible for media and communications are drawn from
within the department’s mainstream. The creation of a separate cadre—“a new and authoritative
communications service”—members of which are parachuted into individual departments, will militate
precisely against the formation of expertise within the department and the acceptance that working with the
press and on communications is part of a civil servant’s normal career structure.

16. The emphasis should, therefore, be on decentralisation as far as the inculcation of the right culture and
expertise around Whitehall is concerned. It will always be those closest to the Prime Minister, whether civil
servant or political appointee, who play the dominant role in ensuring coordination across Whitehall. That is
how it should be.

Policy and Politics

17. This is the great intractable. The report makes a good stab at clarifying the dividing line between civil
servant and political appointee. There is no ideal formula and much depends on personalities. I left the No.
10 press oYce in 1996 firmly of the view that, so as to give the whole picture, the Prime Minister’s spokesman
must be able to brief on policy and politics; and the job could no longer be done by a civil servant.

18. For what its worth, Americans are amazed that this is a job given to civil servants.
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Conlusion

19. The worry about this report—and the remit given the Review—is that it has mistaken a bad patch in
government relations with the media and public opinion for a structural breakdown, which threatens the
democratic process and calls for a “radical” remedy. I believe this to be false. This is not to say that government
and media should not raise their standards; nor that there is no room for improvement in the way departments
integrate issues of public presentation into policy making. But a new Permanent Secretary, Government
Communications, and the structure he/she is to supervise, will prove cumbersome and ineVectual.

22 July 2008

Memorandum by the Newspaper Society

1. Thank you for inviting the Newspaper Society to submit evidence to the Committee.

2. The industry delivers trusted and relevant news, information and advertising to over 40 million people a
week across its print, online and broadcast channels. These now include around 1,300 daily and weekly
newspapers, 1,100 websites, 750 magazines, 36 radio stations and two TV stations. Regional newspaper
companies have evolved into regional media companies developing powerful combinations of print and digital
services to “layer” their local markets, extend their audience reach and deliver ever greater advertiser response.

3. The Prime Minister wrote this summer that: “Local newspapers are right at the heart of Britain’s local
communities, examining the issues which matter, seeking out local people’s views, and representing their
interests. That is why the readers of local newspapers see them as such honest, responsible and accurate sources
of news.”

4. Rob Haslam, the outgoing GNN board director, COI, stated last year: “I seem to have spent half my
working life persuading my Whitehall colleagues about the importance of working with the regional media,
which researchers have regularly found to be more trusted, valued and widely read than the nationals.

The regionals have raised their game with the incorporation of ever more blogs, audio and video feeds and
citizen journalism on their websites. During the recent flooding in Gloucestershire, local papers The Citizen
and Gloucester Echo provided constant updates on their joint website with advice on things like where to buy
supplies, get access to clean water and which streets were closed. Relevance and immediacy have never been
more important factors to public sector communicators, and it is here where local media hold the trump card.”

5. It is important that the Government Communications Service continues to appreciate the strengths of the
regional media and values the contribution that it can make in communicating and engaging with the public
at local and regional level. One of the main recommendations of the Phillis Review was greater emphasis on
regional communications.

6. The NS briefs the COI and Government departments on the hard evidence, statistics and abundant
research which support the Prime Minister’s statement. The NS’s oral and written evidence to the Committee’s
previous inquiries has summarized some of those findings. We would be happy to provide more detailed
information if the Committee would find it helpful for the purposes of this enquiry.

7. Nonetheless, we have found it increasingly necessary to remind politicians, government departments and
their communications services of the importance and eVectiveness of the independent local and regional
media’s editorial and advertising content. Various policy papers suggest that government and public bodies
should develop and rely upon their own communications channels rather than the independent media. There
is seldom any evidence to support this assertion, other than a suggestion of possible costs savings. Little
consideration is given to the consequences for democratic debate—and that “regional newspapers are the
backbone of democracy” as the Lord Chancellor recently stated in Parliament.

8. The websites, broadband services and in-house publications produced by central government, local
government and other public bodies are not as eVective as the local media in attracting, communicating and
engaging with the public for advertising or editorial purposes.

9. Governments should not forget the reason why Parliament so often specified publication in the local
press—this was and is the most eVective way of alerting the local people concerned. Regional newspapers are
considered by British people to be the most trusted and reliable of all media.

10. If a public notice has to be published in the independent local newspaper, then the public authority cannot
try to avoid public debate of controversial proposals by tucking it away in a seldom consulted, poorly
signposted obscure corner of its own website.

11. If wider discretion is given as to how information should be publicized to those most likely to be aVected
by it, then the public authority should be guided to the local newspaper companies as the foremost providers
of multi-media means of communicating with the local community and its individual members. They can
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provide any level of coverage or communication—from regional coverage of their daily newspapers, their
comprehensive websites and associated services, broadcast and broadband services, communities whether
interest based or geographic to the postcode coverage or direct individual communication through the
audience for their hyper local newspapers and websites or individual person reached by mobile services.
Regional and local media companies are happy to work with public bodies to help them improve their
engagement with their local communities.

12. It is also important that any encouragement of the development of “Customer-driven online
communication” does not mean that central or local government bodies’ websites should become the sole
repositories of information about themselves and their activities. This would only reduce public information
and public oversight.

13. Public bodies’ perceived attitude towards implementation of freedom of information legislation,
predicating on finding an exception and withholding information, rather than a presumption of disclosure, as
originally intended, illustrates only too well why central and local government’s own publications cannot be
allowed to become the carefully controlled, sole source of information about their activities.

14. The NS has raised elsewhere the wider dangers of policy makers’ assumptions that local and regional news
and information should become increasingly the preserve of state funded, state owned media.

15. The Phillis Review stressed the importance of regional and local communication. The role of the
independent local media, and its editorial and advertising strengths, and the assistance which it could give
must not be overlooked by Government when considering how it intends to implement its policies of
“engaging local communities” (DCLG White papers and proposals to review planning system local
government publicity codes), or involving the local community (eg criminal justice system Home OYce,
Ministry of Justice) or improving the health of the nation (eg Department of Health, DCMS), or informing
the public (Cabinet OYce schemes), or fostering local news and plurality (DCMS, Ofcom, BBC Trust).

16. Regional press editors, political editors and lobby correspondents continue to note the “never-ending
problem of recognition of the regional press” within government press oYces whose focus tends to be on
achieving broadcast media coverage.

17. The government communication service should consider the needs of the regional media sector as a whole:
both those regional daily newspapers with dedicated parliamentary lobby correspondents and also the vast
majority of regional and local newspapers who do not have such a London presence.

18. Regional newspapers need a clear, consistent, reliable and responsive government information service.
Response to regional press enquiries still varies across diVerent government departments. Direct access to
oYcials or ministers is often diYcult. There is a need for greater co-ordination and the introduction of a core
best practice across departments.

19. The availability of up-to-date, internet-based background information is of particular importance for
non-lobby journalists, and would reduce the time spent by government press oYcers handling basic enquiries.
More thought should be given to the relevant local angle on government announcements.

20. Press releases and articles from ministers aimed at regional newspapers should relate to genuine news
stories rather than government advertising messages. These should always provide a contact who understands
the policy issues and can respond swiftly to journalist enquiries.

21. We would be happy to provide any further information.

15 September 2008

Memorandum by the PPA

Has the implementation of the reforms of government communications since the Phillis Review resulted in a more
effective system of communication and underpinned the principles set out in the report?

PPA

PPA is the association for publishers and providers of consumer, customer and business media in the UK and
in this role welcomes the opportunity to respond to the House of Lords Select Committee on Communications
inquiry into the Phillis Review of Government communications.

The association’s membership consists of some 500 members who publish or organise over 4,400 products or
services. These include over 2,500 consumer, business and professional magazines and nearly 1,000 online
products. Many PPA members oVer online services, including websites, online versions of print publications
and publications only available online, or through electronic transmission.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The PPA response will focus on areas of direct interest to our members, namely: eVective implementation
of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and clearer rules for the release of statistical data.

1.2 Magazines are not mentioned in the 2004 Phillis Review, but they were and are an important part of the
British media landscape and democratic process. Since 2004, traditional magazine publishers have increased
their online presence and remain a trusted source of information—both in print and online.

Magazines

1.3 It was disappointing that magazines were not mentioned in the Phillis Review as they have a unique ability
to connect with special interest groups, for example:

1.3.1 locally, through regional magazines;

1.3.2 to mothers, via one of the many parenting magazines;

1.3.3 with young people, using teenage, popular culture or sporting magazines;

1.3.4 to diVerent ethnic groups through specialist community magazines.

1.4 And we should not forget mass market weekly and monthly magazines—which are read by millions of
people each issue.11

1.5 A wide range of consumer needs are met by magazines because there is such a variety of them. And it is
a growing variety. The increasing number of consumer magazines and websites not only demonstrates a very
healthy market but is also a visible sign of increasing specialisation.

1.6 Magazines and websites focusing on more and more specialist areas strike an increasingly personal link
with readers who are especially interested in a given subsector.

1.7 Magazines deliver engagement. A study in 2004 by the Henley Centre, Planning For Consumer
Change12—summarised in PPA’s report Delivering Engagement13 highlighted how people have become so
overloaded with media exposure and information bombardment that it is no longer suYcient for a medium
or an advertisement to win consumers’ attention: it is necessary to win their active involvement and truly
engage them. The Henley Centre concluded that magazines have the characteristics to achieve this engagement
in four ways: trust, support, status and participation.

1.8 The Government and the Central OYce of Information should recognise the important role of magazines
in society.

2. Freedom of Information Act 2000

2.1 “Openness, not secrecy” is the first principle of the Phillis Review—and with regard to Freedom of
Information (FoI), this has simply not been the case since 2004. PPA agrees that the Phillis recommendations,
“if implemented with vigour and commitment”, will help to rebuild trust in Government communications.

2.2 However, after only two years in force, ministers tried to restrict the eVectiveness of the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 (“the 2000 Act”), designed to give individuals a “right to know”.

Draft Freedom of Information and Data Protection (Appropriate Limit and Fees) Regulations

2.3 The proposed Draft Freedom of Information and Data Protection (Appropriate Limit and Fees)
Regulations (“the Draft Regulations”), consulted on twice in 2007, would have made it easier for public
authorities to refuse FoI requests on cost grounds. PPA responded to both Department for Constitutional
AVairs consultations.14

2.4 PPA stated at the time the Draft Regulations were being consulted upon, that it was diYcult to see the
proposed changes as anything other than a deliberate attempt by the Government to avoid diYcult or
embarrassing FoI requests.
11 For example, Take a Break is read by three million people per week (National Readership Survey, June 2007 June 2008.)
12 Planning for Consumer Change, Henley Centre, 2004. This is partly based on a re-interview survey among BMRB’s TGI informants.
13 Delivering Engagement: fresh perspectives on getting closer to readers, PPA Research Report 76, 2004. The brochure may be

downloaded from www.hmaw.net
14 PPA submissions available at: http://www.ppa.co.uk/cgi-bin/go.pl/legal/article.html?uid%11530&topic uid%79 (March 2007); and

http://www.ppa.co.uk/cgi-bin/go.pl/legal/article.html?uid%11866&topic uid%79 (June 2007).
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2.5 The Government stated in the second 2007 consultation that it was not their intention to hinder legitimate
requests or reduce the eVectiveness of the 2000 Act. This may not have been the intention, but it would
undoubtedly have been the result. Information that ought to be disclosed in the public interest could have been
kept confidential—due to it being embarrassing or inconvenient for Government or local authorities—using
the new “consideration time and consultation time”.

2.6 There was no assessment of the type of request that could have been refused—the whole rationale was
based on economics. However, the cost of administering FoI requests is relatively modest for visibility and
accountability across Government and public authorities; especially when considered in relation to other
Government expenditure.

2.7 According to Frontier Economics, which undertook the Government commissioned report, the estimated
annual cost of the 2000 Act is £35.5 million. The maximum likely savings that the proposed changes would
have made is £10 million across the whole public sector. This pales into insignificance when compared with
the £300 million plus that was being spent on PR and marketing around the time of the consultation on the
Draft Regulations, with over 3,200 press oYcers employed in Whitehall.

2.8 The Government report did not consider the disproportionate eVect that the proposals would have on the
media and genuine investigative journalism.

2.9 The proposed aggregating of requests would clearly have disadvantaged the media, including magazine
publishers, who may follow an issue (in the public interest) over a period of time and need to make numerous
requests in order to investigate a story properly and professionally.

2.10 Comments from PPA members:

2.10.1 “11 years on, seven years after introducing an information bill and after just two years of, on
the whole, successful implementation of the Freedom of Information Act, the government
wants to rein in its wild child.” New Statesman

2.10.2 “There are better targets for penny-pinching than the cheap and eVective Freedom of
Information Act, but watering it down might make oYcial lives a bit easier.” Economist

2.11 PPA welcomed the decision of the Government to drop the proposed restrictions to the 2000 Act.

Other attempts to water down the Freedom of Information Act 2000

2.12 The Private Members Bill introduced by David Maclean, “A bill to amend the Freedom of Information
Act 2000 to exempt from its provisions the House of Commons and House of Lords and correspondence
between Members of Parliament and public authorities”, was apparently aimed at protecting correspondence
between MPs and their constituents.

2.13 However, confidential information about private individuals is already exempt from disclosure under
section 40 of the 2000 Act.

2.14 The Maclean Bill would have eVectively exempted the House of Commons and the House of Lords from
having to disclose information under the 2000 Act. With hindsight, this would have importantly excluded MPs
expenses.

2.15 Unexpectedly, nearly 100 MPs—including around 20 Ministers—voted in favour of the Bill in May 2007.
Described by Lord McNally as a “squalid little Bill”, it gained no support amongst the Lords.

Positive steps

2.16 There have been instances of openness since 2004; and a couple are worth raising. But it is important that
the Government is not able to overturn decisions to disclose information where there is a legitimate case for
disclosure.

2.17 The Information Tribunal’s recent decisions on access to policy advice—showing that the Tribunal has
required disclosure not long after the relevant Government decision was taken. The Government has,
however, challenged the Tribunal’s approach.

2.18 The Information Commissioner’s decision that memos relating to the Iraq war dossier sent by political
figures ought to be disclosed. The Government has fought for three years against disclosure on the grounds
of national security.
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3. Clearer Rules for the Release of Statistical Data

3.1 PPA continues to maintain an interest in ensuring that Government has clear and concise rules for
providing public sector information (PSI) as easily and conveniently as possible.

3.2 PPA members rely on access to many kinds of PSI in order to deliver relevant and timely information—
but often find themselves competing in the market place with Government, or relying on Government as a
source of information for which they have to pay.

3.3 PSI is particularly important for business media, which makes up a large part of PPA’s membership.

3.4 “Public information does not belong to government; it belongs to the public on whose behalf government
is conducted”. Prime Minister Tony Blair.

3.5 In the digital age, information is a massively valuable resource—and this applies for Government as well
as business. The Government has an unbelievable amount of information about a whole range of things—
from the natural environment to personal habits—collected by millions of public servants. And from this
information, the Government runs businesses in the knowledge economy—making profit.

3.6 If the information is commercially valuable to Government, it is commercially valuable to business too—
but the current situation tends to squeeze out the private sector.

3.7 The Technology Guardian’s Free Our Data campaign has argued that the wider economy—as well as
democracy—would be better served by making nearly all government data available for free. PPA supports
the Technology Guardian’s campaign.

3.8 “The Re-Use of Public Sector Information Regulations 2005” (“the PSI Regulations”) implement
Directive 2003/98/EC on the re-use of public sector information. PPA strongly supports the aims of the
Directive and the PSI Regulations on the re-use of public sector information, but despite some positive steps,
believes that there is still work to be done.

3.9 PPA welcomes the Governments’ recent commitment to make PSI free, or not charge more than the
marginal cost of maintaining and distributing the extra copy, by signing the Seoul declaration for the future
of the internet economy.

3.10 The declaration recognises that “Public organisations are a major source of information, an increasing
amount of which is digitised or produced in digital form and can be re-used in innovative ways for significant
economic and social benefit.” And calling for the removal of “unnecessary restrictions on the ways in which
it [PSI] can be accessed, used, re-used, combined or shared”.

3.11 Although not binding on UK public bodies, the declaration is welcome news and PPA hopes that the
system for re-use of PSI becomes more open and with fewer obstacles.

4. Conclusion

4.1 Progress has been made since the 2004 Phillis Review, but the areas highlighted above remain an issue for
PPA members.

4.2 Magazines and their associated websites play a vital role in UK society and have unique qualities. The
Government and the Central OYce of Information should ensure that they utilise these qualities of trust,
support, status and participation.

4.3 PPA would welcome giving oral evidence to the committee.

September 2008

Memorandum by Prospect

Introduction

1. Prospect is a TUC aYliated union representing the majority of staV employed in the Government
Communications Network (GCN). Our members employed in this community are highly professional
specialists, often working under pressure in an ever changing environment. Prospect has a strong commitment
to enhancing skills and career development opportunities for GCN members, and continues to be involved in
ongoing discussions regarding the GCN People Strategy, and with the Cabinet OYce on a coherent pay and
reward strategy for this group of specialists.
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What’s Happened?

2. Prospect welcomed the Phillis Review, and the inclusion of a number of the recommendations made by
Prospect in the report to the Prime Minister. In particular the recommendations relating to integrated
departmental communications structures, led by a new Permanent Secretary, and consistency in recruitment,
training and development opportunities for communications specialists. Our recommendations to the Phillis
Review included:

— induction and ongoing training and development are fundamental to the eVective functioning of
Government communications;

— adequate funding is essential to ensure sustained and increased confidence in the information
provided by government;

— pooling of good practice, ensuring this is actively shared across departments and agencies;

— clear guidance and procedures are put in place to enable communications specialists to seek
assistance and advice with regards to professional issues and issues of propriety;

— the Civil Service “fast stream” needs direct experience of the nature of communications work; and

— the need for communications specialists to be able to move easily between departments/agencies to
enhance skills, and also to encourage cross fertilisation of knowledge and to encourage best practice.

3. Following the Phillis Review, GICS was disbanded and the Government Communications Network
launched. A number of processes were put in place to address the recommendations of the report, including
the setting up of GovGap, Directgov and the Engage programme. GovGap, launched out of the Central OYce
of Information (COI), is a resourcing service assisting government/agency communications teams with
shortfalls in staYng, and variable workload issues. It also includes processes allowing permanent staV to move
around government departments/agencies through secondments and temporary assignments. Direcgov, also
launched out of COI, provides information on government services online aimed at the general public,
available through the internet, phone and satellite/cable television. The Engage programme promotes best
practice strategic communications skills across government. Additionally, GCN recently introduced a
professional competency framework, and have created a network of Development Advisers.

Progress

4. Progress on implementing the recommendations of the Phillis Review has been extremely slow. However
there is no doubt that the processes outlined above go some way to addressing the recommendations in the
Review.

5. The GCN has provided a central communications structure putting in place processes which ensure
strategic leadership for communications across government. However, concerns remain that there are areas
within Government that remain outside GCN influence. For example Prospect GCN members in the Ministry
of Defence continue to be concerned at the management capability of military personnel who enter into
management roles from unrelated specialisms. There are no full-time specialists in the Armed Forces. Training
appears to be minimal and has an adverse impact on how communications specialists are managed,
particularly with regards to their performance management and continuing professional development.
Military personnel are also subject to be moved after two or three years, with the result that communications
specialists have no consistency in how they are managed.

6. Govgap was set up as a resource service to assist with shortfalls in staYng, for instance to cover maternity
leave, and to provide a range of options linked to the specific needs of departments/agencies, providing extra
resource for project work for instance. It is also aimed at giving staV the opportunity to enhance skills and
gain experience through secondment opportunities and temporary assignments across the GCN. Although
there has been some success with GovGap in helping with the skills mix available in the GCN, the lack of a
coherent pay strategy presents a barrier to the movement of professional staV. Market pay issues also impact
on the availability of freelancers, leading to an increase in the use of more expensive contractors. StaYng
pressures in most areas also prevent existing permanent staV from taking part in secondment opportunities.
Concerns remain that the movement of staV from administrative/policy areas into the GCN dilutes the
expertise of the network, whilst the movement of media specialists into other areas of the Civil Service remains
virtually non-existent, preventing the facilitation of a healthy cross-pollination across the GCN network.

7. The launch of Directgov has been a positive development in disseminating information and improving
communications with the public. The movement of what was the Government News Network, sitting
alongside Government OYces in the Regions, into the COI, has also had a positive impact on regional
communications.
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8. The introduction of the GCN Competency Framework has resulted in more consistency in recruitment to
the GCN with regards to professional skills and standards. The Competency Framework also links to
performance management, training and continuing professional development. However, with devolved
performance management systems inconsistencies remain across departments/agencies as to how performance
of communications specialists is managed and rewarded, impacting negatively on professional standards.
There are also inconsistencies in the provision of training and development, apart from the training provided
through the GCN programmes there is no coherence apparent in terms of eYciency, intelligence and
evaluation of training programmes across departments/agencies.

9. The Engage programme, set up to assist communicators understand and apply a range of advanced
strategic communication techniques and skills needs to underpin further work to identify the existing
knowledge and skills available within the communications community. An area where further work is
necessary in the GCN is within the Civil Service “fast stream” which still has no communications specialism.
This continues to present barriers into how future Senior Civil Servants understand the fundamental role that
GCN has in the policy process, as well as preventing the opportunity to develop professional communicators
from the graduate pool.

10. Prospect remains frustrated at Civil Service rules that inhibit and prevent communications specialists
from progressing within their specialisms. It seems to us that there is a real issue that staV in senior grades with
in depth specialist expertise lose out on performance assessments undertaken through the PSG framework, as
the “generic” skills of PSG will eVectively take precedence over job related professional expertise. There is the
potential for this to result in communications specialists giving up their specialism to enter into
management grades.

11. By far the biggest barrier to members of GCN being able to move easily between departments and
agencies, to enable them to enhance their knowledge and skills is the disparities and unfairness inherent in
devolved terms, conditions and pay and reward in government departments/agencies. DiVerent pay rates and
structures lead to inequality amongst staV, as well as preventing barriers to movement around the
communications network. There are huge disparities in pay, for example, SIOs in Government OYces have a
pay scale maximum of £47,472, whereas in DfT the comparable figure is £44,108, and in CLG the figure is
£39,227. The main employer of communications professionals, COI pays £43,273 at the maxima (all rates
2007). These disparities impact, not only on staV wishing to develop their skills/experience through
secondment opportunities, as they could be working alongside staV, doing the same type of job, but for
significantly less pay, but also creates the situation where staV apply for posts in departments/agencies based
on the salary payable, rather than logically planning career development, as well as creating competition
between departments/agencies.

12. In a recent Prospect pay survey, communications specialists responded that low pay is a great concern.
Out of 200 responses 63% indicated that they were more dissatisfied in their workplace than a year ago; 74%
are angry at the lack of pay progression; 49% say poor pay and career opportunities have driven them to look
for a job outside the civil service; 85% are poorly informed about the Professional Skills for Government
programme; and 77% indicated that they work longer than their contractual hours, including 85% of
managers. Clearly there are problems with pay and structures within the GCN which need addressing.

13. Further analysis also needs to be undertaken with regards to the external pay market. Higher pay in the
private sector, apart from creating problems with “leap frogging” whereby external appointments are paid
higher salaries than existing staV, if the GCN wants to attract highly qualified and experienced professionals,
it needs to ensure pay and reward is competitive.

14. Many of the issues around terms and conditions, and internal reward would disappear if a single pay and
grading system was developed and applied across the GCN. Prospect continues to be involved in a Reward
Working Party through the Cabinet OYce, set up to look at certain groups of specialist pay and reward across
the Civil Service, however, to date there has been no positive movement in the communications specialist area.

15. In conclusion, we believe that although clearly, there has been progress and processes have been put in
place to address the recommendations of the Phillis Review, certainly in areas dealing with training and
development, performance, and pay and reward, further work and analysis needs to be undertaken in creating
a coherent approach to remove inconsistencies and barriers to staV movement.

September 2008
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Memorandum by the Public Relations Consultants Association

1. Background to the PRCA

The Public Relations Consultants Association (PRCA) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the call for
written evidence issued by the House of Lords Select Committee on Communications on 17 July 2008, as part
of the Committee’s Inquiry into Government Communications.

By way of background, the PRCA was established in 1969, and is the representative body for public relations
(PR) consultancies in the UK.

The Association provides support to PR consultancies to enable them to become better businesses, and helps
to demonstrate the value of public relations consultancy to clients. It also works to deliver and enforce
accountability and high standards. PRCA members must pass the Consultancy Management Standard—an
independently assessed audit of their business operation—and must adhere to rigorous ethical codes of
conduct.

It has over 160 members across the UK, and represents consultancies which cumulatively account for well over
half of the consultancy fee income generated in the country. These consultancies are of all sizes, working for
clients in all business, public sector and not-for-profit sectors. Together, they employ around 5,000 people and
generate more than £400 million each year in fees from clients.

2. Summary

The PRCA believes that despite the great talent which exists within the civil service press operation, it
continues to fall short of rising public expectations.

It also believes that while improvements have been made (most notably since 2004 under the leadership of
Howell James), much remains to be done. In particular, problems of perception remain large—and most likely
considerably exceed the real issues that exist.

At a macro-level, the Government has taken welcome steps in recent years to diminish the public perception
of “spin” and political interference. However, that perception remains considerable. There is a clear public
distrust of the impartiality of Government announcements, and a suspicion that much of what is released is
partisan rather than impartial.

The UK has developed a hybrid of the old-style impartial civil service, and the US-style of highly-politicised
senior-level administration operators. It is our view that this hybrid is unsatisfactory, and that either turning
back to a fully traditional British model—or else explicitly embracing an American model—would be highly
attractive as it would ensure clarity of purpose and responsibility.

At a public-facing level, too little is invested in easing citizens’ access to information. Public sector websites
continue to be among the worst organisational ones. They all too often contain redundant pages and non-
operational links; their search engines are unwieldy, slow and uninformative. Despite improvements, this
remains true of Parliament itself and of central Government Departments.

Taken broadly, Parliament itself needs to examine the activities of its members, and to ask whether those
activities increase or reduce public confidence in Government communications. There remains a clear need
for Parliament to create its own, entirely non-partisan, identity and brand.

3. Proposals

SPADs renamed and more visible

Special Advisers play a valuable and necessary role in the governing and political processes. They (rightly)
serve to deflect political questions away from impartial civil servants. And it would be fair to say that their
role has matured over time.

However, while Westminster insiders appreciate that role, to those outside of the golden circle of privileged
access—politicians, high-level civil servants, and political journalists—it remains ill-defined and much
misunderstood.

Their title is also something of a misnomer. They would be better described as Political Advisers, not least to
distance themselves from the “Specialist Advisers” who also work in the public sphere.
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It would be better for the perceived impartiality of the civil service press operation, and for the clear
functioning of Government, if SPADs were to be more visible, acting as quoted and named spokesmen for
their Ministers. In that way, they could speak as clear political voices, leaving the everyday business of
Government (as opposed to political) communications to civil servants.

Binding and enforced remit for civil servants

Civil servants need to be given more support in defending their legitimate impartiality against attempts to put
the governing party’s flavour on Government statements. In saying this, we recognise that the vast majority of
statements are factual in nature—but a minority of politically-slanted releases still exists, and serves to colour
perceptions.

The Civil Service Code should therefore be enhanced to provide civil servants with a much-needed definitive
statement of their role. It should include robust measures for ensuring that the de jure prohibition on SPADs
attempting to “lean” on civil servants is universally transformed into a de facto prohibition too.

In order to deal with extreme cases of undue pressure, thought might usefully be given to an explicit civil
servant whistleblowers’ charter for dealing with illegitimate political pressure.

Decision re US-style administration

As suggested above, the UK system has moved from a very traditional split in responsibility to one that
broadly resembles its traditional style, but now also contains significant elements of a political-appointments
arrangement as seen most notably in the United States.

The current Government’s decision in 1997 to replace a large number of departmental communications heads
continues to colour the views of civil service communications professionals about expectations; and has a long
tail on media and public perceptions.

Both the openly political model of senior administrative posts, and the entirely non-partisan model have
attractions. What is not attractive however is the current halfway house. In our view, it would be better to
move to one system clearly, thereby making responsibilities more obvious.

New Civil Service Act defining impartiality

Overlapping all of the points above is the need for a comprehensive and robust Civil Service Act that addresses
these problems in the round.

There is an obvious temptation for political parties to make political capital out of this breakdown in trust
between the Government, the governed and the media. But the slow erosion of public faith did not begin under
the current administration, and threatens to taint the work of subsequent administrations of whatever
political hue.

Such a Civil Service Act should therefore be approached in a non-partisan way, with the support of all parties
represented in Parliament. Otherwise, it will clearly lack credibility.

Corporate identity for Parliament

One of the striking omissions in public sector communications is the lack of a corporate voice and brand for
Parliament as an institution. All too frequently, issues aVecting Parliament as a whole are addressed by
politicians themselves, inevitably introducing a party political element.

While it is inevitable that certain issues will be party political in nature, there is a significant number of cases
where this is not so, and where an apolitical voice would serve Parliament better.

We recognise of course the argument that the Speaker fulfils this function. However, he represents only the
Lower House, and Speakerships are not always entirely free from controversy themselves.

At a minimum, Parliament should develop an accessible and fully searchable website. While the current
version is doubtless an improvement on what existed before, it still leaves a lot to be desired.

More fundamentally, Parliament should give proper thought to the establishment of a robust and modern
corporate identity, expressed, for example, through a properly-resourced and absolutely non-partisan press
oYce. We recognise that this might itself be the subject of some unfavourable coverage, but such a
consideration does not detract from the need for action.
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Clarity on MPs’ communications allowances

One controversial area that impacts upon the public opinion of Government communications remains the
activities of MPs themselves.

While there is broad agreement that MPs need to be able to communicate with their constituents, the use by
certain MPs of their communications allowance for what might be seen as party political campaigning is
injurious to the image of Parliament and of the public sector communications eVort more broadly. It might
be better if these communications allowances were pooled and administered centrally by Parliament as a
corporate body, making constituents aware of relevant information on their MPs’ activities.

4. Conclusion

The PRCA would argue that there is a clear need for Government communications to be improved, and that
this need should be addressed comprehensively, encompassing not just central Government Departments, but
also the broader public sector and Parliament itself.

Having said that, we would not wish to obscure the fact that the current position is a significant improvement
on that which existed just a few years ago. Our central concern with regards to central Government
communications is that public perception continues to be considerably worse than reality—and that serious
measures are therefore needed to shift this perception.

We should recognize that at a time of pressure on the public finances, and the reasonably close proximity of
a general election, enhancing the way that Government communicates with the public might not appear to be
a top priority. We are also aware that there will be inherent tensions in a system which seeks impartially but
deals with politically contentious issues.

However, the public deserve top-quality communication from those who spend their taxes and act in their
name. And while it is tempting for political parties to make capital out of such issues, they should bear in mind
that such pressures aVect all governing parties.

We would, of course, be delighted to expand upon these brief observations.

29 September 2008

Letter from the Society of Editors

Inquiry into the Implementation of the Phillis Review

Please extend our apologies to the chairman and committee for the delay in this response.

We welcomed the setting out of the seven key principles for government communications in the Phillis review.
There has been progress towards achieving them but the pace of change has been variable. Perhaps the
measure of success of the implementation of the Phillis recommendations is that we still have to campaign
vociferously to encourage the adoption of the principles.

The first and most important of these principles is “Openness, not secrecy”. There has certainly been some
progress in what is a cultural change that must be carried down to all layers of government. Organisations
have begun to realise that releasing information without waiting for requests or pressure is not only helpful
in itself but can reduce work pressures, for instance in responding to Freedom of Information requests.

We have made these points forcibly in the Ministry of Justice Information Users’ Group, particularly when
there were concerns that proposals in the review of the working of the FoI Act might be regressive. Fortunately
the government thought twice and did not proceed with those proposals. That helped to maintain the tone of
cultural change, as have more recent announcements from the Secretary of State for Justice regarding
openness in the courts.

There have been more direct, unmediated communications with the public but changes in this regard are not
always the most valuable. The public benefit from communication through the media. Reports are generally
based on professional questioning about the information released.

Progress in these and other areas needs be stepped up or sustained over a long period and should not merely
be related to the issues that led to the establishment of the Phillis inquiry. Many of the problems that were
examined were symptoms of deeper concerns and that is why cultural change at all levels of government needs
to be promoted continually.
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Concerns remain about the role of special advisers and it is not clear that changes following the Phillis report
have been totally beneficial. We had a close and valuable working relationship with the head of GICS that was
mutually beneficial. It provided for ways of discussing problems and promoted better understanding and led,
for instance, to the creation of the Media Emergencies Forum and its regional equivalents. Sadly that
relationship has not continued with similar strength or purpose and the MEF and other less formal joint
forums have suVered as a result.

The society particularly welcomes the chairman’s comments regarding regional communications. The regional
media oVer huge opportunities for improving communications between government and the public which
have never been fully exploited. We have long argued that government in Whitehall and in the regions could
achieve far more through closer relationships with regional media.

I hope these brief points are of some value. We would of course be happy to expand on them if required. Our
current president has a national broadcasting background and he will be succeeded by an editor from a
regional daily newspaper in November. I represent the society in meetings with government departments and
in bodies such as the MEF and the Information Users’s Group. We would all be pleased to help the
committee further.

23 September 2008
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